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The present volume comprises the second and final installment of the material
which came to light in the excavations conducted between 1931 and 1937 on the hills
of southern Athens under the joint auspices of the Department of Antiquities of the
Greek Governmentand the American School of Classical Studies at Athens.1 In it are
presented the figured vases, the Hellenistic pottery and the fragments of stamped
wine jars.
An interval of ten years separates this volume from the earlier (Hesperia,
Supplement VII: Small Objects from the Pnyx: I, by Gladys R. Davidson and
Dorothy Burr Thompson, 1943), in which were published the inscriptions, dikasts'
name-plates,coins, weights, graffiti and dipinti, sculpture, lamps, loom-weights, spindle
whorls, implements, jewelry, seal impressions, votive objects, glass and terracotta
figurines. However regrettable the delay may have been in other respects, it has
permitted the more mature consideration of the material and, in particular, has enabled
the contributors to avail themselves more fully of the evidence from the excavations
of the Athenian Agora.
All the material published in these two volumes is now housed and available for
study in the storerooms of the Agora Museum.
No one who cares for the monuments of Athens could fail at this moment to be
mindful of his debt to the late Konstantine Kourouniotes (1872-1944) who, over a
period of more than forty years, repeatedly devoted his efforts to recovering the
history of the ancient assembly place on the Pnyx and who was chiefly responsible for
initiating the most recent excavations, some of the results of which are presented
herewith.
HOMER A. THOMPSON
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES
ATHENS, GREECE

1 For the excavationreportscf.

pp. 269-383.

Hesperia,I, 1932,pp. 90-217; V, 1936,pp. 151-200; XII, 1943,
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PART I
FIGURED

POTTERY
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The great majority of the fragments of black- and red-figured vases found in
the excavations on the Pnyx comes from the filling thrown in at the time of the
rebuilding of the Assembly Place in the third quarter of the fourth century B.C.:
Period III of the Assembly Place.' The figured fragments associated with Period II
of the Assembly Place have already been published;2 some of these are again illustrated here (19, 85, 86, 203, 229-232, 234), as are also two fragments which were
published in connection with the construction filling of the West Stoa (175, 183).8
Other finding places are noted in the catalogue.4
In preparing this material for publication the undersigned have incurred many
obligations. The principal debt is to Sir John Beazley, without whose encouragement
and help it could not have appeared. His suggestion, made soon after the main excavations on the Pnyx Hill in 1931, that there were few clear details of vases of the
fourth century available, is the justification, if one is still needed, for the illustration
at actual size of a considerable number of fragments of the coarser fourth-century
styles. In the following pages, moreover, the reader will find many references to
Paralipomena, the unpublishedcontinuation of Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, from
which we have most kindly been permitted to quote. Especially in the fourth-century
field, this material includes many new painters and new groups; some of these are
represented among the Pnyx fragments by attributed or in scme way related pieces,
as follows:
21, 22: Painter of Pnyx P 4
178, 179, 182, 183: Group of the Vienna Lekanis
253: Painter of Naples 3245
268: Toya Painter
294: Painter of London F 54
312: Filottrano Painter
319: Group G

It is difficultadequatelyto express our appreciationof the opportunity of including the
Paralipomena references; we can at least make plain that the associations indicated
in the catalogue here are Sir John Beazley's only when so specified and that the
responsibility for other statements remains our own.
1Hesperia, I, 1932, pp. 180-181; XII, 1943, p. 299.
Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18.
3 Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 294, fig. 15 a and b.
4A fragment said to be from the Pnyx and now in Heidelberg was published by R. Pagen2

stecher,UnteritalischeGrabdenkmdler,
Strassburg,1912, pl. 17 f.; and 'Apx.'E+., 1937,p. 478.
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Special thanks are due also to Mr. and Mrs. Christos Karouzos, Director and
Assistant Director of the National Museum in Athens, for their kindness in providing
every facility for the study of the parallel material in that collection. We are indebted
further to Mr. Peter E. Corbett of the British Museum who has generously shared
with us his knowledge of the bell-kraters of the fourth century, and has assisted us
in many ways.
The pottery from the Pnyx is fragmentary in the extreme. No complete vaseshapes could be recovered, nor are there many convincing associations between fragments from a given vase. The material used in the filling of Period III must have been
brought in from some dump or accumulationof debris which had lain about for some
time before its use in construction work.
A large proportionof the fragments may be assigned to the first half of the fourth
century, but in the selection published here this proportion has been considerably
reduced by the omission of a quantity of pieces belonging for the most part to the
coarse style of the second quarter of the century. The latest fragments have, however,
all been included; of these only one, 312, related to the Filottrano painter, can with
confidencebe dated after the middle of the century. Of the fragments from contexts
other than the Assembly Place, one, 320, is as late as the end of the third quarter; it
comes from a disturbed area. The evidence of the red-figured pottery thus fully
supports the date in the third quarter of the fourth century previously suggested for
the final rebuilding of the Assembly Place (Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 293-301). This
conclusion is also in agreement with the indications given by the stamped wine jars
from the same filling, for independent historical considerations make it unlikely that
any of these is to be dated later than about 340 B.C. (below, pp. 122 f.).
Of the black-figured fragments, the most interesting pieces are the plate, 1, and
two fragments of Panathenaic amphorae, one, 11, showing the figure of a satyr as
the " symbol " on a column, the other preserving part of an inscription of early type,
12. Archaic red-figure is not represented. Among the vases of the classical periods,
the finest may once have been a bell-krater in a monumental style contemporary with
the Niobid painter, 191. The painting styles popular from about 430 B.C. to the end of
the century are fairly well represented: 206 is a careful piece by the Pothos painter,
196 and 217 are in the manner of the Dinos painter, 106,209,211 in the mannerof the
Meidias painter. Other pieces, of which the most interesting are perhaps the hydria,
118, and the pyxis lid, 139, belong to this same generation. An especially attractive
piece from the turn of the fifth to the fourth centuries is the bell-krater fragment
with two Amazons in a chariot, 237, related in style to the Talos painter.
The cup fragments of the fifth century are undistinguished, but the cup and plate
fragments which may be assigned to the turn of the fifth and fourth centuries or the
beginning of the fourth century are of some interest. Three fragments by the Jena
painter, 25, 26, 27, may be noted; also a large cup, 28, puzzling as to subject both
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inside and out, assigned to the manner of the Jena painter, and a small plate, 40, which
may somewhat suggest his style.
The chief usefulness of the collection lies, however, in the material which it
provides for the study of the coarser varieties of Attic vase-painting in the first half
of the fourth century, especially as practiced by the painters of bell-kraters and
lekanides; of these some account is given below. These vases represent not the show
pieces made for the export trade or for the wealthier Athenians-the pieces for which
the name Kerch was first devised-but rather a mass-produced grade intended for
the ordinary local market or for the less discerning foreign client. The manufacture
of these simple, conservative, often coarsely painted vases went on side by side with
the creation of the masterpieces of the Kerch style. The distinction between the two
should not be over-emphasized since the influence of the new style can be seen on
many vases in the coarser manner, but the possible differences may be recognized.
Any close dating of these coarser vases must await the study and publication of
some of the large collections rich in completeexamples. The two fairly recent accounts
of fourth-century vase-painting, Walter Hahland's Vasen um Meidias and Karl Schefold's Untersuchungen zu den Kertscher Vasen emphasize in illustration the more
elaborate vases.5 The material from Olynthos, invaluable though it is in establishing a
fixed point, is of little assistance for relative dating within the half century before
348 B.C. Closed deposits which may be assigned to the first half of the fourth century
have moreover been a rarity in the excavations of the Athenian Agora. And even
though complete vases may be susceptibleof dating on the combined evidence of shape
and style, yet in the case of small and undistinguished fragments where no significant
indications of shape remain, any close dating can at present be only arbitrary. Facial
and anatomical details may be all but reproducedon vases which, from other evidence,
must be regarded as a generation or more apart, a situation which serves as a constant
reminderof the derivative and eclectic character of much fourth-centuryvase-painting.
In the catalogue below, the following general chronological terms have been used
in lieu of dates. The phrase beginning of the fourth century is reserved for the first
years, no more than the first decade. Pieces somewhat later, or possibly not of a
quality to admit of further definition, are described as of the first quarter of the
century. In addition to the phrases second quarter and middle of the century the term
Kerch is also, as noted above, used in a sense both stylistic and chronological. Early
Kerch may serve to describe the elaborate style of about the second quarter of the
fourth century; Kerch (or Ripe Kerch) the same style around the middle of the
century; and Late Kerch its progress from about 340 B.C. downwards.
For the sake of placing the Pnyx fragments in their general chronological setting
5 For bibliographyand abbreviations,see below,pp. 69-70. In Schefold'slists of paintersand of
vase-shapes (U., pp. 137-142) and also in Hahland'slists of painters (pp. 18-21) many simpler
vases are indeedincluded,but the lack of accessibleillustrationshas limitedthe use of these lists.
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it seems necessary to append here a brief outline of the development of the coarser
fourth-century styles, as at present understood, with special reference to the bellkraters of the first half of the century. The reader will bear in mind that such an
outline must oversimplify what is both a complex and as yet a little-worked field.
References have been limited so far as possible either to published material or to
vases which have been attributed by Sir John Beazley to recognized painters or groups.
Throughout the life of the red-figure style the development of the bell-krater
shape is fairly consistent.6 Representative of the shape in use about 420 B.C. is the
Dinos painter's bell-krater in Syracuse (30747: ARV, p. 791, 13; CV, pl. 20); his
bell-krater in the Louvre (G 488: ARV, p. 791, 19; CV, d, pl. 33, 1-3, 5) may be
placed shortly after, still in the decade 420-410 B.C. On both the Syracuse and the
Louvre vases cited, the foot is the traditional simple disk with a reserved groove or
band along the upper edge. Much the same vase shape and a similar treatment of
the foot can be seen in the contemporarywork of the Kadmos painter and the Pothos
painter. To about the same time belong the earlier works of the Nikias painter, such
as his signed bell-krater in London (98.7-16.6 ARV, p. 847, 1; Hoppin, ii, p. 219).
His activity continued to near the end of the century (J.H.S., LIX, 1939, p. 24), as
the bell-kraterin Lecce attributed to him indicates (Lecce 630: ARV, p. 847, 10; CV,
d, pl. 9, 1 and pl. 11, 2). On this vase the foot remains much as before, but the body
of the vase is more elongated, the stem higher and the inward turn of the handles
considerablyexaggerated.
The activity of the Meleager painter may be placed in the first decades of the fourth
century; a characteristic example is his bell-krater in the Louvre (G 505: ARV, p.
871, 12; CV, e, pl. 1, 4, 7, 9); see, for his style, 100, 128. To the same time also belong
the vases in his manner, such as a bell-krater in London (F 58: ARV, p. 873, 1;
museum phots.). Many of the Meleager painter's bell-kraters illustrate the composition traditional for this shape, with the figures restricted more or less to a single level,
an arrangement which well suits either the continuous action of a procession or komos
or the static scheme of a symposion.
To the first quarter of the fourth century belong also the vases by the painter
of London F 64 (ARV, p. 867, 1; Mingazzini, pl. 3, fig. 1); recalling him, here, 255
and 256. Others of this time, in general following the conservative single-level composition, are the Port Sunlight group (ARV, p. 868) and the Walters-Dresden painter
(ARV, p. 873). The shape and general style are well illustrated by a vase related to
the Walters-Dresden painter in Brussels (R 276: ARV, p. 875, below; CV, e, pl. 3, 1).
During this same time a different artistic current produces a number of bell6Tillyard (Hope Vases,pp. 4-8) was the first to set forth the generalcharacterof this development. A more detailedapproachwas outlinedby Schefold (U., p. 138); see furtherP. E. Corbett
in Gnomon,XXIII, 1951,p. 62, note 3. On the types of feet used for bell-kraterssee H. R. W. Smith
in CV, San Francisco1, p. 46, on pl. 22, 2.
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kraters more monumental in style and employing a more complex composition. The
scheme is the same as in the hydriai and calyx-kraters of the late fifth century (such as
those by the Kadmos painter) where the personages are set at various levels and the
attention is focused upon a central figure or scene. The arrangement is appropriate
to large vases on which a formal mythological theme is represented. Examples of this
composition, some simpler, some highly complicated,may be noted, e. g., one in London
by the Erbach painter (F 77: ARV, p. 867, 4; museum phots.); another by the painter
of London F 1 (F 1: ARV, p. 868, 1; museum phots.), an artist who Beazley notes
is close to the painter of London F 64, mentioned above. An example in Naples celebrates Triptolemos (3245: by the painter of Naples 3245; Paralipomena, p. 1754;
Alinari phots.); one in Wuiirzburgpictures Poseidon and Amymone (634: by the
painter of the WuiirzburgAmymone; Paralipomena, p. 1767; Langlotz, Wiirzsburg,
pl. 214). Pelops and Oinomaos appear on tne well-known bell-krater in Naples by the
Oinomaos painter (2200: ARV, p. 879, 1; Schefold, U., p. 15, no. 107; FR, pl. 146
and iii, p. 151), a vase which is usually dated at the end of the first quarter.
The Pnyx fragments are too small to convey any idea of these compositions, but
some pieces will recall the painters noted; for instance 253 is near to the painter of
Naples 3245; 270 somewhat suggests the Oinomaos painter. Others of his time are
266 and 284.
During the first quarter of the fourth century a new type of foot, with a moulded
lower member and with the vertical face tending to become concave, appears side by
side with the traditional disk or drum foot (EVP, p. 51). The new foot is used on
the Naples Triptolemos krater, on the WuiirzburgAmymone krater, on a bell-krater
in Heidelberg by the painter of London F 1 (Inv. 29.1: ARV, p. 868, 3), and on some
of the vases assigned to the Walters-Dresden painter and to the Erbach painter;
further also on the Naples Oinomaos krater. It finally displaces the plainer type and
in the second quarter of the fourth century is, with rare exceptions, the rule for
bell-kraters.
Until near the end of the first quarter the style of these vases may retain a considerable freshness and variety. Although used in varying degrees by different
painters, the fashion of richly ornamented drapery, inherited from the vases of about
400 B.C., is still well understood and clearly rendered; the forms beneath the drapery
possess life and vitality; poses and facial expressions have animation and significance.
A number of artists whose earlier work may be associated with the years 380370 B.C. continued active well down into the second quarter of the century. Among
these the following may be noted: painter of the Oxford Grypomachy (ARV, pp. 876877); Telos painter (ARV, pp. 875-876; here 274); Retorted painter (ARV, pp. 877878). All three of these painters sometimes decorate the reverses of their bellkraters not with the customary three drapedyouths, but with a figure of Nike standing
between two youths and crowning one of them, as on the fragments 272, 273. On the
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pair of bell-kratersby the Retorted painter in the Louvre (G 514 and G 514 bis: AR V,
p. 877, 1 and 2; CV, e, pis. 3, 7-8, 10 and 9, 11) the simple single-level composition
and stereotyped style of the bell-krater painters of the second quarter of the century
may be plainly seen; compare here, 271. On these vases the concave profile of the
foot is marked, though the lower part has as yet no outward flare. This feature
appears soon after in the work of the Black Thyrsus painter; on his vases, also, the
stem is tall and slender and the rim flares upwards (Louvre G 511: ARV, p. 878, 2;
CV, e, pl. 3, 1 and 3; also Louvre G 524: ARV, p. 879, 10; CV, e, pl. 5, 9-10). 296
recalls his style; 328 is from a reverse by him.
These vases bring us down to the middle of the fourth century. -That the Black
Thyrsus painter was active before that time is known from the fact that a fragment
perhaps by him was found at Olynthos (ARV, p. 879, middle; Olynthus, V, pl. 137,
no. 361). The rapid deterioration of the shape and in particular the over-elaboration
of the foot, which finally becomes reel-shaped, is apparent in the vases of the third
quarter of the century. To the earlier part of the third quarter belongs the Filottrano
painter (first noted by Beazley in B.S.A., XLI, 1940-1945, p. 19, note 2, as a group;
the list now revised with additions and the painter named: Paralipomena, pp. 17731776, passim). For an example of his work see, e. g., Louvre G 526 (no. 8 in the new
list; CV, e, pl. 6, 8-9) and compare here 312. To the later part of the third quarter
belong the vases of the Thiasos workshop (Schefold, U., p. 159; cf. London F 5, ibid.,
fig. 57, pl. 27, 3; also, here, 320), this being the last of the named groups of bellkraters known to us.
The lekanis with figured lid attained a popularity in the first half of the fourth
century second only to that of the bell- and calyx-kraters. Vases of this shape are well
rom theasPnyx, as they are also at Olynthos. Most
representedamong the fragments from
of the fragments of such lids illustrated here belong to a large class of lekanides of
shape A (Richter and Milne, fig. 149) grouped by Schefold as Lekanides, Class B
(U., p. 138); here 146-175. Schefold pointed out that these are simple and usually
coarse reflections of the early Kerch style of the second quarter of the fourth century.
The scene may often be interpreted as the Epaulia. The pictures show women seated,
attended by Erotes, and other women bringing toilet-boxes and alabastra, ueful for
decking the bride, or as gifts. Other Erotes sometimes play at knucklebones, and
occasionally a youth is seated among the women, looking on. On an unpublished lid
from Eleusis the youth is characterized as Dionysos by the thyrsus which he holds;
here perhaps the Epaulia of Dionysos is intended. This is more clearly the case on
the careful and somewhat earlier lid in Brussels where satyrs and maenads are the
attendants (Inv. A 1015: CV, d, pl. 4, 3). On the lids of Class B, boxes, birds, vases,
mirrors, sashes, rosettes and plants fill the field and specify the setting as the gynaikonitis. There is a good deal of variety in the use of these details but very little in the
general scheme; unenterprising painters were satisfied with only minor variations.
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Their lekanides were, it seems, none the less welcome to women from Italy to South
Russia.
Two main divisions may be noted within this class. In one, the seated female
figures are shown as semi-draped;these are the lekanides which plainly echo the Kerch
style; an example here is 148. The complete composition may be seen on a lid in
London, F 138, illustrated here by courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum
(PI. 34 and see below under 148). In the second variety the seated and often also the
attendant figures wear a peplos with ornamented top. To this variety a large number
of the more carelessly executed pieces belong, as 169-175 here. That they are not
however necessarily later in date than the first variety is attested by the many examples
from Olynthos. And there are relatively careful pieces in this variety also, as witness
159 and the pieces associated with it.
The similarities among these lids are so great as to suggest that large numbers
of them may have come from a very small numberof workshops. It is however difficult
to distinguish individual hands both because of the readiness with which each painter
borrowed details from his neighbor and because of the closely limited common
repertory.
About contemporary with Class B, although probably, as Schefold pointed out,
continuing to be made in the third quarter of the century are the lekanides of Class C
(Schefold, U., p. 138) of which he noted two main varieties, the first decorated with
large heads in Phrygian caps (Arimasps) and griffins, as 178, 179, 182, 183; the
second with large female heads wearing sakkoi, as 184. The second variety may be
compared with the pyxis lids on which similar heads are seen sometimes in pairs,
sometimes combined with women or Erotes at a smaller scale (185-189) or with
other motives.
The first variety includes a number of lids of a special shape, so made as to be
reversible; here 179, 181, probably also 180 and 182. A number of examples both
of this shape and of the usual knobbed type are now assigned by Beazley to a single
hand, under the group of the Vienna Lekanis; here 178, 179, 183 and, related, 182.
In addition to the figured vase fragments there are included here three fragments
from vases with plastic decoration; one of these, 329, a plaque perhaps made to be
attached to the lid of a box, deserves special mention for its remarkablereminiscence
of the Nike Balustrade.
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On Plate 2 (above), on Plate 9 and on Plate 33 (above) the illustrations are at one-half actual
size; elsewhere they are at approximately actual size.
Where no other provenience is noted the fragments come from the filling of Period III of the
Assembly Place (Hesperia, I, 1932, pp. 180-181; XII, 1943, p. 299).
For bibliography and abbreviations, see below, pp. 69-70. The photographs are in part by
Hermann Wagner, in part by Alison Frantz, except Plate 34, from the British Museum. The
drawn profiles (Fig. 1 and p. 43) are by Aliki Bikaki.
BLACK-FIGURE:

1. (P265).

VARIOUSSHAPES

Plate fragment.

Somewhat recalls the Amasis Painter.
About 540-530 B.C.

Ht. 0.036m.

P1. 1.

From clearing bedrock in the area of the
great stairway of the Assembly Place of Period
III, a much disturbed context (Hesperia, I,
1932, pp. 174-178).
Fragment preserving part of a figured zone
surrounding the medallion (?). Part of a chain
of female figures, dancing left with linked
hands. Most of one figure preserved, the hands
of two others and a bit of the dress of the figure
to the left. The preserved figure wears peplos
with overfall, and fillet.
Incision; red for the fillet and the iris of the
eye; white for the flesh. The exterior unglazed,
polished.
For the composition compare the cup in Tarquinia, RC 4194: J.H.S., LII, 1932, p. 178
and p. 181, fig. 14.
Middle of sixth century.

3. (P266).

Wall fragment from a large closed vase:
amphora (?). A nude youth, right, lifting a
draped female figure over his left shoulder; her
right arm clasps his right shoulder. Peleus and
Thetis.
Incision; white for the woman's flesh. The
glaze rather dull. Unglazed inside.
Late sixth century.
4. (P 267).
P1. 1.

Wall fragment. Part of a standing male
figure, nude save for a himation over his
shoulders.
Incision; a red band on the cloak. Unglazed
inside.

Stand fragment. Ht. 0.045 m.

Fragment from a large stand; inside, dull
glaze and reserved bands alternating. Part of
a male figure, right, playing the cithara; the
upper part of the head, part of the cithara, and
the figure's left hand preserved.
Incision; white for the horns of the cithara;
red for the keys and for the fillet.
Late sixth century.

2. (P 268). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.023 m.

P1. 1.

Fragment. Ht. 0.03m. PI. 1.

BLACK-FIGURE:
PANATHENAIC AMPHORAE

5. (P 494).

Panathenaic amphora fragment.

Ht. 0.061m. PI. 1.
Wall fragment. Left leg and part of peplos
of Athena, to left.
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White for the leg; the lower hem-line, as
well as the drapery folds, incised. Glazed
inside.
First half of fifth century.

6. (P 492). Panathenaicamphora fragment.
Ht. 0.068 m. P1. 1.
Fragment from neck and shoulder. Lower
part of the palmette neck-ornament;ring at
^
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1. Figured Pottery: Profile Drawings (Scale 1:2).

joint of neck and shoulder, painted black;
tongues on shoulder. Upper part of Athena's
head to left (the face slightly foreshortenedin
the photograph); and a small part of her
shield. The stem of the crest is in the form of
a swan'sneck and head; cheek-piecesupturned.

White for Athena'sface, the cheek-pieces,a
row of dots outlining the upper part of the
bird'sneck, three dots on the crest and one dot
at the edge of the shield. Red outlinesthe crest
and the cheek-pieces.
Early KubanGroup;for this group see J. D.
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Beazley, " Panathenaica" (A.J.A., XLVII,
1943), pp. 453-454. Comparean amphorain
London,British Museum1903.2-17.1(CV, III
Hf, pl. 1, 1), Beazley'sno. 1. Both shape and
style point to a date slightlyearlierthan that of
the British MuseumamphoraB 605 (CV, III
Hf, pl. 2, 3 and 6, and pl. 6), Beazley'sno. 4,
which is dated by its shield device to the year
403/2 B.c.
Last decadeof the fifth century.

7. (P 496). Panathenaic amphora fragment.
Ht. 0.062 m. P1. 1.
Neck and shoulder fragment; a thick ring at
the joint. A little of the palmette neck-ornament; part of the tongues on the shoulder, and
of the crest of Athena, to left.
The crest is outlined with a red band; around
its lower edge, at the point where the crest fits
on to its stem, a band with white dots. Glazed
inside.
This fragment also may belong to the Kuban
group, but not enough is preserved to make
sure. The use of red, however, indicates a date
still in the fifth century (Beazley, "Panathenaica," p. 454).
End of fifth century.

8. (P 497). Panathenaic amphora fragment.
Ht. 0.069m. PI. 1.
Neck and shoulder fragment; a thick ring
at the joint. Part of the palmette neck-ornament; a little of the tongues on the shoulder,
and the upper part of the crest of Athena, to
left, preserved.
The crest is outlined with a red band.
The type of palmette neck-ornament in which
the hearts of the palmettes are linked together
to form a continuous chain of O's is the traditional scheme for Panathenaic amphorae, but
does not survive the fifth century. On this fragment it certainly makes one of its latest appearances, but in spite of the careless execution
the fifth century date is supported by the use of
red around Athena's crest (Beazley, loc. cit.).

End of fifth century.

9. (P 498). Panathenaicamphora fragment.
Ht. 0.067 m. Pl. 1.
Neck and shoulderfragment; ring at junction. A little of the root of one handleremains.
Part of the palmetteneck-ornamentand of the
tongues on the shoulder.
The palmettesspring from above and below
a band of reversed spirals. These spirals replaced, at about the beginning of the fourth
century,the chainof O's used in earlierperiods,
as in 8, above.
First half of fourthcentury.
10. (P 495). Panathenaic amphora fragment.
Ht. 0.037 m. PI. 1.
Wall fragment. Chin, neck and a little of
the shoulders of Athena to left; the edge of the
neck-piece of her helmet appears just below
the break.
White for flesh. Unglazed inside.
Charikleides group (363/2 B.C.); for this
group see Beazley, " Panathenaica," p. 457.

Compareespeciallyno. 2 (E. Schmidt,ArchaistischeKunst, Munich,1922,pl. 7, 2).
11. (P 488). Panathenaic amphora fragment.
Ht. 0.031 m. PI. 1.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa (Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 182 ff.; XI, 1942,
pp. 250 ff.; XII, 1943, p. 295). The thin
accumulation of earth in this area was greatly
disturbed; it yielded much material of the
fourth century B.C., the Hellenistic and the
early Roman periods.
Torso of satyr three-quarters to left; he holds
a torch in his right hand and a plate on which
is a large cake. Probably a statue on one of
the columns to either side of Athena.
White covered with dilute wash for the cake.
Inside, glaze starts below the shoulder.
Middle of fourth century.
12. (P269). Panathenaic amphora fragment.
Ht. 0.169 m. Pl. 2.
Four joining fragments, strengthened with
plaster. Glazed inside. At right above, part of
the lower edge of Athena's shield; below, a
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small part of her garment. At left, part of the
edge of the panel with a glazed line inside it,
the lower half of the column, and part of the
ground line. Inscribed to the right of the
column, retrograde: [Tov'A0ev]e ev aOXov.

Retrogradeinscriptionsmay occur on Panathenaicsof all periods,e. g.:
London,British MuseumB 130 (the Burgon
amphora). Beazley, " Panathenaica,"p. 441,
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no. 1; Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. I of

plates, Cambridge,1927, p. 287.
Athens, Agora fr. Inv. P 10361. The inscription,in red, is in archaicletters not unlike
those of the Burgon amphora.
Oxford fr. G 141.45. CV., III H, pl. 2, 26;
there dated in the secondhalf of the sixth century. Inscriptionin red.
Munich 1451 (Jahn 498). Brauchitsch,pp.
11-12, no. 3, fig. 7; Pfuhl, fig. 304. Late sixth
or early fifth century.
Brussels R229. Group of Vatican G23:
Beazley, " Panathenaica,"p. 445, no. 5; CV.,
III He, pls. 13, 4 and 14, 1. First quarterof
fifth century.
Alexandria 18238. Archon, Nikomachos
(341/40 B. C.). Smets, no. 116 (A. Smets, in
L'Antiquite Classique, V, 1936, pp. 87-104);

Schefold, U., figs. 48-49.
On our fragmentthe figure of Athena seems
short, and the letters are good archaic. The
pieceappearsstill to belongto the sixth century.
13. (P 271). Panathenaicamphorafragment.
Ht. 0.055m. PI. 2.
Wall fragment,unglazed inside. Preserved
is part of a column,and of the inscription,in

firm black: ]ov 'AO'[.

The inscriptionis writtenin Attic characters,
but in view of the archaizingtendencyof Panathenaics and also of the general characterof
the letter-forms, a date before 403 B.C. is
unlikely. It should, however, be no later than
the time of the archonPolyzelos (367/6 B.C.),
when the inscriptionswrittenkionedonseem to
begin.
First half of the fourthcentury.
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14. (P 273). Panathenaicamphorafragment.
Ht. 0.054m. PI. 2.
Wall fragment, unglazed inside. Part of a
column,and of the inscription,broadlypainted
in streaky brown: ] evaO
[.
Since the inscription is not yet written
kionedon,the piece is probablyno later than
the archonship of Polyzelos (367/6 B.C.).

First half of fourth century.
15. (P 270). Panathenaicamphorafragment.
Ht. 0.048 m. P1. 2.
Wall fragment, inside unglazed. Preserved
is part of the column, with part of an inscription at the left: ]par.. [.
The last two letters are difAcultto read, but
it is possible that the name either of Timokrates, archonin 364/3 B.C.,or of Nikokrates,
archon in 333/2 B.c., might be restored. As
noted above (13) the first recordedkionedon
inscriptionbelongsto the year 367/6 B.C. The
letter forms would suit such a date and would
favor association with the earlier of the two
possible archons.
16. (P 272, P 274). Panathenaic amphora
fragments. Ht. a) 0.093 m.; b) 0.092 m.
P1.2.
From area of sanctuaryat east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Two wall fragments,unglazedinside. Parts
of the columnsto either side of the panel preserved, with parts of both inscriptions, in
brown. On fragmenta), the letters ]a0; on b),
The verb fpxeoccurs on a numberof Panathenaics,e. g.:
Berlin Inv. 3980. Brauchitsch,p. 51, no. 83;
Schmidt, Archaistische Kunst, pls. 2, 2 and 4,

2. The name of the archon is missing, but is
restored by Sir John Beazley as Philokles
(392/1 B.C.), (Development, p. 97).

Eleusis. Brauchitsch,p. 56, no. 87; Beazley,
"Panathenaica,"p. 457, no. 1. The archon's
name is restoredas Charikleides(363/2 B.C.).
Cambridge(Massachusetts),Fogg Museum,
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Harvard 1925.30.124; Beazley, " Panathenaica,"
p. 458, no. 2. Archon, Theophrastos (340/39
B.C.).

London, British Museum B 608. Beazley,
"Panathenaica," p. 461, no. 1. Archon, Pythodelos (336/5

B.C.).
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Also probably on a fragment once in Athens,
Brauchitsch, p. 71, no. 113.
On our fragment, the inscription giving the
archon's name is on the right of the right-hand
column. Inscriptions either of the archon or
occur in that place on the vase in
of the OXAa
Berlin, noted above, and also on vases carrying the names of the following archons: Polyzelos (367/6 B.C.), Theophrastos (340/39
B.C.), Pythodelos
(336/5 B.C.), Euthykritos
(324/3 B.C.), KephiB.C.),
Hegesias
(328/7
sodoros (323/2 B.C.), Archippos (321/0 B.C.).

Second half of fourth century.
RED-FIGURE:

CUPS AND PLATES

17. (P 14). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.026 m.
P1. 2.
A. Upper part of cloaked youth, left. Reserved line at the inside of the rim.
No relief contour. The glaze used for the
inner drawing has flaked off.
Manner of the Tarquinia painter, ARV, p.
572, 8 bis.
About 460 B.C.

18. (P 9). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.07 m. PI. 2.
From the center; the start of the stem is
preserved. I. Two standing figures, a woman
in chiton and himation in profile to right, looking toward a youth; he stands frontal but turns
his head left toward the woman. He wears
himation and fillet, and carries a staff in his left
hand. Maeander border. A-B. A reserved
ground line remains, with very slight traces of
some representation above it.
No relief contour. White for the youth's
fillet.
Painter of Bologna 417, ARV, p. 599, 54.
About 450 B.C.

19. (P 253). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.021 m.
P1. 2.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place, Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18 (9).
Wall fragment. Part of the handle ornament.
The right half of an upright framed palmette
in the middle; at the right, a volute and a
tendril encircling a smaller palmette.
Partial relief contour.
Third quarter of fifth century.
20. (P 12). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.064 m.
P1. 2.
From the center; the start of stem is preserved. A cloaked youth, left, holding a sponge
or aryballos. The free end of his himation has
been drawn over his right shoulder and tucked
under the diagonal fold. Part of the reserved
border preserved.
No relief contour; the glaze much pitted and
worn.
Last quarter of fifth century.
21. (P 4). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.062 m.
P1. 3.
From the center; the start of the stem is
preserved. I. Parts of two figures, at the right,
a woman (maenad) standing, head to left,
holding a box. She wears chiton and himation.
Her hair falls in curls on her shoulders. At
the left, Dionysos, facing; he wears a very
short chiton and holds a thyrsus in his left
hand. A. Two reserved ground lines only preserved, and a few fine black relieMlines falling
across the first, as if from some representation
above.
Relief contour only for the staff.
The cup is a replica of a cup in the Louvre
(C10986) where the same subject occurs on
the inside and is twice repeated on each side
of the exterior. Both are attributed by Sir
John Beazley to the same painter, named after
the Pnyx piece, the Painter of Pnyx P 4
(Paralipomena, p. 1044).
End of fifth century.
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22. (P 3). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.042 m.
P1. 3.
I. Part of a lyre player seated right, himation; stopped maeander border. A. Part of a
handle palmette.
Relief contour for the arm and lyre.
For the style compare the Painter of Pnyx 4
(above, No. 21).
End of fifth century.
23. (P 7). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.027 m.
P1. 3.
A. The lower part of a draped figure running left, wearing soft leather shoes. At the
right, remains of handle ornament; reserved
ground line below.
Relief contour for the handle ornament only.
End of fifth century.

24. (P 2). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.044 m.
P1. 3.
I. The upper part of a woman wearing a
peplos; head right. Border of two reserved
lines. A. The feet and lower legs of a man in
high laced sandals, frontal, and the lower part
of a woman wearing a peplos, left; part of
handle ornament; below, two reserved lines.
Relief contour for profile and nape of the
woman on the interior.
End of fifth century.

25. (P 17). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.064m.
P1. 3.
From the center; a good part of the stem
remains. I. Two figures, part of a nude male,
frontal, his left hand on his hip and a female
extending both her arms toward him; she
wears a peplos with long girded overfold.
No relief contour.
By the Jena painter, ARV, p. 882, 42 quater.
Beginning of fourth century.

26. (P 18). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.034 m.
P1. 3.
From the center; the start of the stem preserved. On the underside, the transition between stem and floor is stepped, with two re-
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served grooves marking the degrees. I. Parts
of two youths, nude save for a himation carried
by one of them, moving right.
Relief contour.
By the Jena painter, ARV, p. 882, 42 bis.
Beginning of fourth century.
27. (P 19). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.03 m.
P1. 3.
I. Bit of the maeander border. A. Nike,
right, wearing peplos with long overfold; the
weight on the left leg. The ground line marked
off by a reserved groove.
Relief contour except on front part of wing
and front edge of dress.
By the Jena painter, ARV, p. 882, 42 ter.
Compare especially the exterior of the Kephalos cup from Enserune, ARV, p. 881, 33; CV,
Collection Mouret, pl. 2, 1.
Beginning of fourth century.
28. (P 21). Kylix fragments. Ht. a) 0.108 m.;
b) 0.08m.; c) 0.073m. PI. 4.
Three fragments from wall and floor of a
very large kylix. I. Two draped female figures.
On a), the lower edge of a dress, and the toes
of a left foot; at the left, an uncertain object
(altar?). On b), part of the dress of a second
female figure, moving right, her left foot advanced. Rocky ground indicated by light incisions. Maeander border broken by dotted
checkerboard squares.
A. On a), to the left of the handle palmette
a male figure wearing a short heavily ornamented chiton, a chlamys fastened around his
neck, stands three-quarters left, a spear or long
staff in his right hand. Further left, Herakles
seated, leaning on his club with his left hand.
Originally, as the incised sketch shows, the
hand of Herakles leaning on the club was
drawn lower down. Himation around his hips;
quiver and bow slung at his side. On b), part
of a female figure wearing a peplos, moving
right. Further left, the legs of a male figure,
left; and at the extreme left part of an uncertain object. On c), part of a palmette from
the handle ornament.
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Relief contour. Brown shading on cloak,
club and quiver. Glaze thick and firm.
Recalls the Jena Painter, ARV, p. 884,
bottom.
Beginningof fourth century.
29. (P 5). Kylix fragments. Ht. a) 0.056 m.;

b) 0.041m. PI. 4.
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I. On a), the head of a bald satyr, right;
maeander border broken by checkerboard
square. On b), part of the border (not illustrated). A. On a), part of a handlepalmette,
and of a figurewith drapery;on b), part of an
himation-cladmale figure left, holding an aryballos (?).
No relief contour.
Beginningof fourthcentury.

ing, right; himationover his outstretchedleft
arm.

No relief contour.
Beginningof fourthcentury.
34. (P 8). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.035m.
PI. 3.
I. Part of a female figure, seated right, her
left arm raised; she wears a peplos with ornamented yoke. A. Bit of handle palmette.
No relief contour except for a single relief
stroke at the elbow.
Beginningof fourth century.

30. (P 16). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.021m.
P1. 3.
I. Part of the skirt of a draped standing
femalefigureto right. A. Traces of the handle
ornamentor of some representation(?).
No relief contour.
Beginningof fourth century.

35. (P 6). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.036 m.
P1. 3.
A. A woman wearing a peplos with ornamented yoke, moving right, looking back; a
mirrorin her left hand.
No relief contour. Most of the figure'shair
is chippedaway.
Style and pose show generalsimilaritieswith
the figuresseen on lekanislids.
First quarterof fourth century.

31. (P 20). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.026 m.
PI. 3.
A. Head of a bearded, wreathed satyr,
right; behindhim, a hand holding a phiale.
Relief contour. White, faded now, for
wreath.
Beginningof fourth century.

36. (P 1). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.033 m.
PI. 3.
I. Head of youth, right; fillet; maeander
border. A. Parts of two legs, right, reserved
bandfor groundline.
No relief contour; white for the boy's fillet.
First quarterof fourthcentury.

32. (P 13). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.031 m.
P1. 3.
I. Bit of medallionborder: maeander. A.
Part of a nude male figure standing right, his
left foot raised,perhapsrestingon a rock. Part
of his himationcan be seen hanging from his
left arm.
No relief contour.
Beginningof fourthcentury.

37. (P 10). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.07 m.
PI. 5.
From the center; the start of the stem is
preserved. I. Two youths. The one on the
left stretcheshis handsdown to reachhis raised
left foot, in the attitude of one fastening his
sandals. The other stands frontal, looking left
toward his companion;his left hand is on his
hip; under his right arm he holds an unidentified object. A. Two reserved lines, and part
of a foot above.
No relief contour.
First quarterof fourthcentury.

33. (P 11). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.053 m.
PI. 3.
I. Upper part of a boy striding, or attack-
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38. (P 15). Kylix fragment. Ht. 0.036 m.
P1. 5.
Rim fragment. I. Trace of the medallion
border; painted ivy wreath on rim (not illustrated). A. Upper part of cloakedyouth left.
No reliefcontour. White and clay color,now
much worn, for the wreath.
Second quarterof fourth century.
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39. (P 23). Stemless cup fragment. Ht.
0.044m. PI. 5 and Fig. 1.
Moulded ring foot; a lightly moulded ring
aroundthe centerof the underside. I. The legs
of a man standingfrontal, wearing high laced
sandals. At left, drapery; at right, a bit of
something else. Two reserved circles around
medallion.
No relief contour. The undersidereserved
and decoratedwith glazedcircles.
End of fifth century.

40. (P 22). Stemless cup fragment. Ht.
0.032 m. PI. 5.
Thin ring foot, the mouldedlower edge missing. I. The head and shoulder of a youth
thrustingto right with a spear; laurel wreath;
a fold of draperyover his right shoulder. In
front of him the branchesof a tree with white
fruits; above, to left, faint traces of an inscription (lambda ?). A. Parts of three feet, right.
Relief contour for profile, nape, spear and
leaves of wreath of youth on interior; added
clay for the berries of his wreath; the hair
brown. White for the inscriptionand the fruits.
The subject is puzzling. The youth with
long hair looped up beneath a laurel wreath
strongly suggests Apollo; but the tree with its
fruits is not his, nor the weapon. The Garden
of the Hesperidesmight be the scene; yet the
almostgirlish figurein no way recallsHerakles
who very rarelyexchangeshis club for a spear.
The pose serves in many exploits; cf. e.g., a
cup in Bonn, assigned to the Jena painter,
where Dionysos thus attacks a giant (ARV,
p. 881, 35; CV, pl. 11, 1, no. 356).
In style the piece stands not far from the
early work of the Jena painter, e. g. the cup
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fragment with Aphrodite and Eros, ARV, p.
880, 1; Hahland,pl. 22 c.
About 400 B.c.

41. (P 24). Stemless cup fragment. Ht.
0.026 m. PI. 5.
From the center, a little of the beginningof
the foot remains. Inside, the head of a dog,
right.
No relief contour. Reservedand glazed circles beneath.
Two otherstemlesscups decoratedwith similar dogs are Florence, CV, pl. 20, B 13, and
an Agora fragmentInv. P 19549. Both these
have a pair of reservedlines framingthe medallion. Our piece falls, in quality, somewhere
betweenthe two.
First quarterof fourth century.
42. (P 41). Cup-kotylefragment.Ht. 0.039m.
P1. 5.
Heavy-walled type. Rim fragment; the lip
sharply everted. Head and outstretchedright
arm of a satyr, right. Behind his head, part of
some object. Painted wreath on inside of rim.
No reliefcontour;white and clay color,much
worn, for the wreath.
By the Q Painter, ARV, pp. 885 and 967,
addedas no. 8 bis.
First quarterof fourthcentury.
43. (P 448). Cup-kotylefragment.Ht. 0.03 m.
PI. 5.

Heavy-walledtype. Rim fragment. Head of
youth to right; behind him, part of ornament.
Paintedwreathon inside of rim.
No relief contour; white and clay color,
worn, for the wreath.
First quarterof fourthcentury.
44. (P 25). Plate fragment. Ht. 0.041 m.; ht.
of plate, 0.014 m. PI. 5 and Fig. 1.
Narrow rim lightly moulded; ring foot.
Within the rim, a myrtle wreath, the pairs of
leaves alternatingwith blossoms. On the floor,
a cushionedcouch of which about half is seen
in perspective;traces of the second front leg
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remain at the right edge of the fragment. The
couch has turned legs and an outcurved headboard.
Relief contour. Excellent glaze and fabric;
the underside glazed solid black. White for the
blossoms of the wreath.
The shape has some resemblance to blackglazed plates with impressed decoration from
the third and last quarters of the fifth century
(cf. Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 325, fig. 3; XX,
1951, p. 219, fig. 13) but is here much simpler. For the type of couch, compare one on
an oinochoe (shape 3) by the Eretria painter
in Athens (N.M. 15308: ARV, p. 725, 14;
Choes, no. 110, fig. 101) and another on a
pyxis (type A) by the Washing painter in
Wiirzburg (541: ARV, p. 747, 95; Langlotz,
pls. 200, 201).
About 420 B.C.

45. (P 26). Plate fragment. Ht. 0.056 m.; ht.
of plate, 0.02 m. Pl. 5 and Fig. 1.
Moulded rim, low ring foot. On the rim a
laurel wreath. The scene shows a youth, right,
probably on horseback, thrusting downwards.
Preserved is part of his head with the petasos,
and his right hand holding the spear. Alternating black and reserved bands on the underside.
Relief contour; brown for the hair. The surface chipped.
The composition is familiar from contemporary sculpture as well as vase-painting; close
parallels are the base found near the Academy
(J. H.S., LI, 1931, p. 187, fig. 4), a loutrophoros fragment in Amsterdam (Inv. 2474:
ARV, p. 846, 4, by the Talos painter; CV,
Musee Scheurleer, d. pl. 4, 1), the amphora
from Melos in the Louvre (ARV, p. 852, 6, by
the Suessula painter, Side B, Rom. Mitt., LII,
1937, pl. 48) and the pelike in Athens (N. M.
1333: ARV, p. 850, 6, manner of the Pronomos painter, 'E+. 'ApX., 1883, pl. 7). Compare also the mosaic from Olynthos (J. H. S.,
LI, 1931, p. 199, fig. 11 and Olynthus, V, pls.
1 and 12, 13 a) where the subject is Bellero-

phon and the Chimaera. On this subject see
now F. Brommer, Marburger WinckelmannProgram, Marburg, 1954, pp. 3-16.
About 400 B.C.
46. (P 30). Plate fragment. Ht. 0.069 m.
PI. 4.
From clearing line of retaining wall of terrace of West Stoa (Hesperia, I, 1932, pp. 166169; XII, 1943, p. 291).
Fragment from floor; two moulded rings on
the underside. A nude figure seated left; garment, of which only a small part in white is
preserved, round the lower part. On a lower
level, a youth, right, with a wreath in his hair.
A band suggesting a sword strap passes from
behind his neck across his chest; the edges of
the band in relief lines and some traces of the
glazed surface remain.
Relief contour; the rings on the underside
reserved.
About 400 B.C.
47. (P 27). Plate fragment. Ht. 0.085 m.
P1. 4.
Fragment from floor; two shallow moulded
rings on the underside. Dionysos seated threequarters left, his head turned toward the right.
He leans on his left elbow; the himation seen
bunched up under his arm probably covered
his lower body. He wears an ornamented
mitra; at his ears, to either side, a cluster of
ivy leaves and berries. Beside him is the
thyrsus, held probably in his right hand; from
its stem spring vine-tendrils. At left, Eros, to
right (tips of four wing feathers). At right,
the hand of a woman (Ariadne?) reaches out
toward Dionysos' shoulder.
Relief contour except for shoulder. Curls in
light brown. White for the woman's hand.
Added clay ornament on the headdress, and
added clay for the berries on the thyrsus. On
the underside thin glaze and reserved bands
alternating.
For the composition compare Hahland, pl.
16a; the positions of Ariadne and Eros are
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reversed there, and the thyrsus is held in the
left hand.
Beginning of fourth century.
48. (P 31).
P1. 4.

Plate fragment. Ht. 0.039 m.
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Fragment from floor; plain ring foot; two
grooves near center of underside. Youth to left
leaning his right foot on a rock (?), the ends
of his himation flying.
No relief contour. Resting surface of foot
reserved; the two grooves reserved and colored
pink.
Beginning of fourth century.

49. (P 28). Plate fragment. Ht. 0.24 m.; ht.
of plate, 0.043 m. PI. 4 and Fig. 1.
Moulded rim; plain ring foot. A suspension
hole in the rim, pierced through before firing,
and a possible trace of the second; the holes
not at the top of the picture. On the rim,
egg-and-dot pattern next the floor; then an
olive wreath, and, on the outer edge of the
rim, egg-pattern. A satyr, the right side of his
body preserved from shoulder to thigh; (the
surface below is chipped). He bends forward,
pouring wine from a large storage jar, the toe
of which he holds in his right hand.
Relief contour. Glazed beneath.
Beginning of fourth century.

50. (P 29). Plate fragment. Ht. 0.175 m.;
diam. of foot est. 0.27 m. PI. 4.
Fragment from floor; low ring foot; lightly
moulded ring near center beneath. The rim has
broken off at its junction with the floor which
was marked by a groove. Youthful satyr dancing left, looking back; fillet. At the level of the
satyr's brow, the white foot of a smaller-scale
figure (Eros) to right. The ground line is a
broad band of wave pattern, forming an exergue. Traces of yellow over-painting on the
satyr's fillet and the Eros foot.
No relief contour. The underside glazed
except for the moulded ring, reserved.
For the satyr running outwards from the
main scene and looking back, with Eros flying
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above, compare the composition on another
large plate of about this same time, CV, Copenhagen, pl. 169, 1.
First quarter of fourth century.
51. (P 32). Fish plate fragment. Ht. 0.071 m.
PI. 4.
A groove at the edge, next to the downturned rim, of which the start is preserved.
Part of one fish to left, and the tail-tip of
another to right.
No relief contour. Brown freely used for the
fish's markings. Firm glaze.
The fish is the sea-perch, 7re'pKv (D'Arcy W.
Thompson, Glossary of Greek Fishes, Oxford,
1947, pp. 195-196, 283-284; for the differences
between

7re'pK/

and xavvos see p. 284; cf. also

L. La-Croix, La Faune marine dans la decoration des plats a poissons, Verviers, 1937, p. 37,
pl. XVIII). The cross-striped markings of the
perch, as described by Moreau (Histoire natur.
des poissons de France, cited by Thompson, p.
284) are conspicuous on our example: "La
teinte generale est d'un gris jaunatre ou d'un
rouge assez clair, avec sept a neuf bandes
longitudinales soit jaunatre soit d'un rouge vermillion." See also Aristotle's description, cited
by Thompson, op. cit., p. 284.
Second quarter of fourth century.
RED-FIGURE:

PINAX

52. (P 87). Fragment of pinax. Ht. 0.074 m.
PI. 5.
The center of the gable top is preserved,
chipped but with sufficient of the finished edge
remaining to show that there was no separate
akroterion. In the pediment, half of a flamepalmette, with two reserved circles on each side
of the central petal.
Relief contour. White for a small palmette
at the center above, and along the
edges of the
plaque. The back plain.
A fragmentary plaque in Berlin
(2759:
Jahreshefte, I, 1898, p. 89, fig. 38), dated toward the end of the fifth century, and the two
later plaques from Eleusis ('E+.
'ApX., 1901,
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pls. I, II) show the type of votive from which
this fragmentcomes. The plain gable, without
akroterion,might suggest the earlierdate. The
flame-palmetteoccurs on vases as early as
ca. 420-410 B.C. (hydria in Syracuse, No.
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38031: CV, pl. 26; earlier than the examples
cited by Jacobsthal,O., p. 177), not very long
after its first appearancein sculpture (stele
from Aegina, Diepolder,Grabreliefs,pl. 6; ca.
425-420 B.C.).
End of the fifth century.
RED-FIGURE:

SKYPHOI AND RELATED

53. (P 34). Rim fragmentsof plastic rhyton
(?).

Ht. a) 0.042 m.; b) 0.036 m. PI. 6.

Fragmenta) from the wall, with part of the
plain sharplyoutturnedrim; b) from the wall.
On a), a womanwearingan ornamentedovergarment (ependytes) over her chiton stands
left; in her left handa phiale (?). Behind her,
the right arm and part of the side of a man
wearinga himationand holding a cross-topped
staff in his right hand (obscured in photograph). On b), part of a biga,left. From a departure scene; the old woman might be the
motherof the traveller.
Relief contour. White for the woman'shair,
and tracesof a brownwreath. Thin fabric.
In shapeand scale the fragmentsmight come
from a sessile kantharosrather than from a
head-vaseor plastic rhyton, but enough of the
scene is preservedto show that it is probably
continuous,runningright round the vase, suggesting the arrangementon such pieces as the
rhyton by the Sotades painter in the British
Museum (E788: ARV, p. 451, 7; CV, c, pls.
40, 1 and 42, 1).

From the rim. Right half of an owl's head,
facing; at right, olive leaf. The plumage is
neatly indicatedby a series of fine brownlines.
No relief contour.
On this large/class, and some other shapes
decoratedwith the same scheme, see Beazley
in EVP, pp. 200-201; also F. Eichler in CV,
Vienna, KunsthistorischeMuseum, pp. 35-36
(text to pl. 44); and F. P. Johnson, Studies
Presented to David Moore Robinson, II, St.
Louis, 1953, pp. 96-105.1 To the existing
lists add four more in collections in Australiaand New Zealand(J. H. S., LXXI, 1951,
p. 192), and eleven from the AthenianAgora.
Of these eleven,eight were foundin closedcontexts covering a period from about 440 B.C.
to the turn of the fifthand fourthcenturies;the
fragment Inv. P 21862 (Hesperia, XX, 1953,
p. 70, no. 17, fig. 2, pl. 27) comes from the
earliest of these contexts. Possibly this conservativeclass had a longer life than the shape
itself would suggest; but cf. J. D. Beazley in
J. H. S., LXIX, 1949, p. 123, bottom, and in
A. J. A., LVII, 1953,p. 41.
Our fragmentis morecarefullyexecutedthan
many; though not so fine as the Oxford owl
with spread wings (CV, pl. 62, 1-2) it may
be of about his time.
Third quarterof fifth century.
55. (P 486). Skyphos fragment, Attic type.
Ht. 0.042 m. Pl. 6.

Rim fragment. Helmeted head to left, preserved to below ear. Egg-pattern above the
pictureat the rim.
Relief contour.
440-430 B.C.

About 450 B.C.

54. (P 37). Skyphosfragment(glaux?). Ht.
0.035m. PI. 6.
From clearingfoundationof " Propylon" at
west end of East Stoa (Hesperia, XII, 1943,
pp. 286-290).

56. (P 35). Skyphos fragment, Attic type.
Ht. 0.041 m. PI. 6.
Rim fragment. Part of the head and shoulder of a nude youth, frontal,his head right.
No relief contour.
About 430 B.C.

'See now furtherF. P. Johnson,A.J.A., LIX, 1955, pp. 119-124.
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57. (P 36). Skyphos fragment, Corinthian
type. Ht. 0.027 m. PI. 6.
Rim fragment; moderate in-curve at the lip.
On the outer face of the lip, egg-pattern.
Below, upper part of a woman's head, left;
behind her, a hanging taenia (?).
No relief contour.
The egg-pattern on the rim is commoner on
skyphoi of the heavy-walled Attic type.
About 420-410 B.C.

58. (P 256). Skyphos fragment, Attic type.
Ht. 0.05 m. (not illustrated).
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18
(12).
At right, part of a palmette and tendril, from
under handle; at left, part of a standing cloaked
figure.
No relief contour.
End of fifth century (?).

59. (P 40). Skyphos fragment, Attic type.
Ht. 0.033 m. PI. 6.
Rim fragment, the lip sharply outturned.
Egg-and-dot pattern at the lip; below, part of
a wing, left; behind it, a thyrsus.
No relief contour.
For the same shape, also decorated with
an elaborate composition, compare Olynthus,
XIII, pl. 76, no. 55; for other fragments of
somewhat similar skyphoi from Olynthos, see
Olynthus, V, pl. 73, no. 122; pl. 133, no. 303
and Olynthus, XIII, pl. 131, no. 3.
First quarter of fourth century.

60. (P 39). Skyphos fragment, Attic type.
Ht. 0.035 m. PI. 6.
Rim fragment, the lip outturned. Egg-anddot pattern at the lip; below, head and shoulder
of a cloaked youth right; in front of him, a
curved object, " diskos " or handle ornament.
No relief contour.

Compare Olynthus, V, pl. 106, no. 173
(= XIII, pl. 130, no. 1). Second quarter of
fourth century.

61. (P 38). Skyphos fragment, Attic type.
Ht. 0.023 m. P1. 6.
Rim fragment, the lip sharply outturned and
thickened. Head and shoulder of cloaked youth
right; behind him a scroll from the handle
ornament.
No relief contour.
The fragment comes from a skyphos as developed in shape as are the latest black-glazed
skyphoi from Olynthos, e.g. Olynthus, XIII,
pl. 202, no. 583.
Second quarter of fourth century.
62. (P 466). Skyphos fragments, Attic type.
Ht. a) 0.092 m.; b) 0.058 m. PI. 6.
On a), at right, part of the handle palmette,
part of the legs and of the drapery, or pelta ( ?),
of a warrior in oriental dress; above, the end
of a weapon ( ?). On b), part of a second warrior wearing a short ornamented garment with
long sleeves; at left, the fore-paws and chest
of a griffin, attacking. Griffins and Arimasps.
No relief contour. Substantial remains of
red wash on the reserved surfaces.
The shape shows a marked double curve;
compare Olynthus, XIII, pl. 76, no. 55. Griffin
skyphoi from Olynthos: V, pl. 73, no. 119;
XIII, pl. 131, nos. 1 and 4.
Second quarter of fourth century.
RED-FIGURE:
SQUAT LEKYTHOI

AND ASKOI

63. (P 73). Squat lekythos fragment. Ht.
0.03 m. PI. 6.
Start of neck preserved; groove at the junction of neck and body. Upper part of female
figure, looking left; peplos.
Relief contour for brow-nose line, and for
nape.
About 440-430 B.c.
64. (P 75). Squat lekythos fragment. Ht.
0.028 m. PI. 6.
Female head, right, on broad reserved
ground line.
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No relief contour.
This fragment belongs to a class of small
squat lekythoi, each decorated with a single
head (a woman,or Athena or Hermes); comparethe piecesassignedto the Painterof Agora
P 7561 (ARV, p. 515).

About 430-420 B.c.
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65. (P 74). Squat lekythos fragment. Ht.
0.03 m. PI. 6.
Head and right shoulderof a drapedfemale
figure,left; earring. Above, part of some plant
ornament(?).
No relief contour.
Late fifth century.

66. (P 484). Squat lekythos fragment. Ht.
0.033 m. PI. 6.
Constructionfilling of East Stoa, mid part
(Hesperia, XII, 1943,pp. 280-286).
Lower part of large female head to right; a
tiny part of her hair seen at the upper left
corner. Scrolls of plant in front of her.
No relief contour.
Late fifth century.

67. (P 77). Squat lekythos fragment. Ht.
0.047m. PI. 6.
From clearingfoundationof east end of East
Stoa (Hesperia,XII, 1943, pp. 280-286).
Large female head, in ornamentedsphendone, right. In front of the head, part of a
plant ornament.
No relief contour.
Late fifth century.

68. (P 76). Squat lekythos fragment. Ht.
0.023m. PI. 6.
Female head in sakkos or Phrygian cap
facing a large egg-shapedobject: omphalosor
mound. A bit of white at the right edge of the
fragment,from a second head facing the first.
No reliefcontour. Added white for the flesh.
Similarlekythoiare commonon Greekfourthcentury sites; note the numberfrom Olynthos
(Olynthus, V, pl. 139, nos. 392-399; XIII,
pl. 101, nos. 87, 88; pl. 102, nos. 89, 90, and

cf. pp. 143-144and the referencesthere). Other
objects may replace the " mound"; to those
alreadynoted (Olynthus, XIII, p. 144) add a
pomegranateand a twig (Athens N. M. 1540,
1542); occasionallythe object is omitted altogether (Athens N. M. 1541).
Second quarterof fourth century.
69. (P 79). Askos fragment, Type 1. Ht.
0.037m. Pl. 6.
Swan right.
No relief contour. Inside unglazed.
Compare,for the date, the swan or goose on
the stemlesscup fragment,used as an ostrakon
against Hyperbolosin 415 B.C. (Agora Inv.
P 18495: Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pl. LXVI, 3).
Late fifth century.
70. (P 78). Askos fragment, Type 1. Ht.
0.046 m. PI. 6.
Slight protuberancein the centerabove. Dog
couchantleft.
No relief contour. Poor, dull glaze, inside
and out.
Late fifth century or beginning of fourth
century.
RED-FIGURE: OINOCHOAI
All the fragments,so far as can be
determined,come from oinochoai
of shape 3 (choes)
71. (P 481). Oinochoefragment.Ht. 0.022 m.
P1. 7.
From disturbedfilling.
Upper part of maenad to right. Chiton,
himation,taenia, earring. She holds a thyrsus
in her left hand.
Relief contourofily for the neck.
420 B.C.
72. (P 70). Oinochoefragment. Ht. 0.024 m.
P1.7.
Standing female figure wearing a himation
over a cross-girt chiton. Her right arm, over
whichfalls the himationend, is stretchedout in
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front of her; she might hold an oinochoe or a
phiale. Her left arm appears to have been
raised; in the field below it, traces of the outline of the end of a garment, belonging to the
original sketch but later omitted.
Partial relief contour.
420-410 B.C.
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73. (P 67). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.018 m.
PI. 7.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
A left hand carrying a large open pot by a
horizontal handle; part of a column (?) seen
behind it.
Relief contour; glaze inside dull but firm;
the fragment possibly from an open vase.
For such a vessel as used in sacrificial scenes
cf. J. H. S., LIX, 1939, p. 23 under no. 56.
About 420-410 B.C.

74. (P 57). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.017 m.
P1. 7.
Part of a child, wearing a himation, standing
three-quarters right, carrying a staff (goad?)
in his right hand; bracelet.
No relief contour.
About 420-410 B.C.

75. (P 56). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.028 m.
PI. 7.
A boy seated left on a chair, playing a large
lyre; he wears a himation which leaves his left
side free.
Relief contour. Dilute glaze for the scales of
the sounding board of the lyre. Thin fabric;
inside, the glaze dull and thick.
About 420-410 B.C.

76. (P 60). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.033 m.
P1. 7.
Legs of small boy moving left; at his back
something uncertain: bit of drapery and part
of object he is holding (bird?). Egg-and-dot
pattern below.
Relief contour except for tops of feet.
About 420-410 B.C.
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77. (P 59). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.028 m.
P1. 7.
A child moving right, and carrying something in his outstretched left hand. He looks
back, and extends his right hand; behind him
the head of a dog (?). The child wears a
himation passing over his left shoulder, and
fastened by a clasp.
Relief contour for the profile; white for the
animal; added clay for the boy's fillet and clasp.
The boy's glance passes over the dog; he
looks perhaps toward a second child; for the
composition compare for instance the children
with dog between, on the chous, Choes, no. 997,
fig. 330b; Langlotz, Wiirzburg, pl. 209, no. 602.
About 420-410 B.C.
78. (P 61). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.053 m.
PI. 7.
A nude child leaning forward right, arms
outstretched to reach something. Egg-and-dot
pattern border above.
No relief contour.
The boy is playing with an animal or another
child; the composition perhaps as on the oinochoe in Corinth, Inv. MP 113, Choes, no. 500,
fig. 356.
About 410-400 B.C.
79. (P 252). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.022 m.
(not illustrated).
From filling of the Assembly Place of Period
II: Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18 (8).
The upper left corner of the figured panel,
with egg-pattern above and reserved line at left.
Suspended in the field, a wreathed oinochoe;
below to right, part of the body of a child
crawling right.
Relief contour for child. Neck glazed inside.
Late fifth century.
80. (P 474). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.043 m.
P1. 7.
Upper half of tripod, seen at an angle. Eggand-dot pattern above.
Relief contour. Details in white.
Tripods, perhaps indicating a victory in a
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dramatic contest at the Anthesteria (cf. Choes,
p. 36), are not uncommon on vases of this
shape; e. g. Choes, figs. 136, 142, 151, 153, 154.
In these scenes the tripod is stationary; on
our fragment it is carried by someone, Nike
perhaps.
Late fifth century.
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81. (P 483). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.027 m.
P1. 7.
From exploration of Tower W 4 of White
Poros Wall to south of West Stoa (Hesperia,
XII, 1943, pi. XIV).
Upper border of circumscribed palmettes
with leaves between; large pointed leaves and
dots above and below the border. Of the picture, only part of a tripod is preserved; two
handles with the ring above them and a bit of
one supporting cross-piece between; compare
the supports for the handles of the tripod seen
on the chous, Agora Inv. P 23896 (Hesperia,
XXIV, 1955, p. 76, pl. 36, b).
Relief contour. Applied clay for the tripod
and the dots of the neck ornament.
Late fifth century.

82. (P 476). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.032 m.
P1. 7.
Upper part of youth, head to right; himation
leaving most of the chest free; fillet. A bit of
something at the left corner of the fragment;
part of his raised right hand ( ?).
No relief contour; white for the fillet.
Compare in style with 83.
Late fifth century.

83. (P 478). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.029 m.
P1. 7.
Breast and part of right arm of nude male
figure, head to right.
No relief contour. Dull glaze inside.
For the style, see the preceding, 82.
Late fifth century.

84. (P 475). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.023 m.
P1. 7.
Head of youth to left.

No relief contour.
Late fifth century.
85. (P 255). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.032 m.
(not illustrated).
From filling of the Assembly Place of Period
II: Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18 (11).
Wall fragment preserving lower left corner
of border of panel, with egg-pattern.
Late fifth century (?).
86. (P 247). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.05 m.
P1. 7.
From filling of the Assembly Place of Period
II: Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18 (3).
Upper part of head of female figure, right;
curly brown hair; fillet. A bit of the egg-anddot pattern of the border above.
No relief contour; fillet in added clay.
Beginning of fourth century.
87. (P 71). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.04 m.
P1. 7.
Two horses galloping right; the belly and
part of one hind leg of the far horse and the
foreleg of the near horse preserved. Falling to
the ground below the horses, a thymiaterion.
Egg-and-dot pattern border beneath.
Firm white for the horses; traces of red
sizing and of gold leaf over added clay, on the
thymiaterion; also for the dots at the center of
the egg in the border pattern.
The galloping team, along with the overturned thymiaterion, might suggest an abduction on some ceremonial occasion. Compare for
the style an oinochoe in Berlin, Inv. F`2661
(Choes, no. 331, fig. 20).
About 400 B.c.
88. (P 52). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.031 m.
P1. 7.
A youth's head right; his right arm is outstretched; behind it, part of another figure
(a woman ?).
No relief contour. Pink wash on the youth's
face and arm, but not on the second figure;
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the area now reserved was perhaps once covered
with white.
Beginning of fourth century.
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89. (P 53 and 54). Oinochoe fragments. Ht.
a) 0.031 m.; b) 0.033 m. Pl. 7.
Two non-joining fragments give the right
arm and part of the chest of a nude male figure.
His himation hangs over his arm; it passes
behind his back and its other end is preserved
on fragment b).
No relief contour.
Beginning of fourth century.

90. (P 47). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.04 m.
P1. 7.
A charioteer, left, arms outstretched. He
wears a chiton with ornamented yoke, the design a double-bodied sphinx; fillet. Around the
neck of the pot a painted wreath.
No relief contour; white and clay-colored
paint for the wreath; added clay for the fillet.
For charioteers on choes, wearing a similar
dress, compare a fragment from the Athenian
Agora, Inv. P 19464 (Choes, no. 248 sept., fig.
388 f.) or a jug in Leyden (Choes, no. 611, p.
127). A small hydria in Vienna, unpublished
(Kunsthist. Museum, 692), in style near our
fragment, shows the charioteer alone in a biga;
another runs before the team.
Beginning of fourth century.

91. (P 62). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.036 m.
Pi. 7.
Upper part of a nude youth moving right,
and looking back; fillet. In the field to left, a
mirror.
No relief contour. Added clay for the fillet.
Beginning of fourth century.

92. (P68). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.021 m.
P1. 7.
A wreathed filleted head left, seen against
the figure's upraised right arm.
No relief contour; added clay for the fillet.
First quarter of fourth century.
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93. (P 66). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.065 m.
P1. 7.
The legs of a seated male figure, left, with a
bit of the drapery on which he sits. At the left,
the left foot and the skirt-edge of a female
figure. Satyr and dancing maenad (?). Eggand-dot pattern border below.
No relief contour. White for the woman's
foot.
First quarter of fourth century.
94. (P 65). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. ca. 0.06m.
P1. 7.
Parts of three figures: at right, the knees
of a draped figure, seated left; then the upper
part of a woman, right, nude so far as preserved; twice-bound fillet. She holds a tray
from which she lifts a bunch of grapes, for the
seated figure. Behind her, a youth, fillet, right
hand raised.
No relief contour. White for the woman
carrying the tray. The youth's fillet in applied
clay.
Early Kerch.
95. (P 63). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.038 m.
P1. 8.
The head of a filleted youth walking before a
chariot team. He moves right and looks back;
his right hand raised. At the left, heads of
three horses, the center horse white. An ivy
wreath around the neck of the pot.
No relief contour; clay-colored paint, mostly
worn off, for the wreath; added clay for the
youth's fillet, and for studs on the horses'
harness.
Early Kerch.
96. (P 55). Oinochoe fragment. Ht. 0.055 m.
P1. 8.
Parts of three horses, left: back and neck
of far horse; forequarters of center horse; and
one foreleg of near horse.
No relief contour; white for the center horse.
Horses very close to these appear on an
oinochoe in Athens,, N.M. 10424, from the
Kabeirion (P. Wolters and G. Bruns, Das
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Kabirenheiligtumbei Theben, Berlin, 1940, p.
87, fig. 2; pls. 22, 1 and 41, 2; Choes,no. 79).
Early Kerch.
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97. (P 72). Oinochoefragment. Ht. 0.027 m.
PI. 8.
Upper half of female figure three-quarters
to right; peplos,necklace. Behind her, the left
hand, bent at the level of the shoulder, of a
wingednude figure,Eros, holdinga fillet.
No relief contour. White for the flesh of
both figures; the woman's dress was painted
in an addedcolor; addedclay for the beads of
the necklace,for the shoulder clasps and for
the fillet held by Eros.
Early Kerch.
RED-FIGURE:

PELIKAIAND AMPHORAE

98. (P479). Pelike fragment. Ht. 0.034m.
P1. 8.
Head of cloakedyouth, to right; a little of
his himation at his nape, preserved. Part of
some object in front of him (diskos?). Eggand-dotpatternabove.
No relief contour.
Late fifth century.

99. (P477). Pelike fragment. Ht. 0.035 m.
P1. 8.
Head and shoulderof a youth, left, looking
back right; himation over shoulder. Behind
him, the heads of two horses,left.
Relief contourfor arm.
Late fifth century.

100. (P69). Pelike fragment. Ht. 0.068m.
P1. 8.
Small part of the upper border preserved.
At the right,a maenadseatedleft, lookingback;
she wears a chiton with ornamentedyoke and
holds a long fillet in her raised right hand;
sphendone, bracelets, necklace. At the left,
looking up toward her, a satyr, the upper part
of his head preserved.
Relief contourfor the satyr's brow, and the
leaves of his wreath. White, with dilute glaze

over, for his fillet, the berries of his wreath,
and for the maenad's bracelet and necklace.
White, with pink over, for the fillet which the
maenadholds.
" Should be by the Meleagerpainter,"Paralipomena,pp. 1791-2.
Beginningof fourthcentury.
101. (P 482). Pelike fragment. Ht. 0.028 m.
P1. 8.
From area of sanctuaryat east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Upper part of helmetedhead to right. Three
dots in white and small reservedpart of something else at the right edge of the fragment.
No relief contour.
Early Kerch (?).
102. (P64). Pelike fragment. Ht. 0.037m.
P1. 8.
Top of head of a bald satyr, carrying a
maenad on his back (ephedrismos?). To the
right, branchesof a tree.
No relief contour. White for the woman's
flesh; an addedcolor has disappearedfrom her
dress.
Early Kerch.
103. (P43). Small amphorafragment. Ht.
0.046 m. PI. 8.
Upper part of a woman to left; she wears
chiton and himation;her right hand is raised
to her breast. Her hair is tied into a bag at her
shoulders,and is held around her head by a
white fillet with pointed leaves at the front.
Behind her in the field, the corner of a wool
basket probablyheld by someone else; above
it, part of a reservedband.
No relief contour; surfacebadlyscratched.
About 460-450 B.c.
104. (P42). Small amphorafragment. Ht.
0.039m. PI. 8.
A pottersits right at his low wheel, his knees
drawn up to the level of the shoulder of the
hydria on which he works. In his right hand
he holds an object; either a scraperwith which
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he is polishing the pot, or possibly the vertical
handle which he is about to attach.
No relief contour.
The potter has finished throwing the vase;
the wheel is no longer in motion and he has
pulled himself close up to it perhaps for the
operation of attaching the handle.
The slender proportions of the hydria and
the somewhat hasty style, without relief contour, suggest a date in the last quarter of the
fifth century. This piece (unglazed inside;
from an amphora, not a krater) is cited by Sir
John Beazley, Potter and Painter in Ancient
Athens (Proceedings of the British Academy,
XXX), p. 17, as the latest Attic picture of a
potter at his wheel, and is there described as
not earlier than 425 B.C.
105. (P 44). Amphora fragment. Ht. 0.034 m.

P1. 8.

From a large, heavy-walled pot, unglazed
inside. The middle of a nude youth, seated
left. The paw of a panther skin hangs down
beside his left thigh; Dionysos ?
Relief contour.
Late fifth century.

107. (P 465).

Eros, bending right, leaning on some object,
his left knee bent, both hands extended. Behind him, the comer of a box. Egg-and-dot
pattern and row of dots above the picture.
Relief contour. Added clay for wreath, details of wings, dots within the egg-pattern and
row of dots above it.
From a scene of decking the bride; for the
composition and date cf. e. g., the lebes in the
manner of the Meidias Painter, in Leningrad
(St. 1811: ARV, p. 836, 20; Schefold, KV,
pl. 3a).
About 420-410 B.C.
108. (P 461).

NUPTIALLEBETES

106. (P 48). Fragment of nuptial lebes (?).
Ht. 0.06 m. PI. 8.
Upper part of a female figure, right. She
wears thin chiton, earrings, necklace and
checkered sphendone and bends her head
slightly to receive a wreath held out by a
figure to the right (Eros); a trace of his forehead and hair at the right edge of the fragment.
Her left hand holds the end of her overfall. In
the field above her head, the last letter of an
inscription: eta. At the right, above, hangs a
woolen taenia. Upper border, egg-and-dart.
Relief contour; white for the berries of the
wreath, and for the inscription, faded.
Manner of the Meidias Painter, ARV, p.
836, 13.
About 420 B.C.

Nuptial lebes fragment. Ht.

0.02m. PI. 8.
Woman's head to right; hair in sakkos decorated in front with dots. Long lock at the ear.
Part of something else at the right edge of the
fragment at the level of her nose.
No relief contour; applied clay for the dots
on the sakkos.
Early Kerch.
109. (P 49).

RED-FIGURE:

Nuptial lebes fragment (?).

Ht. 0.029m. Pl. 8.

Nuptial lebes fragment.

Ht.

0.039m. PI. 8.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Upper part of a female figure, looking left
toward a mirror held by a small Eros; she
wears peplos and necklace.
No relief contour. Added clay for shoulder
clasps, necklace, wings of Eros, and mirror;
traces of pink on the wings, and on the mirror.
Early Kerch.
110. (P 50). Nuptial lebes fragment. Ht.
0.049 m. PI. 8.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Eros, seated three-quarters to the left. At
the lower left, a bit of drapery; at the right,
surfaces of uncertain objects, probably covered
originally with color and clay. At the upper
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part of the picture series of dots. Above, the
lower edge of an egg-and-dotpatternborder.
No relief contour. The figure of Eros is
renderedin relief,in addedclay; tracesof white
over. Added clay also for the dots at the top
of the picture.
Early Kerch (?).
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111. (P 51). Nuptiallebes fragment(?). Ht.
0.028m. PI. 8.
From area of sanctuaryat east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
At the left, the head and neck of a woman,
right; at the right, the tip of a wing to right
(Eros).
No relief contour; white for the woman's
flesh and traces of it on the wings; added clay
for her earrings, and necklace, and for the
wing-feathers.
Kerch style, contemporarywith the Pompe
oinochoein New York (Richter and Hall, no.
169, pl. 164; Schefold, U., no. 327).
About 350 B.C.

112. (P 80). Stand fragment. Ht. 0.13 m.
P1. 9.
Upper half of a man right, walking along
with a staff; he wears a himationleaving the
right shoulderfree. In the field, at the right,
part of a scarf, hanging, or held by someone
else. Above, a wide reserved band decorated,
with a row of large black dots betweenbrown
lines. Throughthe upperpart of this border,a
neatly made vent.
No relief contour; glaze uneven; heavy
fabric. No edge or rim is preservedat the top;
from the brokensurfaceit cannotbe determined
whetheror not the stand carrieda lebes. Surface muchpitted.
For the man'shairdo,compare,e. g. on three
Nolan amphorae in London (B. M. E 328,
E 342 and E 343: CV, c, pls. 62, 3b and 67,
2a-b and 3b), a neck amphorain Oxford (278:
CV, pl. XV, 5 and 6) or a column krater in
Bologna (Inv. C 104: CV, c, pl. 26, 1-2).

113. (P 83). Stand fragment. Ht. 0.12 m.
P1. 9.
Woman, wearingchiton and borderedhimation, seatedin a chair,left. Behindher, a wool
basket. Below, broken maeanderwith saltire
squaresand, furtherbelow, tongues.
No relief contour.
About 420 B.C.
114. (P 82). Stand fragment. Ht. 0.07 m.
P1. 9.
Part of female figure wearinga thin girdled
chiton, seated right probablylooking back; she
leans on her right hand; bracelet. Behind her,
the fingersof a handholdingan alabastron(?).
Relief contour for the fingers only. Glaze
good but much chipped.
About 420-410 B.C.
115. (P 84). Stand fragment. Ht. 0.084m.
P1. 9.
Lower part of womanmoving right, wearing
a thin chiton and over it a himationwith wave
border. Below the picture egg-and-dotpattern
border,here inverted,and below that tongues.
No relief contour.
About 410-400 B.C.
116. (P 81). Stand fragment. Ht. 0.07 m.;
diam. est. ca. 0.085m. P1. 9.
Upperpart of a womanleft; she wearspeplos
and sphendoneand carriesa large box. Trace
of another figure or object at the left edge
of the fragment. Above, egg-and-dotpattern
border.
No relief contour. Upper part of fragment
glazed inside.
Early fourth centuryB.C.
RED-FIGURE:

117. (P46).

HYDRIAI

Hydria fragment. Ht. 0.057m.

P1. 9.

Part of a femalefigure, standingthree-quarters right,wearinga peploswith borderedoverfall. At the left, a trace of the handle attachment, placed over anotherfigure.
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118. (P 45).
Hydria fragments. Ht. a)
0.125m.; b) 0.053m.; c) 0.044m.; d)
0.041 m.; e) 0.063m. P1. 9.
Five fragments from the wall. On the largest, a), parts of three figures: at the right a
woman wearing ornamented chiton and himation, seated left on a chair which rests on a
small platform. Facing her stands another female figure, also in ornamented chiton, a cloak
hanging at her back. At left, part of the
drapery of a third figure. Below, part of a
long-necked bird; a small lizard and a plant.
Lower border, maeander and checkerboard. On
fragment b) is most of the upper part of the
seated figure; hair in sphendone. Fragment
c) preserves part of one of the handle attachments, with egg-pattern around. At left, the
hair and upraised hand of a female figure, left;
above, part of an ornamented sash and at the
right a bit of drapery cut off by the upper line
of the reserved handle space. On fragment d),
two bits of drapery, the tip of a plant, and the
trace of handle ornament above; on e), a bit
of the lower border, with two plants, and a
foot, right.
Relief contour for flesh parts, for the shoulder
of the seated figure, and for the stems of plants.
White for necklace, berries of plants and fringes
of sashes.
The two better preserved figures strongly
recall, in pose and composition, grave reliefs
and other sculptured monuments of the years
around 420 B.C. Compare for instance, with
the seated figure, the grave relief from Thespiae
in the National Museum in Athens, a Boeotian
copy of an Attic original (Diepolder, Grabreliefs, pl. 8, 1) or the slightly later stele of
Amphiarete, found in the Athenian Kerameikos
(Ath. Mitt., LIX, 1934, pl. V). On the stele
from Thespiae the upper body of the seated
figure is seen somewhat more in profile than
on the Pnyx hydria, but it will be recalled that
the three-quarters view had already appeared
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on the Parthenon East Frieze (A. H. Smith,
Sculptures of the Parthenon, London, 1910,
pl. 36, fig. 40). See also E. Langlotz, Aphrodite in den Garten, Heidelberg, 1954, especially
pp. 11-61 and 26-27. For the standing figure,
with one leg drawn far back, compare the figure
of Kore on the east frieze of the temple of
Athena Nike (C. Bl/hnel, Der Fries des Temnpels der Athena Nike, Berlin, 1923, pl. VII,
fig. no. 21). Compare also the stele of Aristomache in the National Museum (Diepolder,
op. cit., pl. 8, 2 and p. 16), which Diepolder
attributes to the same master as the Attic original of the stele from Thespiae. On the Pnyx
hydria, the two figures, seen together, perhaps
recapture the sculptor's plan. Other comparisons for the standing figure may be found on
treaty reliefs (e. g., B.S.A., XLVI, 1951, pl.
23).
The standing figure illustrates the interest
taken by vase-painters in the last quarter of the
fifth century in sculpturesque renderings. Another example is the standing figure on the
large skyphos from the Agora, Inv. P 420
(Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 479, fig. 3).
The folds of drapery, whether cloak or heavy
veil, which hang down at the back of the figure,
provided a foil for the modelling of the leg,
and at the same time emphasize the dignity and
importance of the personage. For this garment,
compare the figures both of Aphrodite and of
Hera on the Villa Giulia Herakles krater
(No.
2382: ARV, p. 846, bottom; related to the
Talos painter; FR, pl. 20); also of Medea on
the Talos vase (Ruvo, Jatta, No. 1501: ARV,
p. 845, 1; FR, pls. 38-39), and Andromache
on the calyx-krater in Berlin (3237: K. A.
Neugebauer, Fiihrer, Berlin, 1932, pl. 68).
The Pnyx hydria fragments afford a good
example of the elaborate style popular in the
last two decades of the fifth century, about contemporary with the work of the Meidias painter
but much more monumental in character and
in execution, and often pervaded by an air of
the theatre. Among the many vases of this
same general class, the Pnyx fragments stand
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closest in style to the Lambrospelike, now in
San Francisco (1811: ARV, p. 806, 3, near
the Kadmos painter; CV, pl. 20, 2; and see
Beazley in J.H.S., LIX, 1939, p. 19, under
no. 51, and the referencesthere).
About 410 B.C.
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119. (P 58). Hydria (?) fragment. Ht.
0.027m. PI. 9.
Part of a female figure seated three-quarters
left, and leaningon her left hand. She wears a
thin chiton and a necklace.
Relief contour. White for the beads of the
necklace. Light brown wash inside; possibly
from an oinochoe.
Sub-Meidian;about 410-400 B.C.

120. (P 491). Hydria fragments. Ht. a)
0.047 m.; b) 0.027m.; c) 0.041 m. PI. 9.
From area of sanctuaryat east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Fragment a) gives almost one-third of the
foot and of the lower part of body. Ring foot
with one groove above and below. Egg-anddot pattern below the picture; lower part of
neck and sakkos of a large woman's head to
right. Fragmentb) gives most of the woman's
face and part of the sakkos. Fragmentc), not
illustrated,gives part of drapery (?).
No relief contour. White for the face. Clay
fired gray; poor somewhatmetallicglaze.
For this class of hydriai compareOlynthus,
XIII, pl. 58.
Second quarterof fourth century.
RED-FIGURE:

EPINETRA

121. (P85). Epinetron fragment. Diam. of
medallion0.093 m. PI. 9.
The fragmentpreservesthe closed end of the
object, with a bit of the sides.
On the end, a female head, right, her hair
boundby an ornamentedsphendone;she wears
earringand necklace. Around the medallionis
a narrow reserved border ornamented with
blackdots. Preservedon the right side, a trace
of the start of the figureddecoration.
White for the woman's face and for the
sphendone.

A late example in the series of decorated
epinetra;cf. D. M. Robinsonin A.J.A., XLIX,
1945, ppl. 488-490. To the examples noted
there of epinetra with painted, not plastic,
female heads at the ends, add two more from
the Agora Excavations (Inv. P 9195 and
P 16393), both of the late fifth century.
Early Kerch.
122. (P 262). Epinetronfragment.L. 0.077m.
P1. 9.
Fragmentfrom the top; no edge preserved.
Scale pattern on the top; egg-and-dotpattern
along side. Below pattern,on right side, small
trace of some representation: bit of a head
with a wreath (?).
Added clay and white for the scale pattern;
white for the wreath. Red wash inside.
The scale patternon the top of the epinetron,
ordinarily incised but sometimes rendered in
red-figured technique, is here reproducedin
paint,apparentlywithoutany regardfor utility.
Fourthcentury ( ?).
RED-FIGURE:

PYXIDES AND LEKANIDES

123. (P 106). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.037m. PI. 10.
Probablyfroma lekanisof shapeA. A youth
ridingright,holdinga spearor goad in his right
hand; he wears a chlamys with black border
fastenedon the right shoulderand flying behind
him.
No relief contour.
The drapery suggests the manner of the

Dinos painter.
About 420 B.C.

124. (P 349). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.055 m. Pl. 10 and Fig. 1.
From the constructionfilling of the West
Stoa, near the middle of the north side of the
building (Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 272-280).
Rim fragment from a lekanis of shape A.
Lower part of dress and right foot of a woman
seated right; she wears chiton and himation.
Egg-and-dotpattern on rim. Inscribedto the
right of the figure: MtKt[o.v]/c [rot,~[fcv].
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Relief contour for part of the chiton and
great toe only. White for the signature.
ARV, p. 831, 2: Mikion painter.
About 420-410 B.C.
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125. (P 95). Lekanis lid fragment. Diam. est.
ca. 0.15 m. PI. 10.
Rim fragment from a lekanis of shape A.
Female figure seated on the ground, threequarters left, leaning on her left hand. She
wears a peplos and sits on her folded himation.
The ends of her fillet appear in the upper right
corner of the fragment. Egg-and-dot pattern
on rim.
No relief contour. Lines lightly incised before glazing indicate the ground and plants.
White for the ends of the fillet.
420-400 B.C.

126. (P 95 bis). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.057 m. PI. 10.
From a lekanis of shape A. Right side of
female figure standing facing, her right hand
on her hip. She wears chiton and himation,
the himation around her hips.
No relief contour.
About 400 B.C. (?).

127. (P 462). Lekanis lid fragment. Diam.
est. 0.15 m. PI. 10.
Rim fragment from a lekanis of shape A.
The neck and a little of the chin of a woman's
head, right; earring, necklace; floral ornament
in front of the head; zigzag line on the rim.
Relief contour only for part of the chin.
About 400 B.C. (?).

128. (P 107). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.057m. P1. 10.
Probably from a lekanis of shape A. Male
figure moving to right, wearing a short belted
chiton elaborately ornamented, and a chlamys
fastened around his neck and hanging down
behind. In his left hand he carries a spear or
pair of spears. A trace of drapery belonging
to a lost figure at the upper right edge of the
fragment.
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Relief contour for most of the arm and for
the spears. White dots on the front of the
belt; the drapery elaborately shaded.
Probably by the Meleager painter; compare
his calyx kraters: Ruvo, Jatta, 1498 (ARV,
p. 870, 3; Ausonia, III, 1909, p. 66); Madrid
11012 (ARV, p. 871, 5; CV, Madrid, d, pl. 10,
la); Wiirzburg 522 (ARV, p. 871, 8; Langlotz, pl. 191); also the neck amphora, Athens
N.M. 15113, from Dekeleia (ARV, p. 871, 19;
'ApX. 'E+., 1924, pp. 113-114, figs. 13-14, pls.
1-2).
About 400-390 B.C.
129. (P 125). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.046m. PI. 10.
Probably from a lekanis of shape A. Satyr
right, moving on tiptoe ( ?) as if to surprise a
maenad.
No relief contour.
Satyrs and maenads sometimes appear on the
more careful lekanis lids, e. g., Brussels A 1015
(CV, d, pl. 4, 3), and Odessa (Nicole, p. 103,
fig. 24).
First quarter of fourth century.
130. (P 89). Pyxis fragment. Ht. 0.031 m.;
diam. at rim, est. ca. 0.13 m. PI. 10.
Rim fragment from a pyxis either of shape A
or as Richter and Milne, fig. 138. Parts of two
figures left; at left, the head of a youth; broad
fillet. Above him, his name, XpEclTri8v[s].At
right, the head and right shoulder of a girl;
chiton, double fillet. Above, the start of a name,
Ato[. Reserved line along top of picture; the
edge of the rim reserved.
Relief contour; red for the youth's fillet. The
inscriptions lightly incised through the glaze.
The name XpcEALarSvs
occurs here for the first
time. There are, however, several instances of
the name Xpe/4/s (J. Kirchner, Prosopographia
Attica, Berlin, 1901-1903, nos. 15566-15569),
derived from the fish, xpler (D'Arcy Thomp-

son, Glossary of Greek Fishes, pp. 291-292,

under xpo,/tu, Fr. Bechtel, Die historischen Per-

sonennamendes Griechischen,Halle, 1917, p.
588).
About 420 B.C.
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131. (P 92). Pyxis lid, shape D. Diam.
0.06 m. PI. 10 and Fig. 1.
Downturned rim, grooved around upper
edge. Horse's head, right, bridled. Scratched
on the underside,beforeglazing,the letters:

No relief contour.
This lid and 132 belong to a large class of
small pyxides usually decoratedon the lid with
the representationof a head or some single
object; many examples came from Olynthos
(e. g., Olynthus,V, pls. 108, 109,no. 205; XIII,
pl. 89). For an examplecompletewith its box,
see the pyxis in New York, Richterand Milne,
fig. 144 (Schefold, U., no. 585, figs. 8-9), like
ours decoratedwith a horse'shead,but coarser.
These little lids are often, as here, marked
by the potter on the underside,before firing.
It has been suggested that this marking provided a ready means of matchingup each lid
with its properbox, when many lids and boxes
came at one time from the kiln. In some cases,
where both parts of the pair are preserved,
both do in fact carry the same letter or symbol
(e.g.,

V. Pol., p. 70, note 7; Olynthus, V,

pl. 108, no. 201). The two letterswhichappear
on 131 resemble,as was pointed out to us by
T. J. Dunbabin,the peculiarform of double-a
or double-r whichappearson some inscriptions
from Halikarnassos(E. S. Roberts,Introduction to Greek Epigraphy, I, Cambridge, 1887,

pp. 174-176).
End of fifth century.

132. (P 93). Pyxis lid fragment, shape D.
Diam. est. ca. 0.06 m. PI. 10.
Rim fragment. Part of back and dorsal fin,
right.
No relief contour.
For the shape,see 131. A fish very like ours
appears on one of the lids from Olynthos
(Olynthus,V, pl. 108, no. 204).
First quarterof fourthcentury (?).
133. (P 91). Pyxis lid fragment. Diam. est.
ca. 0.07 m. PI. 10.
Rim fragment, grooved above; the shape
similarto 131-132,but piercedat the center to
take a ring handle. Satyr-childwith blacktail,
creepingright. In front of him, a volute plant;
beneath,dottedwave-pattern;behind,part of a
bird, a circle, a volute.
Relief contour for the right thigh only.
Satyrs with black tails are seen on other
vases of this time; e. g., on two bell-kratersin
the manner of the Meleager painter, one in
London (British MuseumF 58: ARV, p. 873,
1; museumphot.) and one in New York (Metr.
Museum 06.1021.214: Paralipomena,p. 389,
addedas no. 3 bis; museumphot.).
First quarterof fourth century.
134. (P 94). Pyxis lid fragment. Diam. est.
ca. 0.08 m. PI. 10 and Fig. 1.
Rim fragment;the top slightly convex, with
a trace of a knob handle and a plain downturnedrim; possiblyfrom a very small lekanis
rather than a pyxis. Eros outstretchedright,
resting on his hands; volute plants. At upper
right cornerof fragment,trace of some further
representation.Wave pattern on rim.
No relief contour.
First quarterof fourthcentury.
135. (P 86). Lid fragmentfor powderpyxis.
Ht. 0.045 m.; diam. at top est. ca. 0.08 m.

P1. 10 and Fig. 1.
The rim is finished flat above and the area
inside it depressed,so that the whole resembles the undersideof a pot with a ring foot,
ratherthan the top of a box; possibly from a
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powder pyxis with reversible lid, made to be
used separately, as in the case of the reversible
lekanis lids, 178-181. Head and left hand of a
youth carrying a racer's torch; fillet. A reserved line at the top of the picture; the top
of the rim and the space inside it also reserved.
No relief contour preserved; glaze and representation both much worn. Pink wash on the
reserved surfaces.
Beginning of fourth century (?).

136. (P 90). Pyxis fragment. Ht. 0.039 m.
PI. 10.
Rim fragment, probably from a pyxis of
shape C. Wing, hind quarters and tail of
griffin, left.
No relief contour.
Late fifth or early fourth century.

137. (P 88). Pyxis fragment. Ht. 0.053 m.
P1. 10.
Rim fragment, probably from a pyxis of
shape A. A woman's head, left, one hand raised
over her head from behind; blob hair ornament.
No relief contour. White for the flesh; dilute
glaze over white for the hair ornament.
For the general character compare the head
of Ariadne on the calyx-krater Athens 15072
(L. C. Group, no. 19, by the painter of Athens
1375: Paralipomena, pp. 1851, 1857; Schefold,
U., no. 229, pl. 45).
Kerch style.

138. (P 98). Pyxis lid fragment, shape C.
Ht. 0.051 m.; diam. est. ca. 0.17 m. PI. 11
and Fig. 1.
Rim fragment. Lower half of a male figure
bending to right; he rests his left foot on a
chest and leans his left hand on his raised left
knee; staff in his right hand. His garment is
apparently a himation knotted round his waist;
folds of one of its edges cross diagonally at the
upper part of the fragment. The toes of a
frontal foot at the lower right corner of the
fragment belong to a lost figure at the right.
A border of dots around the picture just inside
the rim; egg-pattern, inverted, on the rim.
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No relief contour; white for the border of
dots.
The pose is a favorite one with the Meidias
painter and his followers, e. g., on a lekanis in
Naples in the manner of the Meidias painter
(2296: ARV, p. 840, 77; Nicole, p. 101, fig.
22).
About 420-410 B.C.
139. (P 96). Pyxis lid fragment, shape C.
Ht. 0.066 m.; diam. est. ca. 0.165 m. P1.
11 and Fig. 1.
Rim fragment. Two girls dancing left; the
first, who looks back right, wears sakkos, belted
chiton and short ornamented jacket; she carries crotala. The second wears chiton and himation; jeweled ornaments in her hair; bracelet;
she holds her skirt in her right hand. Egg-anddot pattern on the rim.
Partial relief contour. Added clay for belt
and ornaments.
Similar jackets, XtraTvaKosxeLpS&oTos,short
or in three-quarter length, worn either open or
closed, may be seen on other vases, e. g.:
Tiibingen E67. Lekythos. Sabouroff painter,
ARV, p. 563, 160; J.H.S., XLVIII, 1928,
p. 151, fig. 8.
Bonn 1216, 116-119. Bell-krater fragments.
Painter of the Athens dinos, ARV, p. 796,
2; CV, pl. 30, 16.
London, British Museum F 90. Hydria. Related to the Meleager painter, ARV, p.
874, middle; CV, c, pl. 101, 2.
London, British Museum E 129. Stemless
cup. Meleager painter, ARV, p. 873, 42;
Jahrbuch, XXV, 1910, pl. 4.
Ruvo, Jatta 1510. Volute krater. Talos
painter, ARV, p. 845, 1; Pfuhl, fig. 574.
Compare also the figure of Medea on the
Peliad relief (Blfimel, Romische Kopien, K.
186, pl. 78). The single sleeve which hangs at
her side probably was part of such a coat, worn
in the fashion of the Persians, that is, over the
shoulders with the sleeves hanging free
(cf.
J.H.S., XLVIII, 1928, p. 143, fig. 3 and p. 145,
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fig. 4), and the copyist of the relief did not
understand it well.
This elaborate coat has probably been rightly
identified with the icavsv (Amelung, RE, III,
col. 2208, s.v. xeLpL8TroTsXLTwv; M. Bieber,

Das Dresdner Schauspielerrelief,Bonn, 1907,
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pp. 18-19 and Ath. Mitt., XXXVI, 1911, p. 273;
Greifenhagen, CV, Bonn, text to pl. 30). Gow's
argument (J.H.S., XLVIII, 1928, p. 146) that
Xenophon was the first to know the Persian
kandys well does not take into account the evidence from vase-painting and from sculpture.
The kandys was known to the Greeks at least
by the middle of the fifth century, the date of
the Tiibingen lekythos. On that vase, the person wearing the kandys is indeed a Persian
(Atossa); but the Bonn fragments show that
the kandys was worn by Greek women also
no later than the last quarter of the century,
and the other examples suggest that such a
coat, often in a lighter and less formal version,
was already a fashionable article of dress by
Xenophon's time. A similar jacket, sometimes
richly ornamented, sometimes quite plain, was
worn by children, as we see on several choes;
cf. A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 135 and note 59; Choes,
no. 842, fig. 87; no. 117, fig. 148.
Among the garments recorded as belonging
to the sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia in the mid
fourth century (I.G., II2, 1514-1529), the kandys appears sometimes with some descriptive
phrase,

as xacvSvv---

-raaUaTta

(I.G., II2, 1524, 180-181), or

x (p) vao
cavSvv a/wpyL:

xovTa

(I.G., II2, 1524, 217), or icavwvv
rEpLT7roLKX:
BaTpaXetoOv(I.G., II2, 1524,

ALVOV[V]7TOLKL[ :]

219-220); elsewhere (as I.G., II2, 1524, 202203), it is listed simply as Kav8vv,TOayaX/lAaEXeL.
Possibly the long coat-like garment in which
statues were sometimes dressed went by this
name; occasionally these garments, as depicted
on vases, seem to be made to open down the
front, (e. g., as on a bell-krater from Armentum
in Vienna, Kunsth. Museum IV, 1144: Jahrbuch, XXVII, 1912, p. 265, fig. 1). In any
case the front opening seems an essential part
of the kandys, making it possible to insert the

arms quickly, as described in Xenophon's story
and as seen on Persian reliefs. It may therefore probably be distinguished from another
somewhat similar garment often seen on vases,
a jumper, sometimes with sleeves but as often
sleeveless and worn over a sleeved undergarment, plainly made to be pulled on over the
head. This is the dress of Amazons, and sometimes of charioteers, but it is worn also by
Greek women, as for instance on the Nausikaa
pyxis in Boston (04.18: Aison, ARV, p. 800,
17; Jahreshefte, VIII, 1905, pl. I). As Hauser
suggested (ibid., p. 33) the name ependytes
suits this overdress; it is different in cut from
the kandys even though both serve the same
purpose in providing a warm and decorative
outer garment.
Late fifth century.
140. (P 97). Pyxis lid fragment, shape C.
Ht. 0.046m.; diam. est. ca. 0.15 m. P1.
11.
Rim fragment. Female figure seated right
and leaning on her right hand. She wears a
thin ornamented chiton, a tasselled fillet and a
bracelet. In the upper corner of the fragment
part of a curved object, the branch of a tree
( ?); above it a dot rosette, perhaps a flower
hanging from the tree. Egg-and-dot pattern
on rim.
No relief contour. Added clay for bracelet;
white for fillet and rosette.
Sub-Meidian; about 400 B.C.
141. (P 99). Pyxis lid fragment. Ht. 0.064 m.;
diam., as preserved, est. ca. 0.14 m. 'Pl.
11.
Mended from two pieces. Probably from a
pyxis of shape C; the fragment turns down at
its outer edge as if to meet the projecting rim,
now lost. Near the center, a moulded ring. A
woman standing left; ornamented chiton, tasselled belt, hair ornament (damaged), necklace, bead bracelet around upper right arm.
Her right hand is raised to her forehead; in
her left she holds a string of beads. In front
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of her is a wool basket; behind, part of another (?). At the sides of the fragment,traces
of other representations.
Partial relief contour. White, with dilute
glaze over, for the wool baskets, for the yoke
and center stripe of the chiton and for ornaments.
About 400 B.C.or a little later.
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142. (P 115). Lekanislid fragment,shape A.
Ht. 0.04 m. PI. 11.
From area of sanctuaryat east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Small fragment from near center. Upper
part of femalefigure,right, lookingat a mirror
which she holds in her left hand. Peplos,
sphendone,necklace, hair ornaments. At the
right, a hand holding a thyrsus. Streamersin
the field. A broadreservedgroove aroundthe
center. Dionysosand Ariadne ( ?).
For the date and perhaps the subject compare the lid in Brussels noted under 129
(A 1015: CV, d, pl. 4, 3).
Beginningof fourth century.

143. (P 100). Pyxis lid fragment, shape C.
Ht. 0.065 m.; diam. est. ca. 0.20m.

P1.

11 and Fig. 1.
Rim fragment. Two female figures; one,
partly draped,a himationover her lower body,
is seated right in a chair and holds in her lap
a tall openworkbasket. The other, wearing a
peplos, approachesfrom the right, and hangs a
stringof beadsover the basket. A loutrophoroshydriawith a ribbonknottedaroundits handle,
and flower sprays, now faded, projectingfrom
its mouth, stands on the ground between the
two figures. Egg-and-dotpattern on rim.
No relief contour. The flesh of the seated
woman white; her draperyand chair painted
in an added color, now gone. Added clay for
the basket,the string of beads, and for dots at
the centers of the eggs (all once gilded?).
For the general character of the drapery
style compare-the hydria from Cyrene in the
British Museum (E 227: Schefold, U., no.
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170; KV, pl. 7a; FR, pl. 79, 2). For the ceremonial basket, cf. Richter and Hall, pp. 215216, under no. 169.
Early Kerch.
144. (P 102). Pyxis lid fragment, shape C.
Max. dim. 0.07m. PI. 11.
Lid preserved from center to near edge of
rim; at center a moulded ring and a hole for
a ring handle begun but not pierced through.
Parts of two Erotes,a swan,and a largeframed
palmettewith a volute at each side. Egg-pattern on rim.
No relief contour. White for the Erotes'
bodies; for the heart of the palmette and for
a ring of dots aroundthe hole in the center.
Second quarterof fourth century.
145. (P 101). Pyxis lid fragment, shape C.
Diam. 0.145m. PI. 11 and Fig. 1.
From area of sanctuaryat east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Rim fragment;about half the lid preserved.
A woman wearing an ornamentedpeplos with
long girded overfoldmoves right, looking back
left. In either hand she carries a large box
and long ornamentedsashes. She is followed
by Eros, flying right, carryingin his left hand
a box (?) from which hangs a sash. Another
sash hangs on the wall; at the left part of
another box and sash held by a lost figure.
At the right edge, part of a sash, and of something else. Egg-and-dotpattern on rim.
No relief contour. White for Eros' body.
Added color, now gone, for his wings and the
objects he carries. Added clay for his fillet,
for a blob on top of one of the boxes, and for
the woman'shair ornamentand earring.
Second quarterof fourth century.
146. (P 112). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.066m. PI. 12.
Women bringinggifts. The head to right of
one carrying a plemochoe; sakkos. Another,
from the right, brings a large box; sphendone.
A third, also from the right, carries a
plemochoe; she probably also wears a sphendone.
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Between the first and the second woman, the
top of Eros' wings. Egg-and-dot pattern around
the base of the knob.
No relief contour. The glaze used for the
drawing has peeled away, showing the pale
yellow-buff color of the clay; the reserved parts
are covered with a deep pink wash.
By the same hand, 147 and the unpublished
lid in Eleusis described above, p. 12; compare
also 149. On the Eleusis lid, which also shows
Epaulia scenes, the glaze has suffered the same
accidents of manufacture as here. For the general character of this and the following lids
(146-175), belonging to Schefold's Class B, see
above, pp. 10-11.
Second quarter of fourth century.

147. (P 111). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.062m. P1. 12.
Upper part of Eros, right; he extends his
right hand to a woman of whom only the arm,
with bracelets, is preserved. Egg-pattern and
reserved line around knob.
Relief contour for Eros' profile; added clay
for his fillet and for the woman's bracelets.
By the same hand as 146.

148. (P 110). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.072m. P1. 12.
At the left a female figure, partly draped,
seated three-quarters left; cross-bands at her
breasts, a himation over her legs. At the right,
a standing woman, left, wearing peplos and
sakkos, looks toward the seated figure. Behind
her the corner of a box, held probably by the
figure next following. A tiny reserved area at
the upper corner of the right edge, perhaps
from a hanging sash. Traces of some object
and of the sakkos of a third woman at the left
edge. Egg-and-dot pattern around base of
knob.
Relief contour for brow-nose line of seated
figure; considerable remains of red in the
sketch lines.
For this variety, with the partly draped
seated figure, see the lids in Stuttgart (Sche-

fold, U., no. 44, pl. 15) and Tiibingen (E 182:
Schefold, U., no. 45; Watzinger, pl. 38); also
the lid in London, British Museum F 138,
illustrated here on Plate 34 by courtesy of the
Trustees of the British Museum; for new
measurements and a full description we are
indebted to P. E. Corbett. The body of the
vase is preserved as well as the lid and is intact.
Ht., with lid, 0.153 m.; ht. of lid alone,
0.079 m.; max. diam. of lid, 0.244 m. Considerable preliminary sketch, quite carefully
done. The flat underside of the edge of the rim
is reserved.
Second quarter of fourth century.
149. (P 471). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.039 m. P1. 12.
Head of woman wearing sakkos to left; she
carries a plemochoe in her left hand. Dotted
egg-pattern around base of knob.
No relief contour.
Not far from 146, 147; see also Leningrad
St. 1809 (Schefold, U., no. 11; Compte-Rendu,
1881, pl. 3) and a lid from Olynthos (Inv.
34. 127: Olynthus, XIII, pl. 85, no. 61).
Second quarter of fourth century.
150. (P 124). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.036m. PI. 12.
Upper part of a woman, wearing ornamented
peplos, looking right and holding a mirror in
her outstretched left hand. Facing her is another figure, a bit of the face only preserved.
No relief contour.
Apparently from a lekanis of Schefold's
Class B, though the fabric is thinner than most
and could come from a pyxis lid; the style of
hair dressing, also, is not characteristic for
Class B.
Second quarter of fourth century.
151. (P 119). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 12.
Upper part of a woman wearing ornamented
peplos and sphendone and bracelets, seated
right, looking back left and beckoning to a
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youth (Eros ?) who faces right; he wears a
fillet. Egg-pattern around knob.
No relief contour. Added clay for fillet and
bracelet.
Not far from 155 and 157, characterized by
figures at a large scale and a style in which,
although the drawing is coarse, the composition is not cluttered.
Second quarter of fourth century.
152. (P 118). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.088m. PI. 12.
Rim fragment. A woman in peplos with
bordered overfold and dot rosettes on the skirt
moves right, looking back left. She wears a
sakkos and in her left hand carries a large box
from which falls an ornamented sash. Eggpattern on the rim.
No relief contour. Deep pink wash over the
reserved surfaces; the glaze for the most part
fired red.
Several similar lids show dot rosettes ornamenting the skirt, a decoration which apparently resulted from a misunderstanding of the
doubled-over border of the overfold over the
thighs, as seen for instance on 165. The breakdown of the bunched folds can be seen on the
Stuttgart lid cited under 148. In successive
recopyings, the rosette pattern appears to have
emerged from these meaningless lines. For
such rosettes, compare an unpublished lid from
the Athenian Agora (Inv. P 39) and a lid in
Naples (Inv. 128119: Schefold, U., no. 41;
Mon. Ant., XXII, 1914, pp. 679-680, fig. 233).
Second quarter of fourth century.

153. (P 501). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.055 m. PI. 12.
Lower half of draped seated woman, to right.
In front of her part of the skirt of another
figure (?).
No relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century.

154. (P 502). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.033m. PI. 12.
Rim fragment. Part of a draped seated
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woman, to left, preserved from below the
knees; she wears soft leather shoes. In the
field an opaque rosette. Egg-pattern on the
rim.
No relief contour.
For the style compare a lekanis in Leningrad
(Schefold, U., no. 31; Otschet, 1913-1915, p.
86, figs. 135a-c); compare also (a similar figure
in a different composition) Olynthus, XIII,
pl. 87, no. 64.
Second quarter of fourth century.
155. (P 120). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.135 m.; diam. est. ca. 0.225 m. PI. 13
and Fig. 1.
Preserved from center, with start of knob,
to rim. A woman running right, looking back;
peplos with long overfold, sakkos, earring; an
alabastron and sash in her left hand, a box in
her right. At right, the upper part of a youth,
partly draped, to right. He is either seated or
has his left foot raised and his hands on his
knee. At left, the head, left shoulder and raised
left hand of a wc:nan, seated, looking left;
peplos with ornamented top, sphendone. Further left, the top of the head of a fourth figure,
a woman; sakkos. Solid egg-and-dot pattern
around knob; egg-and-dot around rim.
No relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century.
156. (P 123). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.09m. PI. 13.
Fragment from center, with stem of knob.
Head and hand of a youth, or Eros, left, looking back toward a woman who carries a box
and sash; part of the box and drapery only
preserved. Egg-pattern around knob.
No relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century.
157. (P 122). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.07 m.; diam. est. ca. 0.225 m. PI. 13.
Rim fragment; mended from two pieces.
Eros flies right, carrying a sash, toward a
woman seated left, wearing a bordered
peplos
and shoes. Eros also wears soft leather shoes.
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In the field, a large alabastron and a volute
plant. Egg-and-dot pattern on rim.
No relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century.
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158. (P 129). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.039m. PI. 13.
Youth, right, leaning forward, a himation
over his left shoulder. An uncertain object
(club ?) behind him. A trace of drapery at the
left corner of the fragment. Maeander and
checkerboard border around base of knob.
No relief contour.
The subject is unexplained; the scene is
apparently not the usual Epaulia, and the maeander and checkerboard border is uncommon.
Second quarter of fourth century.

159. (P 128). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.035 m. PI. 14.
Upper part of Eros, right, playing at knucklebones. At the right, the hand of another figure
to left; above, dotted fillet hanging on the wall.
Egg-pattern around base of knob.
No relief contour.
This piece and the following, 160-166, may
be assigned to a single hand; with them belong
two lids of Class B in Leningrad (Schefold,
U., nos. 31 and 32; Otschet, 1913-1915, p. 86,
figs. 135a-c, already cited under 154, and ibid.,
p. 95, figs. 154a-c); also a lid from Olynthos
(Inv. 124: Olynthus, V, pl. 110, no. 213).
The seated figures here wear a peplos, the
upper part of the dress ornamented with a
pattern of grape-clusters; the Erotes have
womanish faces and hairdressing; characteristic also are their soft leather shoes and the
manner in which the wings are drawn, with a
black band at the top.
Second quarter of fourth century.

160. (P 460). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.049m. PI. 14.
Eros right, probably playing at knucklebones.
No relief contour.
See 159, above.

161. (P 463). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.052 m. PI. 14.
Fragment from near center, preserving a
little of the start of the knob. At left, part of a
woman's head in a sakkos; at right, upper part
of a wing to right (Eros). Between the figures,
a tympanum (?).
No relief contour.
See 159, above.
162. (P 464). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.055 m. PI. 14.
Legs and lower half of wings of Eros flying
to right. He wears soft leather shoes; the lower
left part of a sash which he is holding hangs in
the field. Between his legs and wings a dotted
rosette.
No relief contour.
See 159, above.
163. (P 121). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.065 m. PI. 14.
A very little of the rim preserved. The wings
and feet of Eros, flying right; he wears soft
leather shoes. In the field a dot rosette; under
the wing-tips an uncertain object: small altar?
At the left a large hydria; above it the hand of a
figure holding a box and an ornamented sash.
Egg-pattern on rim.
No relief contour.
See 159, above.
164. (P 116). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.041 m. PI. 14.
Upper part of a woman right, looking back
left; she wears peplos and sakkos. At>right,
part of a large wing (Eros), a wavy line in
dilute glaze on its upper part.
No relief contour.
See 159, above.
165. (P 117). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.044m. PI. 14.
Part of a woman wearing a peplos with long
bordered overfold; she runs right, carrying a
dotted sash in her left hand.
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166. (P 504). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.042m. PI. 14.
At the left the arms of a woman to right,
holding a box and a sash. At the right, the
raisedrightarm and the knee of anotherwoman
seated to left; bracelets.
No reliefcontour. White,faded,for two balls
on the top of the box; added clay for the
braceleton the upperarm of the seated figure.
See 159, above.

167. (P 127). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.036m. PI. 14.
Parts of two female figures. One, left, with
right hand raised, looks back right toward the
second; she wears a peplos with ornamented
top. Of the second woman, at the right, the
right hand, holding a box and sash, is preserved. Solid egg-patternaroundknob.
No relief contour.
This piece and the following, 168, are close
to 159 and the related pieces, but by different
hands. The scale of the figures is smaller; the
egg-patternaroundthe knobis smalland solid;
the ornamenteddress is worn by the running
as well as by the seatedfigures.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.

168. (P 126). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.048m. PI. 14.
Upper part of a womanrunningright, looking back. Peplos with cluster-of-grapespattern; sakkos. She holds a large tympanumin
her left hand. At the right, the right arm, the
back of the head and a little of the body of
another woman; peplos. Uncertain object at
lower edge of fragment, possibly a chest on
which the woman at the right sits. Ring of
blobs at base of knob.
No relief contour.
See above, 167.
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169. (P 505). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.063 m. P1. 14.
Upperpart of womanseatedto left; left hand
raised. Peplos with ornamentedtop; sphendone, earrings. Of a second figure, approaching from the right, only one hand, holding a
box and a sash, is preserved. Blobs around
base of knob.
No relief contour.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.
170. (P 506). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.03 m. PI. 14.
Upper part of a womanrunningto right and
looking back; she wears a peplos with ornamented top. At the right, part of a large wing
(Eros) to right. Between, the top of a plant.
Blobs aroundbase of knob.
No reliefcontour.
For a similaropen compositionand a related
style, comparea lid from Olynthos (Inv. 38.
290: Olynthus,XIII, pl. 88, no. 65).
Second quarterof fourth century.
171. (P 499). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.095m. PI. 15.
Woman seated left, looking round; peplos
with ornamentedtop. She leans on her left
hand; of the figuretowardwhichshe looks only
some fingers holdinga box and a sash remain.
Blobs aroundbase of knob.
No relief contour.
Type similarto 167.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.
172. (P 500). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.056m. P1. 15.
Head, neck, upperleft arm and right handof
a womanseatedleft, lookinground;peploswith
ornamentedtop. Behind her stands another
woman whose raised right arm and part of
whose skirt remain; peplos with long overfold.
No relief contour.
The hair is here rendered with only two
rough brush strokes; possibly the reserved
spaceis intendedto suggest the sphendone.An
unpublishedlid from the AthenianAgora (Inv.
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P 15556), at the same stylistic level but much
more fully preserved, makes it certain that this
fragment also belongs to one of the coarser
varieties of Class B, such as 171.
Second quarter of fourth century.
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173. (P 104). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.078m. P1. 15.
Part of a woman left, wearing an ornamented
peplos and bracelets; facing her another figure
(part of face and left hand) holding out a
large mirror. At the lower left corner of the
fragment, part of some object with a curved
outline. A ring of blobs around the center,
where the knob has been broken off.
No relief contour. White for the mirror,
with traces of a pink wash over it; white with
blue over for the curved object.
This piece, and 174-175, follow a different
prototype in which the ornament of the dress
consists of a series of spirals or curved lines
rather than of a grape-cluster pattern. This
ornament is clearly rendered on such lids as
Olynthus, V, pl. 111, no. 216, but on our pieces
is seen in a confused or degenerate form, more
like the renderings on the Olynthos fragments,
Olynthus, XIII, pl. 118, no. 200 D, pl. 119,
no. 201 P.
Second quarter of fourth century.

174. (P 105). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.051 m. P1. 15.
A woman seated left, looking at a mirror
which she holds in her right hand; peplos with
ornamented top. At the left, the right hand of
another figure, to right.
No relief contour.
Similar to 173.
Second quarter of fourth century.

175. (P 348). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.087 m.; diam. est. ca. 0.30 m. P1. 15.
From construction filling of West Stoa; see
above, 124; Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 294, fig.
15(b).
Rim fragment. A woman seated on a box,
looking left; she wears peplos and bracelet. To

left, a box from which hangs a long scarf, and
part of a round object (nuptial lebes?) from
which hangs a similar scarf; both these objects
carried by an approaching figure whose fingers
are indicated by three strokes beneath the pot.
Egg-and-dot pattern on rim.
No relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century.
176. (P 109). Lekanis lid fragment.
0.08m. P1. 15.

Ht.

Mended from two pieces. Part of a draped
female figure looking left and carrying a large
tympanum and a sash in her left hand. Her
hair is worn in a projecting bunch of curls,
lampadion; wreath, earrings. At the right, a
pair of large wings (Eros), to right.
No relief contour.
The style is here unrelated to the lids of
Class B; contrast the hairdress with the sakkoi
and sphendonai regularly found there, and the
much freer, more open rendering of the wings.
This piece is difficult to date and may be earlier
than is suggested here.
Middle of fourth century.
177. (P 108). Fragment of conical lid. Diam.
est. ca. 0.20 m. P1. 15 and Fig. 1.
From a steeply conical lid with a plain edge
(no flange). A maenad seated left, her head
turned right. She holds a thyrsus in her right
hand and leans her left arm on a large tympanum; peplos, sakkos. Facing her is part of
another figure resting one foot on a stool and
leaning one hand on a staff; the other hand
outstretched.
No relief contour. White for the tympanum.
The glaze has peeled badly and is thin and
dull on the underside.
The shape is unusual. It is like that of lids
used for common unglazed casseroles and presupposes a pot with an exterior vertical flange
to hold the lid in place.
First quarter of fourth century.
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178. (P 130). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.036m. PI. 16.
Large-scale head in Phrygian cap, left, facing
a griffin of which the head and neck remain.
Volute plant between; egg-pattern above.
No relief contour.
Group of the Vienna Lekanis: Paralipomena,
p. 1996, no. 6. For the name-piece (no. 3 in
Beazley's list) see CV, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, pl. 50, 6-7. See also here,
179, 183 and (related) 182.
Several of the lids of this group had already
been associated by various writers: Beazley,
J.H.S., LIX, 1939, p. 34; D. M. Robinson,
Olynthus, XIII, p. 119; F. Eichler, CV,
Vienna, text to pl. 50, 6-7. No. 178 is a careful example of the group, by the same hand
as nos. 1 and 2 (Salonica, from Olynthos:
Olynthus, XIII, pl. 86, no. 63; and Cambridge:
CV, 2, pl. 27, 10). The Arimasps here may be
compared, from the point of view of quality,
with the mounted Amazon on the hydria in
Leningrad assigned to the Europa painter (Inv.
6832: Schefold, U., no. 169, fig. 10).
Second quarter of fourth century.

179. (P 480). Lekanis lid fragment, reversible type. Ht. 0.052 m. PI. 16.
From hill-slope to south of east end of East
Stoa.
Fragment from near center. Part of the
raised ring around the center, resembling a ring
foot, is preserved and, on the underside, a
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neatly rounded depression of the sort seen on
fishplates. Large head in Phrygian cap to left;
at left, ears and crest of griffin, right.
No relief contour.
This lid is of a special type, made to stand
firmly when turned upside down. Characteristic
examples of the shape are the Olynthos and
Cambridge lids, noted above (178) as assigned
to the Group of the Vienna Lekanis. Another
example from the Pnyx is a small fragment
(181: not illustrated); 180 and 182 may also
be of this shape. On these lids, the band of
blobs (coarse egg-pattern) which surrounds the
knob on ordinary lekanis lids of the same general style is omitted since the greater diameter
of the ring-knob (or foot) leaves no margin of
space for it. The same shape appears in the
fourth century in plain black (as Clara Rhodos,
VI-VII, 1932-3, pp. 516-517, figs. 45-46) and
also in patterned wares (e. g. Langlotz, Wiirzburg, pl. 216, nos. 640, 642); it occurs also in
non-Attic fabrics as an example from Halae
(Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 458, fig. 136, no. 5)
shows. It continues in use in Hellenistic times,
though late examples may lack the characteristic depression on the underside. So far as
noted, the lekanides to which lids of the reversible type belong are always handle-less.
An example in black glaze from the Athenian
Agora, found in a context contemporary with
the figured lids, is illustrated here in profile
(Agora Inv. P8187; ht. 0.044m.; diam.
0.149 m.).

Agora Inv. P 8187
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The top of the lid is not flat,but slightlyconvex
and joins the rim gentlywithoutthe sharpangle
seen on lids of shape A. This characteristic
profile makes it possible to identify as of this
shape fragments such as 180 and 182 here,
where no part of the ring knob is preserved.
It has been suggested that such lids might
be used, reversed, by a woman at her toilet
tableand that the depressionat the centercould
serve for mixing ointmentsor other cosmetics.
This explanationis preferableto the view that
these lids were used separatelyas plates (Olynthus, XIII, p. 119).
Group of the Vienna Lekanis, no. 2 bis:
Paralipomena,p. 2113; and see under178.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.

180. (P 503). Lekanis lid fragment, reversible type (?). Ht. 0.039 m. PI. 16.
A little of the groove at the outer edge of
the top, inside the rim, is preserved. Head and
foreleg of pantherto right, and the tips of the
wings of a griffin, also right. Plant-scrollon
the ground.
No reliefcontour.
For the shapesee 179.
Second quarterof fourth century.

181. (P 33). Lekanislid fragment,reversible
type. Max. dim. 0.067 m. (not illustrated).
Small fragmentfrom near center; a little of
the raised ring and of the depressionbeneath
remains. Part of a griffin to left (upper part
of head and wing) and a little of the head of
anothergriffin (?), to right.
No relief contour.
For the shape see 179.
Second quarterof fourth century.

182. (P 131). Lekanis lid fragment, reversible type (?). Ht. 0.036 m. P1. 16.
A little of the rim is preserved. Large-scale
head in dotted Phrygian cap, right, facing a
griffin of which the right leg and part of the
chest remain. Egg-patternon rim.

No relief contour.
For the shape see 179.
Relatedto the Groupof the Vienna Lekanis,
Paralipomena,p. 2113; and see under 178.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.
183. (P 347). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.08m. P1. 16.
From constructionfilling of West Stoa; see
above 124; Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 294, fig.
15(a).
Part of a large head in Phrygian cap, left,
facing a griffin with upraisedclaw. Between
them, a plant.
No relief contour.
Groupof the Vienna Lekanis,no. 8: Paralipomena,p. 1997.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.
184. (P 458). Lekanis lid fragment. Ht.
0.044m. P1. 16.
Upper part of woman'shead to right; hair
in sphendone.
No relief contour.
Second quarterof fourth century.
185. (P 457). Lid fragment. Ht. 0.08 m
P1. 16.
From a pyxis or small lekanis; the start of
the knob preserved. Part of a woman'shead
in sakkos,left; the top of the sakkosof another
woman'shead to right; there must have been
a third head. Betweenthe heads,circumscribed
palmetteand tendrils.
No relief contour.
This same type of composition,consistingof
large female heads, singly or in pairs,"vith
palmettesor spiral plants as filling ornament,
occurs, as is well known, on a wide variety of
vase-shapesof the fourth century (e. g., here
64, 66, 67, 68, 120, 121, 127). On a number
of small related shapes, where the picture is
seen from above, such heads may appear in
groupingsof two, three or four.
Two heads only appear on each of the
lids of two pelikai in the National Museum,
N. M. 11704, and E 894 from the Empedokles
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Collection.Both these vases have beenassigned
to the L. C. Group (Group of the Late CalyxKraters); N. M. 11704,no. 50 in the group,by
the painterof Athens 1375 (Paralipomena,pp.
1856, 1857) and E894 as no. 51, "more or
less in the manner of the painter of Munich
2391; may be from his hand" (Paralipomena,
pp. 1856, 1858-59). Comparealso the arrangement of two and four heads on askoi, e.g.,
Olynthus,XIII, pl. 122, no. 203 A and S.C.E.,
II, 1935, pl. CXLV, 5 and 9. For the arrangement of three heads,seen here (185-187), compare also an unpublishedpyxis lid in the National Museum, N.M. 13676. Four heads,
groupedin pairs, are found on lekanislids (as
for instanceon one from the AthenianAgora:
Inv. P 3556: Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 165, fig.
98e).
Second quarterof fourth century.

186. (P 459). Lid fragment. Ht. 0.059 m.
P1. 16.
Fragment from the center, with the lower
part of the stem of the knob; from a pyxis or
small lekanis. Parts of two women's heads,
facing, hair in sakkos; between them a tympanum. There is space for no more than a
third head.
No relief contour.
Second quarterof fourth century.
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chest and holding a box and sash in her outstretchedright hand; peplos,fillet, bracelet.
No relief contour. White for the large face;
added clay for fillets and ornaments.
For the compositionconsisting of a single
large head with various attendant figureswomen and Erotes-at a smaller scale, compare a pyxis in Birminghamassigned to the
Chalki Group (Paralipomena,p. 1990, 3 bis;
Metzger,pl. VI, right).
Secondquarterof fourthcentury.
189. (P 114). Pyxis lid fragment. Ht. 0.03 m.
PI. 16.
Fragment from near top; Eros, left, arms
outstretched;in front of him a bit of a largescale femalehead, left, wearinga sakkos.
No relief contour.
For the subject and composition,compare
188.
Second quarterof fourth century.
190. (P 113). Pyxis lid fragment.Ht. 0.031m.
PI. 16.
Upper part of Eros, right, arms outstretched.
No relief contour.
For the subject and composition compare
188, 189.
Second quarterof fourth century.
RED-FIGURE: BELL- AND

CALYX-KRATERS

187. (P 456). Lid fragment.Ht. 0.045 m. Pl.
16.
Central part with root of knob preserved;
from a pyxis or small lekanis. Parts of three
women's heads.
No relief contour.
Second quarterof fourth century.

The following fragments,191-328 (Pls. 1733) all come from large open vases with lustrous glaze on the interior. In the case of small
wall-fragmentsit is sometimes impossible to
distinguishbell from calyx with certainty; the
moreprobableshapeis notedfirst.

188. (P 103). Pyxis lid fragment, shape A.
Ht. 0.069m. Pl. 16.
Centralpart of lid, top of knob missing; ring
around base of knob. A large female head,
wearing a sakkos, left, approachedfrom the
left by Eros carryinga box and sash; fillet. At
the right, a draped female figure seated on a

191. (P 467). Bell-kraterfragments. Ht. a)
0.074 m.; b) 0.069m.; c) 0.113m. PI. 17.
On a), part of the lower offset edge of the
rim with egg-and-dotpattern. The back half
of the head, the neck and right shoulderof a
woman to right; peplos, fillet with leaves in
front, earring. The ends of her hair are
gathered into a small bag. At her left, the
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end of a spear or stick, probablyheld in her
right hand. On b), the two legs of a warrior
holding a spear, left; he wears greaves decoratedwith palmettes. On c), the palmettefrom
the floralornamentbeneaththe handleand the
reservedhandle-space.Warrior leaving home.
Partial relief contour;heavy fabric.
The offsetat the rim is more usual on calyxthan on bell-kraters.
About 450-440 B.C.

192. (P 134, P 138a and b). Fragments of
calyx- or bell-krater. Ht. a) 0.085 m.;
b) 0.043 m.; c) 0.05 m. PI. 17.

Athena standingfacing, looking toward her
right; her glance travels down toward something held in her extended right hand, helmet
or phialeperhaps;fillet. At the lower left edge
of the fragment,the forked end of something
in red. Between the shoulderand the break a
single letter in faded red, N. On the smaller
fragments,b) and c), a wreathedsilen's head,
a hand holding a thyrsus (?) and a torso, to
right, appearto come from the oppositeside of
the vase.
Relief contourfor Athena'sprofile,neck and
aegis, and for the hand at the left on fragment
c). White for a single snake, at the shoulder;
white also for the silen's eyebrowand wreath.
By the painterof the LouvreCentauromachy,
ARV, p. 711, 53; the vase was one of the
painter's best. The small aegis might recall
that worn by Athena in the contemporary
statue from the east pedimentof the Hephaisteion (Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pl. 51).
About 440 B.C.

193. (P 135). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.032m. PI. 18.
Part of a male figure; chiton, sword and
spear, the sword hanging in a scabbardslung
over his right shoulder. The right arm is bent;
the hand might have held a phiale. Warrior
leavinghome (?).
Relief contouralong the bit of upperarm.
About 440 B.C.

194. (P 144). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.038m. PI. 18.
The knee of a male figure standingright before an altar; the end of his himationat the
edge of the fragmentabove. On the altar, a
dotted mass, of ashes or insulating material
(J.H.S., LIX, 1939, pp. 21-22).
Relief contour for the leg and around the
ashes.
About 440-430 B.C.
195. (P 146). Bell- or calyx-kraterfragment.
Ht. 0.055m. PI. 18.
A right arm with a cloakhangingover it and
a bit of someone else's drapery at the left.
Crossesdecoratethe first cloak, Z's the second.
Relief contour except for the bit of drapery
at the lower left corner.
About 440-430 B.C.
196. (P 137). Calyx-krater fragment. Ht.
0.05 m. PI. 18.
The offset at the rim preserved. The top of
the head of a woman, right; five leaves spring
from the secondfold of her button-toppedsakkos. Her name, EYTEPP[E], written above,
identifiesher as a muse; the scene perhapsa
concert.
Relief contour, except the button. White
(faded) for the inscriptionand the leaves of
the headdress.
Mannerof the Dinos painter,Paralipomena,
p. 654, added as no. 11 bis: "may be by the
painterhimself."
About 425-420 B.C.

197. (P 142). Bell-kraterfragment.Ht. 0.06 m.
P1. 18.
A flute-girlat a banquet. Behind her at the
left is a cushion,or the draperyof one of the
guests. She wears peplos and fillet.
Relief contourfor face and neck.
For the composition,compare for instance
the symposion scenes on a stamnos in the
British Museum (E 453: ARV, p. 686, 5; CV,
c, pl. 23, 4) and on the fragmentsof a bell-
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Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
198. (P 154).
0.027m. PI. 18.
The head of a youth, right, ivy-crowned.
Relief contour for brow-nose line.
Fabric and style close to 197; both possibly
from the same vase.
About 425-420 B.C.
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
199. (P 136).
0.045m. P1. 18.
Part of a woman in chiton and himation;
she was probably holding a jug in her right
hand. At the upper left corner two white lines
crossed by a smaller one suggest a thyrsus.
Relief contour for the arm.
About 420 B.C.

Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
200. (P 143).
0.038m. PI. 18.
Part of a girl right, preserved from nose to
below waist; peplos with kolpos. She carries a
large plain basin; it was full; she holds it carefully and leans her shoulders back slightly to
balance it.
Relief contour for the profile and the basin.
The basin, no doubt XEKcavv, is of the shape
and make familiar from deposits of household
pottery; see most recently Hesperia, XXII,
1953, p. 89, under no. 91, pl. 32.
About 420 B.C.
201. (P 173).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.035m. PI. 18.
The head of a horse to left, and part of the
back of a second horse.
Relief contour. The surface much marred
but the glaze and finish good.
About 430-420 B.C.

202. (P 156).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.075 m. PI. 18.
Upper part of a youth wearing pilos and
chlamys fastened on right shoulder. He runs
before a galloping horse, and carries a goad
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or kerykeion (?). Parts of the forelegs of the
horse remain.
Relief contour except for the left shoulder;
white for the strings of the pilos.
The composition suggests the scenes in which
Hermes leads on before a chariot, as in the
apotheosis of Herakles. In archaic statuettes
from Arcadia Hermes, like other countrymen
and travelers, sometimes wears the pilos; cf.
'E+. 'Apx., 1904, pl. 9.
Near the painter of the Louvre Centauromachy (Beazley).
About 420 B.C.
203. (P 246).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04m. PI. 18.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18 (2).
Head and shoulders of a youth, left; his bent
right arm probably rests on his knee. He wears
a chlamys fastened on the right shoulder; the
strings of a petasos are tied around his neck.
Relief contour for profile and part of arm;
white for the strings.
By the Chrysis painter, ARV, p. 795, 9.
About 420 B.C.
204. (P 487).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.035m. P1. 18.
From exploration of city walls; disturbed
context.
Upper half of the head of a youth to left;
fillet and wreath. He watches Eros flying to
left; the beginning of the wings, the left leg
and part of the right side preserved.
Relief contour. White with dilute glaze over
for the berries of the wreath and the fillet.
About 425-420 B.C.
205. (P 133). Calyx-krater fragment. Ht.
0.042m. PI. 18.
Lotus and palmette band from rim.
Relief contour nearly complete.
Probably by the Dinos painter; compare his
calyx-krater in Bologna (283: ARV, p. 789,
1; Hahland, pl. 8b), though with nine petals
to our eleven. Most renderings of the pattern
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are more rigid, and on the Kadmos painter's
version on his calyx-krater in Bologna (303:
ARV, p. 804, 4; Pfuhl, fig. 590) the calyx of
the lotus has disappeared; this is the rule thereafter.
About 425-420 B.C.
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Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
206. (P 147).
0.08m. PI. 19.
Symposion. The heads of four figures in
two groups. At left a male figure, bearded and
wreathed, and a woman with her arms around
his neck. She wears a sphendone with small
leaves at the front. Along the broken edge
behind her head, some traces of drapery (?).
At right, a male figure, wreathed and bearded,
with a torch in his raised right hand; beside
him a woman; stephane with leaves. Both look
to left. Wreath on rim.
Partial relief contour; white for the berries
of the wreaths worn by the men.
By the Pothos painter, Paralipomena, p.
1575, added as no. 21 ter, as an unusually good
work of his own; in ARV, p. 803, middle, it
was placed near him.
About 425-420 B.C.

207. (P 159). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment.
Ht. 0.07 m. PI. 19.
Head of a boy left, being crowned with a
wreath; the arms and a little of the upper front
part of the head (fillet with leaves) of the
female figure who holds the wreath are preserved. Above the wreath, KA[[AO:].
Relief contour except for the boy's shoulder;
white for the inscription and the leaves on the
fillet.
Theseus is thus crowned by Athena on the
Kadmos painter's calyx-krater from Kamarina
(Syracuse 17427: ARV, p. 804, 2; CV, pl.
10). On the reverse of this same vase the
goddess, again represented, has taken off her
helmet to display just such hair ornaments as
here.
Near the Kadmos painter.
About 420 B.C.

208. (P 152).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04m. Pl. 19.
The top of a male head, wreathed, to left; he
is probably reclining with his right hand clasping his head, while he sings or listens to music.
At right a shoulder ( ?).
Relief contour for the hand and the leaves
of the wreath. The wreath is tied with a red
ribbon (cf. S.I.G.3 1018, Pergamon, 3rd century
B.C.: crTCavov

Xaa<s ErTaTraLVL8ov
fOtVLKtOV).
B.C.

About 420-410

209. (P 158).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.065m. PI. 19.
Upper part of Nike, to right, head slightly
bent; sphendone with leaves, earring, chiton.
Relief contour; white for the leaves.
The figure looks down; she may be assisting
at a sacrifice, as on the Nikias painter's bellkrater in London (98.7-16.6: ARV, p. 847,
1; B. Schr6der, Der Sport im Altertum, Berlin,
1927, pl. 51).
Beazley (Paralipomena, p. 2103) cites this
fragment as near two bell-kraters, Syracuse
38031 and Boston 28.108, which he assigns to
the manner of the Meidias painter.
About 410 B.C.
210. (P 178).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.038m. PI. 19.
Upper part of a standing woman, head to
right; thin chiton, shoulder buttons, necklace.
At the extreme right is part of a slender staff
or sceptre probably held in the left hand; the
right hand raised. From behind the left arm
spring stems tipped with buds.
Relief contour except for the edge of the
chiton under the right arm and for the outer
line of the upper arm.
The figure finds a very good sculptural
parallel on a votive relief in the National Museum, Athens (Inv. 3572, Ath. Mitt., LIV,
1929, pl. 1). Beazley has compared the vasefragment with the work of the painter of Louvre
G433 (ARV, p. 965, additions to p. 851).
About 420-410 B.C.
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Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
211. (P 140).
0.042m. PI. 19.
Part of a girl, right, playing the double flutes,
preserved from shoulder to waist; thin chiton.
At the right, the shoulder of another figure.
Relief contour for hands and flutes.
Manner of the Meidias painter, ARV, p. 965
(additions to pp. 835-841), added as no. 29 bis.
Compare the stemless cup in Leningrad, ARV,
p. 834, 4; FR, iii, p. 47.
About 410 B.C.
212. (P 150). Calyx-krater fragment (?). Ht.
0.056m. PI. 19.
The upper part of a man to right, tuning an
instrument; wreath, himation. The instrument
is a simple rectangular frame; a trace of the
line of the upper cross-piece remains close to
the break. The left arm holds the lower crosspiece against the body; the fingers of the left
hand sound the strings, which are not indicated.
The right hand, outstretched, will have been
adjusting the pegs.
Relief contour not quite complete.
The scale of the figure suggests a two-row
calyx. On these, see most recently A. D. Trendall in J.H.S., LXXI, 1951, p. 191. To the
vases listed there, add a fragmentary two-row
calyx-krater in the Athenian Agora (Inv.
P 8445-6; one fragment, Hesperia, XVIII,
1949, pl. 78, no. 137). Above, Dionysos,
maenads and satyrs; below, satyrs. Group of
Polygnotos; recalls the Christie painter: Paralipomena, pp. 514, 1115.
Pollux (A, 60), mentions among stringed
instruments the qFLvpa, which had a -Lx4/a
Trrpaywvov, a square shape. He is not, however,
very certain as to just what this was, since
further on he adds that some people think the
/tiOvpais the same as the a1ucapos; yet the
askaros, as he describes it, is not a stringed
instrument at all, and is quite different. Our
fragment gives for the first time so far as we
know a representation of a square stringed
instrument and, having this representation, we
are perhaps rather better off than Pollux. We
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may well claim the name of psithyra for it,
and separate it from the stringless askaros.
Recalls the Kadmos painter.
About 420 B.C.
213. (P 139). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment
(?). Ht. 0.04m. Pl. 19.
From a large very thick-walled vase
(0.01 m.) ; the piece nearly flat; the glaze inside
so smoothed that there are no wheel-marks to
assist in identifying the shape. Possibly from
an elaborate lid rather than a krater.
Part of a six-stringed cithara. The right
hand of the citharode holds the plectrum; one
finger of his left, plucking at the strings, can be
seen behind. At the right edge of the fragment,
part of something else: drapery ( ?). The arms
of the cithara are clearly shown to be made of
horn. The patterned band around the sounding
board, a pattern found both on black-figured
and on red-figured vases, suggests an inlay,
perhaps of gold or of ivory.
Relief contour; white dots on cross-piece and
sounding board.
This type of cithara occurs on the following
vases:
1) Florence, fragment. Citharode. CV, Campana Fragments, pl. 13, 239; Beazley, CF,
pl. 13, 45. Late archaic.
2) Athens, Acropolis 439. Fragments of
white-ground cup. Death of Orpheus.
Pistoxenos painter, ARV, p. 575, 2;
Pfuhl, fig. 416.
3) Athens, N. M. 1183. Pelike. Citharode.
Painter of Athens 1183, ARV, p. 395, 1;
Jahrbuch, XXXII, 1917, p. 66, fig. 35.
4) Rome, Vatican (Sala VII, case N, no. 18).
Neck amphora with triple handles. Citharode. Group of Polygnotos, ARV, p. 700,
85.
5) Florence 4006. Stamnos. Citharode. Group
of Polygnotos, ARV, p. 695, 5; CV, pl.
56, 3.
6) Rome, Villa Giulia 5230. Oinochoe, shape
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7)

8)
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9)

10)

11)

SMALL OBJECTS FROM THE PNYX: II
2. Citharode. H. Philippart,Collections,
I, Brussels, 1932, pl. III.
FerraraT 127. Volute-krater.Thamyras.
Polion, ARV, p. 797, 1; Dioniso, III, p.
336, 1-2.
Leningrad. Lekanis lid. Citharodebeside
altar. Compte-Rendu,1869, pl. IV, 14.
Ruvo, Jatta, 1538. Squat lekythos. Thamyras. Meidiaspainter,ARV, p. 832, 9;
Nicole, pl. 7, 4.
Munich2471. Oinochoe,shape 3. Citharode. Manner of the Meidias painter,
ARV, p. 837, 31; CV, pl. 88, 4, and p. 22,
fig. 1.
New York 16.52. Hydria. Thamyras.
Mannerof the Meidias painter, ARV, p.
835, 1; Richterand Hall, pl. 160.

Two vases show variants of this type of
cithara,but withoutthe characteristicrendering
of the horns:
Oxford 530. Hydria. Thamyras. Group of
Polygnotos, ARV, p. 702, 105; CV, pl.
32, 1.
New York 25. 78.66. Bell-krater. Satyrs.
Polion, ARV, p. 797, 7; Richterand Hall,
pl. 155.

The variety of cithara shown on our fragment and on the vases listed above (1-11) differs from the standardtype as seen, e. g. on
the Pan painter'samphoraof Panathenaicshape
in New York (ARV, p. 363, 23; Richter and
Hall, no. 66, pl. 70). It has relatively short
arms made of horn, attachedto a broadsounding board,usually richly decorated. Examples
like the Ruvo lekythos (9), or the Athens
pelike (3), remind one of the words of Phi-

lostratos, Imagines

I, 10:

ue'XavaKal 7TrpLOTra

Opcqsra Kepara.

The earliestpictureof this variety occurs,so
far as we know, on a fragmentin Florence (1),
belongingto the late archaicperiod. Its greatest
popularity,however, seems to be in the later
classical period, and in several of these pieces
(7, 9, 11) the citharodeis Thamyras. Because

of these representations,M. Wegner (Das
Musiklebender Griechen,Berlin, 1949, pp. 4546) called the type the Thamyras-cithara.The
associationis attractive,and the rich and careful ornamentof the instrumentmight indeed
recallthe lines fromthe Thamyrasof Sophokles
(F.T.G.2, fr. 223):
pyvvs

p
XPUroSeTOv
Kepas

p7ywvvs applovLav XOp3OTOVOV
Xvpas

But this type of citharadoes not appearin all
Thamyrasrepresentations,nor is it confinedto
him. We might better, therefore,avoid calling
it by a name whichcould give rise to misapprehension,and call it insteadthe hornedcithara,
thus emphasizingits special characteristic,the
clear indication, namely, of the material of
which the arms are made.
Late fifth century.
214. (P 157). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.069m. PI. 20.
Parts of two figures, Athena and Eros, and
a torch. Athena is seated to right; part of the
neck, turnedtowardher right, the left shoulder
and upper left arm preserved;aegis, himation
over her arm. Her spear rests against her
shoulder. Eros is seen in profileto right; most
of his wings and part of the curve of his back
remains. Above him, the end of a burning
torch, diagonallyacross the field.
Judgmentof Paris. For Athena with Eros
attending on Aphrodite, compare C. Clairmont, Das Parisurteil in der antiken Kunst,
Zurich,1951, pl. 16, K 175 bis. The torch may
be thought of as held by Hera; she appars
holdinga torch on two Romansarcophagiwith
the Judgmentof Paris; cf. Clairmont,op. cit.,
p. 107, K 243 and K 244.
Relief contour except for Athena's himation; white, faded, for the flames of the torch.
Recalls the Kadmos painter.
About 420-410 B.C.
215. (P 155). Bell- or calyx-kraterfragment.
Ht. 0.072 m. Pl. 20.
A little of an ivy wreath and a right hand,
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outstretched, preserved; inscribed in white
above the wreath, HPAI:STO0. At right and
above, the right wing and front of the wreathed
head of Eros. At the upper right corner of the
fragment, his name, EP[Q%]. Near the left
edge part of the name of a third personage,
]AIA.
Relief contour throughout; white for the
inscription.
The subject of the scene is uncertain; it may
be a Return of Hephaistos. The most probable
restorations for the female name ending in 8&a
would be Ev8'a or Kwux8tia.Kwtw8ta appears
along with Hephaistos, Dionysos and a satyr
in a Return of Hephaistos scene on a bell-krater
in the Louvre (G421: ARV, p. 685, 1; CV,
d, pls. 21, 8 and 22, 1-5, 7; cf. F. Brommer in
Jahrbuch, LII, 1937, p. 208, no. 28). EVS8ais
also known as a maenad's name (cf. RE, s. v.,
and C. Frankel, Satyr- und Bakchennamen auf
Vasenbildern, Halle, 1912, pp. 63-64). Nor is
Eros out of place with Dionysos and his
thiasos; cf. H. Heydemann, Satyr- und Bakchennamen, Fiinftes Hallisches Winckelmannsprogramm, Halle, 1880, p. 7; A. Furtwangler,
Eros in der Vasenmalerei, Munich, 1874, pp.
39 ff. Pothos and Eros appear with the thyrsus

on two Romangems, A. Fiirtwangler,Antiken

217. (P 207).
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Bell-krater

fragment.

Ht.

0.073 m. PI. 20.
Part of the figure of a dancer, from thigh
to mid-calf. Thin short chiton, with a floating
end of drapery. At lower left, trace of another
figure or object.
No relief contour.
Manner of the Dinos painter, Paralipomena,

p. 658, addedas no. 10 bis.
About 410 B.C.

218. (P 145). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 20.
Symposion. On a couch, part of the torso

and drapery of a reclining figure, to right,
apparently leaning against a striped pillow of

which part hangs over the edge of the couch
at the left. In front of the couch, a low threelegged table. Maeanderborder below.
Relief contour.
About 410-400 B.C.

219. (P 172). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.044 m. PI. 20.
A youth's head to left; wreath and fillet. A
secondwreathof small leaves in the field above
his head. On the wall a boukranion from which
hang heavy knotted fillets.

Gemmen, Leipzig and Berlin, 1900, pl. XLIII,
nos. 52, 55. Eros is also associated with Hephaistos; according to one version, preserved by
Nonnus (Dionysiaca, V, 138 iff.) and Servius

Relief contourfor the brow-noseline; white
for the fillets and for the wreathin the field.

(Comm. Aen. I, 664), he was the son of

220. (P 446). Calyx-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 20.
A foot in a high laced sandal, seen from
above; the toe of the second foot appears
behind the first, as if the ankles were crossed.
On the cul, palmetteand lotus band.
Relief contour both for foot and for ornament.
The sandal is an elaboratetype, with nine
loops or latchets; perhaps this was the type

Hephaistos and Aphrodite.

But the vase-

paintersof this time do not need much excuse
for adorningtheir vases with him.
About 420-410 B.C.

216. (P 151). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. Pl. 20.
Eros to right; most of his wings and a small

part of his body preserved. At the left, a scroll
of floral ornament.
Partial relief contour; white for Eros' body.
About 420-410 B.C.

About 410-400 B.C.

to which the term evvvvKXXoL
was applied; cf.
K. Erbacher, Griechisches Schuhwerk, Wurz-

burg, 1914, p. 8. This type of sandal was a
favorite with the Meidias painter and his fol-
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lowers as, e. g., on the London hydria and on
the squat lekythos in London, ARV, p. 838, 48
(J.H.S., VIII, 1888, pl. 81).
Late fifth century.
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221. (P 206).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.049m. PI. 20.
Lower part of a standing male figure wearing himation and boots; he leans on a staff at
his left. The shoes, cut high to cover the
ankles, have cuffs, large up-standing tongues
and ties. At the left, part of a piece of furniture
and a crooked stick or vine (?); at the right,
part of a large object made up of many small
horizontal folds, possibly bellows. Egg-pattern
border below.
Relief contour except for the object at the
right and the border.
The awkard pose of the feet might suggest
Hephaistos.
Late fifth century.

222. (P 445).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.038 m. PI. 20.
Two legs to right, the feet shod in leather
boots with deep cuffs and turned-up toes. Part
of a chiton edge, reaching to the knee, remains.
A reserved surface, unexplained, in front of the
advanced leg; also part of something at the left
edge of the fragment. Upper line of maeander
border below.
Relief contour except the right heel.
Late fifth century.

223. (P 188).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.055 m. PI. 21.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Part of wreathed youth, riding to right; he
held the reins in his left hand. Nothing of the
horse is preserved.
Partial relief contour.
Latest Mannerist, late fifth century (Beazley).

224. (P 159 bis). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment. Ht. 0.064m. PI. 21.
Part of a youth (Herakles ?) carrying a

club over his shoulder; a cloak on his right
arm. At the left above, part of a female figure
or of drapery (white).
Relief contour.
End of fifth century.
225. (P 164).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.053 m. PI. 21.
Part of a youth to left, leaning on a stick;
preserved from chin to hips; a decorated cloak
around his lower body. A second figure at the
left reaches out a hand to touch his.
Relief contour.
By the same hand, a krater fragment in Cambridge (99, N. 159: CV, pl. 27, 15).
About 400 B.C.
226.

Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
(P 165).
0.036m. Pl. 21.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Part of a man, probably seated, looking left,
his right arm raised; wreath. Over his right
shoulder falls the right hand of a second figure,
probably a woman; a little of her drapery
shown behind his head. Symposion.
Relief contour; white for the wreath.
About 400 B.C.

227. (P 220).

Bell-krater fragment. Ht.

0.032m. PI. 21.
Upper part of youth, to left, playing the
double flutes; himation over his left shoulder;
fillet.
Relief contour except for the nape; white for
the fillet.
About 400 B.C. (?).
228. (P 447).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.033 m. Pl. 21.
Torso of woolly satyr, dancing to left.
No relief contour; hair and tail in white.
The anatomical details are here indicated, but
whether a satyr or an actor in satyr's dress is
intended seems uncertain. On the subject see
M. Bieber, Jahrbuch, XXXII, 1917, pp. 47 ff.;
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Richter and Hall, p. 196, and A. D. Trendall,
Paestan Pottery, Rome, 1936, p. 54.
End of fifth century, or later.
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229. (P 245).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.033 m. Pl. 21.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18(1).
Part of a satyr, frontal, holding a thyrsus in
his left hand; at extreme right, part of another
figure (?).
Relief contour.
Late fifth century (?).

230. (P 251).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.053 m. Pl. 21.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18(7).
Tail, right hand and part of the leg of a satyr
moving to right. At either edge of the fragment, a trace of some object (reserved areas).
Relief contour for the satyr.
Late fifth century (?).

231. (P 249).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.045 m. P1. 21.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18(5).
Leg and tip of tail of satyr, left.
No relief contour.
Late fifth century (?).

232. (P 250). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment.
Ht. 0.04 m. PI. 21.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18(6).
Probably from a reverse. Part of a cloaked
figure, left, holding a staff in his right hand.
No relief contour.
Late fifth century (?).

233. (P 215 a, b). Bell-krater fragments. Ht.
a) 0.061 m.; b) 0.04m. P1. 21.
On fragment a), parts of three figures;
above, the upper part of a maenad, facing, seen
as if behind a rock; peplos and fawn-skin; her
left hand raised. Below, the upper front part
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of a head, right; ivy wreath and fillet; behind
this head the tip of a thyrsus or of another
wreathed head. At right edge of fragment the
edge of the profile and part of the arm of a
female figure looking left. On fragment b),
(mended from two pieces), at the left edge
part of a draped female figure holding up a
wreath and at the right, the right arm and a
little of the chest of another figure, holding a
staff.
Relief contour for the flesh parts. White for
the woman's flesh on a) ; white with dilute glaze
over for the fillet and ivy berries on a), with
traces of pink over for the wreath on b).
End of fifth century, or even later.
234. (P 248).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.035 m. Pl. 21.
From the filling of Period II of the Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18(4).
Part of a standing figure frontal, wearing a
decorated chiton and a himation which is drawn
across the front of the body at the waist and
thrown over the bent left arm.
No relief contour.
For the chiton decorated with heavy
rays,
appearing along with drapery of a thinner and
lighter character, many examples may be cited
toward the end of the fifth century.
Compare
for instance the bell-krater in Vienna,
possibly
by the painter of the Athens Wedding (1771:
ARV, pp. 842-843; Hahland, pls. 18-19, especially pl. 18 b), or a pelike by the Kiev painter
in Leningrad (43 f.: ARV, p. 852, 1; Schefold, U., figs. 70-72).
End of fifth century.
235. (P 254).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.045 m. (not illustrated).
From the filling of Period II of the
Assembly
Place; Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 129, fig. 18(10).
Fragment from lower wall, preserving one
end of a border of maeander with dotted saltire
squares.
No relief contour.
End of fifth century (?).
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236. (P 214 a, b). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
a) 0.096 m.; b) 0.027m. Pl. 21.
Two fragments, the larger mended from two.
On a), most of the upper part of a woman
seated to right, looking back. Her right hand
rests on the rock on which she sits; with her
left she holds up an end of drapery at her
shoulder. She wears a thin chiton, a decorated
himation, sphendone, necklace, earring, bracelets. On fragment b) is a little of the mid-part
of a second seated woman, also with chiton and
himation.
No relief contour. White, with the details
elaborately rendered in dilute glaze, for the
women's flesh and chitons; white for the outline of the rock and for two dot-ornaments on
the sphendone.
For contemporary styles, compare a hydria
in Hildesheim, Schefold, U., figs. 68-69; also
the bell-krater in Vienna cited under 234,
harsher and still more elaborate developments
of the general style noted above under 118.
About 400 B.C.

237. (P 177).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.08 m. PI. 22.
Two Amazons in a chariot, left; most of the
upper parts of both figures preserved, and the
heads of two horses. The dress of both figures
is the same: thin chiton, fastened on the left
shoulder, leaving the right breast and arm free;
jeweled cap with lappets (tiara), necklace, earrings, bracelets. The farther figure holds the
reins; the nearer stands with her right hand on
the chariot rail.
Relief contour for the Amazons and for the
far horse; the near horse is white; white dots
for jewels and ornaments, with dilute glaze
wash over. A bit of the rim, with wreath, preserved.
The composition strongly recalls the Amazonomachy on a calyx-krater in the Bibliotheque Nationale by the painter of the Wiirzburg Amymone (427: Paralipomena, p. 1990;
de Ridder, Catalogue, p. 318; A. L. Millin,
Peintures de Vases Antiques, Paris, 1808, ed.

S. Reinach, Paris, 1891, I, pls. 56, 57; phots.
Giraudon 36. 185-36. 189). Our fragment preserves part of the central group. On the Bibliotheque Nationale vase, as here, the Amazons
wear a small cap-like version of the tiara (cf.
Gow, J.H.S., XLVIII, 1928, p. 144) ; but there
the similarity of costume ends. The Paris
Amazons wear the heavily ornamented Oriental dress. On the Pnyx fragment they wear
instead thin chitons which suggest a sculptural
rather than a vase-painting tradition, and which
contribute no little to the atmosphere of lightness and animation that characterizes the piece.
Related to the Talos painter, Paralipomena,
p. 663.
About 400 B.C.
238. (P 179).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.043 m. PI. 22.
Head of a woman, left, wearing a jeweled
headdress; earring. On the wall behind her a
wreath with berries.
Relief contour; the jewels and berries white
with dilute glaze over.
Compare 237.
About 400 B.C.
239. (P 161).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.022 m. PI. 22.
Head of Eros bending to right; headband
with leaves and berries; a little of his wing
along the edge of the fragment at the left.
Relief contour.
About 400 B.C.
240. (P 160).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.053 m. PI. 22.
Herakles (?) feasting. He reclines to left,
head turned back right, a cushion under his left
elbow. His right arm is flung out; in his left
is a shallow stemless kantharos. Three small
leaves are bunched together over his brow,
three more over his ear; scattered dots at the
back of the head and above. On the wall at
the upper left, part of a wreath.
Relief contour for the profile.
For the type of kantharos represented here
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(Type D, or Sotadean)-both actual examples
and representations on vases-see most recently EVP, p. 72, and the references there.
To the examples where the prototype was of
metal one might add the kantharos seen on
coins of Naxos, e. g., C. Seltman, Masterpieces
of Greek Coinage, Oxford, 1949, p. 56, fig. 18b.
Beginning of fourth century.
241.
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(P 219). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.039m. PI. 22.
Part of the head of a youth, wreathed and
filleted, right; a petasos hangs at his nape. In
front of him, the edge of something; on it,
slanting black lines and two white dots.
Relief contour for the brow and the unexplained object. White, with dilute glaze over,
for the fillet, berries and dots.
End of fifth century or beginning of fourth.

242. (P 485).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.036m. PI. 22.
Head and part of the back of a bearded male,
wreathed, to right; he bends forward slightly.
At the left edge of the fragment the end of a
stick (?).
Relief contour for profile and nape.
Beginning of fourth century.

243. (P 170).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.075 m. PI. 22.
A standing male figure, preserved from neck
to waist, frontal, looking to right. He carries a
tall staff in his right hand, and his hair hangs
in long curls over his shoulders; ornamented
chiton. From the left comes Hermes (hand
with kerykeion) ; between, at a lower level, was
a third figure (bit of wreath, brow and hair).
Relief contour.
Beginning of fourth century.

244. (P 227).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.044m. PI. 22.
Part of the left side of a maenad carrying a
thyrsus over her shoulder; peplos with overfold, bracelets.
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Relief contour for lower line of arm; white
with dilute glaze over for the bracelets.
First quarter of fourth century.
245. (P 153). Calyx-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 22.
Fragment from lower part of wall; reserved
line at bottom just above cul. One end of a
wooden chest, with the lid in part open ( ?).
Relief contour for the horizontal members;
brown for the veining of the wood.
For a similar large box or chest, also set on
the ground, see the reverse of the calyx-krater
in Athens, by the painter of the Athens Wedding (1388: ARV, p. 842, 1; 'E+. 'Apx., 1905,
pls. 6-7).
End of fifth century or beginning of fourth.
246. (P 194).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.11m. Pl. 22.
Fragment from lower wall. The lower part
of a grape-vine; the grape-clusters have reserved outlines; white, with pink wash over,
for the small leaves and for tendrils. Maeander
with checkerboard squares below. Part of the
handle ornament at right.
No relief contour.
For vines with such tendrils compare, e. g., a
pelike in New York, in the manner of the
Chrysis painter (GR 593: ARV, p. 795, 4;
Richter and Hall, pl. 152, no. 153); a bellkrater by the Kadmos painter in the Louvre
(G503: ARV, p. 804, 8; CV, e, pl. 1, 1-3)
and a bell-krater in Vienna (Kunsthist. Mus.
729: Schefold, U., no. 127; Jacobsthal, Gott.
Vasen, p. 55, fig. 77).
End of the fifth century or later.
247. (P 162).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.075 m. PI. 23.
Mended from two pieces. The face and much
of the body of a snub-nosed satyr, sitting to
right and looking up left toward a maenad who
stands beside him, her figure preserved from
waist to near ankle. Her dress is decorated
with four-petalled rosettes. The stem of her
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thyrsus, with a berry-sprayspringingfrom it,
is held in her right hand and passes behindthe
satyr's shoulder. Part of a third figure at the
left (?).
Relief contour;white for the berries.
Near the Pronomospainter.
About 400-390 B.C.
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248. (P 167). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.11m. P. 23.
A satyr moving right; the legs from below
the waist preserved,and the end of the tail.
Maeanderbroken by saltire square below the
picture.
No relief contour.
A descendantof the Nikias painter'ssatyrs,
as seen for instanceon his bell-kraterin Gotha
(75: ARV, p. 847, 13; A.J.A., XLIII, 1939,
pl. 14).
Beginningof fourth century.

249. (P 169). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.05 m. PI. 23.
Upper part of a satyr, dancing right with
both arms raised. He is got up like a dancing
girl (Beazley's identification). He wears a
brassiere

(rTacva

or aTroScou,); part of his ear

is coveredby his fillet. A little of his tail (?)
at lower left comer of fragment; surface
chippedat lower right.
Relief contour except for the hand; white
for the fillet with dilute glaze over.
A similar brassiereappearson a bell-krater
fragmentfrom Al Mina (J.H.S., LIX, 1939,
p. 19, no. 55), where the wearer has also a
cord crossing the chest. An elaborateexample
with the samecord and the banddecoratedwith
palmetteornamentappearson an unpublished
fragmentfrom a dinos by the Pan painter, in
the Vlastos collection (ARV, p. 363, 22). Atalante, on a stemless cup in the Louvre (CA
2259: by the Euaion painter, ARV, p. 530,
94; Enc. phot. iii, 8b, 1) wears a related type
of brassiere,but with shoulderstraps. A satyr
dressedas a maenadin chiton and short decorated overdressis seen on an oinochoe in the

National Museum at Athens (C. C. 1296:
Deubner,Attische Feste, pl. 33, 2).
Beginningof fourth century.
250. (P 163). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.088m. PI. 23.
Lowerpart of a femalefigure,seatedto right,
holdinga thyrsusin her left hand; her dress is
decoratedwith three-petalledrosettes;Ariadne?
At the left, the head and right hand of a satyr
holdingout a phialeto her; at the right a flutegirl of whom the hands and a small part of
the draperyremain.
A little reliefcontour.White for the women's
flesh and for the flute-girl'sdrapery.
First quarterof fourthcentury.
251. (P 176). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.043 m. PI. 23.
Upper part of a young satyr, wreathed,to
left. A skin is knottedroundhis shoulders,the
hooves hangingin front; a thyrsus beside him,
with berries and streamers.
Relief contour;white for the wreath,the berries and the streamers.
First quarterof fourth century.
252. (P 191). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.072m. PI. 23.
Torso of a girl (maenad), her right arm outstretched. She wears an ornamentedpeplos
with a studded girdle; two fillets hang over
her outstretchedright arm. At the lower left
corner of the fragment,a seated male figure
(Dionysos?): the back of the head to left, and
the shoulder with drapery behind it; wreath
or fillet.
No relief contour; white for the fillets over
the girls arm.
By the Retorted painter; Beazley, Paralipomena,p. 1780, notes that it should be his.
Compare,here, the dress of the dancingmaenad
on 271b, PI. 26 at left.
End of first quarteror early in secondquarter of fourthcentury.
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Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
253. (P 202).
m.
PI.
23.
0.067
Lower parts of three dancing figures, a satyr
between two maenads. The maenads' dresses
have broad decorated hems.
Relief contour for the satyr's legs and in part
for the maenads' drapery.
The style is not far from that of the bellkrater in Naples noted above, p. 11, as by the
painter of Naples 3245.
First quarter of fourth century.
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
254. (P 205).
0.058 m. PI. 23.
Lower part of a woman seated right; dotted
rosettes and wave border on her garment. Part
of the maeander border below.
No relief contour; white for the feet.
First quarter of fourth century.
Belll-krater fragment. Ht.
255. (P 171).
0.09m. P1.24.
Mended from two pieces. Apotheosis of
Herakles. At left, Hermes almost frontal,
moving left, looking back; the upper part of
the figure preserved; wreath and fillet, chlamys
fastened in front, kerykeion in raised right
hand, left hand outstretched. Following him is
part of a chariot team, parts of two horses, the
wing of Nike and her goad. In the field behind,
a building; four Doric columns crowned by an
entablature.
Partial relief contour. White with dilute
glaze over for Hermes' fillet and for studs on
the horses' bridles; white also for the building,
with the divisions of the architectural members
indicated in dilute glaze.
Recalling the painter of London F 64 (Beazley, by letter, April 6, 1953). For this type of
representation of the subject, in which Nike is
the charioteer, cf. Mingazzini, pp. 438-439 and
Metzger, pp. 211-212.
First quarter of fourth century.
256. (P 226).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.047m. PI. 24.
Apotheosis of Herakles. Nike and youthful
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Herakles in a chariot; her wings are widespread; spiral ornaments on her dress; necklace. Herakles holds his club across his left
shoulder; his himation floats behind him;
wreath and fillet. Part of the head of one horse
of the team is preserved.
Partial relief contour. White for Nike's
flesh; white with dilute glaze over for Herakles'
fillet.
Recalling the painter of London F 64 (Beazley by letter, April 6, 1953); from a scene similar to 255. Our fragment is listed by Metzger,
p. 212, no. 31.
First quarter of fourth century.
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
257. (P 174).
0.057m. Pl. 24.
Part of a chariot team, the head of one horse,
to left, and small parts of two others.
A little relief contour. The horse to the right
white; white dots on the bridle.
Fourth century, probably first quarter.
258. (P 350).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.043 m. PI. 24.
The head and neck of a horse from a chariot
team, left; the mane of a second horse in front.
No relief contour; white on the reins.
Fourth century, probably second quarter.
259. (P 175 a, b). Bell-krater fragments. Ht.
a) 0.064 m.; b) 0.072 m. PI. 24.
Two fragments giving the upper parts of
three horses from a chariot team, to right.
Trace of the handle attachment at right on b).
No relief contour.
Fourth century, probably second quarter.
260. (P 490).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.067 m. PI. 24.
From exploration of city walls.
The lower part of a youth, frontal; himation
or chlamys hanging down his back. In front
of him an altar, of which the upper left corner
remains, and above it the foot of Eros, flying.
No relief contour; white, faded, for Eros.
First quarter of fourth century.
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Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
261. (P 181).
0.052 m. PI. 25.
A woman reclining with her arm on a tympanum; peplos with ornamented top, hair ornaments. Part of a male figure (drapery and a
little of the torso) at right; a vine with a small
leaf in the field above. Dionysos and Ariadne.
Relief contour for the profile; white for the
small leaf. The man's cloak, at the right, is
shaded with brown (not clear in photograph).
For a similar vine see above, 246. For the
style compare two bell-kraters by a single hand,
one in Vienna (709: G. von Liicken, Greek
Vase-Paintings, The Hague, 1923, pl. 117), the
other in the Walters Gallery, Baltimore (48.73,
museum phot.). These recall the Port Sunlight
group (ARV, p. 868) but may be kept separate from it.
First quarter of fourth century.

262. (P 189).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.046m. PI. 25.
Symposion. Head and right shoulder of a
boy left, carrying an oinochoe; fillet. Above
the oinochoe the end of some object. Above
and behind the boy's head, the raised arm of
another attendant carrying something white (a
tray ?).
No relief contour. White for dots on fillet,
for the oinochoe and the object in the field.
The glaze much peeled.
First quarter of fourth century.

263. (P 141).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 25.
Chest and head of a man seated (?) to left,
his hair bound by a broad ornamented band.
Relief contour.
First quarter of fourth century.

264. (P 192).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. P1. 25.
Head and shoulders of a girl with both arms
raised. She wears an ornamented chiton with
short tight sleeves, sphendone, long earring and
bracelets.

Partial relief contour. White for hair ornaments, earring and bracelets.
The glazed band cutting across the figure
shows that the fragment comes from next the
handle; see below, 270. For the garment, compare 265.
Late in first quarter of fourth century.
265. (P 193).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.033 m. PI. 25.
Part of a woman seated to left, both arms
outstretched to receive something (?). Her
ornamented dress has short fitted sleeves;
bracelets.
Relief contour; white for bracelets.
Late in first quarter of fourth century.
266. (P 182).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.07 m. P1. 25.
Mended from four pieces. Upper parts of
two figures right, a man, wreathed, wearing a
chiton with short sleeves and elaborate decoration, KTevWros.In his left hand he holds a plate;
his right is outstretched, perhaps to sprinkle
incense on an altar. Behind him, a youth, nude,
carrying a basket of offerings in his raised left
hand. Trace of a third figure at the lower left
corner of the fragment.
A little relief contour.
Time of the Oinomaos painter (ARV, p.
879), late in first quarter of fourth century.
267. (P 217).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.051 m. PI. 25.
Parts of two figures; wreathed and lleted
head left, and a right arm carrying a thyrsus.
A pine branch and berries in the field; other
tendrils and berries at right above, belonging to
a second thyrsus, of which a little remains.
A little relief contour; white with dilute glaze
over for the fillet, tendrils and berries.
First quarter of fourth century.
268. (P 204).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.048 m. PI. 25.
Lower part of the bordered skirt of a woman
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dancing to right; behind her, part of the handle
ornament.
No relief contour.
By the Toya painter, Paralipomena, p. 1773,
no. 6. This painter has been identified also by
H. R. W. Smith, A.J.A., LVII, 1953, p. 36.
Second quarter of fourth century.
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269. (P 203).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.063 m. PI. 25.
Lower part of a woman dancing to right;
bordered skirt and soft leather shoes. Below,
a relief line marks the start of the lower border;
at left, part of the handle ornament.
No relief contour.
By the Retorted painter; Beazley, Paralipomena, p. 1780, notes that it should be his. The
dotted circle to the left of the spiral ornament,
which appears in this position on other vases by
the Retorted painter, is here obscured by a
highlight.
End of first quarter or early in second quarter of fourth century.

270. (P 180).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.081 m. PI. 25.
Fragment from next the handle-attachment.
Parts of two figures, a maenad with an ornamented peplos and long hair falling over her
shoulders, walking right with a satyr who looks
back at her. Egg-and-dot pattern around the
handle.
Very little relief contour.
The pattern on the maenad's yoke occurs in
the work of the Oinomaos painter, for instance
both on the charioteer and on the statue of
Artemis on his bell-krater in Naples (2200:
ARV, p. 879, 1; FR, pl. 146); the style is not
far off.
Turn of first and second quarters of fourth
century.

271. (P 195 a, b). Bell-krater fragments. Ht.
a) 0.165 m.; b) 0.125 m. Pl. 26.
Two fragments, a) mended from five pieces,
b) from two. On a), a woman seated to left,
head right; girdled chiton, thyrsus in right
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hand. Her figure is at a larger scale than those
of her attendants (Ariadne). In front of her a
bearded satyr in three-quarters pose, both
hands outstretched, the left covered by a skin
which hangs from his left shoulder. Behind
him at the lower left corner of the fragment
the lower part of the skirt and the feet of a
dancing maenad, right; she wears shoes. On
b), the lower half of a dancing maenad in threequarters pose to left; girdled peplos and shoes.
In front of her a standing satyr, the left hand
holding a thyrsus and part of the skin over the
left shoulder and arm preserved. Part of a fillet
behind the arm. Below the picture, band of
stopped maeander with checkerboard squares.
No relief contour. White for the seated
woman's flesh and garment, and for the fillet
on fragment b).
By the Retorted painter, Paralipomena, p.
1769, no. 26. Compare the dancing maenads on
his two bell-kraters in the Louvre (G 514 and
G 514 bis: ARV, p. 877, 1 and 2; CV, e, pl. 3,
7-8, 10 and pl. 3, 9 and 11).
Early in second quarter of fourth century.
272. (P 241 a, c). Bell- or calyx-krater fragments. Ht. a) 0.041 m.; b) 0.06 m. P1.
26.
Two fragments from upper wall of reverse
showing Nike between two youths. On fragment a), part of the head of a youth, right.
On b), part of the head, shoulders, right arm
and wing of Nike, right; ornamented peplos.
The youth whom she crowns is missing.
No relief contour.
By the Retorted painter, ARV, p. 878, 12
and Paralipomena, p. 1562. For the style and
composition compare the reverse of his calyxkrater in the Bibliotheque Nationale (922:
ARV, p. 878, 13). Compare also two other
vases by the same painter in the National Museum, Athens, one a calyx-krater (1673: Paralipomena, p. 1743, no. 13; A, Grypomachy; B,
Nike between two youths), the other a bell
decorated with the same subjects (no number:
Paralipomena, p. 1915, no. 10 bis).
Second quarter of fourth century.
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273. (P 241b). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment. Ht. 0.05 m. PI. 26.
Fragment from upper wall of reverse. Part
of the head and shoulders of a youth right.
No relief contour.
By the Retorted painter, Paralipomena, p.
1562. From a reverse very like the last, giving
the parallel figure to 272 a, from the left side
of the scene.
Second quarter of fourth century.
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
274. (P 231).
0.11 m. PI. 27.
Dionysos seated left, looking right; fillet with
blob ornaments, bordered himation over his
legs, thyrsus in left hand. Part of some white
object in front of his legs. At left a bearded
satyr dancing; hair ornament. At right a bit
of the skirt and the right hand of a female
figure standing beside Dionysos.
No relief contour. White for the woman's
flesh and dress, and white with pink over for
the hair ornaments.
By the Telos painter, ARV, p. 876, 4.
Second quarter of fourth century.
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
275. (P 210).
0.056 m. P1. 27.
Part of a dancer, right, right arm akimbo;
part of her garment, decorated with large loops,
flies out behind her. At left the legs of Eros,
flying right. Dotted rosette in field at left, from
a wreath or the like.
No relief contour. White for the girl's flesh
and for Eros, also for the rosette.
Second quarter of fourth century.

276. (P 230).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.101 m. P1. 27.
Mended from four pieces. Fragment from
lower part of picture, with a little of the maeander band below. Lower part of a woman
seated to left. She wears a bordered peplos
with long overfold and holds a string of beads
in her lap. In front of her knees the oval top of
some object, a plant (?). Above, Eros, right,
at a higher level; the legs preserved from the

knees down; soft leather shoes. Behind the
woman, part of a tree and the leg of a figure in
Oriental trousers and soft shoes moving quickly
to right.
No relief contour. White for Eros' legs and
shoes, and for the woman's feet and beads.
Second quarter of fourth century.
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
277. (P 209).
0.048 m. PI. 27.
The mid part of a dancing figure, probably a
maenad; girdled chiton, decorated with dots,
and bracelet.
No relief contour; white for the flesh.
Second quarter of fourth century.
(P 216 a, b). Bell-krater fragments. Ht.
a) 0.043 m.; b) 0.031 m. Pl. 27.
Two fragments, showing a herm, right, set
on a high base and framed by two slender
columns, part of a Kitatov. A curling lock falls
on each shoulder; arm and kerykeion indicated;
the head covered by a cap or pilos (?). At
left, a hand holding a thyrsus; at right, part
of a standing figure ( ?).
Relief contour for shaft of thyrsus; white for
the herm and columns, the berries of the thyrsus
and the drapery (?) at the right.
Herms set within a klision or naiskos are
very uncommon; for another example see a
red-figured bell-krater in Kiel, Arch. Inst.,
54 (R. Lullies, Die Typen der griechischen
Herme, K6nigsberg, 1931, pl. 5, 1; p. 30, no.
78 and p. 61, note 110). For herms wearing
petasos, pilos or diadem, see Lullies, op. cit.,
p. 49.
Fourth century, probably second quarter.
278.

279. (P 229). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment.
Ht. 0.027 m. PI. 27.
Part of the figure of Athena, her aegis, and
bent left arm, leaning on something.
No relief contour; white for the flesh.
For a composition showing Athena in a
somewhat similar informal pose, compare a bellkrater in the British Museum, F 74 (museum
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Herakles' shoulder.
Fourth century, late in the second quarter.
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280. (P 454). Bell- or calyx-krater fragment.
Ht. 0.052 m. PI. 27.
Torso of Herakles, probably standing in a
chariot, left; knotted lionskin, quiver strap. In
front of his body the right hand of a woman
at a larger scale: Athena. Probably from an
apotheosis.
No relief contour; white for the woman's
hand.
Fourth century, probably first quarter.

281. (P 168).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 28.
The head and right arm of a youth left, right
arm raised, himation over his shoulder. He
wears ivy wreath as well as fillet, but the leaves
have been painted over. The raised arm of
another figure, behind him. Above, the upper
part of two columns and, further left, part of a
thyrsus or a wreath.
Relief contour for the flesh outlines; white
for the columns and white with heavy dilute
glaze over for the fillet, berries and thyrsus.
Beginning of fourth century.

282. (P 197).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.052 m. PI. 28.
Parts of two figures to left; a bit of the hair
and the raised left arm of a woman (?) at the
left; fillet or wreath. At the right, a youth, face
and raised right arm preserved; wreath.
Partial relief contour; white for wreaths.
First quarter of second century.

283. (P 452).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.051 m. PI. 28.
Part of the handle-root preserved at lower
left. Head of a bearded satyr to right; ivy
wreath. Above and at right, the right hand
and a little of the drapery of a maenad (?), to
left. Corner of grape-cluster with reserved outline at left above.
No relief contour.
First quarter of fourth century.
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284. (P 148).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.058m. PI. 28.
Head of a bearded man, left; a bit of drapery
over his left shoulder; wreath. At left above a
grape-cluster; below it a large dot.
No relief contour; white for the wreath, the
cluster and the dot.
Time of the Oinomaos painter (ARV, p.
879), late in the first quarter of the fourth
century.
285. (P 149).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.038m. PI. 28.
Head and right shoulder of a satyr, right,
reaching forward, right arm outstretched; fillet.
To either side, part of a grape-cluster.
No relief contour; white for fillet and clusters.
" May be by the Black Thyrsus painter, but
the Retorted painter would also, perhaps, be
"
possible (Paralipomena, p. 1791).
Second quarter of fourth century.
286. (P 225).
Bell-krater fragment.' Ht.
0.049 m. PI. 28.
Upper parts of maenad and satyr, to left; the
maenad wears sphendone and wreath; the satyr
wreath and animal skin. In his outstretched
hand a blob wreath.
No relief contour; white for the woman's
flesh and for the wreaths.
Second quarter of fourth century.
287. (P 451).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.059 m. PI. 28.
Heads of two figures to left, probably maenad
and satyr. At left, female head, wreathed; at
right, male, bearded and wreathed, with the
right hand raised, holding a fillet. Between the
two, a grape-cluster with reserved outline.
No relief contour; white, faded, for wreaths
and fillet.
Second quarter of fourth century.
288. (P 198).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.044 m. PI. 28.
Woman's head to left; wreath, earring. At
right, part of a grape-cluster.
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Relief contour for brow-nose line. White for
wreath, earring and cluster.
By the Retorted painter; Beazley, Paralipomena, pp. 2126, 2219, notes that it may be his.
The fabric is close to 271 (PI. 26); the head
might belong to the dancing maenad at the left
(271b).
End of first quarter or early in second quarter of fourth century.
289. (P 183).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.059 m. P1. 29.
Symposion. A man seated left, his right arm
outstretched; in front of his left hand a phiale,
held by someone else. At right, a trace of the
handle-attachment.
For the composition, compare 290.
Fourth century, hardly earlier than the
second quarter.

290. (P 184).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.053 m. PI. 29.
Symposion. Parts of two male figures, seated,
one holding out a phiale to the other who raises
his right hand.
No relief contour; white for something at the
lower left corner of the fragment.
Composition similar to 289; not the same
vase.
Second quarter of fourth century.

291. (P 164 bis). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.052 m. PI. 29.
Upper part of bearded male figure, wreathed;
right hand raised. Perhaps from a symposion
scene.
Relief contour for the nape; white for some
object (woman's figure ?) at lower left corner
of fragment.
Second quarter of fourth century.

292. (P 213).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.054 m. PI. 29.
Symposion. Parts of two figures reclining,
left; at the right a man, his right hand raised,
a himation around his lower body. At the left
a woman leaning on her left elbow.

Partial relief contour; white for the woman's
flesh and drapery.
Second quarter of fourth century.
293. (P 232).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.072 m. PI. 29.
Symposion. Part of a male figure, reclining
left, preserved from neck to thigh, his left elbow
on a striped cushion, a himation over his legs,
his right arm raised. His head was turned back
towards a second reclining figure, part of whose
drapery remains.
A little relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century.
294. (P 234).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.125 m. PI. 29.
Symposion. Parts of two figures, a man reclining left on a cushioned couch and a woman
sitting at his feet. In front of the couch a table
with cakes; himation over the man's legs.
No relief contour; white for the woman and
for the cakes.
By the painter of London F 54, Paralipomena, p. 1773, no. 2.
Late in second quarter of fourth century.
295. (P 166).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.037m. PI. 29.
Part of a seated male figure to left; himation
over his legs. A little of the drapery of another
figure at the right.
No relief contour.
Second quarter of fourth century, more careful style, recalling Early Kerch.
296. (P 221).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.14m. P1. 30.
Mended from two pieces; the join strengthened with plaster. A woman (Ariadne ?)
seated left, looking back right; both arms are
raised to hold out her drapery behind her
shoulders. Chiton, necklace, earring, blob hair
ornaments; dots for the rocky ground on which
she sits. At left, the hands of a figure offering
her a dish or tray with fruits. At right, a satyr,
seated right on a large block.
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No relief contour. White for the woman's
flesh and chiton, with the pattern of the yoke
and the fold-lines in dilute glaze; white also
for the dots in the field, the satyr's seat, the
fruits and (faded) for the hair ornaments.
Recalls the Black Thyrsus painter, as for
instance his bell-krater in the British Museum
(once Deepdene), ARV, p. 879, 7; Tillyard,
pl. 27, no. 168.
Second quarter of fourth century, the latter
part.

297. (P 222).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.072 m. PI. 30.
Heads of two figures, wreathed, looking toward each other; probably Dionysos and
Ariadne seated side by side. A thyrsus leans
against his left shoulder; she wears sphendone
and chiton. Dots above Dionysos' head belong
to another thyrsus or a hanging wreath.
Relief contour for the woman's brow-nose
line; white for her flesh and garment, and for
berries and streamers.
Second quarter of fourth century.

298. (P 223).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.051 m. PI. 30.
Probably from a symposion scene. Upper
part of a flute-girl to right; she wears a necklace and blob ornaments in her hair. Her dress
was probably a peplos with ornamented top and
thin shoulder-straps, something as in 301. A
grape-cluster to each side above.
No relief contour. White for flesh, hair ornaments and clusters.
Second quarter of fourth century.

299. (P 472).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.035 m. PI. 30.
Probably from a symposion. The head of a
woman, fluting, to right; part of another figure,
male, at right edge of fragment.
Relief contour for the flute and for part of
the male figure. White for the woman's flesh.
Second quarter of fourth century.
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300. (P 187).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.06 m. P1. 30.
Symposion. The upper part of a woman
seated right; thin chiton, hair-ribbon. Her
right hand is raised. Behind her, part of a
cushion (?).
No relief contour; white for flesh, chiton and
ribbon.
Second quarter of fourth century.
301. (P 212).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.046 m. PI. 30.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
The upper part of a woman (maenad ?)
holding out her drapery at the shoulder. She
is seated to left, head turned back right; peplos
with decorated top, her hair loose; necklace,
earring.
No relief contour; white for the flesh.
Compare the Retorted painter (Paralipomena, p. 1791); similar patterns are used in
his bell-krater in the Louvre, G 514, cited above
under 271.
Second quarter of fourth century.
302. (P 186).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.037 m. PI. 30.
Part of a small figure closely wrapped in a
thin garment; left arm outstretched.
No relief contour; the garment white, with
fold-lines painted diagonally in dilute glaze.
Fourth century, probably second quarter.
303. (P 351).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.069 m. PI. 30.
Part of a woman seated right, looking back
left; peplos with ornamented yoke. At left,
part of a nude male figure and a little of a
cushion or a garment. (Satyr and
maenad).
At right edge of fragment, a trace of a third
figure.
No relief contour; white for the woman's
flesh.
Second quarter of fourth century.
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304. (P 201). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.08 m. P1. 30.
Upper part of a seated woman (maenad ?),
head to left; ornamentedpeplos, sphendone,
earring. At the left, the handof anotherfigure;
at the right, anotherhand and part of an arm.
No relief contour; white for the woman's
flesh.
Second quarterof fourth century.
305. (P 200). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.067m. PI. 31.
From a reverse; mended from two pieces.
Eros to right, holding out a string of large
beads toward a woman at the right (trace of
hair and of arm or shoulderonly).
No relief contour. White for the beads (in
part faded) and for the woman'sshoulder.
Second quarterof fourth century.

306. (P 450). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.043m. PI. 31.
Head and raised right hand of a youth to
right. Above the picture,just below the rim, a
heavy white line, broken by a reserved space
over the youth'shead.
No relief contour.
Second quarterof fourthcentury.

307. (P 228). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.095m. PI. 31.
Maenadand satyr, right. The upper part of
a maenad, holding a large thyrsus with fillet
and streamersacross her right shoulders; her
loose hair was boundby a fillet with blob ornaments. Behindher, at a higherlevel, a bearded
satyr standing with one knee raised, his foot
apparentlyon a rock; he bends forward,right
arm outstretched.Ivy wreath;animalskin tied
in a bow-knotunder his chin. Above, a hanging fillet. At the right edge of the fragmenta
woman'selbow (white) ?
Relief contour for profiles. White for the
thyrsus and (faded) for hair ornamentsand
fillet.
Late in the second quarter of the fourth
century.

308. (P 233). Bell-krater fragment. Ht
0.055m. PI. 31.
Part of a nude male figure, seated right, his
left arm on his knee, in his right hand a ringhandledpyxis. At right, the top of a thyrsus
belongingto anotherfigureat a lower level.
No relief contour. White for the pyxis and
the berries on the thyrsus.
Late in the second quarter of the fourth
century.
309. (P 453). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.073m. PI. 31.
Wreathon rim. Upperpart of a satyr'shead
to left; ivy wreath. In front of him, some
object (thyrsus ?).
No relief contour; white for the wreath and
for the object.
Near the middleof the fourthcentury.
310. (P 199). Calyx- or bell-kraterfragment.
Ht. 0.048m. PI. 31.
A satyr's head to left, and his raised right
hand. The top of his head is bald, but there is
a tuft of hair over the brows; fillet.
A little relief contour; the fillet white, and
white with pink wash over for the dots aboveit.
Near the middleof the fourthcentury;compare 311.
311. (P 181 bis). Calyx- or bell-kraterfragment. Ht. 0.046 m. PI. 31.
Heads of two figures to right, an ivywreathedyouth, then a girl carryinga rhyton;
sphendone, pendent earring. BehindNher a
torch, probablycarriedby a third figure.
A little relief contour; white for the earring.
Near the middleof the fourthcentury; compare 310.
312. (P 211). Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.046m. PI. 31.
A youth's head, left; broadfillet with a row
of large dots above it.
No relief contour; white with pink over for
the fillet and dots.
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Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
313. (P 235).
0.09 m. PI. 32.
Wreath of long leaves and berries on rim.
Parts of two figures; the upper part of a
woman, left, her hair tied with a ribbon with
flying ends, each ending in three dots (not
visible in the photograph); peplos, necklace.
Behind her the outstretched right arm of another figure. Above the picture, grape-clusters
with reserved outlines.
Relief contour for the outstretched arm;
white for the woman's flesh and hair-ribbon.
Late in the second quarter of the fourth
century.
314. (P 224).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. PI. 32.
Head of a man, bearded, right, wearing a
conical fur hat; a leaf in the field.
No relief contour; white for the hat, with
details of the fur in dilute glaze; white also
for a single stroke in the field.
A hat of fur or wool or skins was sometimes
worn, among others, by countrymen (as Jahrbuch, XVIII, 1903, p. 48, fig. 5) or wanderers
(for instance by Odysseus, as in Clara Rhodos,
VI-VII, 1932-3, pp. 457-459, 461, figs. 12-15,
or by Argos, as Jahrbuch, op. cit., p. 49, fig. 6
and A.J.A., XXI, 1917, p. 52, fig. 6), also by
barbarians (e. g. P. Hartwig, Die griechischen
Meisterschalen, Stuttgart, 1893, pls. 38 and 39,
1), by Charon (e.g. Jahrbuch, LX, 1945, pl.
19, 2 and 3), and sometimes by satyrs. Because
of the snub nose, a satyr or a barbarian would
seem the more probable for our piece.
Near the middle of the fourth century.
315. (P 489).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.031 m. PI. 32.
From area of sanctuary at east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
The slightly bent head of a youth to right,
and part of a woman three-quarters left, her
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right arm raised to the level of her head; peplos
and bracelet.
No relief contour.
The attitude of the figures suggests that the
woman was crowning the youth.
Early Kerch.
316. (P 196).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.065 m. PI. 32.
Parts of two figures; a satyr seated right
and a maenad standing beside him; ornamented
peplos and fillet. Streamers in the field, from a
thyrsus or a wreath.
Partial relief contour. White for large blob
ornaments above the fillet, and for the
streamers.
About the middle of the fourth century.
317. (P 190).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.057m. PI. 32.
The upper part and back of the head of a
boy, to left; fillet, chlamys fastened on right
shoulder, petasos at nape. Behind him, part of
another male figure preserved from shoulder to
mid-thigh, in three-quarter view. He leans on
a staff with his left arm over which part of his
cloak falls; his right arm is outstretched, over
the head of the boy.
No relief contour; white for the fillet.
About the middle of the fourth century.
318. (P 244 a, b). Bell-krater fragments. Ht.
a) 0.10 m.; b) 0.11 m. Diam. at rim est.
not less than 0.44 m. PI. 9.
Two fragments from the rim of a bell-krater
of special shape. Battle of pygmies and cranes.
On a) the right hand of a pygmy holding a
club; a crane right, chasing a pygmy whose
right hand only is preserved; he has just
dropped his club. On b), the front part of a
crane, right, grasping with his beak the outstretched arm of a pygmy who has his arm
covered with his himation, using it as a shield.
Fragment b) might belong a little to the left
of a), and the hand brandishing the club on
a) probably belongs to the pygmy of b), seen
from behind.
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No relief contour.
The shape is the rare Falaieff type (Paralipomena, pp. 55-57, 315-317, 655 and 2006) with
very high rim and, at the junction of rim and
wall inside, a projecting flange pierced with
small holes. Two vases of this shape now in
the Louvre, from the Falaieff Collection and a
third, once in Naples, are assigned by Beazley
to Group G (see below, under 319):
Group G, 115: Louvre G530 (CV, e, pls. 7
and 8).
Group G, 116: Louvre G 529 (CV, e, pls. 7
and 8).
Group G, 117: Once Naples, Hamilton
(D'Hancarville, II, pls. 54-56 and III,
pl. 62).

A variant of the shape, by a different hand, is
in Leningrad (Otschet, 1903, p. 39, fig. 55;
Paralipomena, p. 316). The Pnyx fragments
appear to be by still another artist.
In addition to the five figured examples of
this shape, there is a patterned example, fragmentary, from the Athenian Agora (Inv.
P 23747). The shoulder is reserved and decorated with an ivy garland painted in black; rim
and lower wall are solid black.
On a small bell-krater in the National Museum (No. 12599, phot. Inst.) a satyr fights
two cranes with a club. He wears a wreath
and is using an animal skin as a shield. He
has a beard and seems to be wearing an actor's
mask and phallos. The battle of pygmies and
cranes would certainly provide a good story for
a satyr-play.
This vase, the Pnyx fragments, a pelike in
Vienna (Kunsthist. Museum IV 3321; museum phot.) and another in Brussels (A 726:
CV, e, pI. 4, 12) may be added to the list of
representations of the story on Attic vases of
the fourth century given by Metzger (Representations, pp. 326-327). Since the first two of
these pieces come from Athens and the last
from Italy, Metzger's hypothesis that the subject was especially appealing in South Russia
is unnecessary. The pygmies were supposed to
live in Libya, India or Egypt and it is in these

countries that their legendary encounters with
the cranes are thought to take place (cf. the
references collected by D'Arcy Thompson, A
Glossary of Greek Birds, London, 1936, pp.
72-73), though as Beazley has pointed out
(Development, p. 37) the story has a second,
local source in the actual " yearly struggle of
the Greek farmer with the birds."
Second quarter of the fourth century.
319. (P 208).
Bell-krater fragment.
0.034 m. PI. 32.

Ht.

Part of an Amazon on horseback right; her
right arm outstretched; her left hand holds the
reins. Decorated garment with long sleeves.
No relief contour.
The design on the garment is a double-bodied
sphinx, as on 90 above and also on the bellkrater in the Louvre, G 530, cited under 318,
and not infrequently on other vases of Group G.
Beazley's Group G (Paralipomena, pp. 20062032) includes a large number of vases made
over a period of at least a generation, from
late in the second quarter of the fourth century
into the last quarter. The earlier members of
the group are represented by a fair number of
pieces from Olynthos; compare, e. g., the bellkrater Olynthus, XIII, pls. 45-47 (Group G,
no. 110) with 319 (Group G, no. 111). The
later pieces are about contemporary with the
Amazon painter (Paralipomena, pp. 2038-2045:
new list including many vases earlier gathered
together by Schefold, KV, pp. 20-21 and U.,
pp. 134-135, 959). Compare, for instance, a
pelike in Stuttgart, Group G, no. 80 (Ssiefold,
U., pl. 25, 1) with two in Leningrad, Amazon
painter nos. 22 (Schefold, U., pl. 25, 4) and 24
(Schefold, U., pl. 25, 2); and also, for the late
shape, a pelike in Bonn, Group G, no. 67 (CV,
pI. 15, 3) with the Amazon painter no. 22.
The favorite subjects are symposia,
grypomachies and battle-scenes; some of the last
two, as Beazley notes, had already been put
together by Schefold under the heading, Workshop of the Griffin Painter (U., p. 159). On
the late pelikai the heads of Amazons and
griffins, confronted, are common.
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320. (P 236 a, b). Bell-krater fragments. Ht.
a) 0.13 m.; b) 0.036 m. Pl. 32.
From area of sanctuary a,t east end of East
Stoa; see above, 11.
Two wall-fragments, the larger mended from
three (one small fragment added after photographing). A woman seated left, looking right,
her left elbow resting on a large tympanum;
peplos, himation around her lower body. At
right drapery, with part of a seated nude male
figure. On the smaller fragment, b, a little
drapery only.
No relief contour; white for the woman's
flesh and white with shading in dilute glaze for
the tympanum.
Near the Thiasos Workshop (Schefold, U.,
p. 159, below).
Late in the third quarter of the fourth
century.

321. (P 473).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.055 m. (not illustrated).
Part of the handle ornament and two legs
cutting across it: a flying figure?
No relief contour.
First half of fourth century.

322. (P 237).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.07 m. P1. 33.
From a reverse; wreath of leaves on rim. A
boy's head, left; on the wall in front of him a
strigil (?).
No relief contour; the glaze considerably
peeled.
Late fifth century.

323. (P 449).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.04 m. P1. 33.
From a reverse. Head of youth to right;
fillet.
No relief contour; white for the fillet.
Last quarter of fifth century.
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324. (P 238).
BeII-krater fragment. Ht.
0.065 m. P1. 33.
From the reverse of a small bell-krater;
wreath on rim. Parts of two youths facing
each other; both wear fillets, the one to the
left a himation.
No relief contour; white for the fillets, faded
on the figure at the left.
Late fifth century.
325. (P 239).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.135 m. P1. 33.
From a reverse; wreath on rim. Parts of
three cloaked figures; fillets. At left, the upper
part of one, looking right; at right, much of a
second figure and a little of the third, facing
each other. An aryballos hangs on the wall.
No relief contour; white, now worn, for the
fillets.
By the Upsala painter, ARV, p. 966; the
Pnyx fragment is added as no. 4ter in Paralipomena, p. 1566.
First quarter of fourth century.
326. (P 243).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.069m. PI. 33.
From a reverse; wreath on rim. Head and
shoulders of a cloaked youth, right.
No relief contour.
Fourth century, probably second half.
327. (P 240).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.062 m. PI. 33.
From a reverse. Upper part of a cloaked
youth to left.
No relief contour.
Fourth century, probably second quarter.
328. (P 242).
Bell-krater fragment. Ht.
0.067 m. PI. 33.
From a reverse. Upper part of a cloaked
youth left; behind him a large discus, crossed
and dotted. A rivet hole above.
No relief contour.
By the Black Thyrsus painter, ARV, p. 879,

12.

Second quarter of fourth century.
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329. (P 264). Black-glazed relief fragment.
Ht. 0.058m. PI. 33.
From a thin plaque, rough behind, pressed
by hand into a mould. The back unglazed,
save for a drop near one edge; on the front,
good black glaze with details added in white.
A finishededge preservedat the bottom;immediatelyaboveit, a smallhole piercedthrough.
Nike moving right; she wears a thin chiton
and over it a himation which billows around
her hips and is held at the front by one hand.
Behind her, the wing-tip of a second Nike,
moving left. White for the flesh (hand and
ankles); white dots along the upper edge of
the himation,indicatingthe selvage, and along
the top of the shoe. White details on the wing.
The plaque was intended to be attachedto
some backing,possibly the cover of a wooden
box. The figure of Nike recalls the style of
the Nike Temple parapet, but is not exactly
paralleledby any of the existing figures. Compare, however, the figure of Nike fleeing toward the right, R. Carpenter,Sculpture of
the Nike Temple Parapet, Cambridge,1929,
pl. VII. Among the many fine Attic vases
with relief decorationof the late fifth and the
fourth centuries,there seems no close technical
parallelfor this piece, either in the delicacy of
the low relief or in the use of blackglaze with
the details picked out in white.
About 410 B.c.

330. (P 263). Black-glazed askos fragment.
Ht. 0.04 m. PI. 33.
From the top of an askos; pressed by hand

into a mould. Outside, firm dull glaze; inside,
thin brownwash.
A femalefigure,seatedleft; peploswith overfold, a himationacross her lap. Her head is
bent and her gaze directedtoward some object
held in her outstretched hands. Nereid on
hippocamp(?).
For the shape and general characterof the
vase compare a relief askos from Olynthos
(Olynthus,XIII, pl. 175, no. 476). Fragments
of askoi of this class have been found in the
excavationsof the AthenianAgora in contexts
no later than the end of the fifth century. The
subject somewhat recalls a late fifth century
pyxis in the Louvre with a relief medallion,
Nereid and hippocamp,on the lid (CA 1443:
P. Jacobsthal,MelischenReliefs, Berlin, 1931,
p. 184, fig. 56; cf. ARV, p. 844, 1). For the
style comparea mould found in Athens, possibly made for use in ornamentinga relief
lekythos, Berl. Winckelmannsprogramm,
64,
1904, p. 12.
Beginningof the fourthcentury (?).
331. (T 86). Fragmentfrom vase with plastic decoration.Ht. 0.036m. PI. 33.
Gorgoneion in low relief, applied to the
roundedwall of a small closed vase. Fine buff
clay, covered outside with thin red glaze. Remains of addedwhite on the face and hair, and
a few splashesof blackglaze.
Comparefor the shape of the vase and the
type of decorationthe series of squat lekythoi
decoratedwith plastic female heads and with
applied palmettes and rosettes, B.S.Ah XLI,
1940-1945,p. 21, note 1, pl. 5, 20.
Fourth century.
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1934
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BLACK-FIGURED AND RED-FIGURED FRAGMENTS
Cat.No.

Inv.No.

Cat.No.

36
24
22
21
29
35
23
34
18
37
33
20
32
17
38
30
25

P 45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53+54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

P 90
91
92
93
94
95
95 bis
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

136
133
131
132
134
125
126
139
140
138
141
143
145
144
188
173
174

26
27

63
64

118
117
90
106
109
110
111
88
89
96
75
74
119
77
76
78
91

31

65

94

93
73
92

109
110
111

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

41
44
45
47
49
50
46
48
51
181

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80

100
72
87
97
63
65
64
68
67
70

69
112

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

146
190
189
142
164
165
152
151
155
163

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

81
82
83
84
85
86
87

43

57
54
61
60
59
42
104

103

116
114
113
115
121
135
52

137

124
125
126
127
128
129
130

44

105

89

131

150
129
168
167
159
158
178

130

133

205

Inv.No.

P 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20

21
22
23

34
35

Cat.No.

28
40
39

53
56

Inv.No.

66
67
68

88

95
102

106
107
108

122
123
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177

176
148
147

157
156

182
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Inv. No.

SMALL OBJECTS FROM THE PNYX: II
Cat. No.

P 134 + 138
135
136
137
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
159 bis
160
161
162
163
164
164 bis
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
181 bis
182
183
184
186
187

192
193
199
196
213
211
263
197
200
194
218
195
206
284
285
212
216
208
245
198
215
202
214
209
207
224
240
239
247
250
225
291
226
295
248
281
249
243
255
219
201
257
259
251
237
210
238
270
261
311
266
289
290
302
300

Inv.No.
P 188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241 a, c
241 b

Cat. No.

223
262
317
252
264
265
246
271
316
282
288
310
305
304
253
269
268
254
221
217
319
277
275
312
301
292
236
233
278
267
241
227
296
297
298
314
286
256
244
307
279
276
274
293
308
294
313
320
322
324
325
327
272
273

Inv. No.

P 242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

Cat. No.

328
326
318
229
203
86
234
231
232
230
79
19
235
85
58
122
330
329
1
3
4
2
12
15
13

272 + 274 16
273
14
347
183
348
175
349
124
350
258
351
303
445
222
446
220
447
228
448
43
449
323
450
306
451
287
452
283
453
309
454
280
456
187
457
185
458
184
459
186
460
160
461
108
462
127
463
161
464
162
465
107
466
62
467
191
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P 471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482

Cat. No.

149
299
321
80
84
82
99
83
98
179
71
101

Inv. No.

P 483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
494
495

Cat. No.

81
66
242
55
204
11
315
260
120
6
5
10

Inv. No.

P 496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
T 86
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Cat. No.

7
8
9
171
172
153
154
180
166
169
170
331

INDEX
GENERAL INDEX
Numbersin plaintype referto pages, those in bold face to the items of this c4talogue.
ALABASTRA,REPRESENTATIONS OF, 114( ?), 155,
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157
Altar, 194, 260
Amazons, in a chariot, 237; 6; dress of, 36;
heads of, with griffins,66; mounted,319; 43
Amphiarete,31
Amphorae,3 (?); Burgonamphora,15; Panathenaic,5-16; 6; 103-105
Andromache,31
Aphrodite,19, 31, 51
Apollo (?), 40
Archons' names, on Panathenaic amphorae:
Archippos,16; Charikleides,15; Euthykritos,
16; Hegesias, 16; Kephisodoros,16; Nikokrates, 15; Nikomachos,15; Philokles, 15;
Polyzelos, 15, 16; Pythodelos, 16; Theophrastos,16; Timokrates,15
Argos, 65
Ariadne, see Thiasos
Arimaspsand Griffins,62, 178, 179, 182, 183;
11

CHARIOT-TEAMS,53, 87, 95, 96, 99, 201, 237,

255, 256, 257, 258, 259; 27.
Charioteer,90; 36; Amazon as, 237; see also
Nike
Charon,65
139
XemmoVxos
XEtpL8oT7s,
Chest, 245
Child, 77
Cithara,4, 213
Citharode,4, 213
Concert(?), 196
Couch,44
Cranes,see Pygmies
Cups,17-38; cup-kotylai,42-43; stemlesscups,
39-41
DANCER,217, 275

Aristomache,31
Artemis, 59; Brauronia,36
Aryballoi, representationsof, 20 (?), 29 (?),
325
a.Kapos,

Boukranion,219
Brassiere,249
Building,73 (?), 281

212

Askoi, 69-70, 330
Atalante,56
Athena,5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 192, 214, 279, 280;
14,15,48
Atossa, 36
BARBARIAN,314

Basket,ceremonial,143; wool basket,141
Battle scenes, 66
Bellerophonand Chimaera,20
Bellows (?), 221
Biga, see under Chariot-teams
Birds, 54, 69, 76(?), 118, 133, 144
Boots, 221, 222

Dionysos, see Thiasos
Dog, 41, 70, 77
220
Epaulia, 10

fVV7VcrKXAOL,

Ependytes,53; 36
Ephedrismos(?), 102
Epinetra,121-122
Eros, 47, 50, 97, 106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 134,
144, 145, 146, 147, 151(?), 156, 157, 161,
162, 163, 164, 170, 176, 188, 189, 190, 204,
214, 215, 216, 239, 260, 275, 276, 305; 10,
11, 19; playingat kuncklebones,159, 160
EM8ta,51
FISH, 51, 132; 33

Flute-player,197, 211, 227, 298
GLAUX(?), 54
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INDEX
Gorgoneion,331
Griffin,62, 136, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183;
11, 66
Gynaikonitis,10
Grypomachy,59, 66
HAT, CONICAL FUR,

314
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Head-vase(?), 53
Hephaistos,221 (?); returnof( ?), 215
Hera, 31, 50
Herakles, 28, 224(?), 240(?); 19, 31, 61;
apotheosisof, 202(?), 256, 280(?)
Herm, 278
Hermes, 202, 243, 255
Horse's head,131; see also Chariot-teams
Hydriai, 117-120; representationsof, 104,
143
163; loutrophoros-hydria,
Hyperbolos,ostrakonof, 24
INSCRIPTIONS
ON VASES,see separate index

see Thiasos
MAENADS,
Medea, 31, 35
Mitra, 47

Muse, 196
Musical instruments, see avaxapos,cithara, lyre,
OLOV'pa

NAISKOS,see Klision
Nereid on hippocamp( ?), 330

Nike, 27, 209, 255, 256, 329; between two
youths, 272, cf. 273; 9
Nike Balustrade, 11, 68
Nike temple, frieze, 31
65
ODYSSEUS,
Oinochoai, 2, 71-97; representations of, 79,

262
Orpheus, death of, 49

below

KavSvs,139; cf. 36 (wravrana X^wvX(p)va,
a&opytvos, 7rEptrotKLXos,XLvovs, TroLK&Xo, faTrpa-

XELOUT)
Kantharos,sessile(?), 53; Type D, representationof, 240
Kepara, 213
Kerch style, 7
Kerykeion,243, 255
Klision (or naiskos), 278
Kw,8fia, 51
Komos, 8
Kraters,bell- and calyx-,191-328; development
of bell-kraters,8-10; Falaiefftype, 318

KT(VWTOs (XtTWv),

Lyre, 22, 75; 50

266

PALMETTE
ORNAMENT,
8, 9, 52, 205
Panther, 180
Paris, Judgment of, 214
Parthenon, East Frieze, 31
Peleus and Thetis, 3
Peliad relief, 35
Pelikai, 98-102
Pelops and Oinomaos, 9
Persians, 35-36
Petasos, 45, 203, 241

Phialai,representationsof, 31, 53 ( ?), 250,289,
290
Phrygiancap, 68(?), 178, 179, 182, 183; 11
Pilos, 202, 278(?)
Pinax, 52

176
LAMPADION,

Plastic decoration, vases with, 329-331; 11

Lebetes,nuptial,106-116
Lekane,representationof, 200
Lekanides and lekanis-lids,123-129, 134(?),
142, 146-176, 177(?), 178, 183-184, 185187 ( ?); 10-11; lekanideswithreversiblelids,
179-182; 11
Lekythoi, squat, 63-68
Lizard, 118
143
Loutrophoros-hydria,

Plates, 1, 44-50; representationsof, 11, 266;
fish plate, 51
Plemochoai, representations of, 146, 149
Pomegranate, 24
Pompe, 30
Poseidon and Amymone, 9
Pothos, 51
Potter at wheel, 104
OLOvpa,212
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INDEX

Pygmies and cranes, battle of, 318; as satyrplay( ?), 66
Pyxides andpyxis-lids,130-141, 143-145, 185187 (?), 188-190; powder pyxis with reversible lid(?), 135; ring-handled pyxis,
representationof, 308
RHYTON(?), 53
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SACRIFICE
SCENES(?), 194, 260, 266
Sandals, high laced, 24, 39, 220

Satyrs, see Thiasos; as dancing girl, 249;
satyr-child,133; as symbol on Panathenaic
amphora,11; 6; wooly satyr, 228
Shoes, soft leather, 23, 154, 155, 157, 159,
162, 163, 269, 276
Skyphoi,54-62
Sphinx, double-bodied,90, 319
Stand, 4
Symbol,on Panathenaicamphora,11; 6
Symposion,197, 206, 208, 218, 226, 240, 262,
289, 290, 291(?), 292, 293, 294, 295(?),
298(?), 299(?), 300; 8,66

71, 93, 94(?), 100, 102, 105, 129, 133, 142,
177, 192, 228-231, 233, 244, 247-253, 254
(?), 261, 267, 268(?), 269, 270, 271, 274,
277, 278, 283, 285, 286, 287, 288, 296, 297,
301, 303, 304, 307, 308, 309, 310, 313(?),
316, 320(?); 10, 14, 49
Thymiaterion,87
Tiara, 237
Torch, 206, 214, 311; racing-torch,135
Treaty reliefs, 31
Tree, 40, 102
Tripod,80, 81
Triptolemos, 9
VASES,REPRESENTATIONS
OF, see under vasenames
Vase-painters, see separate index below

Vessel for sacrificialpurposes,73
Vine, 246
WARRIOR,
55, 101; leaving home, 53(?), 191,

193 (?)
Wine-jar, representation of, 49

Women, dancing, 1, 139, (see also Thiasos);

48
Thamyras, 50; Thamyras-cithara, 50
Theseus, 48

Talvt8LOV

otvIKltovv,

Thiasos scenes, 21, 29, 31, 42, 47, 49, 50, 59,

old woman, 53; women's heads, large scale,

64, 66, 67, 68, 120, 121, 127, 184-190; 11
XENOPHON,36

INDEX OF INSCRIPTIONS

AIo[, 130

]6v 'A0e[, 13; ]}9va6[, 14; ]a0[, 16

*Ep[s], 215

XpC,ut8i7[s], 130

196
EVTrp4r[c],
16
?ipxc.
'HPaotaro., 215

]8ta, 215

], 106
]A[, 40

a[XAos],207

MLKi'[ov]

ETrot7[aEV],

124

]paT.. [, 15

v, 192
T6v 'AWetvev a6Aov: [rov 'AOcv]e8v aOAXov,
12;

Graffito, 131

INDEX OF PAINTERS
Numbersin plaintype referto pages,those in boldface to the items of this catalogue;attributed

fragments: 6; related or associated fragments, in parentheses: (7).
AGORAP 7561, PAINTEROF, (64)
Amazon painter, 66
Aison, 36
Athens Dinos, painter of, 35
Amasis painter, (2)
Athens Wedding, painter of, 53, 55
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INDEX
Athens 1183, painterof, 49
Athens 1375, painter of, 35, 45
BLACK THYRSUS PAINTER,
328,

Mikion painter, 124
Munich 2391, painter of, 45
Mannerist, Latest, 223

(285), (296);
NAPLES3245, PAINTEROF, (253); 5, 9

10
Bologna 417, painter of, 18

Nikias painter,8, 48, 56
Niobid painter,6

CHALKI GROUP, 45

OINOMAOS
PAINTER, (270); 9, 58, 61

Chrysis painter, 203; 55

Oxford Grypomachy,painterof the, 9

DINOS PAINTER, (205) ; 8

PAN PAINTER,50, 56
Pistoxenos painter, 49
Pnyx P 4, painter of, 21, (22); 5
Polion, 50
Polygnotos, Group of, 49, 50
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CharikleidesGroup,10

Dinos painter, manner of, 196, 217, (123); 6
ERBACH PAINTER,9

Eretria painter, 20
Euaion painter, 56
Europa painter, 43

Port SunlightGroup,8, 58
Pothos painter, 206; 6, 8
Pronomos painter, (247) ; manner of the, 20

FILOTTRANOPAINTER, (312);

5, 6, 10

GRIFFIN PAINTER, WORKSHOPOF,

Q PAINTER, 42

66

RETORTED
PAINTER, 252, 269, 271, 272, 273,

Group G, 319; 5, 66

JENA PAINTER,25,

288, (285), (301); 9, 10

26, 27, (28), (40); 6, 7,

19

SABOUROFF PAINTER,

35

Sotades painter, 22

KADMOSPAINTER,(207),

(212),

(214);

8,

9, 32, 48, 55
Kiev painter, 53
Kuban Group, 6

Sub-Meidian,140
Suessula painter, 20
TALOS PAINTER, (237); 6,

20, 31, 35

Tarquinia painter, manner of the, 17

L-C GROUP (GROUP OF THE LATE CALYX-

KRATERS),35, 45
London F 1, painter of, 9
London F 54, painter of, 294; 5

LondonF 64, painterof, (255), (256) ; 8, 9

Louvre Centauromachy,painter of, 192, (202)
MEIDIAS PAINTER,31, 35,

50, 51

Telos painter,274; 9
Thiasos workshop,(320); 10
Toya painter,268; 5
UPSALA PAINTER, 325
VATICAN G 23, GROUPOF, 15
Vienna Lekanis, Groupof the, 178, 179, 183,
(182); 5, 11

Meidias painter, manner of the, 106, 211,

(209); 6, 29, 35, 50
Meleagerpainter, (100), (128); 8, 35
Meleagerpainter,mannerof the, 8, 34

WALTERS-DRESDENPAINTER,8, 9

Washingpainter,20
WiirzburgAmymone,painterof the, 9, 54
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The mould-madepottery of the Hellenistic period from the Pnyx affords a comprehensive group of study material from an Athenian pottery establishment. With
it we may test old theories regarding the manufacture of pottery of this type and also
perhaps evolve new hypotheses. Practically all the pieces shown are fragmentary and
in poor condition either technically or as a result of rough treatment through the
years. If many fail to evoke aesthetic pleasure in the viewer's eye, let him be reminded
that even then, in the third and second centuries before Christ, long after the sun
of classic Athens had
Athenian
set, the
potter still had standards. These fragments
their potters rejected, sending to the markest
the only
market
on the best that they would offer. One
would be glad to know to what market they went. How good their best could be it is
s 5 (PI. 35), technically approachperhaps easiest to imagine looking at such a
ing perfection, with glossy black glaze, a fine and rich selection of ornament varied in
texture to frame the scene, red miltos lines to set off the lip and to emphasize the
luxuriant flower medallion of the base with its elegant circle of beading. Despite all
this, it went the way of the rest, broken soon after firing.
The material here presented consists of Megarian bowls and fragments from a
few other moulded shapes.1 There seems to be no great harm in retaining the name
which has for so long been applied to the bowls. The old name is convenient, bringing
the shape and nature of the vessels immediately to the mind of the student without
complicated mental processes. The ancient name given to the shape, at least that of
the Athenian variety, is, however, perhaps known to us: "hemitomos," a name
* I amgladto acknowledge
to ProfessorHomerA. ThompsonandMissLucy
my indebtedness

Talcottfor numerousimprovementsin the form of presentationand the contentof this text.
1 For the earlier literature on the
subject of moulded bowls of Athenian origin compare
especially
C. Watzinger,"Vasenfundeaus Athen," Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901, pp. 58-67 (the materialfrom
the Germanexcavationson the "West Slope of the Acropolis")= Watzinger.
F. Courby,Les vases grecs a reliefs, Paris, 1922; especiallypp. 327-366: " Les bols a gla9urede
decorationvariee" = Courby.
H. A. Thompson, "Two Centuries of Hellenistic Pottery," Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 309-480,
especiallypp. 451-459 (materialfrom the AthenianAgora)= Thompson.
W. Schwabacher,"HellenistischeReliefkeramikim Kerameikos,"AJ.A, XLV, 1941,pp. 182-228=
Schwabacher.
Inasmuchas mouldedbowls will be dealt with in a more comprehensiveway in the study of
the vast amountof Hellenisticpotteryfound since 1934 in the excavationsof the AthenianAgora,
the aim of the present study is merely to make the materialfrom the Pnyx availableto scholars.
Apart from the mouldedware, very little pottery of the Hellenistic period came from the
excavationson the Pnyx, and none of outstandinginterest.
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recorded by Athenaios in a quotation from Pamphilos,2 " a kind of cup among the
Athenians, so named from its shape." It is suggestive that the word " hemitomos "
was used elsewhere, adjectivally, of the half-moon. One looks in vain among Athenian
vase shapes for a candidate for this name more likely than the so-called Megarian
bowl.2"
All the fragments of bowls presented here, and a large majority of the moulds,
come from a deposit of earth that overlay the unfinished foundations of the East
Stoa on the hilltop to the south of the Assembly Place.3 Since no trace of kilns or other
fixed features of a pottery-making establishment came to light in the vicinity, it may
be assumed that the mass of broken pottery and moulds was brought from some distance to be used together with earth in a levelling operation possibly, though by no
means certainly, to be connected with some adjustment of the city wall which passed
through this area. Although the deposit was laid down in layers, the stratification was
of no value for our immediatepurpose sine
bsincebowls which can recognized on evidence
e the
from other sites as m
th at
type were found indiscriminately together. Nor were they accompanied within this deposit by external
evidence of chronological value. The few moulds which were found elsewhere than in
the area of the East Stoa lay in disturbed contexts; the majority of them had probably
drifted down the hillslopes from the great deposit over the East Stoa.
It would be pleasant to think that all the pieces shown here come from one work2

Deipnosophistae, XI, 470d. Loeb Classical Library. The editor of this text, C. B. Gulick,
points out the adjectival use of the word " hemitomos " in his note to this passage. According to
P. W., R.E., s.v. Pamphilos 25, col. 336 ff. (see especially col. 338, line 23), this Pamphilos was an
Alexandrian grammarian of the first century after Christ.
2ahH.B. Walters in Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the British Museum, vol. IV,
London 6,1896,p. 153, F 306, and in his History of Ancient Pottery, London, 1905, vol. I, p. 174,
used the name " hemitomos " to designate an Apulian vase of a shape not illustrated in either
publication. Mr. Peter Corbett kindly informs me that the British Museum example is of similar
form to that illustrated in J.H.S., LXXIV, 1954, pl. VI c, an Apulian hemispherical stemmed vase
with a hemispherical knobbed cover (listed under the heading " Pyxides, standard type," ibid., p.
117). Mr. Corbett also tells me that "the use of the name was first suggested by Panofka"
(Panofka, T., Recherches sur les veritables noms des vases grecs et sur leurs differens*usages
de
s auteurs et des monumens anciens, Paris, 1829) " in 1829 or soon
d'aprees
after . . . ; certainly before 1833, as it is one of the identifications which Letronne accepted in his
lengthy criticism of Panofka's work . . ." (Letronne, J. A., Observations philologiques et archeologiques sur les noms des vases grecs a l'occasion de l'ouvrage de M. Th. Panofka intitule Recherches, etc., Paris, 1833) "p. 74." I have not had access to Panofka's work, but have seen that of

Letronne,where there is illustratedon his plate a vase shape,no. 55, of this general type. I have

not traced the use of the name "hemitomos" for this shape further in modern archaeological
literature. Presumably it is no longer used, for obvious reasons: the passage in Athenaeus specifies
that the name was employed among the Athenians, and the etymology of the word employed to
define the use of " hemitomoi," CxKTwa, indicates a drinking-cup, not a vase of the type of the
Apulian shape.
8 Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 280-286.
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shop. This may actually be true of a great many of them. The number of multiple
impressions from the same moulds is quite extraordinary, being unparalleleldin
fillings in the Athenian Agora which were brought in from potters' dumps. There are
forty such duplicates in the present series, representing two to three impressions each
from eighteen different moulds. It would be strange indeed if so many repetitions of
bowls had travelled far from their factory to be reassembledin a filling brought to the
Pnyx.
On the other side of the picture, it must be rememberedthat the filling covers a long
period of time. Among the bowls and moulds, probably one hundred and twenty-five
years are represented. And the filling itself seems not to have been brought in until
a period much later than that of any of these individual pieces.
The moulds constitute perhaps the most welcome addition to our knowledge. Few
Athenian moulds for Megarian bowls have been available for study hitherto.4 The new
examples, of which casts from 50 are illustrated here, by themselves make up an
impressive corpus, to which will be added many more from the Athenian Agora.
The moulds from the Pnyx were intended for bowls of many different varieties:
figured bowls, leaf and tendril bowls, bowls with imbricate leaves, bowls with pinecone scale impressions, and the late long-petal bowls decorated with petals only, with
petals and jewelled lines or with swirling petals. For the most part they are for bowls
of the usual size, about 15 cm. in diameter and 9 cm. high. Occasionally moulds for
considerably larger and smaller bowls are found; the exterior of one of these small
moulds, 24, is shown on Plate 51. The Pnyx moulds include examples from the
earliest period of the manufacture of such bowls in Athens down well into the latest.
The illustrations on Plate 51 will bring out most of the technical characteristics
of the moulds. The matrix for the mould was normally turned on the wheel.5 The lip
was commonly bevelled in greater or less degree and slightly everted. Plainly rounded
lips also occur. The bases are either flat or ring-shaped or with a profile beneath like
a shallow inverted cone. Varieties of rim and base profiles are shown in Figure 2. The
bases vary in diameter from as little as 4.5 cm. to over 10 cm. The matrix, after being
thrown on the wheel, was stamped on its inner surface with punches bearing the
individual elements of the decoration; some details were incised by hand, others
modelled free-hand, and the grooves for the ridges around the medallions and for
raised lines in the rim zones were added on the wheel. The interiors of most of the

4Watzinger,p. 67, note 1 (Athens, Nat. Mus. Inv. 2361);
Courby,pp. 327, 333, pl. IX d (from Delos, but identicalwith many found in Athens);
Thompson,p. 453, fig. 119 (from the AthenianAgora, Inv. P 3157);
Hesperia,V, 1936,p. 169, fig. 17 d and e (Pnyx Inv. P 508, here 88, PI. 47; and Pnyx Inv. P 507,
here 115 and PI. 49 and Fig. 2);
Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pl. XLII, 1 (from the AthenianAgora, Inv. P 18688);
Schwabacher,pl. VII A, 11-14 (from the Kerameikos).
5 On the
techniqueof manufacture,cf. Courby,pp. 327 f., 370 ff.; Thompson,pp. 451-454.
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2. Profiles of Moulds (Scale 1:2).

down the wall on the outside as well. In a few cases this precaution was not taken;
traces of the wheel on the inside of the mould can be seen on 26, 28, 34, 39.
On several of the moulds the interior finish is unusual. At the time of finding,
traces of an oily film were observed on 32, 57, 61, 90, and 104. A few of these, despite
the lapse of years, still retain something of the sort, notably 32, 90, 104. The surface
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theand the color, inside only, is darker than is usual among
is shiny, soapy to
touch,
red.
Thee sheen appears n flat surfaces and penetrates into
the moulds, approaching
the stamped decoration as well. It is worthy of remark that the non-joining fragments
of 32 and 104 do not now preserve traces of this treatment. If some substance was
actually applied to the surface it would probably have been wax, to have survived
all these years. The appearance of the surfaces suggests this rather than a high
burnish, especially since the finish can be seen in the stamped decoration. It would
seem not to have been a general or a successful practice; at any ratethe great majority
of the moulds seem not to have received such a finish.6
On 68, a misfired piece which could never have been used, appears a peculiar wash,
matt and almost purple in color. It penetrates into the modelled surfaces of the leaves
on the wall and the stamped surfaces of the eggs in the egg-and-dart design on the
rim zone. A similar wash can be seen on 76, a well-fired
and
carefully made example,
leaves in the background near the
where it appears on the flat surfaces of the topmostthe
rim. This wash seems to be different from the slip used as surfacing on the interiors
of other moulds, but was presumably used for a similar purpose, namely to cover up
the wheel-marks.
As to the exteriors of the moulds, the walls are usually plain. A few, however,
have distinct wheel-run grooves running around their walls, roughly at mid-point.
One groove appears on 41, two on 101, 107, and 110, three on 88 and four on 40.
They were probably put on to give the potter's hand purchase as he used the mould.
Stamps for producing the impressions on the interiors of moulds are very rare.
A fragment from the Pnyx, already published,7preserving part of an Eleusinian scene,
is however probably one such. It was found in a context from which come a number
of the bowl-moulds,in the area of the East Stoa. Its curved surface and the pyramidal
grip at the back would make it suitable for a stamp. It was intended apparently for
a bowl of large size, or for a krater.
The bowls themselves testify amply that their source was indeed a potter's workshop. Many are faultily fired, some so badly that we can feel certain they are potters'
rejects. Numerous varieties of kiln mishaps are represented. Some pieces are fired
red or brown or both together; others combine black with red or brown, or show all
three at once. One piece, 59, composed of four fragments, has one fragment glazed
black while the others are red on the outside, with various shades from black to brown
on the interior. Such a condition perhaps resulted from a breakage in the kiln, from
which not all the fragments were removed at the same time. All stages of peeling
6 Moderncasts from ancientmoulds,such as those illustratedhere, made of finely washedclay,
do not require any waxing or other special surfacing. The shrinkageof the clay in drying is
sufficientto make possiblethe easy separationof cast from mould.
7Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 175, fig. 21, b (Pnyx Inv. T 17). Cf. also the stamp possibly for a
medallionrosette,Thompson,p. 453, fig. 120 (Agora Inv. SS 88).
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of the glaze are represented, from partial to complete, and variations in the color of
the clay occur from red through yellow to chalk white.
Not the least interesting are the test pieces, 1, 2, 19, 71, 87, and 98. These pieces
are characterized by very soft pale gray clay and glaze of various shades from poor
black to gray to brown or reddish brown. Each piece except 98 has a hole, usually
about 1.5 cm. in diameter, cut through the wall before firing and, in most cases, seemingly after glazing, presumablyintended to facilitate the removal of the piece from the
kiln at the appropriate moment.8 The soft gray clay and color of the glaze indicate
that these pieces were removed from the kiln at some time during the second, reducing,
phase of the firing and before this phase was complete since on no one of them has the
glaze reached a good glossy black.9
In the kiln, stacking seems to have been the standard procedure for Megarian
bowls. Two unglazed stacking rings, probably used for these bowls, are shown here:
121, 122 (Figs. 3, 5; Pl. 50).1 No. 121 is shaped like the spreading foot of a small
bowl, the lower part broad, to give as much stability as possible to the stack of bowls
which could easily become a teetering tower; the upper part was constricted to fit the
diameter of the ridge around the medallion of the bowl above. Stacking rings were
more necessary for Megarian bowls than for most other shapes. Bowls and plates
with bases could be stacked one on top of the other. Two stacks of footed bowls from
the Agora, fused and so, obviously, kiln wasters, illustrate the practice.1'
For the stacking of bowls one can imagine two alternatives: to stack in graduatedc
sizes or to make stacks of bowls of the same size. The latter procedure appears the
more practical from the point of view of solidity and balance in stacking, no minor
problem for the potter of such bowls. Bowls of nearly the same shape and balance

8
Compare another Hellenistic test piece from Knossos, B.S.A., XLV, 1950, p. 171, fig. 5.
Similar characteristics of clay, glaze and lifting-hole can be seen on try-pieces from the Potters'
Quarter at Corinth (Newhall, A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, pp. 8 f.) and on try-pieces of the Protogeometric
period, from the Athenian Agora, to be published by Evelyn L. Smithson.
9 I am indebted to Dr. Marie Farnsworth for the suggestion that
pieces showing these characteristics must have come from the crucial reducing phase, and that try-pieces would in fact probably
not have been needed by the potter during the oxidizing phases (first and third).
10The lower diameter of 121 exactly fits the red outline of the stacking circles whichNappears
on a number of fragments: 3, 11, 14, 55, 63. In these same cases the upper diameter of the ring
precisely or nearly fits that of the line of beading or cording which surrounds the medallion. This
ornament was thus useful as well as attractive for it allowed the atmosphere of the reducing fire
to penetrate into the area of the bowl enclosed by the stacking ring. In some cases the stacking ring
fitted the bowls above and below too tightly, cutting off the reducing fumes from the area within
the ring, and the result was a solid circular area of red glaze above and below, a condition of which
64 and 78 are examples. The other stacking ring, 122, seems less well adapted to the requirements
of the bowls. Its diameter is the same, top and bottom. It may have been used, none the less, in
connection with the bowls for its diameter fits the stacking circle on 8.
11Agora Inv. P 21059 and 21060; both from the building fill of the Middle Stoa; below
p. 90, note 12.
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and with similar resting surfaces would be a desideratum, along with an ample supply
of moulds of similar character to supply enough bowls for any given firing. It is
perhaps not coincidentalthat so many of the medallions of the pieces shown here, with
their encircling ridges and lines of beading and cording, are of approximately the
same size, though differing in decoration. Those of similar dimensions in this respect
might well have been and probably were produced in the same shop within a limited
number of years. Forms of lips, being of less importance for stacking, might vary
more, within certain limits.

FIG.

3. Reconstruction to Show Use of Stacking Rings in Kiln.

In addition to the technical interest of these pieces, they can contribute also, in a
modest way, to Hellenistic iconography. The pleasant little Athena on 1 is new. The
three representations of labors of Herakles on 2 are also new. These fragments, in
wretched condition though they are, introduce for the first time an Athenian type
of bowl with related scenes, of which there are a few other examples in the Agora
collection, including bowls and fragments with other adventures of Herakles; one
which seems to show three adventures of Theseus (Inv. P 10877; see below p. 107),
and others which seem, appropriately enough, to show alternate scenes from the
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adventures of the two heroes, both so popular in Athens. Such a one is 120, including
part of another new scene, Herakles and the mares of Diomedes. The unhappy fragments, 6, give what is missing from an otherwise unique scene of Theseus and Skiron
on a fragment in the Kerameikos.
Scattered through the plates the reader will see many more figure types which
may also be said to be new, for, as noted above, it is rare under ordinary circumstances
to find exact duplicates of bowls in excavations in Athens. The Athenian potter of
Hellenistic times shared with his predecessors a fascination for variants on a single
theme. Called upon to make a large number of moulds of similar dimensions and
shape, he decorated each a little differently, combining and recombining his stamps
for medallions, foliage, figures and zone patterns. Though he seldom interested himself in the content of what he was portraying inthe figured scenes, his products none
the less happily served the purpose for which they were intended. They must have
been cheerful cups for the symposion, excellent as conversation pieces, calling to mind
by association and suggestion now the deeds of gods and heroes, now literature, the
arts, the stage, the foliage of foreign landscapes, hunting and the chase.
The precise dating of Megarian bowls will probably never be an easy matter
because ofofur ignorance as to how long a mould might be used, the possibility of
reproducingan earlier type in whole or in part by purely mechanicalmeans, etc. In the
catalogue, dates for individual pieces have occasionally been suggested, usually on the
basis of comparison with groups of vases and other material found in the excavation
of the Athenian Agora. There is now a large volume of material from the Agora
additional to that published by H. A. Thompson in " Two Centuries of Hellenistic
Pottery" (Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 311-480). It comes in part from the construction
fillings of large buildings, especially the Stoa of Attalos II (159-138 B.C.) and the
Middle Stoa which were both under construction about the middle of the second
century B.C., and in part from cistern-fillings of the third to the first centuries B.C.12
It seems likely, on the evidence now available, that Megarian bowls were first
manufactured in Athens in the years around the middle of the third century B.C. The
leaf bowls (61-66) are probably early examples of the genre, dating perhaps from
the third quarter of the third century. The bowls with pine-cone scale decoration

12
Followingare the relevantcontexts of those new pieces from the AthenianAgora which are
citedhere for comparison,the numberedreferencesbeingdepositswithinthe squaresof the 20-meter
grid of the Agora (cf. Hesperia,XXII, 1953, pl. 12):
Buildingfill of the Stoa of Attalos: Inv. P 20188, 20997.
Buildingfill of the Middle Stoa: Inv. P 21042, 21048, 21059, 21060, 22858, 23095.
D 17: 5, a cisternin the area west of the Areopagus,the lower fillingto be datedin the last quarter
of the thirdcenturyB.C.: Inv. P 19881.
M 21: 1, a cistern on the north slope of the Areopagus,the " Komos Cistern,"Hesperia, XVII,
1948, pp. 160-161; the filling now dated in the last quarterof the third century B.C.: Inv. P
18640 (ibid., p. 161, fig. 5); 18657, 18683 (ibid., pl. 42, 1); 20259, 20260, 20262, 20263, 20269.
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(for the name, compare the actual cone illustrated with casts from the ancient moulds
on PI. 48) are near the leaf bowls in time; they are rare and seem to occur almost
exclusively in third century contexts. The mould, 97, may even be one of the earliest
pieces we have, from the days when the idea of moulded bowls was first conceived.
The scale type continued to the end of the third century. A good many of our finer
figured pieces, as will be pointed out in the catalogue, find their best parallels and
correlations, both mechanicaland otherwise, in a large Agora group of the last quarter
of the third century, the Komos Cistern group (above, p. 90, note 12). The later
figured pieces from the Pnyx, on the other hand, are identical in quality and stage of
development with the latest bowls from the Stoa of Attalos and the Middle Stoa of
the Agora, and so may be dated in the first half of the second century B.C.
For the long-petal variety of bowl an initial date about the middle of the second
century B.C. as proposed by Thompson still holds good.'3 Bowls of this type have not
been found among the many hundreds of fragments recovered from the construction
filling of the Stoa of Attalos, but three pieces have come to light beneath the floor
level of the closely contemporaryMiddle Stoa of the Agora.14 These represent a very
early stage in the development of the long-petal type which would therefore seem to
have been commencing in Athens at just this time, i. e. ca. 150 B.C.
CATALOGUE

The clay both of bowls and of moulds is, unless otherwise noted, normal Attic, fine in texture,
pinkish buff in color. About half of the glazed fragments have typical Attic black glaze of acceptable
quality; the remainder have defective glaze of the varieties noted above (p. 87). Several pieces have
marks of stacking rings on the interior. The use of nmiltosto brighten the scraped grooves is usual.
Since the illustrations are all reproduced at actual size, dimensions are given only in those
cases where the whole form of the bowl can be recovered. The average bowl of this period measures
8 to 9 cm. in height, 15 to 16 cm. in diameter at the rim. A few small bowls have a height of ca.
5 cm., with a rim diameter of ca. 9 cm., while a very occasional oversize example may measure 14 cm.
in height, 25 cm. in diameter.
Except on Plate 51, the moulds are illustrated from clay casts which permit readier comparison
with the fragments of the bowls themselves.

1. (P 442). Fragment of rim and wall:
Athena. Test piece. PI. 35.
Soft, pale gray clay. The glaze on the interior shades from black to brown, partly
peeled; on the exterior it is of two shades of
brown, badly peeled, and never applied at all
in the upper right corner.
Outcurved lip with no scraped line beneath.
13
14

Double rim zone: above, pairs of horizontal
spirals surmounted by a central upright veined
leaf flanked by dolphins; below, a guilloche
band bounded by raised lines. On the wall
Athena stands in profile facing left, wearing a
crested helmet and carrying a round shield on
her left arm. In her right hand she holds a
spear, the end of the shaft resting on the ground

Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 457 f.
Agora Inv. P 21048, 22858 and 23095.
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behind her. Still further behind rises, on a
straightstalk, a tufted bit of foliage: a flower,
a shrub or a tree, perhapsAthena's own new
gift, a saplingolive.
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2. (P 441, P 394). Two wall fragments:
Laborsof Herakles. Test pieces. PI. 35.
The clay of both fragmentsis soft and fired
pale gray; the glaze is muchpeeled. Of the two
fragmentscomposingeach piece one has black
glaze, the other largely brown. Parts of two
deliberatelycut holes, made while the clay was
still soft, are to be seen, one aboveat the right,
and one below. These attestthe separateuse of
both as kiln test pieces after they had been
brokenapart.
The two almost certainly join at the point
indicatedin the illustration.The softnessof the
clay, however, prevents absolute certainty. If
they do belongtogether,we have a bowl which
gives us at least two, probablythree, scenes
fromthe laborsof Herakles. The completebowl
may have had nine scenes in all, repetitive,or
all different.
In the scene at the left Herakles stands
astridein three-quarterpose, his head in profile
lookingbacktowardthe left. He holds his club
in his right hand, at shoulderlevel, and grasps
with his left a snake, which twines aroundhis
arm, rearing back to strike at the anticipated
blow of the club.
I cannotoffer a convincinginterpretationof
this scene. Possibly it is a variant version of
the scene in the Gardenof the Hesperidesdiscussed below, a differentmoment in the same
adventure. S. Loeschke (Lampen aus Vindonissa, Zurich,1919, pl. VII, 71) shows a scene
from a terracottalamp on which Heraklesand
the apple tree appear: Herakles having torn
the snakeloose from its graspon the trunkpreparesto despatchit with his club.
Of the central scene there remains a tree
trunk at the left, Herakles' feet at the right.
The entirescenecan be restoredfroman Agora
bowl (Inv. P 19881; detail, P1. 50, A). The
scene is somewhat schematicallyrepresented.
Here the snake still remainsentwinedaround

the bare trunk,its head protrudingat the level
of Herakles'waist. Herakles,facingleft toward
the trunkand wearingthe lion pelt, whose head
is thrownbackover the hero'sshoulder,reaches
up with his left handto pluckthe apples,seemingly from the emptyair.
The identificationof the third scene at the
right is difficult,but we may believe,with some
probability,by comparing it with the relief
kraterfrom Corinth (Courby,p. 197, fig. 31),
that it is part of a scene showing Herakles'
struggle with the Lernaean Hydra. On our
fragment Herakles' legs are seen moving toward the right, a tail, probablyof the lion pelt,
hanging behind. In front of him is part of an
amorphouscreature, a tail-like appendageof
which extends forwardand twines betweenthe
feet of Herakles. The pose and characterof the
Hydra on the Corinthiankraterseem very well
to fit the requirementsof ourfragmentaryscene.
Bowls with related scenes are rare among
those of Athenian manufacture. The Agora
bowl alreadymentionedhas, in additionto the
adventurein the Gardenof the Hesperides,that
with the Nemean Lion and the captureof the
Keryneian Hind. An Agora bowl fragment,
Inv. P 20322, possiblyfrom the samemouldas
Inv. P 19881, has part of the adventurewith
the Keryneianhind, as does also a mouldfragment, Inv. P 20669, a waster.
The date for the Pnyx fragmentsis provided
by Agora Inv. P 19881, from the lower filling
of a cistern which may be assignedto the last
quarter of the third century B.C. (D 17: 5;
abovep. 90, note 12).
3, 4. (P 375, 376). Two wall fragmentsfrom
the same mould: Herakles and Auge. Bl.
35.
The medallionwas probablya triple rosette,
althoughonly two rows of leaves are preserved.
A scrapedgroove (with miltos on 4 but not on
3) and a line of beadingencircleit. Calyx of
two rows of overlappingpointedleaves. Above,
on 3, two Erotes fly towarda melangeof legs,
the lower part of the group from the Kerameikos identifiedby Schwabacherpl. II B 5-7,
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5. (P 354). Fragmentary bowl: Zeus and
Ganymede. PI. 35.
Ht. as restored 0.09m.; diam. 0.158 m.
The medallion is a triple rosette surrounded
by a scraped groove and a border of beading
supporting small pointed leaves. The thrice repeated scene of Zeus and the eagle carrying off
Ganymede is framed by the alternately large
and small bushy leaves which form the calyx.
Around and above the group hover Erotes,
Nikai and birds, appropriate to the aetherial
escapade.
Double rim zone: egg-pattern below, bordered by a raised line and a line of beading and,
above, groups of two horizontal spirals surmounted by an upright leaf. Outturned lip; a
scraped line below it.
Two unillustrated fragments (Inv. P 355
and P 356) come from the same mould.
For the scene, see Schwabacher, p. 195, pI.
II B 8-10.

6. (P 426 a, b). Two rim fragments: Theseus
and Skiron. PI. 36.
Beneath the outturned rim, a broad scraped
line. In the poorly impressed rim zone a band
of alternate net-pattern and chevrons, with a
line of beading below.
The scene on a) can be completed with the
aid of the Kerameikos fragment, Schwabacher,
pp. 198-199, pl. II A 2, which the Pnyx fragment precisely supplements, providing the head,
upper body and right arm of Theseus, missing
on the Kerameikos fragment. Theseus stands
magnificently astride, grasping Skiron by the
hair and right foot, about to swing him over
the cliff. Skiron struggles vainly, trying to
break Theseus's grasp on his hair with one
hand, clutching desperately at the earth behind
him with the other.
Like the Kerameikos fragment, the Pnyx
bowl also has pairs of standing satyrs flanking
a krater. A satyr's raised hand is seen to the
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left on a). The rim of a krater and the upper
part of another satyr (double struck) at the
lower break on b). Also on b), in the lower
right corner, the rear part of a bull. The bull
may be part of a scene similar to that published
by Schwabacher, pl. I, 9, 10 and p. 197, 10:
" Stierreiter
und stehender weibliche Gestalt
und
Hera?)."
(Jason
The Kerameikos fragment has also a rim
zone similar to ours: part of a chevron band
bounded below by a line of beading. Possibly
the two pieces come from the same mould, the
Kerameikos fragment being the better impressed.
7, 8. (P 353, 352). Two wall fragments from
the same mould: Tritons. PI. 36.
Fragment 7 supplements 8 at the left. The
medallion is a six-pointed star of schematic
leaves encircled by a scraped groove and a line
of beading. Radiating from this are small
pointed leaves and, at intervals, large fronds.
The scene, repeated twice on 8, is a pair of
Tritons, tail to tail, with three fish swimming
below.
9, 10. (P 371, 370). Two wall fragments
from the same mould: Eros riding a dolphin. PI. 36.
Fragment 9 supplements 10 at the left. The
medallion, not preserved, is encircled by a
groove and a line of cording and bordered by a
row of tiny veined leaves with large similar
leaves at intervals.
At the left, on 9, a dolphin, Eros riding,
sounds; a fish above follows suit. At the right
again, on 10, Eros and the dolphin, but without the accompanying fish.
Another fragment (Inv. P 372), unillustrated,
comes from the same mould and preserves a
dolphin along with one large leaf from the calyx.
The stamp employed for Eros and the dolphin seems also to have been used for the mould
from which came two bowls from a cisternfilling in the Agora, Inv. P 20262 and 20263,
a deposit dated in the last quarter of the third
century (above, p. 90, note 12).
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11. (P 428). Wall fragment: Fish. Pl. 36.
The medallion,partlypreserved,has an ornament of pointedveinedleaves; a scrapedgroove
around it, and a beaded line. The calyx is a
single row of larger pointed leaves. Above
swim pairs of fish, each pair separatedby a
large schematicleaf.
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12. (P 405). Wall fragment: Hippocampand
fish. PI. 36.
From the upper wall, boundedabove by a
raisedline. Beneathit, a hippocamp,tail coiled,
prancing,while a fish dives to safety below. At
the lower edge of the fragment the tip of a
pointedveined leaf, part of the calyx.
13. (P 383). Fragmentarybowl: Tritonsand
(?) Giantshunting. P1. 37.
Ht. as restored 0.083 m.; diam. at rim 0.152

m. The rim and base fragments,now put togetherwith plaster,are illustratedseparately.
Outturnedlip, a scrapedgroove beneathit.
The medallionis a triple rosette enclosedby a
scrapedgroove and a line of beading,the calyx
a single row of tall fronds with a flying Eros
between the tips of some but not all. On the
wall above, a pantherand Triton confrontone
another; the Triton carries a round shield on
the left arm and is about to hurl a spear with
the right. Above are two Erotes and a flying
bird. A fragmentfrom anotherbowl from this
mould (Inv. P 384), not illustrated,gives part
of the same scene.
On the base fragment,at left, a nude giant
(?) shoots an arrow toward a fleeing panther
while beyond,towardthe right, anotherfigure,
perhapsa giant, chases with a spear an animal
whose hind feet only are preserved.
In the rim zone, a doublerow of egg-pattern,
points up above, and points down below; the
two separatedby a line of beading. Beneaththe
outturnedlip is a scrapedline.

14. (P 392). Base and wall fragment: Odysseus and Hippocamps.PI. 37.
The medallion is an arrangementof eight
pointedveinedleaves encircledby a groove and

a beadedline; two overlappingrows of similar
leaves form the calyx.
The scene on the wall is alreadyknownfrom
a bowl from the Agora (Inv. P 18640: Hesperia,XVII, 1948,p. 161, fig. 5) whichdepicts
Odysseuslisteningto the Sirens. On the Pnyx
fragmentpart of the boat and the legs of Odysseus are preservedat the right. To the left of
the boat is a Triton and at the extreme left a
Triton and a hippocamp.Fish swim below.
The stamp for tlhehippocampon this bowl
was used also in making the mould for the
Agora bowl noted, found in the cistern-filling
of the last quarterof the third centuryB.c. alreadycited (above,p. 90, note 12).
15. (P 420). Wall fragment: Combat between warriorsand Tritons. PI. 37.
On the wall to the left, a warrior wearing
helmet and shield attackswith a spear a figure
of whom only an outthrusthand remains. To
the right another warriorwith crested helmet
and short tunic engages a Triton. Above fly
Nikai and birds. Just a bit of the rim zone
remains,a simplifiedguilloche.
16. (P 389). Rim and wall fragment: Eros
as hunter. PI. 37.
Triple rim zone: above, horizontalspirals,
probablysurmountedby a leaf, with two raised
lines below; in the middle a simplifiedguilloche; belowit, a bandof egg-and-dart.
On the wall Eros standsto right, with spear
poised. Draperyhangs from his left arm. Below is a dog, to left.
For Eros huntingcf. Schwabacher,pp. 20-9212.
17. (P 390). Rim fragment: Eros as hunter.
P1. 37.
Outturnedlip with a scrapedgroove beneath.
In the broadrim zone two Erotes are binding
a fillet aroundthe hair of a large beardedmask.
On the wall is the upperpart of Eros, hurling
a spear to his left. His dog, behindhim, races
off in the oppositedirection.
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18. (P 440). Rim and wall fragment: eagle
and lioness. P1. 37.
Beneath the outturned rim was a scraped
groove. Double rim zone: above, double spirals,
horizontal, surmounted by two different types
of upright leaves; below, an egg-and-dart pattern between two raised lines. On the wall at
left, an eagle with outspread wings clutching a
serpent (?), and a lioness, head down, moving
to the right.

19. (P 434 a-d). Four fragments from the
same bowl, used as test pieces: hunting
scenes. P1. 38.
Soft gray clay. On fragment a) the glaze on
the interior is black, much peeled; on the exterior it shades from black to brown; the glaze
on b) is grayish and has peeled so as to expose
in part the clay and in part a previous coat of
glaze ( ?); on the interior is a red-brown crackled glaze. Fragment c) has brownish black
glaze, badly peeled, and d) has a red-brown
glaze, also peeled.
Fragment a) preserves the base of the bowl,
but the medallion, probably a rosette, was deliberately cut out so that the lower part of the
bowl could be used as a test piece. Around the
medallion, two raised lines and a border of
lotus-petal tips. On the lower part of the wall
are dogs chasing hares and foxes.
Fragment b) preserves part of the outturned
lip; in the rim zone is a band of alternate netpattern and chevrons, bordered by lines of
beading. On the wall, a figure on horseback
hunts with a spear. Along the right edge remains part of a circular cut, for use in testing.
On the wall fragment, c), is a lioness, hit in
the thigh by a spear, her head turned back
towards her unseen adversary; on the lower
edge, part of another circular cut. On d), also
a wall fragment, appear the hind quarters of a
boar, hotly pursued by a dog coming in at the
right. There is no indication of a circular cut on
this piece, but its condition shows that it too
was used for testing.
The rare rim pattern seen on fragment b) is
used also on 6, above.
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20. (P 401). Base and wall fragment: hunting
scene. P1. 38.
The medallion is a ten-petalled rosette framed
by a band of veined leaves within a raised line,
a scraped groove and a line of cording. Two
rows of pointed veined leaves compose the
calyx, one large, one small. On the wall remain
the lower parts of two animals, probably boars,
charging to the right.
21.

(P 421). Base and wall fragment: hunting
scene. P1. 38.
The medallion is a gorgoneion, similar to 51
below, enclosed by a raised line, a scraped
groove and a line of cording. Two rows of
overlapping fronds form the calyx. On the wall,
left to right, are a panther ( ?), a dog, a hunter
armed with a spear, a chariot (?) and a hunter
mounted.
22.

(P 367). Base and wall fragment: hunting scenes. PI. 38.
The medallion is a gorgoneion, similar to 51,
within a raised line, a scraped groove and a
beaded line. The calyx is a row of tall fronds
with bearded masks between the tips; above,
feet.
Another fragment (Inv. P 368) comes from
the same mould; the design overlaps that shown
here; on it, above, is part of a panther. A third
fragment from this mould (Inv. P 369) gives
the edge of the medallion and a little of the
calyx leaves with masks between.
23.

(P 365). Base and wall fragment: hunting
scenes. PI. 39.
The medallion is an eight-pointed star formed
of pointed veined leaves, also preserved on an
unpublished fragment from the same mould, Inv.
P 366. The calyx is composed of a row of tall
pointed leaves with tiny leaves between their
bases, and a mask between the tips of each pair.
On the wall (at the right in the illustration)
the hind-quarters of a charging boar appear,
superimposed on the tip of one tall leaf. A
third fragment from the same mould, Agora
Inv. P 20259, supplies a little more of the scene:
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a pair of human legs and an animal's hind feet,
from other parts of the wall.
Lumps at two points around the medallion
resulted from breaks in the mould; evidence for
another such break in the mould appears in
front of the boar's hooves. The lumps around
the medallion appear on both the other fragments noted here; it seems strange that the
mould was used at least three times with these
glaring imperfections.

The Agora examplecomes from the cistern-

filling of the last quarter of the third century,
already noted (above, p. 90, note 12).
(P 280). Mould for small bowls: Erotes
and masks. Cast, Pl. 39; exterior of mould,
P1. 51; profile, Fig. 2.
The profile of the mould is preserved although
much of the wall is missing; the bottom is flat,
the lip merely rounded off.
The medallion is a blurred eight-petalled rosette encircled by a line in relief. On the lower

24.

wall, alternatefemale masks and flying birds;
above, groups of two Erotes crowning a bearded
mask and, between each group, a cluster of
grapes. The rim zone is a band of simplified
guilloche between two raised lines.

Bowls of this small size are relativelyrare;

hardly more than a dozen are to be found in
the Agora collection.
25. (P 400). Wall fragment: Nike and mask.
P1. 39.

The calyx is composedof overlappingbands

of pointed veined leaves. On the wall is a Nike
crowning a bearded mask, with a flying bird
below. To the right, the legs of a figure striding
right, presumably a satyr. Compare the Agora
fragment Inv. P 405 (Thompson, p. 357, fig.
41: C 23). Above is a guilloche band.

26.

(P 282). Base and wall fragment (mould):
hunting scene? Cast, PI. 39; mould, Pl. 51.
Disc base, concave beneath. The medallion,
broken away, is surrounded by triangular groups
of pointed leaves. On the wall above, the legs of
a figure in a pose similar to those on 25. Wheel-

marks are plainly visible in the field; the potter
did not trouble to give the inner surface of the
mould a surfacing of fine clay before impressing
the decoration; cf. above, p. 86.
27. (P 289). Wall fragment (mould): Erotes
and goats. Cast, PI. 39.
From the lower wall at the joint with the
base. The calyx is a row of lozenges embellished with a network of tiny triangular nicks
and with leaves between their tips. On the wall
are the legs of a flying figure, presumably Eros,
and of a goat.
For the combination, compare the Agora
bowls, Inv. P 589 and 590 (Thompson, pp.
378-380, figs. 65, 66a, 66b: D 34 and D 35).
28.

(P 281). Base and wall fragment (mould):
Eros carrying a torch. Cast, PI. 39.
Flat base, slightly projecting. The medallion
was a rosette, encircled by two raised lines. The
calyx is composed of five rows of overlapping
pointed veined leaves. On the wall are, below,
small sitting birds at intervals and, above, an
Eros standing, holding a torch; in front of him
is a large flying bird.
For Eros with torch cf. Courby, fig. 69, 12 h;
Schwabacher, pp. 213 f.

29. (P 291). Wall fragment(mould): flying
bird. Cast, PI. 39.
In the center is a flying bird, behind which is
what appears to be part of a long outlined leaf.
The wing tips of other birds or flying beings,
above (?).
30. (P290 a, b). Two wall fragments (mould):
goats and kraters. Casts, PI. 39.
Both fragments come from the lower wall.
The calyx includes several rows of overlapping
pointed veined leaves. The scene above is a
krater flanked by rampant goats, with birds
flying below. On the smaller fragment, the foot
of Eros, flying.
31. (P 314 a, b). Two rim fragments (mould):
sitting birds. Casts, PI. 39.
The rim of the mould is rounded. On a) are
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32. (P 283 a, b). Two rim and wall fragments
(mould): satyrs and krater. Casts, PI. 40;
moulds, Pl. 51; profile, Fig. 2.
Rounded rim. The calyx included a row of
tall fronds with ovoid pointed tips similar to
those on 33. On the wall, groups of two satyrs,
kneeling and lifting a large krater, alternate
with pairs of cocks, beak to beak. In the field
are flying Erotes and, above, birds and rosettes.
The rim zone is complex, consisting of a simplified guilloche bounded above by a beaded line
on which rest pairs of horizontal spirals surmounted by upright leaves.
For the principal motives, cf. a bowl from
the Agora, Inv. P 404 (Thompson, p. 356, fig.
40: C 22, and the references there).

33. (P 387). Wall fragment: cocks. PI. 40.
The calyx is a row of tall fronds with ovoid
outlined tips. Two cocks facing in opposite
directions stand above.
34.

(P 286). Rim fragment (mould): sitting
bird. Cast, P1. 40; mould, PI. 51; profile,
Fig. 2.
Rim of mould thickened and slightly projecting. Double rim zone, the upper of horizontal spirals, the lower of egg-pattern between
two raised lines. On the wall a bird sitting
within a semicircle of dots.

35.

(P 288). Wall fragment (mould): flying
bird. Cast, PI. 40.
Rim zone, egg-pattern; below, a flying bird
and the head of an animal, perhaps a lion (cf.
Courby, fig. 71, 29 b).

36. (P 285). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40; profile, Fig. 2.
Rim rounded, bevelled on exterior of mould.
Double rim zone: egg-and-dart above, guilloche
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below, bordered by two raised lines. On the
wall, an arec flower.

37. (P 287 a, b). Rim fragments (mould):
sitting birds. Casts, PI. 40.
Both fragments are from near the rim. The
rim zone probably had two bands. On b) there
are some indications that there was an upper
zone of egg-and-dart; in the lower zone, horizontal spirals with dependent vertical leaves.
Below are sitting birds, two facing on b), a
single bird on a). The rim zone would appear
to be upside down, yet the position of the birds
leaves no doubt as to which was top and which
bottom.
38.

(P 284). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40.
Rim flat on top, slightly projecting. The
rim zone has, above, a row of veined pointed
leaves, points down and, below, a line of horizontal double spirals from which depends a
small frond. Here as in 37 the normal order of
the elements in the rim zone has been reversed.
39. (P 319). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40.
Thickened rim, rounded on top. Double rim
zone, the upper of horizontal spirals surmounted
by upright leaves, the lower a simplified guilloche. Two raised lines between the bands.
A fragment from a similar mould (Inv. P
318) preserves a little of the upper band of
horizontal spirals and upright leaves.
40.

(P 316). Rim fragment (mould): leaves.
Cast, PI. 40.
Double rim zone, the upper of horizontal
spirals above which are alternate upright veined
leaves and seven-petalled rosettes, the lower a
band of egg-and-dart. On the upper wall appear the points of two veined leaves.
41.

(P 315). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40.
Thickened lip, sloping downward and slightly
projecting. Double rim zone, the upper of al-
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from the upper by two raised lines, of egg-anddart pattern.
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42. (P 317). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40.
Plain thickened rim, roughly flattened. Double
rim zone, the upper of horizontal spirals and
upright leaves, the lower a simplified guilloche
of unusually large size.

43. (P 321). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40; profile, Fig. 2.
Thickened rim, sloping downward and slightly projecting. The rim zone is a row of palmettes, tips down, depending from a raised line
at the lip.

44.

(P 320). Rim fragment (mould). Cast,
P1. 40.
Plain rounded rim. Double rim zone, the
upper of upright pointed leaves, the lower of
egg-and-dart pattern, the two separated by a
line of beading.

45. (P 396). Rim and wall fragment: Nikai
and kantharos. PI. 41.
Outturned rim; a scraped groove beneath. The
missing medallion was encircled by a scraped
groove between two raised lines; the calyx is
composed of three rows of overlapping leaves,
two of the pointed variety, the other of fronds.
On the wall, a Nike at right flies toward a tall
kantharos. The wing and drapery of a second
Nike at the left; above are bearded masks and
flying birds. Double rim zone, a row of eggpattern below, the eggs veined like leaves, and,
above, pairs of horizontal spirals with a crowning upright leaf.
The kantharos is very close in shape to the
silver kantharos in the hoard from Tarentum
(P. Wuileumier, Le Tresor de Tarente, Paris,
1930, pls. V, VI) already cited in publications
of vases of this shape or representations thereof
(Thompson, pp. 361-363; B. Homann-Wede-

king, B.S.A., XLV, 1950, p. 186). Add an
example of Corinthian make found at Corinth:
Inv. CP 47-77.
46. (P 438 a, b). Lower wall fragments:
masks, birds, vines. PI. 41.
The lower wall is decorated with openmouthed satyr masks of exceptional size and
delicacy, and flying birds around which twine
grape-tendrils. On b), part of the medallion
with pointed (?) leaves, encircled by a scraped
groove.
47. (P 406). Wall fragment: masks and a
palm tree. PI. 41.
The calyx has several rows of fronds, small
and large. Between the uppermost tips are
masks, three satyr and one female. At the left
is the trunk and two of the branches of a palm
tree.
48. (P 361). Base and wall fragment: unidentified figured scene. PI. 41.
The medallion is a gorgoneion encircled by a
raised line, a scraped groove and a line of cording. The calyx is two rows of overlapping tall
fronds. On the wall above, feet, possibly of
animals. The tips of the tall fronds were poorly
impressed in the mould.
Another fragment (Inv. P 362) from the
same mould preserves part of the calyx and
some similar feet.
49, 50. (P 423, 429). Two base and wall
fragments from the same mould: goats fad
krater. PI. 41.
The medallion is an eight-petalled rosette surrounded by a circle of dots and a band of leaves;
a roughly drawn raised line passes over the
bases of the leaves for part of the circumference.
Encircling the medallion, a deep groove between
ridges. On the wall are groups of rampant
goats and kraters with bearded masks below and
Erotes above. The krater to the left on 49 has
two horizontal spirals above it.
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51, 52. (P 382, 381). Two base and wall
fragments from the same mould: antithetical group (?) with krater. PI. 42.
52 supplements 51 below. The medallion is
a gorgoneion encircled by a scraped groove and
a line of beading. The calyx is a row of tall
pointed leaves with ovoid outlined tips. Above
the tip of one on 52 is the base of a krater,
probably part of an antithetical group.
53.

(P 398). Base and wall fragment: unidentified figured scene. PI. 42.
The medallion was a gorgoneion like 51, encircled by a raised line, a scraped groove and a
beaded line. The calyx is composed of two
overlapping rows of tall fronds, with ovoid outlined tips. On the wall are what may be animal
feet, and an eight-petalled rosette.

54. (P 439). Base and wall fragment: tree
(?). P1.42.
The medallion is a double rosette, the outer
eight-petalled, encircled by two raised lines and
a groove. The calyx is composed of seven rows
of overlapping lotus petal tips. On the wall the
schematic branches of a tree or shrub in low
relief: lightly incised in the mould.

55. (P 363). Base and wall fragment. PI. 42.
The medallion is a triple rosette, the outer
eleven-petalled, encircled by a raised line, a
scraped groove and a line of beading. Around
this, a line of pointed veined leaves, points
down, depending from another line of beading;
above is a row of tall fronds with ovoid outlined tips.
Several fragments of another bowl (Inv. P
364) from the same mould preserve parts of
the medallion and calyx.

56.

(P 433). Base and wall fragment: flying
birds and Erotes. PI. 42.
The medallion a double rosette, the outer
twelve-petalled, encircled by a raised line, a
scraped groove and a beaded line. The calyx is
a row of tall fronds, between whose tips are
flying birds and Erotes, alternating.
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57. (P 408). Rim fragment: leaves. PI. 43.
Double rim zone: below, a band of egg-pattern, upside down; above, a row of horizontal
spirals with faint traces of upright leaves above
them. A beaded line above and below the eggpattern. On the upper wall, part of a single row
of pointed leaves with jewelled outline. Compare the next, 58.
58. (P 418 a, b, c). Three wall fragments:
overlapping leaves. PI. 43.
The medallion is enclosed by a scraped groove
and a line of beading. On the lower wall, four
rows of overlapping ribbed leaves; on the upper wall, four rows of pointed leaves of double
outline with a line of jewelling between the two
lines. In the rim zone, a band of egg-pattern
below and traces of what may be a line of double
spirals above. Complete impressions of the
stamp used for the upper row of leaves are seen
in the topmost row.
The stamp used for the jewel-bordered leaves
is the same here as in 57, but in the mould for
this bowl it was impressed more heavily, resulting in projecting tips and edges which have
worn badly and produce a blurred effect.
59. (P 427). Base and wall fragment: leaves.
PI. 43.
The medallion is an eight-petalled rosette
surrounded by a raised band, a groove and a
row of beading, and one of tiny pointed leaves
with hatched borders, points down. Above are
the lower parts of a row of ribbed leaves.
As noted above (p. 87), one of the four
joining fragments which make up this piece is
fired black, the others red on the exterior,
brown to black on the interior. The
red-glazed
fragments must have been separated from the
black after breakage and subjected to
refiring;
possibly the result of a breakage in the kiln.
60. (P 437). Fragmentary bowl:
overlapping
leaves. P1. 43.
Ht. as restored 0.09m.; diam. as restored
0.158 m.
Outturned lip; scraped groove beneath. The
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medallion is a double rosette encircled by a
scraped groove. The wall is covered with overlapping rows of lotus petal tips, graduating in
size from very tiny at bottom to large at top.
Double rim zone: a band of alternate net-pattern and chevrons below; above, horizontal
double spirals surmounted by upright leaves
with a dolphin on either side.
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61. (P 298 a, b, c). Rim and wall fragments
(mould): lotus leaves. Casts, Pl. 44;
mould (rim fragment), PI. 51.
Rim bevelled around edge outside. No rim
zone. The wall to the lip is covered with overlapping rows of small lotus leaves, except for
the top row in which lotus leaves alternate with
small fronds.
The edges of these pieces show two layers of
clay, the thick body and, inside, a thin slip
added to cover the wheel-marks and provide a
smooth ground for the impressed decoration,
as noted above, p. 86. The slip runs over on to
the upper part of the mould outside.

62. (P 422). Rim fragment: overlapping
leaves. PI. 44.
No rim zone. The decoration of the wall is
exactly like that seen on the mould fragments,
61, but this piece is from a different and less
carefully made mould.
Below the rim, an incised line. Where the
glaze has peeled on the rim below this line, the
method of applying the miltos in a broad band
before glazing can be plainly seen. The incised
line was cut through the glaze to expose the
color beneath.

63. (P 377). Base and wall fragment: overlapping leaves. Pl. 44.
The medallion is a ten-petalled rosette, the
petals alternately in relief and in intaglio, surrounded by a carelessly made guilloche and a
scraped groove between ridges. The wall is
covered with overlapping lotus petal tips.
Another fragment (Inv. P 378) from the same
mould preserves part of the medallion and a
little of the wall.

64. (P 417). Base and wall fragment: overlapping leaves. PI. 44.
The medallion consists of a tiny rosette superimposed in the center of a floret of ovoid petals
and encircled by a band of guilloche and granulation. Two lines of beading bound the scraped
groove at the outer edge of the medallion. The
wall is covered with overlapping lotus petal tips.
The scheme is close to that of 63, but the
medallion-rosette is more elaborate and the guilloche much more carefully made.
65. (P 403). Base and wall fragment: overlapping leaves. PI. 44.
The medallion a six-petalled rosette in intaglio and a band of guilloche, each surrounded
by a raised line and a scraped groove. The
medallion is convex in profile, the rosette being
only slightly flattened to provide a bearing surface. The wall is covered with overlapping lotus
petal tips.
66. (P 385). Base and wall fragment: overlapping leaves. PI. 44.
The medallion is an eight-petalled rosette
encircled by a ridge, a band of guilloche and a
scraped groove. The wall is covered with overlapping lotus petal tips.
Another small fragment (Inv. P 386) from
the same mould preserves a little of the guilloche and of the overlapping petals.
67. (P 419). Fragmentary bowl: leaves and
tendrils. PI. 45.
The medallion is a tiny eight-petalled rosette,
encircled by an incised line and by a row of
small veined leaves. From the medallion spriqg
tall petals alternating with feathered leaves between tendrils. Double rim zone: below, a band
of simplified guilloche bounded by triple raised
lines; above, a band of egg-and-dart pattern.
Beneath the outturned lip an incised line.
Two small wall fragments (Inv. P 413 and
P 388) come from the same mould.
For the feathered leaves, tendrils and guilloche compare an Agora fragment, Inv. P 4099
(Thompson, p. 351, fig. 34: C 16) executed
in a closely similar style.
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68. (P 292). Rim fragment (mould): leaves
and tendrils. Cast, PI. 45; mould, PI. 51;
profile, Fig. 2.
Soft buff clay, worn, with substantial remains
of a matt wash, purplish in color; probably misfired. The rim flaring, like that of a bowl.
Double rim zone: above, a row of double
spirals surmounted by palmettes alternating
with rosettes; below, a beaded line and a band
of egg-and-dart. On the wall, the tips of lotus
leaves with arec flowers between.
For the purple surfacing, see above, p. 87.

69. (P 295). Wall fragment (mould): leaf
and tendril. Cast, PI. 45.
Part of a long leaf, in outline, and of a tendril,
both incised.

70. (P 322). Wall fragment (mould): guilloche. Cast, PI. 45.
A small fragment preserving part of a band
of an unusually large simplifiedguilloche. Probably from a mould for an outsize bowl.

71. (P 393). Base and wall fragment: leaves
and tendrils. Test piece. PI. 45.
Soft pale gray clay; dull black glaze largely
peeled. The medallion was a gorgoneion, like
that of 51, surrounded by a raised line and a
groove from which spring tiny leaves. A liftinghole was cut through the medallion while the
clay was soft. On the wall lotus petals alternate with elaborate tendrils.

72. (P 509). Wall fragment (mould): leaves
and tendrils. Cast, PI. 45.
From the lower wall at the point of juncture
with the base. Below are three pointed veined
leaves overlapping two acanthus leaves, between
the tips of which is a tendril.

73. (P 431). Lower part of bowl: leaves and
tendrils. PI. 45.
The medallion is an eight-petalled rosette encircled by a scraped groove, the calyx a band
of large ribbed leaves with tendrils between
their tips. The wall decoration consists of long
petals and tendrils, alternating.
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74. (P 357). Base and wall fragment: leaves
and tendrils. PI. 45.
The medallion is a floral ornament of alternating feathered and outline petals surrounded
by a scraped groove and a band consisting of a
row of tiny petals and one of taller. On the
wall, alternately, tall lotus leaves and feathered
leaves with tendrils between.
Another fragment (Inv. P 358) comes from
the same mould.
75. (P 373). Base and wall fragment: leaves.
PI. 46.
The medallion is a ten-petalled rosette surrounded by a row of ribbed leaves, the whole
encircled by a grooved line and a row of beading. The wall is covered with two overlapping
rows of alternate lotus leaves and tall fronds.
Above, between a lotus leaf and a frond, is part
of a rosette.
A small wall fragment (Inv. P 374) comes
from the same mould.
76.

(P 293). Rim fragment (mould): leaves.
Cast, PI. 46; mould, PI. 51; profile, Fig. 2.
Plain rounded rim; fine clay and careful
finish. No rim zone. On the wall, above, tall
fronds naturalistically rendered, alternately with
lotus leaves. Below are the tips of a contiguous
row of lotus leaves. The lotus leaves are incised
and carefully modelled in the mould except for
those seen in the background above, which are
lightly incised. In the impression this contrast
produces an effect of depth.
77. (P 296). Wall fragment (mould) : leaves.
Cast, PI. 46.
Fragment from just below rim zone. Above
the tip of the smaller of two fronds are two
horizontal double spirals. The midrib of the
larger frond is delicately jewelled.
78. (P 414). Base and wall fragments: overlapping leaves. Pl. 46.
Two fragments, each preserving a little of
the edge of the medallion, encircled by a groove
between two ridges. The wall is covered with
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rows of large broad ovoid leaves with vertical
ribbing, the middle rib jewelled. Between the
bases of the lowest row are tiny pointed leaves.
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79. (P 297). Wall fragment (mould): overlapping leaves. Cast, P1. 46.
The wall is covered with overlapping rows of
large pointed leaves with central rib and turnedover tips, incised and cursorily modelled.
A bowl from the Kerameikos (Schwabacher,
pl. VIII A 5) was made in a mould similar to
this.

80. (P 294). Wall fragment (mould): leaf.
Cast, pl. 46.
Preserved is a broad leaf with a crudely
jewelled midrib, the outlines incised in the
mould. To one side of it, a twelve-petalled
rosette, to the other a pendant-shaped object,
both these decorations impressed. Between the
leaf and the rosette is an incised letter, 0, possibly part of a signature. Traces of an incised
line appear in the edge of the break above.
81.

(P 435). Base and wall fragment: leaves.
PI. 46.
The medallion is encircled by a scraped
groove and a line of beading, around which is
a row of small ribbed leaves with jewelled midribs. The wall is covered with large lotus leaves,
each with a feathered midrib; between the tips
of the leaves are lozenges filled with rows of
tiny triangular nicks, and rosettes.

82. (P 407). Wall fragment: overlapping
leaves. P1. 46.
Three large overlapping leaves with midribs;
above the central leaf rise three flowers.
83.

(P 409). Base and wall fragment: overlapping leaves. PI. 46.

The medallion is a double four-petalled rosette surrounded by a row of egg-pattern and a
groove. The lower wall is covered by overlapping rows of lotus petal tips graduating in
size.

84.

(P 399). Base and wall fragment: gorgoneion and overlapping leaves. PI. 47.
The medallion is a gorgoneion encircled by
pointed leaves with jewelled outlines, giving it
somewhat the appearance of a head of Helios.
A scraped groove between two raised lines surrounds it. The wall is covered with small
pointed veined leaves.
85.

(P 379). Base and wall fragment: bearded
masks and overlapping leaves. P1. 47.
In the medallion, two long-bearded masks;
surrounding it a scraped groove between two
ridges. The profile of the bowl is unusually
pointed, and the medallion convex, so that the
bowl rests on the two masks. The wall is covered with small overlapping pointed leaves.
A second fragment from the same mould
(Inv. P 380) preserves part of the medallion
and lower wall.
86.

(P 307). Base fragment (mould) : leaves.
Profile, Fig. 2.
Diam. of base of mould, 0.081 m.
Disc foot, slightly flaring. Clay soft; interior
surface blurred.
The medallion was a gorgoneion surrounded
by two ridges; on the wall, small leaves, somewhat similar to 85.
87. (P 443). Base and wall fragment: overlapping leaves. Test piece. P1. 47.
Pale gray clay; the glaze is much peeled,
shading from black to red, splotchily applied on
the interior. There is a bit of red glaze on the
broken edge at one point. A hole was cut in
the medallion after glazing but before firing
so that the fragment could be used as a test
piece.
The medallion is an eight-petalled rosette
superimposed on a band of pointed veined
leaves, the whole encircled by two ridges with
a groove between. The wall is covered with
small overlapping veined leaves, graduated in
size.
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90.

(P 308). Base fragment (mould): overlapping leaves. Cast, pl. 47; profile, Fig. 2.
The underside of the mould gives the impression of being handmade, but the edge of the
break shows that it was made on the wheel and
that the profile beneath was originally an inverted cone, into which a lump of clay was later
pressed, to give a flat surface.
The medallion is a small eight-petalled rosette, the petals laddered, surrounded by a
ridge, a groove and a beaded line. The lower
wall is covered with small overlapping pointed
veined leaves.
The rosette is from the same stamp as that
used on a mould from the Agora (Inv. P 18683:
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XLII, 1), found in
the cistern-filling of the last quarter of the third
century, cited above, p. 90, note 12.

88. (P 508). Base fragment (mould) : Athena
Parthenos and overlapping leaves. Cast,
P1. 47; profile, Fig. 2; for the interior of
the mould see Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 169,
fig. 17d.
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Diam. of foot 0.045 m. Low roughly made
disc foot; string marks prominent.
The medallion is a frontal Athena Parthenos
head encircled by two raised lines. The wall is
covered with overlapping veined leaves.
89.

103

(P 301). Wall fragment (mould): overlapping leaves. Cast, PI. 47.

The wall is covered with overlapping veined
leaves, graduating from tiny at bottom to larger
at top; probably there was no rim zone.
Two additional fragments of the same mould
give respectively part of the upper wall near the
rim, with three wheel-run grooves on the exterior and a little of the base of the mould with
the edge of the medallion and the start of the
wall.

91.

(P 310). Base fragment (mould): leaves.
Cast, PI. 47.
Disc base; flaring profile. The medallion, not
preserved, was surrounded with four rows of
ribbed leaves of graduated size but not overlapping.

I

FIG. 4. Profile of Stemmed Bowl, 92.

92. (P 444). Stemmed bowl fragment: leaves.
P1. 47; Fig. 4.
A bit of the bottom and lower wall is preserved, with the top of a stemmed foot, attached
after the bowl had been moulded. The wall is
covered with imbricate leaves.
For the combination of moulded bowl with
a stemmed foot like that of a contemporary kantharos cf. Watzinger, p. 77, no. 22, and p. 69,
no. 4, pl. IV (from Athens); Courby, pl. XIV,
2 (from Delos).

93. (P 309). Base and wall fragment (mould):
overlapping leaves. Cast, PI. 47; underside of mould, Pl. 50; profile, Fig. 2.
Diam. of foot 0.066 m. Ring foot. The medallion is a ten-petalled rosette surrounded by
two raised lines. On the wall are rows of overlapping small fronds. On the underside of the
base, inscribed before firing, the letters 6 N
(listed, with other signatures, Thompson, pp.
451-452, note 3, 2).
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(P 395). Rim fragment: pine-cone scales.
P1. 48.
The rim is plain, without a lip and, unlike
95, it has a vertical profile. The remaining wall,
covered with parts of three rows of badly impressed scales, is set off from the rim by a
scraped groove.
For the name of this and the following, compare the actual pine cone, illustrated at center
on Plate 48.
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94.

(P 411). Rim fragment: pine-cone scales.
P1. 48.
The lip is outturned, with an incised line below. Double rim zone: above, a row of upright
feathered leaves; below, a band of guilloche.
On the wall, parts of two rows of scales.
The guilloche, though poorly impressed, was
probably formed in the mould by a rotary stamp
taken from a metal (gold ?) original of great
delicacy. The point at which the beginning and
the end of the band meet, imperfectly, can be
seen at the left.
95.

(P 412). Rim and wall fragment: pinecone scales (?). PI. 48.
Broad rim zone, with two Erotes flying in
opposite directions. On the wall below, three
ovoid projections which may possibly be dimly
reproduced pine-cone scales.
96.

(P 304 a, b). Rim and wall fragments
(mould) : pine-cone scales. Casts, PI. 48.
Thickened rim, rounded. The rim fragment,
a), includes a bit of the upper wall. The rim
zone has a guilloche pattern with one plain ridge
above and two below. On the wall, two rows of
scales. On b), a wall fragment, are five rows of
clearly impressed scales. Very thick below, it
presumably comes from near the base.
The wall of the mould, being unusually thin
at the level of the uppermost scales, has been
somewhat distorted on the outside in the process of impressing the punch.
97.

98.

(P 430). Medallion and wall fragment:
pine-cone scales. Test piece. PI. 48.
Soft pale gray clay. The glaze is brown,

largely preserved on the inside, patchily on the
projecting parts of the outside. The condition
of the clay and glaze makes it very probable
that this fragment is part of a test piece, although nothing is preserved of the characteristic
lifting-hole.
The medallion is a rosette encircled by two
raised lines. Near the bottom of the wall is a
third raised line. On the wall, three rows of
small scales below and a row of large scales
above.
99. (P 303). Base and wall fragment (mould):
pine-cone scales. Cast, PI. 48; profile, Fig.
2.
Diam. of foot 0.106 m. The form is round
and heavy, with a broad low ring foot. The
form appears to have been made on the wheel
but to have suffered from handling in the course
of impressing the individual stamps. The decoration in the medallion is incised.
Half of the base and part of the wall is preserved. The medallion consists of four concentric ridges, the grooves for the inner pair apparently incised by hand, for the outer, on the
wheel. Between the inner and the outer pairs
of grooves, crudely incised leaves. Six rows of
scales are preserved on the wall, those below
being less deeply impressed.
100.

(P 306). Base fragment (mould) : Athena Parthenos and leaves. Cast, PI. 48.
Disc base with flaring profile; string marks
prominent.
The medallion is a frontal Athena Parthenos
head, dimly impressed. The outline of the circumference is irregular and is more deeply impressed on the left than on the right side of the
mould. Two rows of small fronds, haphazardly
placed, decorate the lower wall.
101.

(P 359). Base and wall fragment:
Athena Parthenos and pine-cone scales.
P1. 48.
The medallion is a frontal head of Athena
Parthenos, only partly preserved, encircled by
a row of pointed leaves and a scraped groove.
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On the wall five carefully aligned rows of conescales are preserved, which become progressively larger from bottom to top.
A fragment (Inv. P 360) from the same
mould likewise preserves something of the medallion and the lower wall. Complete heads of
this type of Athena Parthenos are shown on
88 and 100; another, close to 101, is unillustrated (Inv. P 410).
102. (P 305). Wall fragment (mould): pinecone scales. Cast. P1. 48.
On the wall remain parts of three rows of
scales, comparatively very large, formed by a
single stamp.
103.

(P 436 a, b). Base and wall fragments:
pine-cone scales. P1. 48.
The medallion is a double rosette encircled by
two raised lines and a scraped groove. The wall
is covered with scales, graduating from very
tiny at the bottom to larger around the middle
of the wall. The small wall fragment includes
the topmost rows and shows that the scales have
again diminished in size; above are traces of a
rim pattern of waves or tendrils.

104.

(P 337). Rim and wall fragment (mould):
long petals. Cast, P1. 49; mould, P1. 51;
profile, Fig. 2.
The profile of the mould from the rim to the
joint with the base is preserved; projecting
rim, angular in profile; two wheel-run grooves
around the mould outside.
At the top of the wall, a band of egg-and-dart,
with a single groove (a ridge in the positive)
above and below. The vertical lines of the petals
were carefully incised and their tips impressed
with a crescent-shaped tool.
On this and the following rim fragments from
long-petal bowls it will be seen that the moulded
decoration reaches only to the top of the wall;
there is usually no moulded decoration on the
rim, as is seen on the figured bowls. The rim
is plain, added on the wheel.
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105.

(P 338). Rim fragment (mould): long
petals. Cast, P1. 49.
Rim profile similar to 104. At the top of the
wall a row of egg-and-dart, set close up to the
rim and with a ridge above and two below. The
tips of plain long petals are preserved on the
wall.
106.

(P 331). Rim fragment (mould): long
petals and jewelled lines. Cast, P1. 49.
The rim projects, angular in profile. At the
top of the wall a band of egg-pattern with
double outline, a ridge above and below. Below there remains only the tip of a long petal
and of a small frond belonging to a jewelled
line.
107.

(P 328). Rim fragment (mould): long
petals and jewelled lines. Cast, P1. 49.
Rim profile similar to 104. Two ridges below the lip. The tips of the petals were impressed in the mould by a crescent-shaped tool.
The lines of delicate jewelling end above in tiny
stamped leaves.
108.

(P 324, 330). Base and rim fragments
(mould): long petals and jewelled lines.
Profile, Fig. 2.
Diam. of foot est. ca. 0.06 m.
The profile is restored from two
non-joining
fragments. Disc foot with concave underside
and rounded profile; rim flat on top, projecting.
Fine well-polished fabric.
Decoration as on 107, but with larger leaves
at the ends of the jewelled lines.
The fabric of the moulds, their rim and base
profiles, and the style of decoration seen on
104, 105, 107, 108 and 110 are remarkably
close; three unillustrated fragments (Inv. P
325, P 329 with leaf-tips to the jewelled lines,
and P 333) are also near these, and others
may
be added from the Athenian Agora.
Among bowls made from such moulds, see
two from the Agora (Inv. P 596: Thompson,
pp. 383-384, fig. 71: D 40; and Inv. P 3378:
Thompson, pp. 404-405, figs. 93 a, 93 b: E 74).
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(P 327). Rim fragment (mould): long
petals and jewelled lines. Cast, PI. 49;
profile, Fig. 2.
Rim of mould thickened, flat on top and
slightly projecting. On the wall, two ridges
below the rim; then large petals in relief with
raised outlines, separated by rows of large
jewels ending above in an impressed design
resembling a thunderbolt.
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109.

110. (P 323). Base and wall fragment
(mould): long petals and jewelled lines.
Cast, PI. 49.
Base profile similar to 108. The medallion
was probably plain, encircled by two raised
lines. On the wall, petals, their outlines rather
carelessly incised, alternate with jewelling.
(P 326). Base and wall fragment
(mould) : long petals and jewelled lines.
Cast, PI. 49.
The mould has a ring foot. The medallion,
a cross within a circle formed by jewelling, is
encircled by a raised line. Faint lines of jewelling show between some of the crudely incised
outlines of the petals.
111.

112.

(P 340). Wall fragment (mould): long
petals. Cast, PI. 49.
The surface of each of the four fragments
making up this piece is of a different shade of
color, one being pale buff, one dark red, the
others between the two extremes. They were
apparently subjected to different degrees of
firing after the mould was broken. Possibly
they were used as test pieces. Since, however,
they are all fully fired it seems more probable
that the variation in color was due to an accident in the kiln.
The wall is preserved from just below the lip
to the joint with the base. The petals are very
crudely incised.
(P 339). Rim fragment (mould): long
petals. Cast, PI. 49.
Rim profile similar to 104. The petals are
heavily and crudely incised, the same tool being
used for sides and tips.
113.

(P 335). Base and wall fragment
(mould): swirling long petals (?). Cast,
P1. 49.
Two raised lines around the plain medallion.
It is probable although, because of the crudeness
of the incision, not certain that the petals are
here swirled.
114.

115. (P 507). Base and wall fragment
(mould): long petals. Cast, PI. 49;
underside of mould, PI. 50; profile, Fig. 2.
For the interior of the mould see Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 169, fig. 17d.
Disc foot, concave beneath. Plain medallion,
encircled by a ridge; the petals are close-set.
On the underside of the base, incised before
firing, are the letters XAPI (listed, with other
signatures, Thompson, pp. 451-452, note 3, 3).
116.

(P 424). Base and wall fragment: long
petals. PI. 49.
The medallion is a double rosette with broad
petals encircled by a raised line and a groove.
In the center of the interior is a pronounced
cone. The glaze on the tip of the cone is worn,
possibly from contact with the bowl stacked
above it.
117.

(P 345). Rim fragment (mould) for a
large bowl: masks and rosettes. Cast, P1.
49; profile, Fig. 2.
Diam. est. ca. 0.24 m.
Rim of mould grooved on top, slightly projecting. In the rim zone, alternating satyr
masks and eight-petalled rosettes between two
raised lines.
The piece is unusual both in the combination
of motives and in the marked flare of the profile
which suggests a krater rather than a bowl of
normal shape.
118.

(P 346). Rim fragment for large bowl
(mould): mask and dolphins. Cast, P1.
49; profile, Fig. 2.
The fabric of this mould is unusually heavy,
0.012 m. at the lip; the original diameter of the
complete mould was about 0.16 m. on the inside
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of the rim. Rim of mould thickened, flat on
top, slightly projecting.
Only the rim zone remains: a mask, probably of a satyr, with a dolphin on either side.
A raised line above, two below.
(P 391). Rim fragment of relief plate.
P1. 49.
Diam. at rim est. ca. 0.18 m. Light buff clay;
fugitive red glaze.
Apparently from a plate or low bowl with
gently overhanging rim. On the upper surface
is an applied five-petalled rosette; at the edge a
row of heavy beading and a band of egg-anddart.
Both clay and glaze seem foreign to Athens
and resemble the so-called Pergamene fabric of
the late second and the first centuries B.C.; the
heavy beading and the impressed egg-and-dart
pattern on the overhanging rim are also characteristic. Fragments from a plate with such
decoration though with a different profile come
from a cistern-filling in the Agora, dated to the
end of the second or the beginning of the first
century (Inv. P 7138; Cistern D 11: 4).
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119.

120.

(P 404). Fragment of moulded krater:
Theseus (?) and the Marathonian Bull;
Herakles and the Mares of Diomedes. P1.

50.

The two scenes on this fragment can be restored with the aid of two Agora fragments
illustrated here, PI. 50 C and D (Inv. P 23225
and P 19449).
In the scene at the left, the hero appears to be
astride the bull whose muzzle he grasps with his
right hand. He is nude save for a cloak fastened
at his neck and falling down his back. Compare D (PI. 50) where we see his whole figure.
Of the scene at the right, only the left lower
part remains on the Pnyx fragment. Comparison with C (PI. 50) shows that it is part of a
scene probably representing Herakles mastering the mares of Diomedes. The hero, bearded,
stands facing, with his right foot on what seems
to be the head of a prostrate human figure, pre-
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sumably Diomedes, just slain. He grasps with
his left hand the head of one horse while behind him rear the heads of two others. A
chariot wheel may be seen behind his right leg.
These two rare scenes occur in combination
on three Agora fragments (Inv. P 20997, P
21042 and P 22499). It is attractive to suppose that-the protagonist of the bull labor is
Theseus and that these vases show the juxtaposition of the two heroes. This possibility is
somewhat strengthened by the fact that the bull
labor appears also on the Agora bowl noted
above (p. 89; Inv. P 10877) which seems to
have been devoted to the Theseus cycle, the
other two labors represented there being his
struggle with the Minotaur and with Prokrustes. All attributes of Herakles are lacking
in the bull scene, but so are they likewise in the
representation of the horses of Diomedes which
has no counterpart in the Theseus cycle and can
only be assigned to Herakles. The uneven impressions, moreover, often make it difficult to
ascertain whether the hero is bearded or beardless. The precise identification must therefore
be left open.
On the interior of the Pnyx fragment is part
of a scraped circle within which are red-painted
petals separated by a vertical line in thinned
clay. Although there are Megarian bowls of
ordinary shape as large as that from which this
fragment comes, the heaviness of the fabric by
comparison suggests that this piece is more
likely part of a large krater.
The scene of the Bull labor occurs in all on
nine pieces from the Agora (Inv. P 10877, P
15744, P 18657, P 19449, P 20188, P 20237,
P 20997, P 21042, P 22499). Six of these, on
which the scene is sufficiently well preserved
for decision, come from the same stamp. Most
significant for the dating is Inv. P 18657, from
the cistern filling of the last quarter of the third
century, already noted (above, p. 90).
We may compare the representation of the
bull labor here with that on a gold rhyton from
Bulgaria, III. London News, vol. 225, Dec. 11,
1954, p. 1056, fig. 5.
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121. (P 415). Stackingring. P1. 50; profile,
Fig. 5 and reconstructionto show use,
Fig. 3.
The ring resemblesthe foot of a vase, spreading in profile. The diameterat the bottomexactly fits the stackingcircleson the interiorsof
severalfragments(see above,p. 88, note 10) and
its upper diameteris the same as the ring of

beadingaroundthe medallionon 22. The manner in which such rings may have been used in
the kiln is indicatedin Figure 3.
122. (P 416). Stackingring. Fig. 5.
The diameters of top and bottom are approximatelythe same; the sides are slightly
concave.

I
FIG. 5. Profiles of Stacking Rings, 121, 122.
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CONCORDANCE OF INVENTORY AND CATALOGUE NUMBERS
Numbers in parentheses, not illustrated, are cited under the catalogue numbers indicated.
M indicates a mould fragment.
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Inv.

P 280M
281M
282M
283M
284M
285 M
286M
287M
288M
289M
290M
291 M
292M
293M
294M
295M
296 M
297M
298M
301 M
303M
304M
305M
306M
307M
308M
309M
310M
314M
315M
316M
317M
(318M
319M
320M
321M
322M
323M
324M
(325M
326M
327M
328M
(329M
(330M
331M
(333M
335M
337M

Cat.

24
28
26
32
38
36
34
37
35
27
30
29
68
76
80
69
77
79
61
89
99
97
102
100
86
90
93
91
31
41
40
42
39)
39
44
43
70
110
108
108)
111
109
107
108)
108)
106
108)
114
104

Inv.

P 338M
339M
340M
345M
346M
352
353
354
(355
(356
357
(358
359
(360
361
(362
363
(364
365
(366
367
(368
(369
370
371
(372
373
(374
375
376
377
(378
379
(380
381
382
383
(384
385
(386
387
(388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395

Cat.

105
113
112
117
118
8
7
5
5)
5)
74
74)
101
101)
48
48)
55
55)
23
23)
22
22)
22)
10
9
10)
75
75)
3
4
63
63)
85
85)
52
51
13
13)
66
66)
33
67)
16
17
119
14
71
2
94

Inv.

P 396
398
399
400
401
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
(410
411
412
(413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
426
427
428
429
430
431
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
507M
508M
509M
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45
53
84
25
20
65
120
12
47
82
57
83
101)
95
96
67)
78
121
122
64
58
67
15
21
62
49
116
6
59
11
50
98
73
56
19
81
103
60
46
54
18
2
1
87
92
115
88
72
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The followingMegarianbowls and other fragmentsare cited here for comparison:
Agora Inv.
P 404
405
589
590
596
3378
4099
7138
10877
15744
18640
18657
18683
19449 P1. 50 D
19881 PI. 50 A
20188
20237

pp.

89,
90,
90,
90,
90,
90,

97
96
96
96
105
105
100
107
107
107
94
107
103
107
92
107
107

Agora Inv.
P 20259
20260
20262
20263
20269 P1. 50 B
20322
20669
20997
21042
21048
21059
21060
22499
22858
23095
23225 PI. 50 C
SS 88
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90, 95
90

90, 93
90, 93
90, 93
92
92
90, 107
90, 107
90, 91
88, 90
88, 90
107
90, 91
90, 91
107
87, note 7

INDEX
Bold face numbers refer to items in this catalogue; other numbers are page numbers. When not
otherwise noted, references are to motives used in decoration of the Megarian bowls and moulds
illustrated here.
ATHENA,

1, 89; Athena Parthenos, see Medal-
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lions
Athenaios, 84
Athenian Agora, evidence for chronology from,
90-91; vases cited from, 110

BIRD,5, 13, 15, 24, 25, 28-32, 34, 35, 37, 45,
46, 56
Boar, 19, 20, 23

Bulgaria, gold rhyton from, 107
Bull, 6; Marathonian, 120
CHARIOT (?),21

Chronology of Megarian bowls, 90-91
Cock, 32, 33
Corinth, kantharos from, 98; relief krater from,
92
DIMENSIONS OF BOWLS, 85,

Guilloche,1, 15, 16, 25, 36, 39, 42, 67, 70, 95,
97; see also Medallions
HARE, 19

" Hemitomos," 83-84
Herakles, labors of, 2, 89; and Auge, 3-4; in
Garden of Hesperides, cf. 2; and Kerynean
Hind, cf. 2; and Lernean Hydra, 2; and
Mares of Diomedes, 120, 90
Hippocamp, 12, 14
Hunting scenes, 19-23, 26; see also Eros
45; shapes of, from Corinth, from
Tarentum, cf. 45
Krater, 6, 30, 32, 49-50, 51-52; fragments of
moulded kraters, 117, 120; relief krater from
Corinth, 92

KANTHAROS,

91

Dog, 16, 17, 19, 21

Dolphin, 1, 9-10, 60, 118
EAGLE,

Grape cluster, 24

LEAF AND PETAL ORNAMENT:

Large leaves or fronds, 3-5, 7-13, 20-23, 25,

32, 33, 40, 45, 47, 48, 51-52, 53, 55-59,
78-82

18

East Stoa on Pnyx, deposit of pottery over, 84
Egg-pattern, 5, 13, 34, 35, 45, 57, 58, 106; eggand-dart, 16, 18, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, 67, 104,

Leaf and tendril, 67-69, 71-77
Long petal, 104, 105, 112, 113, 115, 116;
with jeweled lines, 106-111; swirling, 114

Lotus petal, 19, 54, 60-66, 68, 76, 83

105, 119

Eleusinian scene, on stamp for mould, 87
Eros, 3-4, 5, 9-10, 13, 24, 27, 28, 30, 32, 4950, 56; as hunter, 16, 17; on rim, 17, 96

Small leaves (imbricated), 14, 26, 28, 30,
84-93, 100
Letronne, J. A., 84, note 2 a

Lion (?), 35; lioness, 18, 19

FISH, 7-8, 11, 12, 14
Flower, 36, 68, 82
Fox, 19
GIANT (?), 13
Glaze, colors of, 87; see also Test Pieces
Goat, 27, 30, 49-50
Gorgoneion, see Medallions

Lozenge, 27
17, 22-25, 45-47, 49-50, 117, 118; see
also Medallions
Medallion ornament:
Athena Parthenos, 88, 100, 101
MASK,

Gorgoneion,21, 22, 48, 51-52, 71, 84, 86
Masks, 85
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28, 46, 54-56, 59, 60, 67, 73, 74, 90, 93,
98, 103, 116, 119; with egg-pattern
around, 83; with guilloche around, 63-66;
with leaves around, 20, 49-50, 75, 87
Various, 99, 111
Megarian bowls, name, 83
Miltos, use of, 83, 91; cf. 62
Moulds for Megarian bowls, 85-87; imperfections in, 23; list of Pnyx moulds, 109; multiple impressions, 85; technical characteristics, 85-87
NET AND CHEVRON, 6, 19, 60

Nikai, 5, 15, 25, 45
ODYSSEUS,
14; Odysseus and Sirens, cf. 14

PALMETTE, 43, 68

Pamphilos, 84
Panofka, T., 84, note 2a
Panther, 13, 21, 22
Patterns, varieties of, 90; see under individual
motives
Pine-cone scales, 94-99, 101-103
Plate fragment, 119

SATYR, 6, 25, 32

Serpent (?), 18
Signatures, on moulds, 80, 93, 115
Spirals, on rim, 1, 5, 16, 18, 31, 32, 34, 37-42,
45, 57, 58, 60, 68; on wall, 49, 77
Stacking in kiln, 88-89; stacking rings, 121,
122; evidence for use of, 88 and note 10
Stamps for producing impressions in moulds, 87
Stemmed Bowl, 92
TARENTUM, KANTHAROS FROM, 98

Test or try pieces, 1, 2, 19, 71, 87, 98, 88;
from the Athenian Agora, 88, note 8; from
Corinth, 88, note 8; from Knossos, 88, note 8
Theseus, 89; and Marathonian bull, 120; and
Skiron, 6, 90
Thunderbolt, 109
Torch, 28
Tree, 1, 47, 54
Triton, 7-8, 13-15
VINE, 46
WARRIOR, 15
ZEUS AND GANYMEDE, 5

Rosettes, 31, 32, 40, 41, 53, 68, 75, 80, 81,
117, 119; see also Medallions
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Fragments of undecorated shipping containers for wine and other fluids form
the bulk of the pottery remains excavated from ancient Greek sites, and in Athens
they are largely imports.1 To the extent that we can identify their place of manufacture and narrow down their dates, obviously they are informative not only on
the history of the site excavated, but also on the states where they were made, and on
the pattern of commerce, in particular the trade in wine, an article of such general
consumption as to give importance to all the industrial activities by which it was
of the standard container. We
the
produced and distributed, including the manufacture
are helped to identify the jars by the fact that the makers intended source and date
to be recognized. Within the limits of certain fixed characteristics-two opposed
handles, a relatively narrow neck, and a base designed not as a resting surface but to
facilitate tilting an open jar, or shifting a corked one-variations were introduced
which declared the country of origin and announced changes in regulations. In the
introductory comments, below, on the various categories represented in the present
publication, references are given to illustrations of various local jars, forms so distinctive and familiar in their day that the ethnic, standing alone, identifies them, and a
Kvi8to was little more obviously a man of Knidos than a KVitOV was a wine jar of

the same origin. Within a series, we can arrive at closer dating by watching tendencies of style comparable to those that distinguish automobiles manufactured twentyfive years ago from current products; such a tendency can be observed in the four
jars in Plate 60. Data for the most precise chronology, however, are provided by
the stamps often found on these jars, especially those which marked important series

1 My study of the stamped fragments from the
Pnyx and related material has been carried on at
intervals for a number of years, partly during tenure of a Guggenheim fellowship, partly during
membership at the Institute for Advanced Study, also while I have been a research fellow of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens. To private sources also, I owe generous financial
help which has advanced this study as well as others in the field. Of contributory services, I specify
only some concerned with the immediate preparation of the publication. Photographs of Pnyx and
Agora material are by Alison Frantz, save the side views of handles used in Plates 59 and 80,
which were made before the war by Herman Wagner; and those of the jar in Tel-Aviv (P1. 60, 1)
I owe to Dr. W. Moses. The profile drawings in Figure 7 and the drawing required for Figure 6
were done by Aliki Bikaki, of the Agora staff. The manuscript was typed by Miss A. Kokoni, to
the greater consistency of its form. Judith Perlzweig, student at the American School of Classical
Studies, and now also on the Agora staff, was kind enough to read the manuscript in the spring of
1953. and to remove a number of errors in references, etc. The article includes the results of many
investigations and suggestions by Maria Savvatianou, and owes very much to her clever and patient
collaboration and her sustained interest. Finally, I am indebted to H. A. Thompson in more ways
than the conventional one for the opportunity to publish this material from his excavations.
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with the local date, i. e. the name of an eponym or local dating official, as well as the
endorsementof the manufacturer or other person responsible for the standard quality
of the container. Context evidence from excavations in which fragments thus stamped
are found is of the greatest value toward establishing an absolute chronology.
The possible purposes served by such stamps will continue to be explored.
Primary among them, however, must have been a quantitative guarantee: a jar
endorsed as a Kvltov was thereby declared to have a certain capacity, different from
that of, for instance, a contemporary Chian jar. The various local jars, at least in the
Hellenistic period, satisfied the customs collectors as well as the purchaser that they
were standard of their kind; cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Economic History of the
Hellenistic World, p. 1300. There was therefore, as there is today, a limit on excessive
as well as scant capacity, without which indeed the jars would have lost much in
general usefulness. A sensible reason for stamping containers would be Fva aTroXAciT77s
avrovs as Aristotle accounts for the stamping, or striking, of coins:
?ETp7oEc?x)9
o yap XapaKTi77pETE77 TOVrrO-ov

7,uELtov(Politics,

1257a).

A skilled and experienced

potter can produce something close to uniformity if he has good reason to do so. One
may speculate as to what was the machinery of control. The various measurements
that would guide the potter-including perhaps pre-firing weight-would be those
that could be tested by an inspector before the stamps were applied. Spotchecking by
filling some of the stamped jars after firing might eliminate a careless or incompetent
technician, or a tendency to favor one or other of the opposed interests. The whole of a
particular issue of jars could then be condemned. For us to judge of the efficacy of
control from data on surviving jars, more study is needed than might be supposed,
since for one thing the standard jar of a particular state had a different capacity at
different periods, so that its chronology must be worked out in some detail before
figures can usefully be compared. It is certainly my impression that capacity figures
on Rhodian jars will show a uniformity in contemporary vessels, however it was
achieved, that is within a tolerance narrow enough to have made it practical for large
purchases and taxes on cargoes to be reckoned by tallying. It seems a fair guess that
the great development of the stamped jar at Rhodes is partly to be accounted for by
the port tax which provideda large proportionof the revenue of Rhodes: an authorized
container would greatly facilitate the operations of the tax collector.
An idea of the range of contents of the stamps is provided by the index to the
present article and its various divisions. For notes on the persons named, and on
usages with regard to devices, see the introductions to the various classes, especially
the Thasian. Ethnics (cf. p. 187) appear regularly but not invariably on Thasian and
Knidian jars, while a single example only is known on a Rhodian jar handle (cf. p.
140), and no such identificationhas been found in stamps of the Pontic classes. These
are the four principal stamped series. Presumably the adjectives agree with an understood KepdLiUov
or perhaps in the earlier period o-ravtov, the word used by Lysistrata.
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It now seems probable to me that the Thasian adjective was always intended to be a
neuter singular nominative, like other ethnics on jars; and that it was the form with
omega that was introduced as a patriotic archaism, a return to the Parian alphabet of
early Thasos, in which the values of omicron and omega are interchanged. This would
correspond with the introduction on Thasian coins of the same date, taken to be 411
B.C., of an ethnic written with an omicron, but presumably meant for the genitive
plural usual in ethnics on coins. Cf. A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 35, with note 11.
The collection of stamped fragments from the excavations at the Pnyx is remarkable for its varied and representative nature, and particularly for seventy-five items,
the greater part Thasian, which were found in a context indicating a date before
about 340 B.C. These handles from the filling of Period III of the Assembly Place
(on the deposit, see above, p. 6) first made it possible to distinguish, among Thasian,
classes of stamps which are definitely pre-Hellenistic; and they have given us a
general date for a good group of miscellaneous stamped handles of uncertain origin,
shown together on Plates 76-78. One or two other pieces of context evidence are important, in particular the finding-place of 70, to my knowledge the first Rhodian
stamped handle to have been attested from a fourth century deposit. Unusual features
of the assortment as such are the large proportions of Thasian and Pontic, the latter
nearly three per cent of the collection as against three-tenths per cent at the Athenian
Agora, while the Thasian, which are about four per cent at the Agora, are here over
a quarter of the total, the great majority being of early date, including thirteen from
a single eponym term: see Plate 55. The figures are as follows:
Thasian
Rhodian
Knidian
Pontic
Less numerous categories, total
Miscellaneous unclassified

70 (of which 1 not catalogued)
43
76
8
18
45 (of which 3 not catalogued)
260 (of which 4 not catalogued)

In the present stage of our investigations, the number of persons who could make
use of a plain report on such a body of material is strictly limited. What limits their
numbers is at the same time what increases the unprofitable burden of presentation
(making necessary, for instance, the illustration of many poor examples much better
representedin other collections) : the fact that the comprehensivestudies of the various
categories have not yet been published to furnish background. Under the circumstances, I have tried to make the presentation of this varied collection into something
of a revised guide to the field, useful to excavators and other collectors of stamped
fragments, whose bulletins contribute to the working out of the chronology and the
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solution of other connectedproblems. The introductory comments on the various categories include mention of recent progress in the study of these; and descriptions of
two of these classes, the Parmeniskos and Imperial groups, are here published for the
first time.
Somewhat wider interest may attach to the name lists and prosopographicalindications included in the Thasian and Knidian introductions: twenty-five early Thasian
eponymous officials have been distinguished, cf. pp. 125 ff., with Figure 6; and an
approximately complete list has been given of the duoviri and contemporary eponyms
whose names appear on Knidian jars of the late second to early first centuries B.C.,
cf. pp. 147-149. Note also that the Rhodian introduction includes news of a dozen
eponyms to be added to a recently published verified list.

Notes follow on the plan of the catalogue:
Collation is not meant to be complete. Since Thasian duplicates are few, it was at
first intendedto cite all such duplicatesof Pnknownyx
typesknown to me. But as the Thasian
Pnyx
types
corpus is soon to appear (cf. p. 122), it has not seemed worth while to try to keep
this section of the catalogue up to date with our increasing files. A few additional
citations will be found in the Bibliography below: see under Skorpil 1904. For the
other classes, parallels are not cited unless they have some special usefulness (for
dating a type, for restoring a name, etc.), or unless the type is rare. Figures are
often given of the number of duplicates on file in the Agora index (as of February
1953); these are useful for instance in helping to identify combinations of supplementary types used together on Knidian jars (see e. g. the commentary on 179). A
majority of the citations which do appear are of unpublished material. The greater
part of this is composed of finds at the Athenian Agora, to be recognized without
further identificationby the letters SS preceding a number (the inventory classification
Stamps and Seals). SS numbers will further identify associated buildings, etc., for
instance
the Middlethe
Middle
in AtheniaStoa,n
Stoa as begorinn
stancsoe
theof
Muchalso AthenianofAgora.
the Much of the context
evidence at the Agora is provided by the discovery of the object in informative company in a deposit filling an ancient cistern or well. These deposits are many, and not
fully studied; in the present catalogue they are not named, but specific referelce is
preserved by the SS numbers. he tentative dates here attributed are sometimes the
result of my own analysis of the group formed by the stamps found together; such
dates will not be in contradiction to those proposed by others who have studied the
deposits, though they may sometimes be narrower. In citations of unpubishedmaterial
outside the Agora, I add the name of the place to the number, e. g. Corinth CP 1824.
Numbers which include the letters VG are numbers assigned by me to otherwise unnumbereditems in some collections. On certain collections of which the material as a
whole has not yet been published, notices have appeared: for Delos, see the article
cited p. 176 below in the bibliographical notes; for Antioch, see Tarsus, I, p. 135,
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note 4; for the Museum and Benachi collections in Alexandria, see Hesperia, XXII,
1953, pp. 117-118, note 4, but a count made in February, 1955 showed the estimates to
have been far too low.
Citations have not been made to the publications of Athenian collections listed
Grace p. 206. The material in the National Museum, now amounting to some 18000
stamped handles, is being classified and recorded as a whole, with the help of a grant
from the American Philosophical Society.
Statements on context of discovery of Pnyx stamped fragments precede the
reading of the stamp. The absence of such a statement means that the context is too
late to be relevant. Stamps are on the handles of wine amphoras, and are shown at
about actual size, and jars are shown at one-tenth, unless there is a description or
statement to the contrary. Note that a stamp at actual size does not mean that the
width of the handle can be measured on the photograph; the difference in distance from
the lens makes the handles appear smaller than they are. Measurements of width and
thickness of the handles, as well as descriptions of the clay, have been given for the
Thasian, which show much variation, and for the small groups and individual handles
of unknown origin. In series where both dating and issuing authorities are named in
the same stamp, i. e. in early Thasian and in Knidian stamps, in the present catalogue
the two men are distinguished in the type headings, the issuing authority or fabricant
standing first; Knidian types are here alphabetical (within groups) by fabricant, when
known, Thasian by dating authority or eponym (with one or two aberrations due
to corrected readings), since by these arrangements similar stamps are assembled,
usage differing in the two series (cf. below p. 125). Names in parentheses in some
Knidian headings, cf. e. g. 158, 160, are those of types known to be companions to
the ones published, to have been impressed, that is, on the other handle of the jar.
Note finally that AH numbers, in parentheses following the catalogue number, are
the Pnyx inventory numbers.
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The most useful work of reference for Thasian handles in print at present writing
is Pridik's catalogue cited as Herm. in this article (see Bibliography). The careful
facsimiles, numerous photographs, and full indices of names and devices have made
this catalogue a sine qua non for anyone wishing to decipherthe difficultstamps of this
class, especially the earlier ones such as are represented here in Plates 52-57 and 60.
This book, which is something of a bibliographic rarity, is fortunately to be superseded by a much more extensive illustrated repertory, a corpus of Thasian stamps
shortly to be publishedby Professor and Mme. A. Bon of Montpellier, in the series of
.ttudes Thasiennes of the French School in Athens.2 Until the full bibliography and
name list are published in the corpus, the reader may refer to I.G., XII, 8, pp. 82-83,
for publications of Thasian stamps prior to 1909, and to the index of that volume for
Thasian names. See also Figure 6 here for a prosopography of the earlier stamps
which is more complete than has been published elsewhere.
The oldest recognized Thasian stamps, probably of the last quarter of the fifth
century, are the earliest amphora stamps to bear Greek names. Greek jars were
stamped with single letters or devices as early as the late sixth or early fifth centuries,
and Chian with their coin type in the third quarter of the fifth; but for names stamped
on jars earlier than the Thasian, apparently we must look outside of Greece.3 I have
published briefly on early Thasian,' drawing largely from the evidence of the collection here being published.
In fact, the filling of Period III of the Assembly Place, as dated by the Attic
figured pottery (see above, p. 6), has provided context of the greatest interest for
Thasian stamped wine jars, since the period is close to being coterminous with what
has been considered pre-Macedonian Thasos, formerly assumed to have ended with
2

Professor and Mme. Bon have very generously shared with me in advance of publication the
whole of their extensive material, and have helped me both by their criticism of my writings and
by their resourceful co-operation in certain practical problems that have faced us both in connection
with publication.
3
Early single letter: SS 7616, with epsilon on the top of the handle, from a deposit of the early
fifth century which included ostraka of Xanthippos and Themistokles. Early device: Corinth
C 37-1030, with frog (gem impression?) on the top of the handle, published by Mary Campbell,
Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 606, fig. 28, no. 200, the deposit being of the second half of the sixth century,

possiblyto 480 B.C. Chiancoin type: Grace,pl. I, 1, cf. pp. 296, etc. For referencesto some preGreekstampedjars, see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 182, note 33.
' A..A., L, 1946, pp. 31-38.
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conquest by Philip II in 340 B.C.5 In the catalogue which follows, the first section,
1-55, covers the finds from this deposit; I know of no evidence to put the issue of
stamps of classes I, a-d, later than about 340, nor apparently do any of the more
commonly found stamps with single name, ethnic, and device (cf. 56-69) predate that
year. Here seems to be a break in system such as one expects to find explained by an
administrative change; and we await with great interest the discussion of these years
to appear shortly in J. Pouilloux's Recherches sur lhistoire et les cultes de Thasos,
Part I, chapter X.6
In the present article, I supplementthe Pnyx material of the earlier period with
photographs of whole jars which show the restoration of some of the fragments, and
with a table to indicate the function and the interrelation of persons named on Pnyx
stamps.
Of the four jars in Plate 60, the middle pair have stamps which appear also
in the Pnyx series, on 16 and 43, while 4 bears the name of the eponym on 45 here
published. The stamp of 1 makes the third of a series naming, with preposition, the
eponym MeywvI, for whom I have tentatively suggested a date of about 410 B.C.7
The first three jars cannot be far apart in datebecause of the interconnectionof names,
see Figure 6; and jar 3 should not date later than the first quarter of the fourth century
according to the type of lamp represented in the stamp (better seen in the better
impressed 43). Setting theinthree a row, we see the Thasian jar being drawn out to
greater length, and sharpening at the angle, thus following a tendency observed in the
late fifth and early fourth centuries on another wine jar series, the detailed development of which we can date on somewhat better excavation evidence. Jar 4 shows a
further stage of pulling out and narrowing; note that the full length is not preserved,
the toe being missing. Context evidence suggests that this jar is perhaps to be dated

after 350 B.C., though I believe not by much.8

Cf. Hiller von Gaertringenin Pauly-Wissowa,R.E., V, 1934, p. 1319; C. Fredrich in I.G.,
8
XII, (1909), p. 79.
6 M. Pouilloux was kind enoughto read a first draughtof this
introductorytext, and to give
me the referenceto his book, publishedin Paris in 1954, which had not yet appearedwhen this
volume went to press. He does not believe that Thasos was conqueredin 340, though it may well
have beenthereafter" dans la sphereeconomiquemacedonienne."
7A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 33 with note 7.
8 Jars in Plate 60:
1) Found in Cyprus,now in the National Museum of Palestine in TelAviv. Ht. 0.66 m.; diam. 0.26m.; ht. of handles 0.21 m.; capacity given in round numbers as " 8

okes," which would be about 10,250cc. The stamp (cf. PI. 60a,la,
two takes of the same
object) reads 'Evi0Me(ywvoslBT;|Vovarounda youthfulhead turnedleft. Note that it has slippedin
setting,duplicatingletters. I am gratefulto Mr. A. H. S. Megaw,Directorof Antiquitiesof Cyprus,
for informingme aboutthis jar, and to Dr. Walter Moses for manyphotographssent very promptly,
and for permissionto publish.2) Found at GhezelTepe, Rhodes,now stored in the Archaeological
Museum in the city of Rhodes. Ht. 0.693 m.; diam. 0.272 m.; ht. of handles 0.20 m.; their W. 0.046
m.; and T. 0.024 m.; capacity of jar 10,400 cc. For the stamp type, endorsement of 'Z'Str,ros in the
term of 'AXG-/ (CvTe),see 16; note that on the jar in Rhodes it has slippedin setting, giving a false
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I think it likely that a number of the Pnyx stamps somewhat antedate the first of
the four jars here shown. A jar of the term of KXEoc&v(cf. 40-42), shown in Clara
Rhodos, II, 1932, pl. VI, 6, evidently had higher shoulders and shorter handlesthan our
1; unfortunately the illustration is inadequate and the jar has been lost as a result of
bomb damage to the Rhodes museum during the recent war. In other ways also my
series gives an incomplete picture of early Thasian wine containers. For instance,
larger stamped jars certainly coexisted with some of thesea4opE&t8a, as will be obvious from the various sizes of the Pnyx handles. Some of these may have been of
quite a different type; cf. the containers listed in the wine law of the late fifth century.9
Reconstruction from fragments of a sequence of shapes of wine jars in this period of
Thasian history is made difficult by the changes in authority and presumably in
standards in the last quarter of the fifth century, as well as by the likelihood that
theresame
were not only various types of vessels but also full-size and fractional vessels
of the same type. Although the height of a handle and the slope of shoulder indicated
by a preserved lower handle attachment are certainly evidence as to date, their significance is less easy to read than I have perhaps suggested in past writings.10
Some general statements on the distinctive fabric of Thasian handles, Grace,
201
and 203, need a little modification. For Pridik's characteristic rim profile, a
pp.
wrong reference is given; it is actually shown on Herm., p. 35, a diagrammatic rendering in the third line of the text. Variations will be seen in Figure 7 here, on profiles
of Thasian handles of before 340 B.C. An angular rim continued through at least part
of the third quarter of the fourth century, but was replacedbefore 300 by a thick roll,
later diminished. Very broad handles, such as 60, seem, according to recent Agora
finds, to date shortly before 300. The position of the stamp on the early handles is on
top, not on the outside of the curve but often close to the neck; this will be clear on
the Plates, as well as in Figure 7. The position on the outside of the curve remains

impression of length. 3) Of unknown provenance, in the Archaeological Museum, Rhodes. Ht.
0.72; diam. 0.252; of handles, W. 0.044, T. 0.022; capacity of jar 8050 cc. For the stamp type,
endorsement of ?pao-awv((mS() in the term of M1ywvII, see 43, or the better example in Herm., pi. V,
15. For an opinion on the date of the kind of lamp used as a device in this stamp, I am indebted to
Professor Richard Howland, who is publishing the Greek lamps found in the Athenian Agora, Jars
2 and 3 are here published by permission of Dr. I. Kondis, Ephor of Antiquities of the Dodekanese.
For my first records of 3, I am grateful to Dr. Luigi Morricone, as well
as
to the good offices of
Mrs. 0. R. Arthur and of Mr. T. W. French, Antiquities Officer of the British Military Administration of the Dodekanese in 1946, by whose several agencies these and other records reached me
at a time of confusion and difficult communications. 4) Athenian Agora, Inv. P 13570. Preserved
ht. 0.63 m.; diam. 0.245 m.; ht. of the handles 0.235. The stamp seems to be the type illustrated in
Herm., pl. VIII, 26, the device an ant, the fabricant's name not preserved, the term that of NEKaS .
For the context of P 13570, see under 45.
9 See G. Daux, " Nouvelles Inscriptions de Thasos,"
B.C.H., L, 1926, p. 214, lines 12-13:p8e

ie

a/40opE

/e

10 A.J.A.,

evidence.

|8

K
7TrLaKV7

/L8
Iq'

E'1fI0evOTtO

KOT1VJXT
\O.S' TW

L, 1946, p. 37. Mme. Bon has called my attention to the ambiguity of some of this
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characteristic of Thasian, but of a later period; cf. B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pi. XXV,
35. Most of the stamps are rectangular, but the series of the eponym Sarvpo9is circular. The clay is as described in Grace, p. 201, and because of the variation, the color
is mentioned in this catalogue; but the characteristic mica is noted only if there is
unusually much or little.
To supplementthe sparse and cryptic evidence provided by context of discovery
and development of shape, we need to know and understand the interconnection of
the names on the stamps, and the function, and as far as possible separate identity, of
the persons named. For Thasian stamps, the first necessity is to establish separate lists
of eponyms and fabricants, since the preposition E'riTLrarely occurs. For the beginnings
of such lists, with illustrative photographs, see A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 35, notes 17 and
18, and p. 37, note 19, with fig. 1, p. 32. The table, Figure 6, shows the process carried
somewhat further. The eponym list is there headed by the explicitly designated
and XarvpoT.The types combining their names with those of a number
eponyms ME'ywv
of others, indicated by crosses where the lines cross, have for each of the two eponyms
a particular device common to the whole series he dates: for Mey&v, a youthful head
turned left (cf. PI. 60, la and lb, the same stamp variously lighted); and for 1arvpos
his canting satyr head, illustrated in my article on early Thasian."1 These types show
that at least the early Thasian stamps are " eponym's " stamps rather than (as is the
case with Rhodian and Knidian) fabricant's stamps. After these two, I have added
the names of those who must be eponyms of the period of class a, the stamps without
device, since most of them appear on no other class. It should here be remarked that
the sequence of eponyms in the table is not chronological. For the terms of 'ApwCrTo,.iev-/ when the device is the Archer, and of 'Hpoc'v who is named with the head of
perhaps the same figure, the pattern is that of the terms of MeyWv and $arvpo9, in that

a common device is used with various second names, as is done also with several other
eponyms, including Atic-qKparjT(37).

But with others, the device is different for each

different second name, thus corresponding with the subsidiary symbol present in the
12 and here the
various types of the term of 'Hpobw6v;
eponym must be identified by
the distinctive arrangement of the stamps of his term, in which his name often has
a position of priority. That this can be done I think will be clear from an examination
of the Pnyx material, especially the types naming the eponyms 'ApLo-rEtiS'
, Barwov,
KXeo<b<v.
Confirmation
is
the
fact
that
the
second
names
as a
Aa/zarrq,,
provided by
whole fit easily into a list distinct from that of the eponyms, if one allows for a small

11Ibid., 32
pp. (fig. 1), 33, 38, nos. 12-14. Note that the eponym'snameis actuallyin a separate
stampin this series,preservedin additionto the main stampon no. 13 of the items here listed (taken
from Herm., pl. XV, 9).
12 Ibid.,
p. 33, note 9. Another type of this series has since been published,with fabricant
KXEocfadv/and subsidiary symbol a bird: see T. Ivanov, Musee National Bulgare, Fouilles et

Recherches,II, Sofia, 1948, p. 44, and p. 46, fig. 54 a; the article is in Bulgarian,with a summary
in French. The stampis on the neck of the jar near the rim. I owe the referenceto ProfessorC. B.
Welles.
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number of different persons with the same name, such as in any case we know existed,
from Thasian epigraphical texts. Into the same second list fit the single names on
stamps of classes b and c (5-15), so that in these type the phiale and star evidently
indicated dates. I have added them at the end of the eponym list in Figure 6, which
includes altogether a dozen names of eponyms identifiedon stamps from the Pnyx.
As to the precise function of the persons in this eponym list, it may well be that
they were the dating authorities of the state; I am informed by J. Pouilloux that this
authority was normally in the hands of archons, not, as had previously been supposed,
of theoroi, and probably of a single archon par excellence."hWe should not of course
assume that they had ex officio any connection whatever with the wine trade, or with
pottery manufacture; their names simply date the stamps.14 The similarity among
themselves of stamps naming a particular eponym does of course suggest a central
control, but not by the dating authority as such.
The persons in the second list were presumably potters or pottery owners, unless
possibly they were commissioners or inspectors. In any case, I take it that their ene Lik those
e who
dorsement indicates responsibility for the standard quality of the thosjars.
on
correspondwith them Rhodian, Knidian, etc. jars, they will here be called fabricants.
It will be recognized by a study of the table that the context dating of stamps of
the eponyms 'AprTrop&vr1s(Grace, p. 301, 2), and TeXcEr(Grace, p. 301, 1; A.J.A., L,

1946, p. 38, 2) places the whole of this connected group in the neighborhood of 400
B.C., independentlyof the Pnyx context. A stamp of the eponym 'AptW-rrE2iS
(SS 1498,

unpublished, fabricant

E680or(o0); see Fig. 6) has also been found in early fourth

century context at the Agora; it is a duplicate of IIpaKrTKa,1910, p. 134, fig. 7, from
earlier investigations at the Pnyx. Further, duplicates of 29 and of 32-33 (see com-

mentary) have been found in deposits which confirm Pnyx evidence as to the date of
while some confirmation is provided for both 'Aptrouev's and 'Hpo^dv
Aa,uaorT-1n;
by the fuller publication of three handles from the Asklepieion in Corinth: see
Roebuck, Corinth, XIV, The Asklepieiont and Lerna, pp. 136-137, nos. 86-87 bis; and
for the lamps in the same deposit, p. 129 as well as p. 137.

13I am very gratefulto M. Pouillouxfor answeringin advancemy questionon this poiht, and
quote his letter of March4, 1953; " Les seuls eponymesveritablesde Thasos sont les archonteset
memesans douteun archontepar excellencechaqueannee (cf. I.G., XII, 8,265,1; I.G., XII, 8, 589, 1,
epoqueromaine). Lorsqueles theoresinterviennent,ils ne sont la qu'a titre de verificateurs;le seul
texte I.G., XII, 8, 263, ou ils font officed'eponymesappartienta une epoque de troubles,et il ne
s'agitpas d'uneacte emanantdes pouvoirsconstitutionels.J'ai traite de cette questionde l'eponymie
au ch. IX de mon travailsur Thasos." Referenceis to the volumementionedabove,p. 123. A later
volumeof this work will containa full prosopographyof Thasos, the preliminaryfiles for which M.
Pouillouxhas generouslypermittedus to duplicatefor our own use.
14Cf. L. Robert's disposal of a related confusion, ?tudes Anatoliennes,Paris, 1937, p. 514,

note 2: ". . . la datation n'a rien a voir avec le contenu du document; de meme que, si une epitaphe
de cette epoque etait datee, elle le serait par le pretre d'Helios a Rhodes . . . sans que Rhodes ait

aucuneresponsabilitedansla mort du defunt."
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The establishing of the two lists is still far from complete, although they have
been carried further than is shown in Figure 6. I hope to return to these matters, as
to the chronology of latter fourth century and Hellenistic Thasian jars, at a later date.
In the meanwhile, one or two notes on the early stamps may be added.
I have given elsewhere a brief account of classes Ia, b, and d.15 Note in class Ic,
which is well representedin the present group (7-15), a peculiar feature, the addition
in certain types of a pellet, sometimes two; see 10-13, and commenton 15. This object
probably had no pictographic meaning, but is to be compared with similar pellets on
coins of the GreekWest, which are marks of value. This usage, conspicuouson Roman
Republicancoins, was in force in the late fifth century in Magna Graecia, when bronze
and gold coins began to be issued in addition to silver and weight was no longer an
obvious criterion of value.16 It is possible that the pellets marked units of capacity on
Thasian amphoras. It will be noticed (cf. Fig. 6) that classes Ib and c have many
fabricants in common. I believe that c is somewhat later than b. It is interesting to
compare the phiale stamp Herm., pl. VI, 15 with the star stamp Herin., pl. VII, 15;
the same name occurs in both, except that in the former it is spelled with an alpha, in
the latter with an eta: Evqpvqv clearly visible in SS 8798, which is without the pellet,
to be publishedin the Bon corpus.
For another possible connection between Thasos and the West in the late fifth or
early fourth centuries B.C., note in the catalogue that an Etruscan coin with the same
device as 21 bears an unexplained legend, Thezi.

THASIAN I:

LATE FIFTH AND FIRST HALF OF

FOURTH CENTURIES B.C., 1-55

a. Stamps without Device: 1-4
1. (AH 9). 2KWvvoS, term of Atapqs. W. 0.047
m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 52 and Fig. 7.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
[?acr] LtV

[AtLa]p-1s
[

KV4JVo] S

Rim preserved. Fine buff clay, little mica.
Restored from Herm., 42, 127-128.

2. (AH 57). IaXo)(v),term of Acy(wvr/). W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.023 m. P1. 52.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

Aew [y (Vrs)

]

(acrt (

AXw
(v)

Reddish buff clay.
Restored from Thasos 1424. Another example in the National Museum, Athens, and cf.
Herm., 48, 272.

J. Pouillouxsuggestsa possibleidentification
of the eponym with A. KXeow8&pov,
archon in the
fifth century B.C.
3. (AH 143). Evpv(dva~), term of Xapo(v).
W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 52.
Xa)pw(v)

Evpv(ava)

A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 35.
16Cf. Head-Hill, A Guide to the Principal Coins the Greeks,London,
of
1932, pl. 15, nos. 38,
43, and pl. 16, no. 50 (all three bronze).
15
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FIG. 7. Profiles of Early Thasian Handles (Scale 1:2).
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Russet buff clay.
Two more examples known, from Thasos.
Cf. also Herm., 55, 429-430, with slightly less
abbreviation.

Rim preserved. Buff clay, reddishnear surface; muchmica.
Published examples: Herm., pl. VIII, 19;
Grace,1.

4. (AH 99).

c. Stamps with Single Name, and Varying
Device plus Star: 7-15
7. (AH 22). 'AptrT(ayoprs ?). W. 0.04m.;
T. 0.018 m. P1. 53.
From the fillingof Period III of the Assembly
Place.

Aa/aa(

. W. 0.041 m.; T.

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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0.024 m. PI. 52.
From the fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place.

Aatraa
(
?aaotw
(v)

Russet buff clay; red stain on top of handle
near neck of jar. Two published examples:
Herm., 40, 99-100. See on 229.
b. Stamps with Single Name, and Varying
Device plus Phiale: 5-6

5. (AH 109). nlvXa8(s(). W. 0.047m.; T.
0.022 m.; Ht. 0.12 m. Pls. 52 and 59, b

(side).
From the fillingof Period III of the Assembly
Place.
E)a'tov

phiale tripod
IvA,a (irs)

The whole handle is preserved, with both
attachments,but not the rim. It is broad and
flat, with little rise in the upper part, and a
finger impression on the lower attachment;
carefully made. The shoulder fragment indicates a relativelygentle slope. Russet buff clay
with muchmica; red stain on top near neck.
Already published: A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 32,

fig. 1 (stamp, at over actual size), and p. 34,
fig. 3, 2 (side view of handle); see also text,
especiallyp. 38.
6. (AH 5). XatpLtt(. W. 0.038m.; T. 0.023

m. PI. 52.

[?a] criawv

[ ] boukranion(?)

star

['Ap]u.T(ayo'pn%??)

Russet buff clay, much mica; gray core.
The name as tentativelyrestoredappearsin
less abbreviatedform on stamps of classes a
and b above: cf. Herm., 38, 45-47; and 42, 125;
48, 273.
8. (AH 105). [M]?AWv(oT).
W. 0.041m.; T.
0.021 m. P1. 53 and Fig. 7.
From the fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
device star
[M] eXv(os)

Rim preserved. Buff clay, with much mica.
9. (AH 13). KXco40(acvj?). W. 0.039m.; T.

0.021 m. PI. 53.
From the fillingof Period III of the Assembly
Place.
[?]cauro [v]

star shell
[K] ,oco(avs ?)

Russet buff clay; red stains.
Publishedexample: Grace,3.
is known as an early Thasian fabriKAXeo0avvi

From the fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place.
?EaoaLo
[v]

phiale lance-head
[, (]
Xacpt

cant; cf. 29 below.
10-12. (AH 6, 106, 113). KAcoo(avts?). W.
0.04 m.; 0.04 m.; 0.038 m.; T. 0.021 m.;
0.021 m.; 0.019 m. PI. 53 and Fig. 7.
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From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place, all three examples.
eacltWwv

star shell pellet
KAeo4(aivqs?)

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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Rim preservedon 10. All three, russet buff
clay, red stains.
Publishedexample: Herm., pl. VII, 14. An
example is on file from Corinth, CP 1797.
There seem to be variations in the die, very
slight. But note that 10 is from the same prototypedie as 9; in Grace,3, is clearlyvisiblethe
same slip of the tool from the omega crossing
the nu.
A numberof stampsof this class showsimilar
pellets, the types being sometimesknown, as
here, without the pellet; see under 15, and
abovep. 127.
13. (AH 21).

NLKO'c(rpaTro?).

W. 0.044m.;

T. 0.022 m.
From the fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
?acaiuv

star pruning-hook pellet
[NLKOa(TpaToS) ?]

Vestige of rim preserved. Highly micaceous
russet buff clay.
Publishedexample: Herm.,pl. VII, 4.
For the pellet,see under10-12.
14. (AH 115). No-os?

W. 0.038m.; T.

0.023 m.

Fromthe fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place.
Oacat.v

[star?] dolphin?
[N]<r<rosv?

Russet buffclay.
The nameis that of a fabricantof this period
(cf. 21, and Herm., 48, 270), but the restoration is conjectural.A stampwith star and dolphin and the name Ecvoa(has been recorded

from Thasos, and will be publishedin the Bon
corpus (see above,p. 122), but it is now known
only in a drawing,not at present availableto
me.
15. (AH 1). nvXa(8(s). W. 0.059m.; T.
0.03 m. PI. 53 (stamp a little underactual
size).
Fromthe fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place.
?aatov

burningtorch
lnvAa(8r,/) star

Highly micaceousreddishbuffclay; redstain.
Seven otherexamples,of whichtwo are from
the Athenian Agora, two from Thasos, and
three from South Russia: see Herm., 53, 384386. In one of the latter (Herm., pl. VI, 23) a
pellet has been addedbetweenthe thetaand the
flameof the torch; see under 10-12, and above
(p. 127) on such pellets.
The flameof the torchhas a curvingfeathery
tip, clear only on SS 3663.
d. Stamps with Names of Two Persons,
and a Device: 16-54
16. (AH 112). <PE(0t)7rr(o,), term of 'AXW. 0.047 m.; T. 0.022 m.
(0),(eiv~).
P1. 53.

From the fillingof PeriodIII of theAssembly
Place.
'AX(0) 7L (vp5) | ?atwv |I e (8) t7r (os)

kantharos
Reddishbuff clay, grayishcore.
Other examples: Thasos 1560, and Ihodes
Museum1748. The latteris an intactjar found
at Ghezel Tepe, Rhodes, and here published,
P1.60, 2 and 2a; see p. 123 with note 8.
The arrangementof the stamp (see PI. 53)
is that regularwith 'AX6A`v,sin the few types
known. It is like that of KXeofwv(cf. 40, etc.),
but the stamps are squarish,whereasthose of
KAXcoqvare regularlylong. The stampof 'AXon the jar (P1. 60, 2a) appears long
yt,u`vrs
becauseof a slip in setting.
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17. (AH 11).

rXavKWv, term of 'Aptared8s;.
W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 54 and Fig .7.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
'ApLoreL'[/S;]

earring
[?ant r ]XavK
I(v (retr.)

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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Rim preserved. Buff clay, little mica; red
stain.
I owe the identification of the device to Dr.
Berta Segall.
The regular arrangement of the stamps naming this eponym is that his own name reads
forward across the top long side, and is followed
directly by the ethnic and then the fabricant's
name, reading retrograde along the right short
side and bottom long side, turning the corner of
the left short side for the last letter or two.

18. (AH 102). 'HpacdKctros,
termof 'Apamrd&iS^.

W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.023 m. P1. 54 and Fig. 7.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
'ApctaT [8?)s]

eye
[Va|a]t 'HpaciK[c|j]T(os) (retr.)
Rim preserved. Reddish buff clay, red stain.

On the arrangementof the stamp,see 17.

19.

(AH 55).

Meyrov,term of 'ApLT,re(87;. W.

From the fillingof PeriodIII of theAssembly
Place.
'AptaTiSt [S]

dog
Iv (retr.)

Pinkish buff clay with little mica; red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 17.
An example from South Russia is published
in Herm., pl. IV, 12.

20.

(AH 17).

lvXda8;i, term of 'Apwrre18;.

insect
?aa(T(|lIva[8?1;]

(retr.)

Highly micaceous pinkish buff clay; red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 17.
An example from the Agora (SS 8531), and
two from South Russia (Herm., 53, 387-388,
pl. VI, 5).
21. (AH 24). No'uoo;, term of 'ApUtTOKp(raT?S).
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m. P1. 54. (The
stamp is slightly under actual size.)
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
'Apt aTrolKp(atrnT)

wheel
No ovo (s)
(retr.)
Russet clay.
Published example: Herm., pl. VII, 20, from

Kerch. Two others found in Athens (Agora
and Kerameikos).
Two other types naming this eponym have
just this arrangement,the names retrogradeon
the long sides, eponymon top, and no ethnic;
cf. Herm., pl. V, 18, and Dumont, pl. V, 36.
A third (Herm., 38, 63) has a different arrangement.

The deviceon 21 appearsin the reversetypes

of certain coins of Macedonia and of Etruria,

0.042 m.; T. 0.021 m. Pl. 54.

[?aat] MEcy
[]

['AptaredS;s]

W.

0.043 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 54.

From the fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place.

whence a connection has been suspected between the two peoples; see British Museum
CatalogueMacedonia,etc., 1879, p. xxv, with
citations. A " silver piece of five units (Etruria)" is dated by Mattingly (Roman Coins,
1928, p. 282, pl. XXII, 9), as "c. 400 B.C."
The same piece appears in Head-Hill, A Guide

to the Principal Coins of the Greeks, 1932, pl.
13, 1. Here the description(p. 23) reads in
part: " Rev. Thezi in Etruscan. Archaicwheel,
having long crossbarsupportedby two struts
curving outwards ....

The city named on

the reverse of this coin has not been satisfactorily identified. The date may be about the
middleof the fifth centuryB.C.,or earlier."
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22. (AH 10). "Hpac (, term of Batrov. W.
0.05 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 54.

T. 0.019m.; 0.022m.; 0.02m. P1. 55 and
Fig. 7.

Fromthe fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place, all three examples.

Russet clay with large buffcore; red stain.
The inscriptionsin the types naming this
eponym always run around the four sides of
the rectanglein this order, and with the same
positionof the letters of his own name.

?pacw7Tros

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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Fromthe fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
oaa ( Ba|IT(Iv 'HpaicI(
caduceus

23. (AH 114). IlvXaSls, term of BarTy. W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 54.

From the fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place.
@aTL (

Ba[T7IIovA I| 8X (s)

device

Highly micaceousrusset clay with small buff
core.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 22.
Three examplesfrom Thasos, and one from
the AthenianAgora.
'HpaKAITo (?), term of ^aupaaW.
0.041
m.; T. 0.018 m. PI. 55.
7Tp7.

24. (AH 54).

[ 0aatov | Aa] pa [ argS ]

burning torch
[ H ] paKA?LT
[ OS]

(The fabricant cannot be restored as Opda'lr~rosor 'HpaxXdkcS, because these combinations

exist in knowntypes,cf. 25-27).
Buff clay.
Though the reading is not certain, the arrangementseems to be that used regularlywith
Aa/raaT7w?s:the

eponym's name along the top long

side of the rectangle;the fabricant'salong the
bottomlong side; and the ethnic along the left
short side, the bases of its letters inward, so
that the eponym'sname is continuouswith it.
The ethnicis writtenwith an omicron.
25-27. (AH 7, 8, 23).

Opaaitrroq, term of
Aa/ahrTT7. W. 0.038 m.; 0.039 m.; 0.04 m.;

?aalTov| Aau,aaTns

greave
Worn section of rim preservedon 26. All
three,pinkishbuff clay.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
An exampleeachfromThasosandthe Athenian Agora, and three from South Russia
(Herm., 40, 104-106.
A pair of bronze greaves attributedto the
late fifth or early fourth century B.C. has re-

cently beenpublished:see T. Ivanov," Armure
de guerrier Thrace trouvee a Assenovgrad,"

Musee National Bulgare, Fouilles et Recher-

ches, I, Sofia, 1948, p. 106, figs. 79, 80. Each
of the greaves bears near its top a stamp with
the name 'AyaOdavwp.
I owe the reference to

ProfessorC. B. Welles.
28. (AH 103). KaXXtlqwv,
term of AaUaoTri9s.
W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 55.

From the fillingof PeriodIII of theAssembly
Place.
eacho [ vi A ] a/uaoT7lS

duck (inverted)
Kay4Ai[Ox-v]

Pinkish buff clay.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
Anotherexample,from the AthenianAgora.
29. (AH 12). KXeoacvgw, term of Aar.an.
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 55.

From the Assembly Place, filling of Period
III.
3a'atov AapaT7

[ S]

ladle
Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
Two examples from the Agora (SS 11346
from a deposit about contemporarywith the
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filling of Period III), and two from South
Russia (Herm., 41, 107-108,pl. V, 30. Pridik
observesthat the ladle ends in a swan's head).
The Agora examplesshow some reworkingof
the die.
30-31. (AH 58, 139). AEcwav4v, term of
/laarT7s.

Aa-

W. 0.043 m.; 0.043 m.; T. 0.023

m.; 0.024 m. P1. 55.

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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30 is from the filling of Period III of the
Assembly Place.
[Odatov]

IA/taLcarTf7

dolphin
Acs[oaxVnS]

Pinkishbuff clay, red stain.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
One exampleeach from Thasos,the National
Museum, Athens, and ancient Callatis (Mangalia, Roumania); for the latter see Dacia, II,
1925, p. 131, fig. 49, no. 3 which referenceI
owe to Mme. Bon.

32-33. (AH 3, 20). Meywv, term of Aa,jarTWSq.
W. 0.04 m.; 0.041 m.; T. 0.02 m.; 0.021
m. PI. 55.

Both are from the filling of Period III of
the AssemblyPlace.
EaaovIAa|a'arT?7
[s]

oinochoe
Meywv

Pinkish buff clay.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
One exampleeach from Thasos, Kerch, and
the AthenianAgora (SS 10121, from a fourth
centuryfilling).

34. (AH 145). Ilavaav{tr, term of /Alaa7Tr?.
W. 0.037 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 55.

From the fillingof PeriodIII of theAssembly
,Place.
['aaLov Aa]

aaT7:

panther
[ IIa|vaavi7f5

133

Reddish clay, buff at surface (apparently
from firing,not a slip).
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
An example has been found in ancient Callatis (Mangalia,Roumania) on the Black Sea;
see Dacia, I, 1924, p. 153, no. 17. I owe the
referenceto Mme. Bon. An examplealso from
the AthenianAgora.
35-36. (AH 100, 101). IIvAXds, term of AaLacrrsr. W. 0.041 m. both; T. 0.021 m.

both. P1. 55 and Fig. 7.
Both are from the fillingof Period III of the
AssemblyPlace.
?aactov | AL/xauaT [77s]

locust
flvXcaSr,s

Rim preservedon 35. Highly micaceousclay,
reddish,buff at core, thin smooth surfacecoat
of light buff.
For the arrangementof the stamp,see on 24.
Eight examplesfrom Thasos, one from near
Kavala, two from the Athenian Agora, and a
fine one from the Germanexcavationsat the
Kerameikos. Reference to stamped handles
from the Kerameikosis by courtesyof Dr. K.
Kiibler.
37. (AH 111). IIpWTs, term of Alxcp (aTr).
W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI. 56.
TlprWT ?aocrt

ACK IrnKp (aTr)

lamp
Pinkish buff clay, hard-baked;little mica.
An examplepublishedin facsimilein Herm.,
42, 124; wrongly restored.
The stamps naming

AtKiKpaTTr have

a com-

mon device, a lamp with horizontalhandleand
rather long nozzle. Types are known with
probably six different fabricants'names; see
Figure 6.
38. (AH 16). nIIvoye(vs), term of
'Iaayop~l.
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 56.

From the fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
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?aq j'Iaayop1-q
| [ s IIv ] oye ( vr )

wine amphora
Russet clay.

42. (AH 19). 4ke8tiriro7,term of KAXEov. W.

39. (AH 76). '"A/av(8pos), term of 'IaXvrrn.
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 56.
(s) I|?aat

'I7V'
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52, 366-374, of which a fine example is illustrated pl. V, 4.

vase
[#A/4av(8pos)
Pinkish buff clay.
Five other examples from Athens.
I know of no other occurrence of the name

'IoXrVT?S. Its position

of priority in the stamp

suggests that it is that of the eponym.

0.046 m.; T. 0.02 m. Pl. 56 and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
KAXo4Wvf
I|aalwv

4Ec&'S7ros
I

laurel leaf
Rim preserved. Highly micaceous pinkish
buff clay; red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 40.
A good example from the Athenian Agora,
and two from South Russia: Herm., 54, 420421, pl. VIII, 6.

AtaxpLhv, term of KXeocbfv.
T.
0.022 m. PI. 56.
W. 0.047 m.;

II.
43. (AH 2). ?paovLv(8(&), term of Meyowv

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

[?aor'wv?] |AlaXptwv
KXEo4fw.v

OpaawIv[i(8rs) ] IjaatI|Me'jy(Wv)

dolphin

lamp

40. (AH

144).

Reddish buff clay, buff surface, red stain.
Five examples from South Russia: Herm.,
36, 12-16.
The arrangement is that regular with KXAo:frv: on successive long, short, and long sides of
the rectangle, the eponym's name, the ethnic,
and the fabricant's name, all with letters basing
inward. Ordinarily the ethnic is across the
whole short side, and ordinarily (but not always, cf. Herm., pl. IV, 10) it is written with
omega; for the type of 40 the evidence of the
facsimiles in Herm. is conflicting at this point.
See also under 16.
41. (AH 4). IloaiSctos,term of KAeo4ov. W.
0.051 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
[KAXcoov]?aaTwv\
Iloori'tos
heron
Red clay with little mica, buff core.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 40.
Nine examples from South Russia: Herm.,

W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 56.

Dark russet clay; white pebble in the clay
below the stamp.
The types attributed to the term of MeywvII,
including 43, have in common the sequence
fabricant-ethnic-eponym around the device, the
fabricant's name always beginning from a corner. There is not a common device, as in the
case of Me,ywvI.
Other examples: Herin., 49, 299 (pl. V, 15,
good example), and an intact jar in the Rhodes
Museum, here published Plate 60, 3 and 3a,
on which see above p. 123 with note 8. A vestige of rim on 43 shows the downward slope
toward the outside which is clear on the intact
amphora. The muddy impression on the latter
is more easily identified from the example illustrated in Herm. than from 43.
44. (AH 14). IIoat(8etos), term of Mvt(aKo).
W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.023 m. P1. 56.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
'
I0[o] ((8eto) ?aoa|t?Mv|(oco)
shoe?
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Reddish buff clay.
The arrangementof the types of this term is
like that of the types attributedto Meyowv
II;
see under 43.
Anotherexample,from the AthenianAgora.
45. (AH 230). Term of

NLKas.

W. 0.038 m.;

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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T. 0.021m. PI. 57.
NtKtas

bird'? (tail left)
[

] (inv.)

Pinkishbuff clay.
Possiblythe samestampon Thasos294, from
whichthe deviceis tentativelyidentified.
The types naming NKicashave the eponym's

and the fabricant'snameson oppositelong sides
of the rectangle,bothwith lettersbasinginward.
The eponymis usuallygiven precedenceby the
position of the device, so that he comes first
(left to right) if not on top. The types of his
term have no ethnic.
Largely preservedjars bearingstamps with
this eponym'sname have been found in context of the third quarterof the fourth century,
one in Smyrna (for my acquaintancewith
which I am obligedto Mr. John Cook) and the
other at the Athenian Agora. For the latter,
P 13570, see Plate 60, 4 and 4a, and p. 123
with note 8. It comes from a deposit from
which the terracottafigurines have been publishedrecentlyby DorothyBurr Thompson;see
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 72.

46. (AH 241). Term of IIaHa&p? W. 0.038
m. ; T. 0.02 m. P1. 57.

device
Buff clay.
This stamp does not show the regular arrangement used in the term of the eponym
Hla/AaCr,which is like that with Aajaovrrrp.
47. (AH 140). IIpOtrL? W. 0.043 m.;T. 0.026

m. PI. 57.

135

From the fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
ITp( [Tn ?

device
Reddishclay, buff surface.
The stamp was damagedwhen bits of clay
fell away over a piece of straw (?) which lay
underthem and which has left a distinctmark.
The device is possibly a pilos, or a bell, or an
omphalos.
48. (AH 15). Evayopvp? On a fragment of

the neck of the jar. PI. 57.
From the fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
Evay [ dps ?

device
Buff clay.
Cf. A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 37, note 21, for Thasian jars stampedon the neck. The letters in
48 are unusually large for the early period,
unless this stamp belongs to the series with
phiale or star (cf. 5-15).
49. (AH 53). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.024 m.
From the fillingof Period III of theAssembly
Place.
No letters are preserved, but part of the
device, a bow?
Pinkish buff clay.
50. (AH 59). W. 0.052m.; T. 0.026m.; ht.

of handleca. 0.16 m. PI. 57.
This badly damagedstamp appearsto have
as device a grape cluster.
The whole handleis preservedwith both attachments,but not the rim. Buff clay.
51. (AH 180). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.025 m. P1.

57.
Context possibly of the fourth to third century B.c.

Part of the device is preserved,a goat facing
right. Beyond its head, letter traces along the
right short side of the rectangle,perhapspart
of the ethnic.
Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
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52. (AH 107). W. 0.035 m.; T. 0.022m.
[?can]

[device (horn? or dolphin?)]
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The upper part of the stamp is preserved,
with much worn surface.
Buff clay with a good deal of mica.
Other examples: SS 9125, 10941, and
Athens, National Museum, Bon 302. SS 10941
comes from a fourth century deposit (construction filling of the square building which preceded the Stoa of Attalos).

53. (AH 141). W. 0.041m.; T. 0.02m. P1.
57.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
Part of the device is preserved, the upper
part of a seven-stringed lyre.
Reddish buff clay, redder at core.

54. (AH 147). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.027 m. P1.
57.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
Part of the device is preserved, the hind part
of a mouse (?) facing right.
Fine red clay, buff surface.

e. Stamp with Name and Title, and Device: 55

55. (AH 110). KepauapXos
(?) IIv0twv(?)W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 57 and Fig. 7.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
Kepa,iap [
IvOo'wv

Herakles as Archer
Rim preserved. Reddish clay, buff core, red
stain; little mica.
There is a stamp of this kind in the National
Museum, Athens, of which a drawing has been
published by Dumont (pl. V, 24; the handle
will be republished in the Bon corpus). The
name is IIvAaScs, and is followed by the title.

The name IIvOicv cannot be regarded as a
certain reading in 55. It is common in later
Thasian stamps, but I have not found it in any
belonging to the foregoing classes a-d. On the
other hand, HIvAaXS,
apparently does not exist
in the later period.
On the device, the reverse type of Thasian
coins in the late fifth and first half of the fourth
centuries B.C., and derived from a still extant
archaic Thasian relief, see M. Launey, Atudes
Thasiennes, I, Le Sanctuaire et le Culte d'Herakles a Thasos, Paris, 1944, pp. 139-143, for

recent discussion with extensive references.
The date there proposed for the Archer stamps
of the eponym 'Aptaro/EuVrlg is too late; cf. A.J.A.,
L, 1946, p. 33, note 6, and see above, p. 126.
Given the long period of issue of the Archer
coins, however, the type of 55 is not necessarily
close in date to the 'AptTroTAv-3 stamps.
The title may be compared with the ipyaor-rpLdpXasnamed on a Rhodian stamp, cf. Nilsson,
pl. I, 5, and text p. 57.
THASIAN II: LATTER FOURTH AND THIRD CENTURIES B.C., STAMPS WITH SINGLE NAME,
ETHNIC,

AND DEVICE;

AND UNRESTORED:

56-69
a. The Legend still tends to surround the
Device: 56

56. (AH 220). W. 0.045m.; T. 0.021 m. P1.
58.
aaoiwv vac. vac. [T]

.fL|,uaxov

triangular object
Dark russet clay.
Along the upper edge, the effects of a flaw
in the die.
SS 1160 from Thompson's Hellenistic Group
A (Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 313 ff.) has a
The group may be of the
stamp of TXAe/axos&.
third quarter of the fourth century, according
to recent investigations by G. R. Edwards.
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b. The Two Words are on Opposite Short
Sides of the Rectangle: 57-58

57. (AH 199). W. 0.049m.; T. 0.021 m. P1.
58.
From the construction debris of the City Wall
of the late fourth century B.c.

B.C.Anotherexamplein the NationalMuseum,
Athens.
60. (AH 146). W. 0.056 m.; T. 0.024 m. P1.
58.
[?a] crtwv

lyre
'AptcTo/l[(v77)

?acrt'(iv
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ladle
KXeo4x|v

Buff clay.

A similar stamp of KXEoohv',with brazier as
device, was found in context probably of the
third quarter of the fourth century at Smyrna.
Another, with pentagram, appears on an intact
amphora in private possession in Roumeli Hissar, near Istanbul; the jar somewhat resembles
Grace, p. 202, fig. 1, 3 (but note that the bottom

of that is missing).

58. (AH 56). W. 0.046m.; T. 0.026m. P1.
58.
bee
NavJIov

Dark red clay with brownish core.
The device, a flying bee, is a symbol on a
tetradrachm of Philip II of Macedon, posthumous issue of ca. 325 B.C.; see E. T. Newell,
Alexander Hoards III, Andritsaena (Numismatic Notes and Monographs, No. 21), New

York, 1923, p. 5, pl. 1, no. 10, reverse,symbol

beneath horse.
c. The Two Words are on Opposite Long
Sides of the Rectangle: 59-69

59. (AH 75). W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.025 m. P1.
58.
E?ac'owv

sword
Ao-xptow
Buff clay, showing in the section a red ring
-near the surface.
SS 11493 which has the same stamp comes

from a deposit indicatinga date before ca. 300

]

Light reddishclay, with large buff core.
Another example from Thasos.
61. (AH 186). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.028m. P1.
58.
?ao [icwv]

wine amphora
'Aptrofa ()(vTS)

Light red clay, buff core.
Two examples from Thasos.

62. (AH 202). W. 0.044m.; T. 0.03m. P1.
58.
vase
KptVOgJ
[vsq]

Dark russet clay, gray core.
Another example from the German excavations at the Kerameikos.
63. (AH 232). W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.025 m. P1.

59, a (the stamp at a little under actual
size).
In cistern built over by White Poros Wall,
first half of the third century B.C.;see Hesperia,

XII, 1943, pp. 340-362.
Oaaowv

ladle [monogram M1]
Na'rXAos
Hard-baked reddish clay, buff surface.
The same stamp on SS 9473, from a cistern

depositof the first half of the third centuryB.C.
64. (AH 200). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.022 m. P1.

59, a.
From constructionfilling of East Stoa, at
east end of building,second half of the fourth
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century B.C.; see Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 293-

295.

66. (AH 142). W. 0.043m.; T. 0.018m. P1.
59, a.
?aotwv

?aoaw [v]

vase (volute krater)

vase

[KXeo] [[Wv]

/(kvy[ Os]

Hard-bakedreddishbuffclay.
A similar stamp of /icVvos, but with club as
device,was foundin a thirdcenturyB.C.cistern
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deposit (SS 8027).
65. (AH 77). W. 0.048m.; T. 0.02m. P1.
59, a.
?aarwv

bearded
head

Reddishclay, smallgray core.
A rubbingof a stamp in the Benachicollection, Alexandria (BenachiA.B. 35), has made
it possible to identify 66, which comes from a
slightly different die from Herm., pl. III, 5,
with the same reading.
67. (AH 60). W. 0.044m.; T. 0.029m. P1.

bird

59, a.

$etLSr,ros

Brickred clay.
Three examplesfrom Thasos, and one from

From the fillingof PeriodIII of the Assembly
Place( ?).
Oal'owv

alabastron?

[

Antisara (?) near Kavala; see IlpaKTLKca,
1935,

pp. 38-39, no. 4.
The device apparentlybelongsto a series in
the rest of which is given not the head alone,
but the bust and an outstretchedarm and hand,
accompaniedby various differentdevices. The
nameis usuallyHoXv'wv.Three are publishedby
G. Cantacuzinoin "Trois sceaux inedits de
Callatis,"Dacia, VII-VIII, 1937-40, pp. 283291 (I owe the reference to James Oliver),
where the author proposes a connectionwith
the worshipof Sabazios. For anotherpublished
example, see P. Gardner, Numismatic Chroni-

cle, Series II, Vol. XIV, 1874,p. 168. It seems
a possible suggestionthat in these devices we
have abbreviatedversionsof the Zeus with outstretched arm who appears on Macedonian
coins beginningwith those of Alexander.

I

Reddish clay with buff core and surface;
muchworn.
68. (AH 172). W. 0.045m.; T. 0.024m.
A few lettersof the end of a namepreserved
at what seems to be the lower right corner of
a narrowrectangularstamp.
Brownishclay, buff core.
69. (AH 179). W. 0.042m.; T. 0.024m.
Vestiges of a device or letters. The handle
may belongto the earlierperiod.
Not numbered: AH 104, from the filling of
Period III of the Assembly Place, which
may be a Thasianhandle,but nothipg but
the edge of the stampcan be made out.

B. RHODIAN
Martin P. Nilsson's study (for which see Bibliography) remains the indispensable handbook for this category, and the best that has been published for any class
of amphora stamps. It contains a large repertory and an extensive bibliography
raisonnee of publications of Rhodian stamps before 1909, as well as notes and discussions on many matters connectfedwith the content of the stamps, such as the Rhodian calendar; and it includes, with an analysis of the names, what approximates a
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reverse index of them. Photographs are few, but readings are presented with great
precision by typographical means which today would be considerably more expensive
than photographic illustration. This book has admirably fulfilled Nilsson's purpose to
provide the essential background for making informed copies and restorations of
Rhodian stamps, the most numerous and widely scattered of all classes of amphora
stamps.
His book does not include a chronology of the stamps, nor a full alphabetical list
of names appearing on them, nor a presentation of the whole jar. It has since been
possible to supplementit, using an abundanceof more recently accessible material and
excavation records. For a recent summary, the reader may refer to my Eponyms
article (see Bibliography) ; pl. 42 shows early, middle, and late stamped Rhodian jars,
and in the text are references for the evidence on which the chronology is based, as
well as a verified list of the eponyms on the stamps. It is the present supposition that
these magistrates were the dating authorities of the state, who were, in Rhodes, the
priests of Halios. Part of a list of these priests appears on a stone recently published
by L. Morricone (see Bibliography). There is certainly some correspondencebetween
entries on this stone and eponyms named on appropriately dated amphora stamps; it
is hoped that further study will resolve certain apparent inconsistencies.
To my published list of eponyms on stamps may now be added the following
names, an asterisk indicating that the name is known to me only in a drawing of the
stamp:
10O.bis
'AOavayopag
56.bis (Hiller no. 88) 'ApxEcrrparo9*
64.bis BovXaoypag
89.bis (Hiller no. 147) 'HpaKXE7os
116.bis Avori-rrparos
116.ter MEyaKXf-J
116.quater MEVEXaog

116.quinquiensMvao-[
163.bis (Hiller no. 288) TluoKparr,
163.ter Tqko-0E'1vV

170.bis (Dp(
170.ter (IDKKLOV
Of these, BovXay6pas, MeyaKX71,1. p( and DWKtcovare of early date, perhaps all

of the fourth century B.C., while the rest are probably all late, perhaps all of the first
occur on stamps of Eivpwv, his name introduced
century B.C. BovXay6pas and CWKtcLWV
see
on
70.
the
preposition
irapa:
by
'ApXecrrparog and Avrulo-rparomare the names of
priests of Halios known from inscriptions of the first century B.C.: see pp. 121 and

127 of the Eponyms article.
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A supplement to this latter is planned for early publication. Documentation of
the new names, together with other addenda and corrigenda, must be postponed until
then. I add here only that confirmation has been found for the following eponyms,
starred as doubtful in my published list: 'Airaro(vp0tog),
'A7roXXcavto,
'Aptcrtov, and
and
that
the
number
71.bis
can
an
now
be
to
authentic
'Apr-robdv6v;
given
(early)
to
the
restored
replace
Ttpoo-Ocr0evr
wrongly
formerly
Aazoro-(vrq,)
holding this
number.
Rhodian amphoras were normally marked with the name of a month in addition
to those of eponym and fabricant, the information divided between two stamps on the
two handles; see again pl. 42 of the Eponyms article, the middlejar and pair of stamps,
or the pair (?) 102-103 below. For a list of Rhodian months, see the Index, p. 187.
An ethnic 'Po6&ov
is known on only one handle, found in Delos, for which see below,
p. 176.
The Pnyx Rhodian are here presented in chronological groups, of which I, which
is large, is divided according to the shape of the stamp and arranged in alphabetical
sequences of fabricants and eponyms.
The groups correspond with those used in reporting the Rhodian handles of
Delos,17except that in the present article I have not made a division in the first quarter
of the third century, chiefly because of uncertainty as to possible repeated names
among the eponyms, which need further study. Many of the fragments are small and
battered, so that it is difficultto estimate the dates of the handles by their shape. It is
probable that the greater part of Pnyx Ib and c, in addition to Pnyx II, corresponds
with II as used at Delos.
In any case, the great bulk of these handles belongs to the third century, before
the last quarter, the character of the collection thus corresponding well with what we
have at the Agora, and forming a striking contrast to Delos finds. Note that the three
last chronological groups are represented here by a single handle each, the last three
on Plate 64.
The most remarkable single item is 70, not merely because it is uncommon in
itself, but also because it was found in context of the fourth century B.C. As\far as I
know, it was the first Rhodian stamped handle to be so found, although it has been
clear that the beginning of the series must have been before 300. (A stamped handle
found in fourth century context at the Agora in 1953, SS 13094, seems also to be
Rhodian, though neither stamp nor fabric as yet permits a definite identification).
Attention may be called also to two pairs of supplementarytypes, 98 and 99, and 102
and 103, of which the latter (cited above) may be actually a pair of handles from the
same jar. Note also a clear example of an uncommon Rhodian name, KeObaXw(v)
17

B.C.H.,LXXVI, 1952,pp. 518, 522-531,535-538,pl. XXI-XXIV. Note supplementary

remarkson this material,Hesperia,XXII, 1953, pp. 127-128.
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(85); and a handle from a jar smaller than the Rhodian standard unit amphora, 90,
preserved in its complete length, with both attachments.18
The collation of the Rhodian series is limited to parallels affording evidence as
to date or restoration of a type, except for fabricants' names not occurring in the
alphabeticallyarranged catalogue section of Nilsson's book; on these I add a summary
of my information.
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RHODIANI: LATEFOURTHTOCA.MID THIRD
B.C.: 70-97
CENTURIES

71. (AH 89). PI. 61.
ftoE

a. Earliest RectangularStamps, 70-72

70. (AH 258).

Evfpwv, term of 'Ayptos (?)

72. (AH 126). PI. 61.

P1. 61.

IIavor

From packing of City Wall of late fourth
century B.C.
'ETL'

'Ay [p, (ov) ] ?

EV4pov(os)

Published example of possibly the same type:
Nilsson, p. 524, no. 801, which may restore
the eponym's name. Another example is in the
Benachi collection, Alexandria.
The fabricant's name does not appear in
Nilsson's alphabetical Rhodian sequence from
Lindos, but occurs in several stamps grouped
by him as of uncertain origin (pp. 525, 526, nos.
804, 813, 817, 828, and 829, in addition to the
parallel cited above). Note that the clay of no.
801 is said to resemble Rhodian, as does certainly that of 70.
Both fabricant and eponym are known in
other early Rhodian stamps, and only in early
ones. These include, for the fabricant, some of
the uncommon types with the preposition irapd,
for two of which, see above, p. 139. On such
types, see Nilsson, pp. 57-58; but they are now
clearly Rhodian. A stamp naming the eponym
"AypLtois coupled with a 7rapastamp on a fragmentary early jar found in Rhodes in 1952, for
my information on which I am indebted to Mr.
George Dontas of the Archaeological Service
of the Dodekanese, and to Miss Maria Savvatianou.

avla

It may be an eponym that is named; cf.
B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 523, on eponyms
withoutpreposition.
b. Early Circular Stamps: 73-81
(one fabricant,four eponyms,and unrestored)

73. (AH 166). P1.61.
revosToV

rose

The namedoesnot occurin the Lindoscatalogue, but is common in Athens, always with
rose stamps.

74. (AH 170). P1.61.
'EIA 'AyXo [vKptrov @Eap'/o] opiov

rose
A closely similar stamp names this eponym
on one handle of the neck of a jar of Z}vwvv
found in an early third century deposit at the
Agora (SS 3786). For a nearly whole jar of
Zt}vwv,see Grace, 77. See also under 86.
75. (AH 167). PI. 61.
['E1rt] AitX (vAXvov) S11c8ayet
(TrVOV)

rose

Note the sameeponymon 92-94.

18 On fractional

containers,see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 180.
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76. (AH 252). P1. 61.
'E]7roEKX[eVs
rose

85. (AH 177). P1. 62.

The stamp probablyhad also the name of a
month.

The name is rare. I have only one other
Rhodianexampleon file: SS 9856, with month
Panamos.

77. (AH 80). PI. 61.
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'E7rd[Opa] vaySd.ov

(
BaWpo/ut

(v)
K?46aX,

86. (AH 78). P1. 62.
M,KV`o [v]

(no device)

The restorationis confirmedby SS 9604, a
closely similar stamp in which this eponym is
named.
78-81. (AH 26, 195, 204, 260).
Unrestoredrose stamps on handles of early
fabric,none with useful context.
c. Early RectangularStamps: Fabricants
82-91, Eponyms92-97

]

A handleof this fabricanthas been found in
an early third century B.C. group (SS 3790).
Cf. also Grace, 21-22, a possible combination
with 'AyAXKpLTos
(74).

87. (AH 188). PI. 62.
MtKVOo
[v]
BaSpo/uto[v]

See on 86.
88. (AH 83). Pl. 62.

82. (AH 225). Pl. 62.

MLKU'OOV

'Ap [T?/UC]
SW[pov]

[

'ApTa,u[Tl(ov)

Kapveos

]

See on 86.

Trace of a letter, perhapsupsilon,at the beginningof the third line, wherethere was probably a month. Cf. Grace,26-27.

89. (AH 189). P1. 62.

83. (AH 25). PI. 62 (the stamp at a little
under actual size).

90. (AH 84). W. 0.031 m.; T. 0.023m.; Ht.
0.215m. PI. 62.

'ApTILV
'AyptavL(ov)

The readingis confirmedby similarstampsin
whichthe nameof this fabricantis more clearly
legible.

84. (AH 85). P1.62.
'Ap'ralu[ t ( tov) ]
'Ertyovo [s;]

A handle of this fabricant (SS 4175) was
found in a cistern deposit of which the pottery
as a whole has been dated in the middlehalf of
the third century.

Ne [Aos]
'Aypt[aviov]

Ilavaav'a

Whole handle preserved, small, from fractional jar.
Over 200 handlesare on file having stamps
with this reading. It is evidentby context,and
by the fabric of largely preservedjars, that at
least two fabricantsused this endorsement:the
jars SS 8933, from a cisterndepositof the first
half of the thirdcentury,and CorinthC 47-230,
from a well in the South Stoa, are at least two
generationsapart. Many examples have been
found in third century deposits. 90 is to be
dated by fabric in the first half of the third
century.
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91. (AH 209).
[llaVca] Va

See on 90, but 91 is not fractional.
92-94. (AH 82, 184, 207). P1. 63 (93 only).
'E7rTAIXV
Lvov

third quarter. For a published example, see
p. 132, no. 1, from earlier excavations on the Pnyx.
HIpaKTrKa,1910,

99. (AH 233). PI. 63.
'EirI Evopdvaopos
?evsatacov

Although the fabric of the handles does not
suggest they come from the same jar, the
stamps of 98 and 99 are so similar as to indicate
third quarter has already been suggested for
this eponym; see Tarsus, p. 148.

95. (AH 211). P1. 63.

100. (AH 171). P1. 63.
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The three stamps come from slightly different
dies, and are variously preserved.
An example (SS 4275) comes from the
middle-third century deposit mentioned under
84. Note that 75 names the same eponym.

that 99 is a stamp of MevEKpdraTS.A date in the

'E7TrIoXv

'EXkavlxo [v]

rose

Kparevs

Among many examples on file, SS 7581 is a

96. (AH 81). P1. 63.
['E]7rt YO

[X]ap?V

97. (AH 127). P1. 63.

jar, dated in the term of 'Aptorcwvt8as, found with

the jar mentioned under 98.
101. (AH 168). PI. 63.

['ETi (1]
xape [Vs]

Kapvdcov (flaw in die)

The reading is not certain, but should perhaps be
Xdap [TOs]
Kapvetov

is a third century fabricant whose name
Xdprqs
is accompanied by the month name.
OF THIRU
RHODIANII: Ca. THIRDQUARTER
CENTURYB.C.: 98-101
98. (AH 137). P1. 63.
MEvCKpdr?ev

Among other examples of this rather common
endorsement, SS 8045 comes from a cistern
deposit dated in the third quarter of the third
century by G. R. Edwards, and SS 7582 is a
jar dated in the term of the eponym Mvriovand
found in a well deposit of which most of the
pottery seems to be somewhat earlier than the

pC(ov)

AiaKOv

Stamps of this earlier tAKcoS, whose name is
accompanied by the month, include an example
(SS 8934) on the top of a jar dated in the term
of

evor-Tparo9, found in a deposit dated by G.

R. Edwards about 250 B.C.or early in the third
quarter of the century; SS 8934 seemed to be
one of the two latest Rhodian items in the
deposit. Cf. Tarsus, nos. 5-6.
RHODIANIII: Ca. 220-180 B.C.: 102-109
102. (AH 148). P1. 64.
Helios
head

'E[7TrKpa]
rt8a

Four pairs are known that show that the
eponym stamps of 'Ayopavac, like those of Mapcras, have a head of Helios as device. One of
these pairs is on the jar SS 7584, from the
deposit mentioned under 98; the eponym is
Uwarparos. The stamps of 102 and 103 make a
likely pair, especially since a term of Kpavras
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is otherwise known to be an intercalaryyear.
The fabric and firing of the two handles confirm the probability.
Five handlesof this fabricantwere found in
the Pergamondeposit. Ten from the same deposit name an eponym KpariSas, possibly not
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this one, or not all the same one. 'Ayopava!
was certainly working earlier than the last
quarter;cf. the jar SS 7584 above mentioned.
The pair 102 and 103 may perhapsbe placed
early in the last quarter. For Schuchhardt's
publicationof the Pergamondeposit,and for its
chronologicalsignificance,see Bibliography.
103. (AH 198). PI. 64.

RHODIAN IV:

Ca. 180-150 B.C.: 110

110. (AH 86). PI. 64.
KAXEtM/3p.oora II [ava] Fos

(retr.)

rose

Therewere no handlesof this fabricantin the
Pergamondeposit. The top of a jar of his was
found in Corinth, C 47-304 and 305, which
names an eponym :Sa/os.
RHODIAN V: SECOND HALF OF SECOND
CENTURYB.C.: 111

111. (AH 187). P1. 64.
An incompletelyimpressed circular stamp
with the bust of Helios and parts of letters.
Most of the circulartypes with this device
seem to be of the third quarterof the second
century; perhapsit continuedto be used into
the last quarter.

'AyopavaKros
IavdaAov

Acvre'pov

See on 102.

104. (AH 79). PI. 64.
r'Eri] flpaTofa
[vev]s
['ApTa] /.LT.OV

Two handlesnamingthis eponymin the Pergamon deposit.

RHODIAN VI: EARLY FIRST CENTURYB.C.: 112

112. (AH 94). Pls. 64 and 59, b (side).

105. (AH 208). PI. 64.

Ka [T(-op] (retr.)

'E.r?K\EVKpa

A handle of this fabricant, SS 9201, was
foundin a well depositof the earlyfirst century

'Ayptwavov

B.C.

Eleven handles naming this eponym in the
Pergamondeposit.

106-109. (AH 36, 61, 239, 259).
Four handles with unrestored rectangular
stamps, datable by their fabric at about this
period.

The name is not in the Lindos catalogue. It
does not occur in Delos, which might suggest
a date later than 88 B.C.;but it is in general
rare: beside 112 and SS 9201, I have only five
other exampleson file, four more from Athens,
and one from Alexandria (Benachicollection).

C. KNIDIAN
A corpus of Knidian stamp types is in preparation. In the meanwhile, there is
no very satisfactory work of reference for stamps of this class. Dumont's book (see
Bibliography) contains a large Knidian repertory, with many useful drawings and
much good observation of such matters as the fabric of the handles. His repertory was
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indeed the original basis of the corpus now being assembled. But in the book, the
material is practically inaccessiblebecause there is no index. Grace, pp. 241-275, which
is served by the general index of that article, may be consulted, but includes much that
needs revision (cf. Bibliography). Readings and dating in the present article are
based on a much larger body of information, and the name lists of magistrates of
the late second and early first centuries B.C. (see pp. 147-149) should help to identify
Knidian handles of that period. Cf. also the summary on Knidian from Delos, B.C.H.,
LXXVI, 1952, pp. 519-522, pls. XIX-XX.
The Pnyx Knidian do not include handles which are of special interest in themselves or datable because of their context of discovery. The interest of the collection
lies in the fact that it is a representative one, the arrangement of which in chronological groups takes one over most of the period during which Knidian jars were
stamped with names.
The shape of the handle at various periods, for which cf. Grace, pl. II, nos. 6, 7,
and p. 202, fig. 1, nos. 6-8, can here be followed to some extent in the photographs that
show the tops of the handles with the position of the stamps. The reader may note the
contrast on Plate 69 between the latest handle with rectangular stamp (169) and the
early handles with circular stamps (170-172). Necks of jars bearing respectively the
stamp type of 171-172 and that of 169 are shown beside one another on Plate 71, b,
and two handles, 136 and 156, which date one before and one between these two necks,
are illustrated in side view on Plate 59, b. It may be remarked that the stamp of the
jar, Grace, p. 202, no. 8, has been read, and the term is that of 'IriapXos (late second
century B.C., see under 160). Two more Knidian jars are shown in Hesperia, Suppl.
VIII, pl. 19, 7 and 9 (SS 3219 and 9367).
In the following catalogue, the circular stamps, 170-188, have been set apart, for
convenience in using the Plates, and the rest have been divided into four chronological
groups, within which the presentation is alphabeticalby fabricant:
1) First half of the second century B.C., the majority being of the second quarter,
113-137; of these, 133-137 are stamps that do not name a fabricant, and of which
the fabricant is not certainly identified.
2) Second half of the second century until the date, late in the century, when
duoviri (see below) began to be named, 138-152.
3) Period of naming duoviri, late second-early first centuries B.C., 153-165,
the last item being a duoviri stamp of which the fabricant has not been identified.
4) First century B.C., following the duoviri period, 166-169.
In presenting the circular stamps, I have somewhat modified the chronological
and alphabetical sequence in order to follow a) devices, and b) fabricants of whose
work both before and during the duoviri period there happen to be examples in this
collection.
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For the circular stamps, and for many rectangular stamps which can be dated
more closely than the limits of the four periods listed, or which seem to fall between
two, individual notes on date have been added to the text of the catalogue.
The division of the Knidian stamps into these periods is a working arrangement.
With the exception of 3) and in a general way 4), the periods will not stand in an
historical analysis of the output of Knidian jars. The early stamps having abbreviations, monograms, or devices (cf. Grace, 226-231, 233-234, 276) are not represented
in this collection; many of these are certainly of the third century (cf. Grace, 233),
and as a group they precede the first period here listed. The division between 1) and
2) depends on the same coincidence that divides the tentative Rhodian periods III
and IV: the fact that the destruction of Corinth and Carthage and the construction of
the Stoa of Attalos are all known to have taken place about the middle of the century so
that findspotevidence associated with these events is of cumulative strength,19making
the middle of the century seem more of a solid line of demarcation than it was. The
period when the Knidian dating (?) authority was a qbpovpapXog(see under 116)
will probablystand out eventually as distinct. Apparently it fell as a whole within the
first half of the second century, and it would seem reasonable to identify it with the
period of Rhodian domination of the mainland, 188-166 B.C.20The end of this period
of Rhodian domination provides another incidental fixed point in Knidian chronology,
since the increased volume of trade at Delos following its opening as a free port in
166 helps to isolate the Knidian types earlier than that date, which are very much
fewer among finds at.Delos.21 Examples of particularly early types in the present
series are 113, 118, 126 and 170; these may date from the first quarter of the second
century.
The event which serves to date for us the end of the third or duoviri period
probably falls close at least to a real division in the pattern of stamping jars at
Knidos. That is the sack of Athens by Sulla in 86 B.C., the sweepings from which,
cleared into numerous wells or cisterns, include many stamped fragments of Knidian
jars naming duoviri. Later Knidian stamps show a marked simplification,and the jars
when preserved show a distinct reduction in size, in the direction of the smaller Roman
wine jar. It appears that the standard Knidian container of about 100 B.C., with its
elaborate endorsement, was a market requirement22 which disappeared with the sack
19

must be attributedto the fact that, after all, the sites of
Certainapparentcontradictions

Corinth and Carthagewere not entirely untroddenduring the century between destructionand
Roman colonization.On Corinth,cf. Hesperia,XXII, 1953, p. 119, with note 7; and C. Roebuck,
Corinth,XIV, The Asklepieionand Lerna, Princeton,1951, pp. 82-84, on a heavy trafficof looters
during this period. Mme. Gilbert Picard told me in the summerof 1951 that finds at Carthage
after 146 B.C. indicatea similarslight but undeniableactivity.
20 Cf. P. M. Fraserand G. E. Bean, The RhodianPeraea and Islands, Oxford, 1954,pp. 93-94,
with note 3.
21
See B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 518, 522.
22
are specifiedin the Atheniandecree,I.G., II2, 1013, of the end of
requirements
Comparable
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of Athens or probably even with the slightly earlier (88 B.C.) destruction by Mithridates of Delos, since finds indicate that Athens and Delos were by a long way the
principal markets for Knidian stamped jars of the period.
The nature of the special endorsement of the duoviri period has been given brief
mention.23It consists of an extra pair of names which usually changes with a change
in eponym, i. e. presumably we have to do with annually appointed pairs of commissioners, though one or both of a pair seem sometimes to have been carried over
to another year. The paired names are sometimes accompanied by a title, usually
av8pc!v (cf. 174, 187-188) occasionally apX6vrwv(Grace, 181-183). There being now
four names involved, along with ethnic and device and sometimes title, the information
is, more often than in previous periods, divided between the two handles of the jars,
most of which of course have since broken, leaving us to reestablish pairs of types
by matching devices,24etc.
Since we now know most if not all of these duoviri named on Knidian jars, and
since the eponym terms of most of the pairs have been quite firmly established, I
append an alphabetical list of the pairs in concordance with the eponyms that dated
their period of office, and a reverse list, alphabeticalby eponym. Asterisks mark such
of these names as appear on Knidian stamps only at this period and in the function
indicated (eponym or duovir), boldface numbers refer to examples in this catalogue,
and numbers in plain type to examples illustrated in Hesperia, III, 1934 (Grace);
of some of the latter, readings in the text, incomplete or lacking, have since been
restored from better preserved duplicates. Note also citations from Kent's article
(see Bibliography).
DuovIRI
1.

'Aya08o8wpos-'A'roAXWvcoS

2.

'A-yaGoxAs-?eicKp&Tos*

3.

'AyrCrLo'roLs*-'EpptL'os

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
(1).
(6).
9.
10.

"

PUBLISHED
EXAMPLES
OFDUOVIRI
165
223

'Ep/,J4avros ?

A&ovvtos
'AvSporevrs;

*-'Ep,uofayvros

'Ay'asAptroyesvt
'Aavo8a)pos*-'AfroA-(tVtos
'A7roXAoA'8pos-ALoyvT7ros*

"

EPONYMS

"

*

'AiroAXXwvos-'Aya0o&8pos
"
-'A6avo'8wpos*
'Apa7ratvos-'EpaTras*
'APLtrT's-BaKX&os*

186

'AptTratvos
'Epo'favros
'AptTorrSa/Ao
IlrwvoT ?

'Ep/A',aVToS?
'Eppoqavros

179

AatSaXos

E-eV7rop7ro0

Ithe secondcenturyB.C.,on whichsee recentlyM. Crosby," An AthenianFruit Measure,"Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, pp. 108-113.
23 See
Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pp. 183-184,note 35.
24We have a sufficient
numberof stampsin which all four names are together (cf. Grace, 130;
B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952,pl. XX, 9), and jars, wholeor fragmentary,on whichpairs of supplementary
types are preserved,to give us solid groundsfor guessing at furtherpairs.
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PUBLISHED
EXAMPLES
DUOVIRI

11.

'ApurTo/3ovAos*-MeXAvTas

12.

(5).
13.

"

185, 190

"EplAwv

185; p. 300, 8;

'Apo'aTaLvos
'Ay$as

*_MJoaxos

'ApLr7oye'vs-'Ayt'as
'Apa7ToKrj9-'ApTpAOv

'AAc$av8pot
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Kent, no. 15
(13).
(10).
14.
15.
(15).

AapaTptos-Ev<cpwv
Aau/a (TpLo) ?-Kv8oar6vvp*
*
A-qlAiyTptOS-;

(7).

AowV?yTos*-'A7roAAo&opos

(8).
16.
(9).
(3).

17.

'ApT7/(mov-'AptcaroK,Xs

181-183
180
'Apt'ro'aapos
latvos ?
IIoAtr7s

*

AtovvaLos-tALX7roAts*
'EpaTt8as *-'ApcrTaLvos
'Ep utas-'A ytL'7roAlt*
" -NtKcaaO/fouXo

18.
(4). 'Ep oq'4avTos-'Aylrt'roAts*
19. E,fi3ovAos-Kapveda8as
20. EfKpaTysc-KAXev7roALs
"
21.
-IIoXAvapptov

Aai8aXos
'Av8popewv,qs
E[
"IrrTTapxov(6 AlovWuov) ?
'Av8poguwviS

187, 188, 211-212
164, 174, 130;
p. 275, SS 323;
Kent, no. 10
Kent, no. 7

22. Ebro'Aeqos*-Adx,s*
(14). E v'pcov-Aap.darptos
(2). ?cVKptTOS*-'AyaoioA.,S
158
23. 'Iaoawv-KdaAAtrros
188
24.
" -MvaorTl*
25. 'I77rocTrpaTos*-KA,kcv7roAX
"
26.
-IIoAvXap,/Ao
(23). KdAAt,7nros-'Idawv
(19). Kapveca8s-E,fovuAos
(20). KAcvroAts-Ev6cpad7t
- I7TrroaTpaTOS*
(25).
27. Kpdrepos*-NuLaoa'8iovAos
160
28. KpdaTr*-HoAXTaS-T-?X
184, 189
29.
163
"
30.
*-.HovooruXTflS*
(15). Kv8oac'vyis*-Aapd, (TptO ) S
usually

(22).
(11).
(12).
(24).
(17).
(18).
(27).
(28).
(29).

it

?eVO7ro/s70
wo-ilfpcov? ?

BaKxLo* -'AptiTeuls

"

EPONYMS

OF DUOVIRI

IItacvos

TparTOKXAqs
'AptarTOp8lys

EV6payo'pas

lwo,lpco,v??
Atovva'tos
IIoAxTas

'AptoTroKpaTrJ
7TpaTOKAis
'AptrTO/L?r8VS
IIoAxTas

IIiaovos
3Tpa7TOKXAs

"I7TrapXos (6 Atovvalov)
'A,E'avSpos
Aap/OKpLtTO

^,.LtrTpLo

AadXq*-Ev7roAcEqos*
MeAavTas-'AptLcrro'ovAos*
Mo'aXo(-'Aparo',o0vAos*

Evcfpayopas
"Eppov
'AAcX'avSpot

Mv'T7rS*-'Ia-crwv

'AptaTOKpa'Tqs

NLtKaCrL'ovAOs-'Ep/Lu'a;

E[

I7rT7rapXo
(o ALovvcoov)?
-Kparepos*
IIOAlTa (-Trn)
"s

Cs

-KpacTi7

'I7r7rapxot (6 Atowcvvov)

'AAc4av8pot
AauocKptTog
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DUOVIRI

(21[ ).
(2()).
(3() ) .

'ApLaTOIrotxSrp

TloXvXap,uo0-EvKparrTs
"

-'I7r7roO'apaTOs*

lovouvAvXrT*-Kpa'TrS*

Aa/uOKplTOS

31. IIvOKplTOs-T7fvdar<s*
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(311).
(1(5).

KAcvroAks

Trlvdar'g*-IlvOoKpLTO;
i4LAo07roALs*-AtoiVV(7ios

IIoXMTrs
PUBLISHED
EXAMPLES
OF EPONYMS

EPONYMS

182, 172, 173, 214;
p. 300, 8

1.

'Aylas

2.

'AXAcavSpos*

3.

"

4.

'AvSpoivr?l*

*

154
183, 171

5.

6.

'AptaTravoS

7.

'ApLarTSaAZOs*

8.

'Apt-TOKpaTr-S

9.
10.
11.
12.

164 - 130, 219

'ApWTOla}Srl&*

"
AalSaXos*

*

cf. 175
159, cf. 176; 202

Aa/OuKcpLTO

13.

"

14.

A&OVVatlO

I15.

E[

I16.

'Eppio'aavTOS

176

?

154

153

17.

"

I

18.
19.

'Ep/uwv

I

Evqpayo'pas

20.
21.

?Oev7rO/Aros
"I7Tr'apXos*6 ALtowvX'ou

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

"
"
KAev'roXAs
IIL'voS*
" *?
IloXtrTa

27.
28.
29.

IoXkLTql

30.

S4ioOpwV*

I

31.

SrpaTOKA?)v*
"

" ? *

EPONYMS

*

184
186, 168, 170, 210
132; p. 305, no. 8

"

cf. 156
188, 213

DuovIRI
'ApcToXKiA^s-'ApTreUAV
'ApLaro'8ovXos-Mo'oos
Kpra'-St-loAmTr
'AyaL' 7roXLs-'Ep/A'as
-Ep,/o cavrTo
'Aytas-'ApLorToyefvs
'A7roAAot8opos-AlO'yvnToS
'Ilawco-Mvtcrvrs
EvKcpaTrlS-IIoXvXap/lO
'I7rrOCTpaTO.
'Aptr'Tatvos-'EpaTl8as
KpaTIs-HIoXt'Tas-Tl,s
-IIovorvAXTvc,
'AyaOoKAXS-??EVKptTo
'Ep/Alas-NtKaarflovXAos
'Aav0o8wpos-'AwroAAXvtos
?
"
'Aya9oSowpos'Aptaro'/8ovAos-MeAavTas
Evro,dc/o0-xaxrls
'Apta7rSvs-BatKXtoq
KparepoS-NlKao'[rovAXo
'Ep/tasIIvOo0Kptcros-T,vvad8sj
Ev/#ovAos-Kapvca8as
'AiroXXAAopos-At0'yv1Tos

157, 174
180-181
cf. 161
cf. 161; Kent, no. 2
146

'Iacwv-KaAXAtr7ros
ALovvcros-tAXd7roAtq
E6KpaTf7s-KAcv'TroAts
I7roTolTpaTOs-

AaAtaT(p ?) os Or
A-l%Tptos-KvSocrEvtjs
Aa,uaTpLos-Ev'cpov

It can be taken as established that the general date of this group is late secondearly first centuries B.C. Every one of the terms is represented from Delos. Nearly all
have been identified in one or more Sulla-destruction deposits at the Agora, but none
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in deposits as early as Thompson's Group E (Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 392 ff.) on
which see below, comment on 145. The interconnection of eponym and fabricant
names (not here listed) indicates a close sequence of terms; it is unlikely that there
are gaps of consequence. If each eponym name indicates a single year, the period is
apparently twenty-one years, bringing us from 88 B.C. (the destruction of Delos)
back to 108 B.C. for its beginning.
Much can eventually be done with relative dates within the group. For instance,
an eponym named mostly or entirely by fabricants who worked also in the preceding
period (see e. g. on 160) must have held office near the beginning. Those named on
the most numerous and largest fragments in Sulla-destruction deposits are likely to
be nearest that event. On the other hand, there is little overlapping in fabricants who
use particular devices: it is evident, for instance, that the bull's head 25 types of
AtocKo0vpL8a(covering nine different eponym terms) are later than those of AapoIt is, moreover, already fairly
KpaT7rJ(eight terms, no overlap with Atoo-KovpiSag).
clear that with circular types of this and the preceding periods, something approaching
a die sequence can be worked out.
Some anomalies in practice during the duoviri period may be mentioned. These
are mostly omissions of one or other of the chief elements properly present in the
complete endorsementof the period: fabricant, eponym, duoviri. They appear mostly
on jars of veteran fabricants who worked also in the preceding period. Omission of
the duoviri (cf. 155-156, 175 and 176) at first makes one suppose that a pre-duoviri
term is named. But four eponyms are involved in such omissions, 'Apro-rop8rs,
and KXefvoXAt(cf. under 155), and it is unlikely that there
Aat8aXo9,Aau0'KpTro9
would have been so extensive a repetition within the short period indicated by the
activity of the fabricants who name these eponyms. Omission of the eponym has been
proved by a joined pair of handles with supplementary types (see under 179), and
is strongly suggested by a combination type (TD 2692, etc., unpublished) which
names fabricant and duoviri, the latter with the preposition, like an eponym; and there
is at least one more very probable case. Finally, what looks very much like a pair of
bull's head types of At-K0ovpit8a 2B includes no mention of the fabricant's name.
Among other anomalies, note that the titles av8p6Ovand apXovrwvare both known

to have been added in the wrong stamp of a pair of types (see under 179 for the
former); and that although these titles regularly appear in the genitive, the names
they introduce are often in the nominative (see 187, 188).
It may be remarkedthat apxovrogin the singular accompaniesthe eponym's name
in two (unpublished) types of about the middle of the second century. Of other
25

Here and in the catalogue, I use the numismatists' term for this Knidian device (cf. B. Head,
Historia Numorum, Second Edition, Oxford, 1911, p. 616), rather than the clearly inaccurate
" boukranion."
26 SS 1927, etc., with the
eponyln's name; and SS 3639, etc., with those of the duoviri;
unpublished.
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Knidian titles, apart from OpovpapXo& above discussed, KIcEpa/LEV occasionally identifies the fabricant, and &aquopyosfrequently, from the early second to the early first
centuries B.C., describes the eponym. The word 'IwrfapXogis probably a name, not a
title; see under 160. The word 7rat8ia introduces one of the uncommon Knidian
patronymics; see under 133 and again 160. For ethnic adjectives applied to persons,
cf. 113; one or two others are known.
Firms of manufacturers, for which I have said 27 no evidence remained, did
apparently operate in the post-duoviri period. That this is what we have on all three
of the handles of noticeably late fabric, 166-168, is suggested by data discussed under
168, where fifteen eponyms of the period are listed. Other firms (?) of the period are
those of Iaviag-BioroT(unpublished) and perhaps Apa( - ?Ev(, Grace, 257, where the
reading is incomplete, and too early a date has been suggested for the deposit.
The kind of stamps that seem to follow these, and, still in the first century B.C.,
to wind up the Knidian stamped series, are described under 169.
KNIDIAN

WITH NON-CIRCULAR STAMPS:

1. BEFOREca. 150 B.C.: 113-137

113. (AH 218). 'AroXXwtos IHtal8as.P1. 65.
['A7r] oAXX4vt
[os]
[ IL] ai8as

Publishedexamples: Grace,222 (the photograph shows a different preservationof the
stamp); C. I. L., VIII, Sup. III, 22639, 27a
and b (Carthage); Herm., 59, 28. Manyothers
are on file, includingSS 851, 1048, and 1463
fromthe constructionfillingof the MiddleStoa,
and SS 11566 from the footing trench of the
colonnadeof the Stoa of Attalos.
Many die variants contain the same two
names, of which the second is presumablyan
ethnic. It is not known whether the jars had
dating stamps on their other handles.
114. (AH 133). 'AptcrayopaS, term of Aa,AaTptos.

'Eri Aaptarp
Io) 'Aptorayo

pa Kvt'S(ov)

anchor, point left

Published examples: Grace, 144-145. Six
others are on file, includingCorinth C 47-17.
27 Hesperia,Suppl. VIII,

Thisappearsto be the onlyKnidiantypewhich

names an eponym aAatarpLos.

115. (AH 116). 'Apta`riwv,
term of Evcxpa(rs).

P1.65.
'Er [t

EvKpa'(TCV)]

'AptarTtov
Kvti'ov

(retr.)
SS 14038 restores the name of the eponym,
whichdates numerousdifferentstamptypes on
handlesfound in the constructionfilling of the
Middle Stoa. Handles of this fabricantwere
found in the same deposit.
116. (AH 255). 'AptaroKXiq. P1. 65.
Kvttov 'Apt
aTroK?XVSe

The top of the handleis coveredwith a cream
surfacing. Cf. Dumont,p. 11, 5.
Many other examples on file, including
CorinthC 39-391, and SS 7673a and b from
a cistern group which appears to date before
about 150 B.C. A variant type with the same
content appears on handles found in Corinth

p. 184, note 35.
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(CP 1824), in the construction filling of the
Stoa of Attalos (SS 5372), and from cistern
and well groups which again appear to date
before about 150 B.C. (SS 7677, 9375, 9379 and
9756; the deposit including the two middle
items has been dated tentatively in the early
second century by G. R. Edwards).
SS 9375 and 9756 here listed are tops of
jars with the stamped part of both handles preserved. The second stamps from the two jars
name respectively the phrourarchs "Ayvwvand
TtLo9%v. The style of the stamps is that of 135136 below, which we may then take to be from
jars of this 'AptoroIXAs,or of his contemporary
NtKcaol'3ovXo whose stamps are very similar.
For other published phrourarch stamps in the
same style, see Grace, 177, and B.C.H., LXXVI,
1952, pl. XIX, 3.
There was at least one other fabricant of this
name: cf. 145-146.
117. (AH 173).

'ApiarTV,

term of 'ErIxap/uos.

'E7rI ( AT=rirOV

Worn and faint impression. The date is not
certain. None of the 16 other examples on file
comes from a consistent pre-150 B.C. context.
There is good evidence for two or more homonyms on the stamps, for both fabricant and
eponym.
120.

(AH 231).

[TOI
KVLOq

[Kvnsov]

A more complete example has been found in
Delos (TD 2197). Another type of Apaicovrot'cv-ts, again with curved sigma and epsilon and
with a frame, names the phrourarch KXAEo'7roXLS.
Note the partly obliterated superfluous tau.
Elprvvt8as,term of 4'Xraros.

P1. 65.

'A

'E [7rLtATaTO]
Elp7 [ v'8a Kvi(8ov)

Of eighteen other examples on file, SS 9762
comes from a group apparently dating before
150 B.c. For probably the same fabricant in a
pre-Stoa of Attalos filling, see Grace, pp. 300
and 302, no. 7.
'A0TrpayaXoS, term

ApaivTo/LcV7)7. P1. 65.
[Apa] KovT

prcIv [os] Kl
bar (club ?)

118. (AH 246).

ivy leaf

[KV18L(o)v]

121. (AH 257).

'E7rl 'E7rLX
a [puov]

119. (AH 44). Atovvatno,term of 4X>Amros.

of IIoXlovxos.

[loAX L]OVXOS
['ArrTp ].ayaAov

in center, bull's head facing

Published examples: Grace, 109; and Tarsus,
96 (unstratified, and not illustrated). A dozen
others are on file, including SS 1010 from the
construction filling of the Middle Stoa, and SS
10736 from the construction filling of the Stoa
of Attalos. Another stamp of 'AaTpayaAos was
found in the Pergamon deposit: Schuchhardt,
no. 1284 (term of ADXTaTro).

The nominative ending of the eponym's name
is remarkable.

]

[caduceus]
The numerous other examples of this type
include three from a cistern group datable apparently before about 150 B.C. (SS 9540, 9547,
9549). Both eponym and fabricant are well
established in this period by a dozen examples
(of various types and name-combinations) which
have been found in Carthage, Corinth, and the
construction filling of the Stoa of Attalos. There
seems to have been also an earlier eponym
4lATaros.

122.

(AH 70).

Elpo'PavTov? No eponym read.

P1. 65.
o
Elpo
P 'avTro

[
[

]
]

The reading is very uncertain. The small
faint letters resemble those on many stamps
found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa.
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STAMPED WINE JAR FRAGMENTS
123. (AH 135). 'Hvtoxos,term of MevtLrTros.
'E7rLMev[it7rov]

126. (AH 243). ?evcfedSs, term of EvcpanrS.
P1.65.
'E7rI EvKpa (Teus)

'Hvt[o'Xo KvILt]
o[v caduceus]

eevt.dse (vs)

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
For personal use only. License: CC-BY-NC-ND.

Published (but not illustrated) example:
Herm., 138, 7, from Olbia. No context bearing
on the date exists for the dozenmore examples
on file. Both fabricantand eponymhave been
found, in other combinations,in cistern and
well groups which seem to date about 150 B.C.
(SS 9551 and 10087 for the fabricant,and SS
7664 for the eponym).
124. (AH 132). OevSaauos,term of 'Aya0oxiX~i.
['E7rt 'Ay] a9oK

[Aeis] ?evS
[adpov K]v[8&

[ov caduceus]

(retr.)
Two other examples are on file (SS 2105
and 4777). Five handlesfrom Corinthnamean

eponym 'Aya0oKxXi (CP 1796, C 36-97, C 37-

2433, C 46-8, C 47-420), but there were evidently at least two Knidian eponyms of this
name (cf. 141 for a later one). Attributionof
124 to this periodremainstentative,thoughthe
appearanceof the handlesuggests it is correct.
125. (AH 41).

E?v8o'oLo, term

of

'AvTav8pog.

P1. 65.
['E7'- 'AvTrv8]
pov ?CUSo[a']

ov KviS(ov) anchor, point left

Eleven other exampleson file, includingtwo
from Corinth (CP 1775, C 34-257). Types of
this fabricantare dated by altogether fifteen
eponyms in known examples. Of the fifteen
types, eight have alreadybeen found in Corinth
dr in the constructionfillingof the Stoa of Attalos, or in both, while all but one of the other
eponyms occur, in different combinations,at
Corinth.

Of ten other examples on file, three were
found in the constructionfilling of the Middle
Stoa (SS 740, 843, 1712), which includedalso
five more handlesof this fabricant.
127. (AH 63). MGvqs,
term of 'Aya6oxXcA.
P1.
66.
['E7rI'AyaOoK]
[XAVS]
M.] vT

[os K]v,'tov

Seventeenother exampleson file includeone
from Corinth(CP 1796), publishedby Powell,
A.J.A., VII, 1903, p. 36, lOd,as found in 1901
west of the " Old Fountain." However most
of the activityof this fabricantwas evidentlyin
the second half of the century,and attribution
of this type to the earlier period must remain
for the present somewhat tentative, since the
eponymcannotclearlybe identified(see under
124).
128. (AH 157). NuKdav,
term of 'AKAVcarLa8s;.
'ET 'AaK (A) rl7ta

8ev[s] NeitK'a

Kv8tovycaduceus

Publishedexamples: Grace, 127-129. Many
others are on file, but without useful context.
The eponym is apparentlythe man named on
134. On the fabricant,see furtherunder129.
129. (AH 74).

NLKtas,term of 'EpuoKpacrr/.

P1. 66.

'ErIL'EppOKp
arevS NLKL'a

[Kvti (ov) ]

caduceus

A dozen other examples on file include SS
10775 and 10776, from the constructionfilling
of the Stoa of Attalos. For another similarly
datedtype of NLKi'a,see Grace, 126.
130. (AH 158).
P1. 66.

term of
cIOaLpLwv,
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154
X

['E]rl

'Epluo

: []jpCar4s

'x

batpti'v

Of six other examples on file, three are from
a slightly different die. The fabricant is not
otherwise known. For the eponym, see 129.
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131. (AH 210).

XapjoxKpadrrq,term
PI. 66.

7tdOo)pos.

of 'AaKXn7-

['ETrt'AcKri7rto]8
pov oar
Xap [FOKpa ] TeVs

134. (AH 215).

[KvtS'ov]

(AH

XapxoKpaTrps, term of 4LXo/u-

196).

One other example is on file. For the eponym,
see 128. The fabricant has not been identified.

X

apa[ox]pa

(AH 45).

'Ep/oKpa.revs

double axe]

Term of ?eSoros.

(AH 214). Term of the fpovpapxos 'Epu/OKpdrr/s.P1. 66.
Popp [ dpx] ov

Published examples: Grace, 157-158. The
many other examples include SS 9910 and 9916
froih a cistern group datable apparently in the
second and third quarters of the second century.
The eponym's name has not been found on
handles which can be dated by context before
the middle of the century.
For the fabricant, see on 131.
133.

'AcacKX-

xov 'AoKA
prtanSov

['E7rit Xo]/jfp

[revs

opo'papXos

'E7rT4povpa (p)

135.

f3pOT18as.

OTL'SaKvi(8tov)

Term of

7r,taLSc.P1. 66.

Six other examples are on file. Both fabricant and eponym occur on handles found in
Corinth, in separate types. The activity of the
fabricant evidently continued into the third
quarter of the century.
132.

Corinth, Carthage, and the construction filling
of the Stoa of Attalos, five handles altogether.
The jar was possibly made by the IlatLia
0ev8opiSa; for a restored jar with this signature,
see Grace, p. 202, fig. 1, 7 and p. 305, 7, where
the stamps are illustrated. I add a reference to
'ApX. 'E+., 1913, pp. 215-216, with better photographs of the same stamps, and an account of
the discovery of the fragments (at Chalkis). A
handle with the same endorsement has been
found in the construction filling of the Stoa of
Attalos (SS 10965).

Two other examples are on file, including C
48-56 from Corinth (South Stoa, Well IX).
The eponym seems to be the same one who is
named in 129 and 130. For possible identifications of the fabricant, see under 116.
136. (AH 185). Term of the 0fpovpapXoS KAcv7roXts. Pls. 66 and 59, b (side).
.p.ovpdpxov

[K ] XAeroAtos

PI. 66.

['Er] I ?Ev
OOTOV

Kv(8Sov

(More complete examples show that in this
type the first two letters of the preposition were
written in the wrong order.)
Published, but not illustrated, example:
Herm., 58, 12. Seven others are on file. The
eponym's name appears on stamps found in

Three other examples are on file. For possible identification of the fabricant, see under
116. Several other early types apparently name
this eponym, who is to be distinguished from
a homonym of the late second century (see

156).
137. (AH 119). No name restored.
]t
K] t8t(ov)
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The right end is preserved of a narrow twoline stamp, from a clay die. The handle is
datable probably before about 150 B.C.

155

142. (AH 42). 'AvdJavSpos,term of KaAAXLSa,as.
['E7rtKaA]Xt8[a/]a
['Avaeav]vpov

[Kv 8]wovclub
KNIDIAN WITH NON-CIRCULARSTAMPS: 2.
MIDDLE TO LATE SECOND CENTURY
B.C.: 138-152

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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138. (AH 69).
P1. 67.

'AyaGivos, term of ALovvatos.

'Etrl Aovv] atov 'AyaO[Ivov (in leaf-

star

shaped stamp)

Four other examples are on file.

139. (AH 247). 'Aya0Zvo,term of Eopdvawp.
P1. 67.
'E7r[t Evtpac]vopoS
(in lozengestar
shaped
stamp)
Kv'8
'AyaOtvov

(tov)

Eighteen other examples are on file.

140. (AH 159). 'A90vatos,term of Atovt6mos.
['E7rmAtovv]atov ['AOqwvatov](in leaf[Kvt8&(ov) ]
shaped stamp)

A dozen other examples are on file. The
activity of this fabricant may have been somewhere about the middle of the century; for
later fabricants of the same name, see 153 and
168.
141.

(AH

242).

Atveas, term of 'AyaOoK
Xq.

P1. 67.
'ErLI'AyaOo[KXe]
vs Atve[a Kv[]

[8i]ov [hooked object?]

The single other example on file (TD 1193,
from Delos) seems to show the hooked device
used by this fabricant in the terms of '"7rrapXos
(6 lowvivlov) (cf. 160) and Saoo4pwv,i. e. early
6n the following period, which would suggest
for 141 a relatively late date in the present
period. For perhaps the same 'AyaOoiXkis,see
148; for a probably earlier one, 124 and 127.

Published example: Grace, 164. A dozen
others are on file.
Another type of this fabricant (in the term
of 'ATroXAAoopos)
has been well fixed in the third
quarter by published examples (SS 5527 and
Tarsus 98); see citations under Hesperia,
Suppl. VIII, p. 188, 11, pl. 20, and note that
an intact jar with this stamp on both handles
(SS 9367) is there shown on pl. 19, 9. For
others of his types, see 143-144 and Grace, 165167. His stamps name a dozen different
eponyms, of whom KAAXLSa4asseems to be one
of the earliest, and TLpmlKpadrT (143-144) one
of the latest.
For other published stamps naming the
see B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952,
eponym KaXAA)aUas,
pl. XX, 8, as well as 171 below. A stamp with
his name was apparently found in Corinth, cf.
B. Powell, A.J.A., VII, 1903, p. 37, lOg; but
if his term fell before 146 B.C. it must have been
by little.
143.

(AH 183). 'Avd6avSpos,term of TLuaor&KpaTrfl.

'Emr~
[TtuAaarK]
parevs 'Av

adavSpovK
[v8ta club]
Note the plural ethnic; cf. 159.
Published examples: Grace, 166-167. Many
others are on file. See also under 142. The
eponym appears in deposits most of the contents
of which are datable distinguishably earlier than
the Sulla-destruction deposits; see particularly
SS 6603, a largely preserved jar of NLKavwpin
the term of TtIacatKpcaTrv
(for the stamp, cf.
Grace, 209) which comes from such a deposit.
But he is named by several fabricants who carry
on into the following period, e. g. Kv7rpos (cf.
173), 'ApLtrToKXjs
(146), Aa/ocKpacnr,,'ErtLa$vw,
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so that his term must have fallen shortly before
the naming of duoviri.
144. (AH 251). As 143.
['E] rt Ttqmamc
[pa] rev 'Av
[aj]ay[8]pov K
[vt&]a club

148. (AH

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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236).

AaUoKAxX,

term of 'Aya-

Oo(xkrs). P1. 67.

See on 143.

Kvt8t(ov)

term of 'IepoKXcA'.
145. (AH 223). 'Apt7TOKXW,,
67.
P1.
'E [7r

'IcPOKACVS]

'ApLaroK[A]

evs Kvt'8[]
ov caduceus
Five other examples are on file. For an

earlier 'AplaTrokKX,

146. (AH 227).

'AplaTroKX,
PI.
67.
atKpadrrT.

term of Ttua-

'Epr 8 [a/uopyov]
TLJaCrtKpaTeV

S Kvt8tov'Ap
tcTOKX?VS5
anchor, point right

Nine other examples are on file. For the
fabricant, see 145, for the eponym, 143-144.
'ApLaroxXKiwith anchor as device continues to
endorse stamps in the earlier part of the following (duoviri) period.
term of EO(AH 206). 'AcKXrrnTo'oWpos,
opavvwp.PI. 67.

bull's
head,
facing

hayi

OKX(vs)

[ert Sa (juLopyov)'AyaOo(KXAVs3)]
double axe in center
Nineteen other examples are on file. The
eponym is probably the one named on 141.
is known to appear with only one
Aa,uo,AX0s
other eponym, uoatofpwv.

see 116. 'IcpoKXAiis the

commonest eponym in Thompson's Hellenistic
Group E (Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 394), the
others being 'AyaOoKX',g,EvKpa'Trp, KaXXi&S/ag,
and KAev/x/,poros. The group is now dated
somewhat earlier than it was originally. Like
is namedby several
TqlaatKtpa"r1(144), 'IepoKXkA
fabricants who continue into the period when
duoviri are named. For recently published
stamps having his name, see B.C.H., LXXVI,
1952, pl. XX, 7; and Kent, pl. 45, 1 (a
duplicate).

147.

Three or four other examples are on file. For
see Grace, 120,
another type of 'AoKxXrPrt'8poS,
where his position is probably correct in the
sequence of fabricants who use rectangular
stamps with bull's head as device.

149. (AH 117). 'E(ftdvr'5,term of XpvmrtlroS.
PI. 67.
[ Ert7a]'e]s
[Kv8] tov 7r't
[Xp ] v7r&rrov

bee
Three other examples on file. 'E7ravnq,with
bee continues to endorse stamps in the earlier
part of the following (duoviri) period, as do
two or three other fabricants who name the
eponym Xpv'r7r7ros.
150. (AH 254). Top of jar with two handles
impressed by the same stamp. Ht. 0.115
m. Novuivtow, term of 'ICpoKXiA.P1. 67

(stamp at a little under actual size).
Nov!iqv[ov
.,Stov ' 't
'IEpoKXevs

cluster of grapes
A dozen other examples, including SS 2174,
from Thompson's Hellenistic Group E. On this
and other eponyms in Group E, see 145.
151. (AH 40). 4vaos.

P1. 67.

'E7 E4Vpa[vo]

KvSov

pos 'Aic [AX7rto]

Kvhalf
shipv

Sc&po[v Kvt'8(ov) ]

half ship
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Published examples: Grace, 137; Herm., 59,
26, from Kerch. Many others on file. On the
fabricant, see also Grace, 135-136; the handle
found at Corinth is CP 1794. Most of his
activity seems to have fallen in the third quarter,
where types of his are fairly well fixed by examples found in cistern groups consistent with
that date (SS 7664, 9907a and b).
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152. (AH 118). Not read.
Rectangular stamp, dim and incomplete, on
which nothing has been read.
The appearance of the handle suggests this
or the following period.
KNIDIAN WITH NON-CIRCULARSTAMPS: 3.
LATE SECONDCENTURY TO 86
B.C.: 153-165

On this group, of the duoviri period, see pp.
146-150.

153. (AH 134). 'AO,vatos,termof 'Eptz'4avTos.
P1. 68.
['E7ri] 'Ep/xoadv
'AO9vat
[T]ov
ov KviLov

[crescent]

Four other examples on file.
Both fabricant (cf. 140) and eponym have
earlier homonyms, but this appears to be the
'AOtvaLosseveral of whose types are dated by
eponyms whose names are known only in the
period of duoviri.
The top of a jar with the stamped portions
of both handles preserved (Delos, TD 1055)
established 'AOavoowposand 'A7roXXAvLos
as duo-

viri with this eponym. The pair is known only
in that type (of which other examples exist).
It seems possible that the better known and
otherwise

unattached

pair 'Aya0oS'opos-'ATroA-

Xwviosrepresents a replacement of one member
within a term (if it does not merely indicate a
Ispelling mistake by the graver of the type of
TD 1055, etc.). In that case the type of this
latter pair with emblem of Isis (see B.C.H.,
LXXVI, 1952, pl. 20, 11) may possibly be the

companion type of 153, since we know of
another pair of supplementary types having a
crescent in one, and the Isis emblem in the
other (types of the later 'AyaGOvos,term of
'Ayias) .

154. (AH 234). A1a(XvXAvo,,
term of 'Av8poP1. 68 (stamp at a little less than
actual size).
'E7rl 'Av
8po,ueve

vs AlaKvXi (sic)
vov

Two exampleson file from the Agora, many

from Delos. The probable companion type (SS
6082, etc.) has a device like a fillet with hanging ends; examples of this latter include SS
8094 and 8114 from the deposit described by
A. W. Parsons, Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 240241 (debris in Klepsydra from the period of the
destruction of Athens by Sulla).
155. (AH

192).

'AvrTyovos,

(term of KXAv-

~roXA) ( ?) PI. 68.
['Avrtyov]ov
[KvitSov] caduceus

Ten other examples on file of probablythe
same type; the readingof 155 is not absolutely

certain.

155 and 156 which were found together are
closely similar in shape, clay, and general appearance, so that it is possible they come from
the same jar. If so, the duoviri were not named

on the jar; see above,p. 150.

is known on Knidian stamps only
'AvrTyovos

at aboutthis periodand in this capacity.

156. (AH 191). ('Avr7yovos?), term of KXAv7roXAl.Pls. 68 and 59, b (side). Found

with 155.
'E7r Sa,tuo
[pyov]
KA?io7

[ios]

Eight other examples on file, including SS
8122 from the Klepsydra deposit mentioned
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under 154. See on 155. For an earlier homonym, see 136.
157. (AH 212).

'ApXayopaq,

term of IloXTa,.

each of his pairs of companion stamps. The
name does not appear otherwise on Knidian
stamps.
160. (AH 182). (Alovv'mos, term of "I7r7rapxo0 6 Alovva;'ov),duoviri stamp.

'E7r' HIoXt
ra 'ApXa
y [o'pa Kv']

KparEpo []

&iov

NtKaoi/,
*. . . [ov]

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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Published examples: Grace, 174; and Herm.,
58, 20, from Kerch. Many others on file. Note
that 158 has the companion type: the combination has been confirmed by a handle at the
National Museum, Athens, on which the two
types have been accidentally superimposed one
on the other.
For other types of 'Apxayo'pas,
see Grace, 170173; and 184 and 223 are probably his duoviri
stamps in the terms respectively of 'AXEeav8pos
and Atovatnos. He is known with altogether
eight eponyms, all of this period. The name
does not appear otherwise on Knidian stamps.
158. (AH 92). ('Apxayo'pas, term of HoXAras),
duoviri stamp. PI. 68.

v]

ropyJla

Kv[tS'a]

club

The legend runs continuously along three
edges of the stamp, around the device.
Note the plural ethnic; cf. 143.
Nine other examples are on file. A possible
companion type has been identified, IIoXt'sKpar~,, without device, with closely similar
lettering (small irregular letters with marked
apices).
ropyias is known with four other eponyms,
Aaa8aAos (cf. 175,

IloXtT,g

179),

S&ovAtovv'to's

The same eponym is named on Grace, 132
(which, though endorsed by a different fabricant, is remarkably similar to 160 and its companion type).

seems to be a name,
"ITr7rapXog

not a title, with a patronymic Atovvatov sometimes added. Among identified pairs of types
of eight fabricants in the term of "I7rrapXos,
the
patronymic (?) is named by three fabricants

Atovvwt'ovis added.

ropylav, term of Aa/zOKpLToS.

['E7ri AaUoKp&'To

'ETr 'I7r7rapXOV
AtovvmcrovKvt

the others, while the accompanying duoviri
remain the same pair. The eponym is therefore
evidently the same person, whether or not

Many other examples on file.
See on 157.
(AH 174).

Five other examples are on file.
What is in all probability the companion type
(SS 3315, etc., eight examples on file) reads

(Atovvmnos,'Ertfavrv/, and Acwv) and omitted by

['I]a ov
KaJAXTr

159.

Ao[s]

[bull's
head,
facing]

lloXtras (cf. 157),

(cf. 180), and STparTOKXA (cf. 161).

He uses the club on one or other, or both, of

But the article rov, usual

with the rare Knidian patronymics (cf. 177), is
not known on these types. So the possibility
remains that among the many Knidian functionaries named ALovvoLtos,one was called " the

"
cavalry officer for easy identification, in which
case the name itself might sometimes have been
omitted. The name or title "I7r7rapXog
is not
known on stamps apart from the types he'e discussed.
The term is one of the earliest of the duoviri
period, as is clear from the fabricants' names,
nearly all of which carry over from the preceding period, and as is somewhat confirmed by
the context of SS 6610, found in the same preSulla deposit as SS 6603 (see under 143).
161. (AH 224). Aovvatos, term of
P1. 68.
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STAMPED WINE JAR FRAGMENTS
'Erti Xrpa
TOKiXev
Atovvortov

Four otherexampleson file. The companion
type has not been identified.
162. (AH 250).

Atovvanos(perhaps not a

found in the constructionfilling of the Middle
Stoa. (A publishedexample of the stamps of
this earlier Macpw(v)is Kent, no. 3, the photographof which shows clearlythe early shapeof
the handle.)
165. (AH 37). Duoviri stamp, 'AyaO'8wpos'ATroAXXvto.
P1. 68.
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fabricant).

[

]

[

]AloW [a]

159

'Aya0o'S
[op]
os 'A7roAA[X]
vLosherm

tov Kv8tLo[v]

The appearanceof the handlesuggestsa date
with this group. The name is that of at least
three fabricants,three eponyms,and a duovir,
on Knidianstamps,in additionto the patronymic referredto under 160.
term of Aapoo163. (AH 221). (EvO<pdo'vvos,
KplTOS) ? duoviri stamp. P1. 68.
IIo [XALr1]

Five other examples on file.
For a publishedstamp namingthis pair, see
B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pl. 20, 11. For the sug-

gestion that their eponym was perhaps'Ep,do4favTos, see

KNIDIAN

under 153.
WITH NON-CIRCULAR STAMPS:

4.

FIRSTCENTURY
B.C.: 166-169

On 166-168,see p. 151.

Kpa [T7^;]

Published example: R. Scranton,Hesperia,
VII, 1938,p. 535, e, fig. 6. Six or seven others
on file.
The suggestedcompaniontype (SS 940, etc.,
six exampleson file) reads:
'E7rt AaLoxpL(Toyv)

E&vOpoavanchor,pointleft
vov Kvito(ov)

164. (AH 228). Mapwv,term of 'ApLaro/081s,
with duoviri EVKpa?Trs
and IIoXvXap/uos.

[IIo] Av'Xap,O?

(AH 238). ITroXeu(alos) and Niuayod(pas). P1. 69, a.
Unr[oX/A(]
NtKcay[o(]

Kv 8(ov)

The handlehas a buff surfacingon top, and
a somewhatRhodianangle.
Two other examplesare on file, plus a third
from a different die with perhaps the same
reading. None from Delos.
167. (AH

[ 'Apto-rouvnSev]
[MaJ] pv KVL8LOV
[E ] vxpaT.s

166.

226).

'AcoWK(a?),EvOpa(, and

'EXArtr(.P1. 69, a.
amphora

Published example: Grace, 130 (dated too
early). Many otherson file, includingSS 8119
and 8198 fromthe Klepsydradeposit(see under
154).
The omissionof the prepositionat this period
is remarkable.
The fabricant is to be distinguishedfrom
Macpo
(v) of an earlierperiod,whosehandlesare

Aao [K(a?)]
Evcpa (

[anchor,
point up]

['E]X [LO(]
(retr.)
Fourteen other examples on file, none from
Delos. I add a compositedrawing (Fig. 8).
The handles are of late appearance,several
resembling166.
The tentativerestorationof the firstline gives
the nameof the MauryanemperorAsoka of the
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third century B.C., who sent missions to several
Hellenistic kings, and possibly had namesakes
with descendants in the Aegean world. Cf.
Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. VII, 1928,
pp. 204-205 (W. W. Tarn).

FIG. 8. Composite Drawing to indicate

Restoration of 167.

168. (AH 27).
69, a.

'Ovacrt( and 'AO'vat(os). P1.
'0 [va(oa]

(inv., retr.)

ear of
grain
'AO[qvat( ]

Nine other examples on file.
This handle belongs to the group of Grace,
191-194, and corresponds in fabric to the description of 191, except that it is (burnt?) black.
The restoration of 'Ovao-( in 168 is chiefly derived from Kerameikos no. 246 (from the
German excavations), a type with the same
device as 168 but from a different die, where
so much of the name is quite clear. The association of eponym stamps like 193 and 194 with
these fabricant stamps is confirmed by a handle
(SS 4700) on which a supplementary pair of
stamps has been impressed, one of a type close
to 191, the other naming the eponym 'Ava$avSpisas in a stamp like 193-194 (without ethnic).
The following other eponyms are known in
similar stamps: 'AviTtrarpo', 'AroAXXUvtos,"Apevq,
'AptaroTro'70X (Grace, 193), 'Axato's, AauO/'KpTos,
Ato8wpoT, ApaKOVTO/LEviS, 'ErtKpaTprf7s(not quite
characteristic), Ev,ovuAog(Grace, 194), E<Opa-

yo?pas,Evfapdvwp,?ev'Sa/Aos,KaAAtX7rros,
KXev7rdEOl,
LXtAoXOEe&v.
IIroXqzato%,IXAo/tLy
There are
(8rs)

many different fabricant types, either with abbreviations of the two names, or with 'A6jvatos

alone. The most common of these types is that
of 191: 24 examples, with slight variations in
the die.
There is no earlier context for any of the
series than various "late Hellenistic to early
Roman" fillings. The single handle naming
'AXatosand one of those naming Aauo'cxptroswere
found in Corinth, and it seems just possible
that they are as late as the colony. The series
is almost totally absent from Delos, destroyed in
88 B.C., cf. B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 521-522.
169. (AH 156). AEzto. Pl. 69, a.
Ale'ov

Published example: Grace, 261 (incomplete
impression). Of 33 other examples on file, 3
are from Delos (TD 2977, 2978, 3269); SS
11033 and 11034 are from an early Roman
filling east of Room 17 of the Stoa of Attalos,
datable probably between the periods of Sulla
and Augustus; and Kerameikos VG 395 (from
the German excavations) is the neck of a jar
with both handles complete, both having impressions of the stamp, see PI. 71, b.
Jars having this stamp belong to a group
apparently somewhat later than those with
stamps like 166-168. The stamps of this group
are mostly brief abbreviations or rather crude
devices, or a combination of both, without the
ethnic; cf. Grace, 260-265,280-282; and B.C.H.,
LXXVI, 1952, pl. XX, 12 (and see text, pp.
521, 535); quite a number are in the collection
of Mr. Loukas Benachi in Alexandria. The
handles are roughly made, similar in shape to
those of the 'AOrvatosgroup (168) but larger,
of coarse red clay; the pointed bases of the jars
when preserved (and as represented in stamps
where the Knidian amphora is used as a device)
continue to have the characteristic Knidian ring
near the tip.
Deposits at the Agora suggest that the group
dates before the end of the first century B.C.,
and that by the next century, Knidian jars were
no longer being stamped.
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WITH CIRCULAR STAMPS:

MISCEL-

173. (AH 93). (KV7rpos) ?, term of TquaortP1. 70.
KpdrVrs.

LANEOUSTYPES: 170-176

170. (AH 165). P1. 69,b.
'Emrt
KA[
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The handle is broad and descends from the
attachment.
The stamp has been identified with only one
other on file, SS 8645, but there are a number
of rather similar stamps without device on early
Knidian handles, among which should probably
be included Herm., pl. XVI, 73 (drawing of
stamp). Compare the early circular stamps
with monogram in the center, like Grace, 199
(the restoration to be discarded), from Thompson's Hellenistic Group C (Hesperia, III, 1934,
p. 347). Seven of these monogram stamps have
already been found in the construction filling of
the Middle Stoa.
Early second century B.C.

171.

(AH 162). 'Ep/uoyevvjs,term of KaXXt8aua,s. P1. 69, b.
'Ert K]a[AXt8]dpa tEpxoye[v(v3)
Kvi amphora 8&(ov)

Cf. also 172. Many other examples on file,
including SS 2170 and 2251 from Thompson's
Hellenistic Group E, for which see under 145;
SS 2170 is the neck of a jar with both handles
complete, both having impressions of the same
stamp, see PI. 71, b. On the eponym, see further
under 142.
Shortly after the middle of the second century

B.C.

172.

term of KaXXLSd(AH 178). 'EptAoyev,s,
a. P1. 69, b.
'E7r' Ka [ XAAt8a/a] 'Ep/oy [Iv (evg) ]

Kvt amphora 8 (ov)

See on 171. Note the small size of these two
handles, which in this case apparently does not
indicate a fractional jar, since the handles of
SS 2170 are at least as thin and narrow, and
the neck is from a full-sized jar: cf. PI. 71, b.

161

K [vI] &8
'E7rtTLqanKparevvs
(ov)

forepart of lion
Two other examples on file (Delos, TD 3879,
4074).
This is evidently the companion type of
the closely similar stamps reading K'7rpov in
a framed circle round the same device (SS
3467, etc., of which seven examples are known).
AatxoKpadrt O6'AptcrroKXd,E(see 177) is combined
with the eponym AtoxXis in a similar though
readily distinguishable pair of framed circular
stamps with forepart of lion; in this case the
pair is unquestionable, since it has been found
on two joined handles (SS 7444, the neck of a
Association of Kv'rpos with AaxoKpar,ns
also with Aa/oiKpaTr, his successor
'ApLrTOKXEvAi,

jar).

(?), is further suggested by the fact that the
same secondary stamps have been found on the
handles of both. (These are small squarish
stamps, impressed usually on the side of the
handle, near where i; attached to the neck. On
Knidian handles they are uncommon, clearly
taken over from the Rhodian, and mostly contain a single letter.)
On TtqmaotKparTs,see under 143.
Last quarter of the second century B.c.
174.

(AH

161).

(Kv'rpo,, term of 'AptrTo-

p8y;/s), duoviri stamp. PI. 70.
'A[v8] p v EvcpaT [EV]S llo [AVx]ap.

ov (retr.)
forepart of lion
Eleven other examples on file.
An example of the presumed companion type
has been published: Grace, 219, for which (see
especially p. 242) too late a date is there suggested. Ten others are on file.
For eponym and duoviri, cf. 164.
175. (AH 160).
P1. 70.

Kv7rpog, term of AaiSaAo;.

'Eirl [A]at8aAov Kv8tov Kv7rpov

forepart of lion
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Some sixty examplesare on file, with slight
variations in the die. The duoviri were apparentlynot named either on these jars or on
those representedby 176; no type is available,
and the large numberof examplessuggeststhat
both handlesof the jars had the same stamps.
Cf. on 155, and above, p. 150.
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176. (AH 43). 'E7ryovov, term of Aau'KpLTroS.
P1. 70.
['Eirl Aa!IoKpTrov 'Ertyovov]

forepartof lion
Some eighty-fiveexamplesare on file, mostly
from Athens and Delos, but one is from Alexandria(Benachicollection)and one fromTroy.
SS 3195, 4924, 4986, 6613, and 6806 comefrom
cistern deposits of the late second-early first
centuries B.C.
Of these, SS 6613 is a jar of which both
handles have been impressed with the same
stamp. Althoughthis has been known to happen by what was evidentlya mistake,it is probable that the duoviri were not named on jars
stampedwith this type; see on 175.
For the eponym,cf. 159 and 163.
KNIDIAN WITH CIRCULARSTAMPS: TYPES
WITH FACING BULL'S HEAD: 177-188.

177. (AH 136). AauoKparqs

O6 'ApLa7oKXXA0

(term of MeveKpar7s).
[Aa/AloKparcv Tov 'Ap7TOKrXCwi]

bull's head

On the much-worn surface, no letters are
visible, but the device is close to that of 178,
and the stampis probablyan exampleeither of
that type or of the fabricanttype of the same
year, being then in either case a stamp of
term
Aa,uoKpdTrr; o 'ApItroKXeCVS,

of MeveKpa6T7,.

(According to firing, etc., 177 and 178 seem
not to come actuallyfrom the same jar.)
Some hundredand fifty examplesare on file
on which, with this device, the above legend
can be read, or a type of this fabricantcan be
identifiedalthoughnothingis legible. The types

vary (cf. Grace,204-206, but there are greater
variations), and are to be sorted out to match
the various eponym types of this fabricantof
which a dozen differentones are now known:
for a fresh example,namingthe eponymKaAAL83a/as,

see B.C.H., LXXVI,

1952, pl. XX, 8.

The fabricantwas active in the third quarter
of the second century, but just what time his
career covered is not yet clear. Two or three
handles of his have been found in Corinth,
where they may be stray arrivals after 146,
since as yet none have been found in certainly
pre-midcenturydeposits elsewhere. Thompson's Hellenistic Group E (cf. under 145)
includedtwo of his handles:SS 2159 and 2250.
Two of his jars, SS 6601 and 6609, of the years
respectively of MeveKpadrr, and KaXXcs/a4as (?),

were found in the same pre-Sulla deposit as
SS 6603 (see under 143). Either he or a successor

continued
AaFoOKpadrq,

to endorse stamps

duringthe earlierpart of the duoviriperiod,cf.
179-181, and Grace,202 (misreadin the text:
it is of AafloKpacdr'sin the year of Aa/ocKptros);

transitionaltypes make the association clear.
The sequence will be cleared up not only by
further study of the eponyms named on this
series, but also by examinationof the types of
this fabricant,from which somethinglike a die
sequencecan be established: I note at least one
eponymtype which comes from an altered die
(term of Atovvmnos). The forepart-of-lion stamps

will also haveto be takeninto accountsincethey
are associatedwith the bull's head stamps by
the secondarystamps which appear with both
(see under 173).
178. (AH 131). (Aa,oKpcanrs 6 'ApLoaroxXeV3;),
term of MevecpainrS.
PI. 70.
'Er'] Mjfv [KpdrevsKvi&ov

bull'shead
Some fifty examples are on file; there is
variationin the die.
See on 177. In the pre-Sulla deposit from
which came SS 6601, the jar dated by this
eponym,weretwo morehandlessimilarlydated,
SS 4847 and 4899.
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179. (AH 163). (Aa,uoKpargs,term of AatSaXos)
duoviri stamp. P1. 70.
bull's head
['EpaT'8] a

'Apt [Tatv]

o vac.

The narrowness of the nose of the bull's head
seems to be the effect of a twist in setting the
die; it is characteristic of this type, but ex-

amples exist in which the nose is of quite
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normal width, and the ears distinct (though
small).
About forty examples are on file, of which
SS 7376, the neck of a jar, comes from a cistern
deposit containing refuse from the destruction
by Sulla.

Part of the secondstampon SS 7376 is pre-

served, and establishes the companion type,
which reads AauoKcpaTrevgKv8tov 'Av8pwv, the
tops of the letters turned similarly inward
toward a similar bull's head. The title has been
put in what must be the wrong stamp of the
pair, and the eponym, Aal8aXos, is not named
on either. Of this type, only about twenty examples are on file, and it seems possible that
the fabricant type was redone, without the title.
In fact, such a type of AaczoKpar7sdoes exist
(Kerameikos 170, etc.) in twenty examples.
For the (implied) eponym, see also 175, and

under159.
180. (AH 175).
P1. 70.

AauKOKpaTr7,

term of IIoAXirS.

'Er IIoAtXrev Aa/AOKcparevsKv(8tov)

fig. 10, is illustratedanothertype of

Aa/AoKpdarV

(SS 8165, term of IIoAtTas,with forepart of
lion; this handle also from the Klepsydra deposit).

181. (AH 253). Like 180. P1. 70.
'Ewr IIoXA]TEV5 AaupoKp.aTew

[Kvt(8Lov) vac.

bull's head with neck

See on 180.
182.

(AH

248).

AtLoaovptSas,

term of 'Ayias.

PI. 71.
'Emr''A[yta Atoo7ovpg8a K] VLSLov

bull's head

Publishedexamples:Grace,214; and pp. 300
and 303, no. 8, where the companiontype has
accidently been superimposed(cf. under 157
for another such accident). About sixty-five

others are on file, including SS 7445, a neck
with both stamps preserved, from a cistern
deposit containing refuse from the destruction
by Sulla.
The combination of companion types is further established by three more fragments on
which both supplementary stamps are preserved, but no whole jar of ALooKcovpp8asis
known to me, dated in this or in any other term.
For a published example of another type of
AoaKovpoVpas, apart from 183-187,

see B.C.H.,

LXXVI, 1952, pl. XX, 10, and text p. 520 on
vac.

bull's head with neck

Seventeenexampleson file in additionto 180
and 181, includingSS 8167 fromthe Klepsydra

deposit (see under 154).

A companiontype has been identifiedwhich

has the names and title (avSpwv) of the proper
duoviri and a closely similar device (SS 644,
etc., thirty examples).
See B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pl. XX, 9, for a
good example of a different type dated by this
eponym, the names of the duoviri being included
in the same stamp.
In the Classical Journal, XLII, 1947, p. 452,

ALooaKoUpi'sa

183.

at Delos.

(AH 38). AloaKovpiSas,term of
vos. P1. 71.

'Emr 'A]prTa(vev(

s?)

'Apt'CTar-

A [LoOKoVp]8a Kv i8[ LOv

bull's head
Sixteen other examples on file, including SS
4072 b from a cistern deposit containing Sulladestruction filling; an example was also found
in Corinth (C 36-99), on which see p. 146, note
19.

Of the companiontype, includingSS 4072 a,
sixteen examplesalso.
On the fabricant,see 182.
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184. (AH 235). Atoacovptias, term of qEpuowv.
P1. 71.
'E.T 'vEpuwv[o] 4Lo[aKo(v)p']Sa

[s]
bull's head
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About thirty examples on file of this type;
there is another variation (in about thirty-five
examples) with almost the same reading. Of
both types, from Sulla-destruction deposits are
SS 4070, 5133, 6808, and probably others.
For the companion types, see 185.
For the fabricant, see 182.
185.

(AH 39).

(Awoipovp(tas, term of "Ep/uov)

duoviri stamp. PI. 71.
'Apato[o/3ovXoT M]eXaa[vTas]

bull's head

About seventy exampleson file (with vary-

ing dies), including SS 2183, 6795 and 6808
from Sulla-destruction deposits. SS 6808, listed
also under 184, is the neck of a jar with both
stamped handles preserved.
184 and 185 are supplementary in content,
but they are not from the same jar, and probably not exactly companion types; the type of
the fabricant stamp on SS 6808 is the other
variation mentioned under 184.
186.

thereare two sets of fabricantand duoviritypes
of

Aloo-Kovpt'8a

also in the year of

Ev'payo'pas.

For the fabricant,see 182.
187. (AH 213). (AitocKovpi8as,term of Ilaivos) duoviri stamp. PI. 71.
'Av8pwv Kapv] 77a8asEv/3ovA[os (sic)

filleted bull's head
Published examples: Grace, 211-212; A.
Thumb, Ath. Mitt., XVI, 1891, p. 181, n (from
Arkesine, Amorgos). The die varies: the eta in
the first name in 187 has been corrected to epsilon in the die illustrated by Grace, 211. About
forty-five other examples on file, including SS
3976 from a cistern filling which contained refuse from the destruction by Sulla.
The companion type is published in Grace,
213. Two examples (SS 4061, 4063) were
found in the same cistern deposit as SS 3976
bearing the duoviri type, and SS 6799 was
found in another cistern deposit of the same
date.
See Grace, 188 for a different type dated by
this eponym (not there read), the names of the
duoviri being included in the same stamp.
188.

(AH 217). (Xpvo7r7tros ? term of 'Aptoduoviri stamp. PI. 71.

TOKpaTr)1)

(AH

164).

AtooTKovp/Sas,term of Ev-

fpayopas.

'AvSp1]^v MiaTyol

['Iao-wv

bull's head

bull's head with neck
'ET7rEvf.pa[yo'pa

AtonoKOvpiSaa

vac.]

Published example: Grace, 210 (the reading
is not there made). About twenty-five others
on file. As in the year of "Epo,wv (184-185),

Two other examples on file: Delos, TD 630,
2331.
Of the tentatively attributed companion type
(TD 2910, etc.) there are three from Delos aid
one from the Agora.

D. PONTIC
Stamped handles of this class are uncommonin Greece,the percentage at the Pnyx
being unusually high. In the Black Sea area they are found in quantity, and the best
reference books (see Bibliography) are by Russians: Pridik's fine illustrated repertory
in Herm., as useful here as for the Thasian, and Grakov's analysis which includes the
most extensive and detailed chronological study that has yet been published of any
class of stamps. Grakov's dates have been quoted here in text and Plate; as has been
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noted under 194, some revision may possibly be indicated. The Pnyx 189-196 all
come from the series, attributed to Sinope, that is covered by his book; some other
Pontic series have been identified, cf. B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 539, references under
no. 39 where the name of the Russian scholar is to be corrected to Akhmerov.
Note that patronymics are frequently used in stamps of this class, mostly for
further identification of the eponym, who is usually given the title ao-rvvo'pog; cf. 191195. The device is an additional identificationof the same person, since in these stamps
it is usually constant with the eponym's name, not, as in Rhodian and Knidian stamps,
with the fabricant's; comparethe usage on early Thasian stamps, see above, p. 125.
My earlier description of the clay, Grace, p. 205, omits what has turned out to be
the most noticeable feature: a liberal peppering of dark bits.
189. (AH 91). Fragmentof neck and rim of

192. (AH 169). PI. 72.

jar. Pls. 72 and 59, b.

'AoTVvo[,U.Ov]

'E,r' Aovv [

eagle with

Ao-po(v)

dolphin

Grakov'sGroupI, datedfrom the late fourth
centuryto 270 B.C. See Grakov,p. 112 for the

date of the group, p. 114 for the eponym Atovv'o~-o I, who appears regularly without the
title, and p. 117 for the fabricant, who had apparently not been known in this combination.
The device, the coin type of Sinope, is that
common to the whole of Grakov's Group I.

190. (AH 35).

IIvOoXpyaroTv
Tro
'A7roAAcviov
....,80
roo

[

p. 143 for the date of the group, and p. 144 for
the eponym and his accompanying device, an
akrostolion. This is not the same type as that

publishedB.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pl. XXVI,
42.
193. (AH 72). PI. 72.
'A(o7v [o',Ov]

eagle

[number of lines uncertain] with
dolphin
The part of the handle that had the lettered
portion of the stamp has gone, leaving only the
right end with the device.
Published in Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 188,
pl. 20, 13 (at a little over actual size).
Grakov's Group I; see under 189.
191. (AH 62). Pl. 72.
['AO
O7vVOOV]

['Icx]TtLaOV
[KaX] ttatvov

amphora
(vertical)

Rim preserved, a plain roll.
Grakov's Group III, ca. 220-183 B.C. See his
p. 132 for the date of the group, p. 133 for the
eponym and the accompanying device, and p.

135 for the fabricant.

]

Grakov'sGroupV, ca. 150-122 B.C. See his

"Icfo0

[cluster]

T [ov Zwo7,pov]

[KAccaveToS?]

Grakovlists the eponym,p. 153, as GroupV
or VI, i. e. ca. 150-70 B.c. For the tentative
restoration of the fabricant, see Herm., 72, 219-

220.
194. (AH 73). P1.72.
['AaTVVO~'LOV]
'Ixei.[ov Tov5]
'Avr [t7rapov]
'EX[a
]

Grakov's Group VI, 121-70 B.C. See his p.
148 for the date of the group, and p. 149 for
the eponym and his accompanying device, an
ithyphallic herm. The fabricant has not been
identified.
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Another example of this type is SS 12484,
froman apparentlyundisturbedpart of the constructionfilling of the Middle Stoa, a context
which suggests a date in the first half, perhaps
first quarter,of the second century B.C. Some
reconsiderationof partsof Grakov'schronology
is possiblyindicated.
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195. (AH 71). P1. 72.

'A.cr.vo.,.o [v]
IIpoOXOV TOV

Me[tov

]

[tripod]

[

]

Grakov'sGroupVI, see under 194. See his
p. 150 for the eponym.
196. (AH 203). P1. 72.
Unrestored,with drapedfigureas device.

E. CHIAN, AND LAGYNOS HANDLES

For notes on Hellenistic Chian wine amphoras and lagynoi, see B.C.H., LXXVI,
1952, p. 519 and pl. XXV, nos. 37 and 38, with text p. 539; on fifth century Chian
and on the series as a whole, see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 104-105, under no. 152,
with references to earlier publications. Much material has been gathered toward a
special study of the series. In the meanwhile, it may be remarked that the names
'IKeC'Osand (<>iXUrrTT
all appear in Chian inscriptions, according to references
tHy,ro-/aa,
kindly sent to me by Mr. George Forrest of Wadham College, Oxford; and the first
and third at least are known also on Chian coins. Note also in the commentary below
that parallels for 197 and 198 were found in 1952 in the British excavations in Chios.
Citation of these latter is by courtesy of Mr. John Cook, Director of the British School
in Athens, and Mr. John Anderson of the University of Otago, New Zealand. A
report by Mr. Anderson on these excavations is in press, shortly to appear in B.S.A.
The lagynos illustrated in Plate 73 (SS 10259, H. 0.29 m., diam. 0.25 m.,
capacity as measured with ground coffee, 4080 cc.) was found in the " Komos Cistern," on which cf. Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 118, and A.J.A., LIV, 1950, pp. 376 ff.;
from the same deposit is SS 9989, mentioned below as a parallel for 197. On the
handle of the lagynos is a stamp reading Mocrxiwv,a name which also appears on Chian
inscriptions and coins, and on a lagynos handle found in the British excavations in
Chios.
197. (AH 98). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.029 m.
Pls. 73 and 80 (side).

198. (AH 46). W. 0.044m.; T. 0.035 m. P1.
73.

'Hyrcolov

'IKe(Caov

Fine red clay, buff surface, fine particlesof
mica.

Of twenty-four examples on file, SS 9989
comes from a cistern deposit of the third century B.C. An example has been found in the
Britishexcavationsin Chios, 1952.

Clay like that of 197.
Publishedexamples,Grace,240-241.
Of fifty-sixexampleson file, SS 7912 and SS
8048 were found in cisterndepositsof the third
centuryB.C.,andthreewere foundin the British
excavationsin Chios,in a depositof the middle
to third quarterof the third century.
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199. (AH 181). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.032 m.
Pls. 73 and 80 (side).
[

txTeVs
iA]
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Fine light red clay, fine particles of mica,
smeary gray surface.
Five other examples on file, of which SS 1467
is from the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa.

200. (AH 150). Lagynos handle. W. 0.032
m.; T. 0.016 m. Pl. 73 (stamp at a little
less than actual size).

202.

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica.
(AH 128). Lagynos handle. W. 0.029
m.; T. 0.016 m. Pl. 73.
Kpo(

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica; buff surface on top of handle.
The name seems to be Kpovtos, which appears
in various abbreviations and sometimes in full
(cf. Grace, 248) on lagynos handles and on at
least one handle (Delos, TD 3619) of the type
of 197-199. SS 11070, like 201 but retrograde,
comes from the construction filling of the Stoa
of Attalos, and examples of two variations have
been found in Corinth.

(AH 154). Lagynos handle. W. 0.026
m.; T. 0.015 m. P1. 73.

A
Fine red clay, fine particles of mica, buff
surfacing.
Another example from the Agora.
203.

'Aptarro&8/ov

201.

On the name, see C. E. Holm, GriechischAgyptische Namenstudien, Uppsala, 1936, pp.
33 ff. It appears in Egypt from the second century B.C. onward.

(AH 129). Lagynos handle. W. 0.031
m.; T. 0.012 In. PI. 73.

Fine buff clay, few fine particles of mica. The
handle is stamped on its lower attachment. It is
distinctly ribbed on the outside.
Three other examples on file, of which SS
4288 comes from a cistern deposit of the middle
half of the third century B.C.
Although probably the commonest stamped
lagynos was Chian, their fabric indicates that
not all were. The clay of 203 suggests an
association rather with 204, and it may be remarked that many handles of the class of 204
are stamped on the lower attachment.

F. CORCYREAN (?)

For a note on this series, see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 108-109, under no. 166.
Characteristic features of the fourth century jar of this class are shown (PI. 74)
by SS 10048, from a late fourth-early third century B.C. deposit (preserved ht.
0.213 m.; on one handle a circular stamp with an alpha in relief). Note the distinct
articulation of neck from body, and the way the rim lies out on the handles.

204.

(AH 219).
P1. 74.

W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.029 m.
Ku

?

Fine buff clay, gray core. The rim apparently
lay close over the handle, since the gray core

showson top in one place.
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G. PARIAN
I illustrate thethe
shape with the neck of a jar from Corinth (C 34-1641), the
largest fragment of a stamped Parian jar that I have seen. Its stamp has the ethnic
only, written with omega. See Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 187, no. 7, for a description
of this object; ibid., pl. 20, 7, for a photograph of the stamp; and Plate 74 here for a
side view of the neck.
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205. (AH 87). W. 0.035 m.; T. 0.021 m.;
Ht. of the handleca. 0.15 m. Pls. 74 and

59,b (side).
IIdptov 4Ip(

(retr.)

Fine micaceouslight red clay, buff surface.

A spreadtowardthe lowerattachment
shows
at the break, indicating a slightly shorter neck
and handle than on the Corinth fragment.

Anotherexampleof the stamp type, SS

10263, comes from the " Komos Cistern,"for
which see above,p. 166.

H. PARMENISKOS

GROUP

This group is apparently pre-Hellenistic in its beginnings, but context suggests
that most of the stamped handles are of the early third to early second centuries B.C.
Most of the stamps have single names, nearly always broken into two lines; a few have,
instead, a monogram. The handles are of micaceous russet clay, sometimes with an
irregular brownish gray core; they are rather broad, with a short upper part that
spreads to the attachment and has little arch. They have a characteristic rim with
sharp outer edge, preserved on 208, and fairly visible in the profile view of this handle
on Plate 80. The neck SS 3791 illustrated with 206-208, from an early third century deposit, has a characteristic stamp reading

UKpa/Tov.

The fragmentary jar

P 8422 (preserved ht. 0.54 m.) from another early third century deposit has no stamp
preserved, but has the characteristic rim, and a white paint band around its neck
resembles one faintly visible (not in the photograph) on SS 3791. About 85 handles
are on file; these come from Athens, and Delos, and one or two each from Corinth,
Thasos, Philippi, Pergamon, Troy, and the Black Sea area. I add a list of names, aind
hope the provenance may be solved:
(206)
'A/ctevo'vuco
AptoaroIcos

'Hyroavos
'HpaKxciSv

IlapmuevLiacxo
(Grace, 245)
HIoactSoTrros

'AptLaoffaxvrs

?ECOOTOS

TPolZt,ao

rTavKOT

??O'8&pOS

=L)XKpaT7S

A,7 (

KaXAAX,axo
(207)
MxWov (208)

A^EOTL/lOT

NuKias

,WTrarpoTO

Tt/,.at'eros
? avo'Aao,

4opgJwv(Grace,246)
(Grace, 244)
NLCKOaTpaTOv
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206. (AH 245). W. 0.039m.; T. 0.017m.
Pls. 74 and 59, b (side).
'A/ietvo
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Micaceous red clay.
Four other examples on file, of which one
(Kerameikos 1) has the whole length of the
handle preserved, the height of the handle
being about 0.21 m.
207.

(AH 149).
P1. 74.

W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.018 m.
Ka\Xa
p1aXov

Somewhat micaceous russet clay.

Four other examples on file, of which one is
from Corinth: C 48-8, from South Stoa, Well
XXII, immediate context early second century
B.C. There is slight variation in the die.
208.

(AH 244). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.021m.
Pls. 74 and 80 (side).
MuKd
ovosO

Micaceous russet clay.
Twelve other examples on file, of which one
was found in Delos (TD 4608), one near Philippi (see G. Mylonas, IlpaKTuKL, 1938, p. 15;
cf. M. N. Tod. J.H.S., LXII, 1942, p. 54, with
references), one in Thasos, and one in Kerch
(Herm., 113, 285); the rest in Athens.

I. COAN

For notes on the fabric and developmentof this class of jar, see Hesperia, Suppl.
VIII, pp. 181 (with note 27), 186 (no. 8), and 189. A jar (SS 8214) is illustrated ibid.
pl. 19, 8, its stamp pl. 20, 10. Corrigenda: the deposit, cf. p. 186, is now dated in the
first half of the second century B.C.; and the stamp, cf. p. 188, is now read ['A]ra-KX(,
retrograde, below a club. The identification of this class was made by A. Maiuri,
Nuova Silloge Epigrfi e di Rodi Cos, Firenze, 1925, pp. 245-249, where on p. 246
another (later) jar of the series is illustrated.

209.

(AH 205). W. 0.051 m.; T. 0.026 m.
Pls. 75 and 59, b (side).

From exploration of City Wall, context to
first century after Christ.
Hao4a

Reddish clay, greenish buff slip.
Other double handles with this stamp or one
closely similar include several in the Benachi
collection, Alexandria, and one in Cos, part of
the original group on which the attribution of
double handles to Cos was based; see A. Maiuri,

Nuova Silloge Epigraphica di Rodi e Cos,
Firenze, 1925, p. 248, no. 9, where references

are givento Patonand Hicks,Inscriptionsof
Cos, for the names.

Almostexactlythe samestampappearson a
handle of a different kind found in Corinth:

C 37-1195,fromthe Agora NE, an ordinary
(i. e. not double)broadishhandle(W. 0.049
m.; T. 0.03 m.) of clay rather similar to that
of 209. Datable possibly after 44

B.C.,

when

thecolonywasfounded,butin PatonandHicks
the name appearsonly in texts of the third
century B.C.
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J. WITH LATIN STAMP
210. (AH 66). Fragmentof rim and neck of
jar, with handleattachment.Ht. of fragment, 0.019 m.; ht. of rim 0.045 m.; length

of stamp0.035m. (shown at a little under
actualsize). Pls. 75 and 80.
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210-212 comefromisolatedpocketsof Roman
deposit behind the curved retaining wall of
Period III of the Assembly Place, the immediate context being of the second century
after Christ. See Hesperia,XII, 1943,pp. 297299.

ZIRA
Fine light red clay, reddishbuff surface.
I owe the reading and a commentto Mrs.
Elizabeth Lyding Will, who is preparing a
publicationof Latin stamps. She notes that her
restorationof the third letter is based on a
better-preservedexample of the same stamp
found in Delos (TD 1937), which is also set
vertically, a very uncommon position. The
shape of the rim has led her to give the fragments a tentativedate in the first centuryafter
Christ.

K. IMPERIAL GROUP

For handles of this group, various contexts indicate a date in the late first and
early second centuries after Christ. The handles are rather roughly made and small
(W. 0.03-0.036m.;

T. 0.015-0.02m.;

Ht. in position 0.08-0.10 m.), from short-

necked jars with more or less spreading shoulders. Rim and shoulder fragments preserved on several indicate the jars were of the type of P 11481 (Ht. 0.60m.; unstamped) illustrated with 211-213. Of these stamps, most characteristic is 213: those
of the group as a whole, that is, are longish with irregular margin, the ground of the
letters not on an even plane, the letters carelessly made, epsilon and sigma regularly
lunate, most of the legends abbreviations, and most retrograde.
There is a marked difference in the color of the clay in different specimens, cf.
211 with 213, and there are fragments with rim preserved which show the same
contrast, e. g. SS 11403 and SS 5087. This has suggested a standard jar made in
different states. But I know of none of the stamps found outside Athens, and apparently both the red and the buff clay exist in the neighborhood, and are used by modern
potters. (I owe the information to Lucy Talcott.) The size of P 11481 does indieBte
a standard Imperial container: a capacity measurement taken without prejudice gave a
result of 25 liters, which, considering that the jar has been restored with plaster and

had to be measured with wheat, is satisfactorily close to Hultsch's figure for the
capacity of a quadrantalor Roman amphora.28
We have at the Agora fifty-six stamped handles of this class, and several more
restored jars like P 11481, the study of which will become more interesting when
Henry S. Robinson has narrowed the dates of the early Roman groups of pottery.
Note that jars of similar shape have been found in Herculaneum and Pompeii, thus
28

F. Hultsch, Griechische und Rimische Metrologie, SecondEdition, Berlin, 1882,p. 126.
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confirming the approximate date here proposed: cf., for example, Illustrated London
News, November 11, 1933, p. 763 (two jars in the rack); and A. Maiuri, Pompeii2,
1943, photograph on p. 109.
211.

(AH 120). W. 0.036 m.; T. 0.018 m.
Pls. 75 and 80 (side). Context, see on
210.
'Aya0o
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ro8[oS]

Red clay, reddish buff surface.
Two other examples with the same reading,
slight die variation. There are nine examples of
the same name, similarly divided, but in the
nominative, of which SS 11212 comes from context of the second to third century after Christ.
For the name, as a name of runners, see L.
Robert, etudes Anatoliennes, Paris, 1937, p.
143; cf. H. Immerwahr in The Excavations at
Dura-Europos, Ninth Season, Part 1, p. 227,
note 45, on names in -7rovs.

212.

(AH 121). W. 0.033 m.; T. 0.02m. Pl.
75.

Context, see on 210.
'ERp( ?
The rho is a loop attached to a loose leg of
the mu.
Red clay, yellowish buff core and surface.
213.

(AH 237). W. 0.032 m.; T. 0.02 m.
Pls. 75 and 80 (side) (stamp shown at
slightly under actual size).
EVTv( (retr.)

Buff clay paler on surface than on break.
With the side view of the handle, compare the
handles of P 11481 illustrated beside the stamps
of the Imperial Group. See above, p. 170.
Two other examples on file, with slight variations in the die.

L. BYZANTINE

214.

(AH 194). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pls. 75 and 80 (side) (stamp shown at
slightly under actual size).
[ sic
] .IroXatip.ov
bust of Byzantine Emperor

This handle has been published; see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pl. 20, 14, where it is
shown at a little over actual size. I have nothing
to add to the comment, p. 188.

M. OF UNKNOWN

I. FROM THE FILLING OF PERIODIII OF THE
ASSEMBLY PLACE: 215-243

On this deposit, of which the date range is
from the late fifth century to about 340 B.C.,
see above, pp. 6, 119, 122.
a. Incuse Markings, apparently all made
before firing: 215-220

215. (AH 51). W. 0.05 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 76.
Finding place, see heading.
Incuse circle, as though impressed by a hollow reed.

ORIGIN

Grayish buff clay, micaceous and sandy; red
stain.
Marks of this kind have been found on winejar fragments of the early fifth century; cf. Hesperia, XV, 1946, p. 278, pl. XXVIII, no. 29,
and another is the Chian SS 7803 (on the lower
attachment of the handle). But they are not
confined to this period, appearing not only in
later contexts but on handles of late fabric, that
is, on first century B.C. Knidian. 215 may be
compared with SS 10746 and 10747 of generally
similar fabric, from a well deposit of the first
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quarterof the fourthcenturyB.C.; on the former
the markis againon the lowerattachmentof the
handle. Comparealso SS 11341, from the deposit, close in date to the filling of Period III
of the Assembly Place, mentionedunder 29;
and Olynthus,XIII, pl. 259, 1093.
For a note on small circles, impressed or
painted,on Chianjars of the sixth and fifthcenturies

B.C.,

see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 105,
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underno. 152.

216. (AH 34). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.019 m.;
Pls. 76 and 80 (side).
Findingplace, see heading.
A roughlycut beta ( ?).
Micaceous buff clay, grayish at core; red
stain. In fabric,includingwhat is preservedof
a stubbyrim, the handleresembles230 etc.
217. (AH 67). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.

76.

Finding place, see heading.
A lambda.
Red clay with light-colored bits and buff
surface.

218.

(AH 33). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pls.

76 and 80 (side).
Finding place, see heading.
A sigmaor possiblya mu.
The rim resemblesthe Thasian rim, with an
especiallylarge flat top, with slight downward
slope toward the outside. Micaceous reddish
buff clay, gray core.

219.

(AH 32).

W. 0.056 m.; T. 0.025 m.

Pls. 76 and 80 (side).
Finding-place,see heading.
An alphain a circularfield.
Rim of Thasian type, with rounded top.
Micaceousreddishbuff clay, buff surface.
A similar stamp, but about a quarteragain
larger, appears impressedon the neck of SS
8083, an almost fully preservedjar found in a
well deposit of the late fifth century. The jar
is a differenttype from that of 219; it is probably Chian.

220. (AH 31). W. 0.048 m.; T. 0.026m. PI.
76.
Findingplace, see heading.
A chi or cross in a circularfield.
Micaceoussandy reddishbuff clay, red,stain
Similarstamps: SS 1797 and 3197; Herm.,
pl. XV, 1; 246 (not illustrated) somewhat
resemblesthis type.
b. Various Relief Devices on Handles of
Finer Fabric: 221-229
221-223. (AH 48, 47, 155). Average W.
0.045 m.; average T. 0.02 m. Pls. 77 and

80 (side).
Finding place, see heading.
A youthfulmale head left, within a spray of
ivy.

Rim similarto Thasian,with flare inside as
well as outside. Micaceous russet buff clay,
gray or grayishat core.
Publishedexample: Herm.,pl. XV, 16. Five
otherson file in additionto Pnyx items, including SS 8008, from the same late fifth century
well depositas provideda parallelfor 219.
224. (AH 108). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.02 m. Pi.

77.
Finding place, see heading.
[TeA]ea

rhytonwith griffinprotome [above which,
caduceus]
Highly micaceousrusset clay, with traces~f
a thin milky surfacing.
Seven examples found in South Russia:
Herm., 116, 383-389,of whichone is illustrated
pl. XIV, 19. Four examplesfrom Thasos, of
which a fine sharpone is impressedon a completely preserved handle with the connecting
portionof the neck of the jar.
Pridik publishesanothertype with the same
name, again with a small caduceus,this time
surroundedby an ivy wreath; see Herm., pl.
XIV, 15, text p. 116, 390-394.

Accordingto its fabric, 224 might be Tha-
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sian, but the name is apparentlynot Thasian.
The device appears as a symbol on coins of
Thyrrheium; see British Museum Catalogue,
Corinth,etc., 1889, pl. XXXVIII, 3, 4, where
it is dated 350-250 B.c.; see also Numismatic
Notes and Monographs,No. 53, 1932, pl. XII,
52 (enlarged).
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225. (AH 18). W. 0.052 m.; T. 0.022 m. P1.
77.
Finding place, see heading.
A plumedheron,right.
Micaceousrusset clay, red stain.
For similarsmallsquarestampswith devices,
cf. Herm., pl. XV, 34-36. It seems possible
they are Thasian,perhapsaccompanyingstamps
without device like 1-4; cf. Herm., pl. VI, 22,
and see under 229.
226. (AH 30). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.022 m.;
Ht. of handleca. 0.14 m. PI. 77.

Findingplace,see heading.
Gem impression:winged creaturewith semihuman head. An enlargementof a differently
lightedphotographis addedto aid in the interpretation.
Most of the handleis preserved,broadeningat
eachend towardits attachment.Non-micaceous
buff clay with gray core; pitted, and contains
white bits.
227. (AH 52). W. 0.038m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
77.

Findingplace,see heading.
Gem impression: winged (?) creature or
object. An enlargementof a differentlylighted
photographis addedto aid in the interpretation.
The fragmentcomes from close to the upper
attachmentof the handle. Reddish buff clay;
the surface shows some fine particlesof mica.
228.

(AH 122).

W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.022 m.

P1. 77.
Findingplace,see heading.
Incuse rectangle,quartereddiagonally.
Micaceouslight red clay; red stain. Cf. 229.

The stamp may be comparedwith, e. g., the
reverse type of the coin of Neapolis illustrated
Head-Hill, op. cit., pl. 3, 6.
229.

(AH 153).

W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.022 m.

P1. 77.
Finding place, see heading.
A phiale,or a theta.
Fabric of the handleexactly like that of 228.
Both much resemble 4, Thasian of the class
without device. For stamps of that class accompaniedby a stamplike 229, see Herm., pl.
VIII, 3 and 4; see also under 225.
A duplicateof 229 is SS 11339, from the
same deposit as SS 11341, mentioned under
215.
c. Simple Devices and Single Letters in Relief
on Handles of CoarserFabric: 230-241
230. (AH 124). W. 0.047m.; T. 0.024m.
Pls. 78 and 80 (side).
Finding place, see heading.
An ivy leaf in a circularfield.
Stubbyrim of generallyThasiantype. Rather
coarse reddishbuff clay, micaceousand sandy.
Fabric,includingrim when preserved,is about
the same for 231-241, also for 216.
Similarare 231-232and Herm., pl. XIV, 21;
also SS 10017.
231-2. (AH 64, 123). W. 0.052 m.; T. 0.022,
0.025 m. PI. 78.
Finding place, see heading.
Ivy leaf, as on 230, with slight variation;on
232 the stem is distinct.
Fabric, see 230.
233.

(AH 50). W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.027 m. PI.

78.
Finding place, see heading.
Ivy leaf, more full and round than on 230232.
Fabric, see 230.
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234-5. (AH 65, 97). W. 0.049m.; T. 0.023
m. PI. 78.
Finding place, see heading.
Beta in a circularfield.
Fabric,see 230. On 235, a red stain sets off
the letter.
Similar are SS 10841, and Antioch 5605-P
1166.
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236-241. (AH 49, 95, 96, 125, 151, 152).
W. ca. 0.049m.; T. ca. 0.025m. Pls. 78
and 80 (side).
Finding place, see heading.
Nu retrogradewithincircularborder.
Fabric,see 230. 240 has a distinctgray core,
241 a noticeablered stain.
Four examplesfrom the AthenianAgora, of
which SS 11351 comes from the same deposit
as SS 11341,mentionedunder215.
d. Abbreviations:242-243

242.

(AH 28).

W. 0.055 m.; T. 0.023 m.

Pls. 78 and 80 (side).
Finding place, see heading.
KXeo( (retr.)

The rim is of greater projection, and the
handleis thinner,than they appearto be in the
side view; the rim resembles fourth-century
Thasian, with a down-slope outwards. Buff
clay, micaceousand sandy; red stains.
243.

(AH 29). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.023 m. Pls.

78 and 80 (side).
io (

(retr.)

Findingplace,see heading.
Rolled rim; fine buff clay, light red at core;
red stain.
II. MISCELLANEOUS:244-256

244. (AH 256). Stampon the neckof the jar,
near the rim. Ht. of fragment0.069 m.
P1. 79.
Epsilon in circularframe.

Rim, a slight thickening on the outside.
Ratherfine red clay with fine particlesof mica.
Mr. Peter Corbettin Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,
pl. 98, no. 108, publishes a similarly placed
roundstampfound in a well depositof the late
fifth century B.C., and on p. 338 refers to two
parallelsof the same period. Another is mentionedunder219. Othershave been foundin a
deposit of the third quarter; see L. Talcott,
Hesperia,IV, 1935, p. 515, on no. 85; the device is a kantharos,see p. 495.
245. (AH 240). W. 0.05 m.; T. 0.027m. Pls.
79 and 80 (side).
An alphaor a monogram;incuse lines.
Stubby rim. Micaceoussandy red clay, buff
surface.
246.

(AH 201).

W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.027 m.

P1. 80 (side).
From the construction debris of the City
Wall of the late fourth centuryB.C.
Stamp somewhatresemblingthat of 220.
Stubby rim. Micaceoussandy buff clay.
247. (AH 130). W. 0.047m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pls. 79 and 80 (side).
Monogramalphawith pi, incuselines.
Stubby rim. Sandy buff clay, somewhat
micaceous. Like Herm., pl. XVI, 8 and Gordion SS 123.
248. (AH 197). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.02 m.
P1. 79.
Ac incuse in oval field.
Bit of rolled rim preserved. Micaceous$ight
red clay, yellow-buffsurface.
From the same or closely related dies, four
other examples,of which one is from Thasos,
and two come from a group datableprobably
beforeca. 150 B.C. (SS 9544 and 9548).
249. (AH 190). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.024 m.
P1. 79.
A cluster of grapes on a twig, in an oval
field; possibly gem impression.
Rather fine-grained, somewhat micaceous
clay, reddish,with gray-buffcore.
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Anotherexample,SS 4814, comesfroma deposit of the fourth century B.C.

250. (AH 216). W. 0.047m.; T. 0.021 m.
Pls. 79 and 80 (side).
Ivy leaf, in circularfield.
Micaceousred clay, brownishon surface.
251.

(AH 88). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pls.
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79 and 80 (side).
Kappa,in a nearly squarefield.
The handle curves down abruptly after a
short top. Fine red clay, buff surface, very
slightlymicaceous.
252.

(AH 249).

W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.024 m.

P1.79.

H[
of brick red clay with
handle
Roughly made
white bits.
253. (AH 229). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.023 m.
PI. 79.
[ov]
['Ap]rT?u8&p

Irregularly ribbed handle; micaceous red
clay, buff core.
Cf. Herm., 110, 196, from Olbia.
254.

(AH 176).

W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.023 m.

Ribbed handle stamped below the curve;
pinkishbuff clay with blackbits.
255. (AH 222). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.025m.
Pls. 79 and 80 (side).
Macs

Roughly made handle with abrupt down
curve; coarsered clay with light slip thickeron
top of the handlethan below. Resemblessome
Knidian of the first century B.C. Mac is a name

which appears on Rhodian coins; cf. British
Museum Catalogue,Caria, etc., 1897, p. 255,
no. 268.
256. (AH 193). W. 0.039m.; T. 0.021m.
P1. 79.
Mva( (retr.)
Handle with centralrib down inside surface;
ratherfine,hard-baked,reddishbuffclay,greenish buff slip. Resembles the Corcyrean (?)
class, except for the hardness.
Unnumbered.AH 68, 90, and 138 are handles
of unknown origin, of which the stamps are
damagedand have not been read. Of these, a
side view of AH 68 is included in Plate 80.
The dimensionsof this handle are: W. 0.054
m.; T. 0.033 m.; it is of light red clay and

cream slip.

P1. 79.
(pov)
[Alo]wvvo8W

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTES

The bibliographicalabbreviationsused in this article are as follows:
Dumont: A. Dumont,InscriptionsCeramiquesde Grace,Paris, 1871. See above, p. 144.
Grace: V. Grace, "Stamped AmphoraHandles Found in 1931-1932,"Hesperia, III, 1934,
195-310.
Many incompletetypes there publishedcan now be correctlyrestored,and there has
pp.
been some revisionin the evaluationof contexts. I do not attempthere a list of corrigendain this
article,but call attention,as I have had occasionto do before, to what has proved, as a result of
later studies, to be an error in the diagramof Rhodiannames (p. 219): the group connectedwith
belongs shortly after instead of shortly before ca. 220-180 B.C.
'AlyaOo'fovXos
Grakov: B. N. Grakov, Ancient Greek Pottery Stamps with the Names of Astynomoi, Moscow,

1929 (in Russian). See above,p. 164.
Herm.: E. M. Pridik,Inventory-Catalogue
of the Stampson Handlesand Necks of Amphorae,
and on Bricks, of the HermitageCollection,Petrograd,1917 (in Russian). See above,pp. 122, 164.
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Kent: John H. Kent, "Stamped Amphora Handles from the Delian Temple Estates," in
Studies Presented to David Moore Robinson, II, Washington University, St. Louis, 1953, pp.
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127-134.
Morricone: L. Morricone," I Sacerdotidi Halios,"Annuario,XXVII-XXIX, 1952, pp. 351380. The inscriptionhere publishedis the only knownfragmentof a list of the Rhodianeponymous
priestsof Halios.
Nilsson: M. P. Nilsson, Timbres Amphoriquesde Lindos, Copenhagen,1909. See above,
p. 138.
Schuchhardt: C. Schuchhardt,Die Inschriftenvon Pergamon,II, Berlin, 1895, pp. 423-499.
Presenceof a stampin the deposithere publishedsuggestsa date of ca. 220-180 B.C.: cf. Rostovtzeff,
op. cit., p. 1479, note 68, with further references;there has been much corroborativeevidenceon
the chronologyof the stamps. See commentaryon 102-105, 110, 118.
Skorpil1904: L. Skorpil," Inscriptionsceramiquesacquisespour le musee de Kertschen 1901
et 1902," Bulletin de la Commission Imperiale Archeologique, 1904, pp. 19-166 (in Russian). The

stampedfragmentshere publishedwere found in various parts of the Kerch peninsula,apparently
not in archaeologicalexcavations; see p. 19, note 1. The Thasian (pp. 128-140) form a group
comparableto those from the Pnyx, both in total numbersand in the proportionpresent of stamps
of earlydate; and they includeduplicatesof seven early Thasianstampsfrom the Pnyx. This article
becameavailableto me afterthe Pnyx cataloguehad left my hands. I list here the parallels:
Pnyx 3: Skorpil 1904 no. 606
569a (perhapsnot exactly the same)
4:

5:

597b

15:
20:
39:
41:

597a
562
578
582

Tarsus: Hetty Goldman and others, Excavations at Gozlii Kule, Tarsus, Vol. I, Princeton

UniversityPress, 1950, pp. 135-148.
Mentionshould be made of five stampedfragmentsfound in earlier excavationsat the Pnyx:

see K. Kourouniotis in IlparKLKa, 1910, pp. 132-134. These are 1) a Rhodian like 98; 2) a Thasian
of Class I, c with the name Iavaa(v-s) ; 3) a Knidian naming the duoviri 'Ayla? and 'Aptaroye?v7s;
4) a squarestampwith the letters4I; and 5) an earlyThasianstampnamingthe eponym'AptarTdeSr.

referredto above,p. 126. They are admirablypresented.
Further bibliographyon amphorastamps and wine amphorasmay be found in V. Grace,
"StandardPottery Containersof the AncientGreekWorld,"Hesperia,Suppl.VIII, 1949, pp.,475189, with referencesespeciallyin note 7. The followingare subsequentpublicationsby the present
writer:
"Timbres amphoriquestrouves a Delos," B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 514-540. This is a
reporton about6000 handlesfoundduringthe Frenchexcavationson Delos, one of which,pl. XXI
and p. 535, no. 13, bearsthe only stampknownto includethe ethnic 'Po'Sov.
"The Eponyms Named on RhodianAmphoraStamps,"Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 116-128,
including,pp. 127-128,addendaet corrigendaon the precedingarticle. Cf. above,pp. 139-140. Note a
wrong referenceon p. 127 of the eponymsarticle,where pp. 121-122 should be cited (not p. 118).
The sectionon wine jars in CedricBoulter's" Pottery of the Mid-Fifth Centuryfrom a Well
in the AthenianAgora,"Hesperia,XXII, 1953, pp. 101-110.
For the corpus of Thasian stamps shortly to be publishedby Professor and Mme Bon, the
first corpusvolumein this field,see above,p. 122.
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Inv. No.
1
AH
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Cat. No.
15
43
32
41
6
10
25
26
1
22
17
29
9
44
48
38
20
225
42
33
13
7
27
21
83
78
168
242
243
226
220
219
218
216
190
106
165
183
185
151
125
142
176
119

Inv. No.
AH
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Cat. No.
133
198
222
221
236
233
215
227
49
24
19
58
2
30
50
67
107
191
127
231
234
210
217
unnumbered
138
122
195
193
194
129
59
39
65
86
104
77
96
92
88
90
84
110
205
251

Inv. No.
AH
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

Cat. No.
71
unnumbered
189
158
173
112
237
238
235
197
4
35
36
18
28
unnumbered
8
11
52
224
5
55
37
16
12
23
14
115
149
152
137
211
212
228
232
230
239
72
97
201
203
247
178
124
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Inv. No.
AH 133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

SMALL OBJECTS FROM THE PNYX: II
Cat. No.
114
153
123
177
98
unnumbered
31
47
53
66
3
40
34
60
54
102
207
200
240
241
229
202
223
169
128
130
140
175
174
171
179
186
170
73
75
101
192
74
100
68
117
159
180

Inv. No.
AH 176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218

Cat. No.
254
85
172
69
51
199
160
143
93
136
61
111
87
89
249
156
155
256
214
79
132
248
103
57
64
246
62
196
80
209
147
94
105
91
131
95
157
187
135
134
250
188
113

Inv. No.
AH 219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
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Cat. No.
204
56
163
255
145
161
82
167
146
164
253
45
120
63
99
154
184
148
213
166
108
245
46
141
126
208
206
118
139
182
252
162
144
76
181
150
116
244
121
70
109
81
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Agora
Inv. No.

SS

16
21
24
28
30
34
37
40
47
49
56
77
80
81
92
95
98
100
107
116

117
128
129
132
143

150
153
161
163
173
178
182
185
187
188
190
194
198

Previous
Publication
reference
used in
citation
Grace, 193
172
170
137
109
26
168
206
136
165
230
222
154
176
202
120
126
135
167
27
231
260
194
146
182
244
173
264
144
158
280
234
204
205
145
240
265
248

Cited here
under no.
or on page

168
157 and p.
157 and p.
151
118
82
p. 149
177
151
142
p. 146
113
p. 149
p. 149
177 and p.
147
129
151
142, 143
82
146
p.
169
168
p. 149
pp. 147, 148
p. 168
157 and p.
169
114
132
169
p. 146
177
177
114
198
169
201

149
149

149

149

Agora

Previous

Inv. No.

Publication
reference
used in
citation

208
224
234
236
237
239
244
245
249
261
262
263
264
267
275
276
278
279
282
283
298
302
303
309
314
318
320
322
323
325
329
332
334
337
338
339
344
346

223
188
183
211
212
191
226
227
228
192
210
132
281
229
245
127
190
209
199
157
246
185
166
177
186
181
128
164
p. 275
184
130
241
22
262
21
219
174
189

PUBLICATION

Cited here
under no.
or on page

157 and p. 147
187 and pp. 148,149
pp. 147, 148
187 and p. 148
187 and p. 148
168
p. 146
p. 146
p. 146
168
186 and p. 149
160 and p. 149
169
p. 146
p. 168
128
p. 148
143
170
132
168
p.
p. 148
142, 143
116
p. 147
pp. 147, 148
128
142
p. 148
157 and p. 148
164 and p. 148
198
86
169
86
174 and p. 149
157 and p. 149
p. 148
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Agora
Inv. No.

348
349
351
354
355
357
358
367
368
370
371
376
378
379
644
740
843
851
940

Previous
Publication
reference
used in
citation
129
257
213
180
214
263
261
3
1
77
233
282
276
171

1010

1048
1160
1463
1467
1489
1498
1586
1675
1712
1723
1797
1861
1927
2105
2159
2170
2174
2183
2250
2251
3195
3197
3219
3315
3467

Cited here
under no.
or on page

Agora
Inv. No.

128
p. 151
187 and p. 149
p. 148
182 and p. 149
169
169
9, 10-12
6
74
p. 146
169
p. 146
157 and p. 149
180
126
126
113
163
118
113
56
113
199

182andpp. 148, 149
126
p.
pl. II, 6 p. 145
p.301,1 p. 126
126
p.301,2 p. 126
220
pp.300,302,7 117
p. 150note 26
124
177
171, 172
p. 300, 8

150

185
177
171
176
220
p. 145
160
173

3639
3663
3786
3790
3791
3976
4061
4063
4070
4072
4175
4275
4288
4700
4777
4814
4847
4899
4924
4986
5087
5133
5372
5527
6082
6601
6603
6609
6610
6613
6795
6799
6806
6808
7376
7444
7445
7581
7582
7584
7616
7664
7673
7677
7803

Previous
Publication
reference
used in
citation

Cited here
under no.
or on page

p. 150,note 26
15
74
86
p. 168
187
187
187
184
183
84
92-94
203
168
124
249
178
178
176
176
p. 170
184
116
142
154
177, 178
143, 160, 177
177
160
176
185
187
176
184, 185
179
173
182
100
98
102
p. 122,note 3
123, 151
116
116
215
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Agora
Inv. No.

Previous
Publication
reference
used in
citation

Cited here
under no.
or on page

198
7912
221-223
8008
64
8027
98
8045
198
8048
219
8083
154
8094
8114
154
8119
164
156
8122
8165
180
8167
180
8198
164
8214
p. 169
8531
20
170
8645
8798
p. 127
90
8933
101
8934
52
9125
9201
112
142 and p. 145
9367
9375
116
9379
116
9473
63
9540
121
9544
248
9547
121
9548
248
9549
121
9551
123
9604
77
9628
215
9636 A4.J.A.,L, p. 38, p. 126
2, there listed
with the number
NN 1887
9756
116
9762
117
9856
85

Agora
Inv. No.

9907
9910
9916
9989
10017
10048
10087
10121
10259
10263
10736
10746
10747
10775
10776
10841
10941
10965
11033
11034
11070
11212
11339
11341

P

11346
11351
11403
11493
11566
12484
13094
14038
675

Previous
Publication
reference
used in
citation

Cited here
under no.
or on page

151
132
132
197 and p. 166
230
p. 167
123
32-33
p. 166
205
118
215
215
129
129
234-5
52
133
169
169
201
211
229
215, 229,
236-241
29
236-241
p. 170
59
113
194
p. 140
115
57
Grace, p. 202,

fig. 1,3
8422
11481
13570

p. 168
213 and p. 170
45 and p. 124,
note 8
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The index covers only names, devices, etc., which have been read or identifiedin stamps
publishedin this article,or in others referredto in commentaryor in introductorytext. References
to mentionsin the commentaryon a number(ratherthan in the reading) are given only if the word
does not appearin the reading,and these are introducedby " cf." Pages (in plain type) are given
for introductorytext only.
Lettersor devicesare in relief in the impressionunless there is a statementto the contrary.
A. NAMES OF PERSONS
Abbreviations,single letters, and resolved monogramshave been included here. Separate
entries have been made for the same name on various classes of jars and in various functions,but
personsof the same name and functionwithin a class have not been differentiated.Thasian names
not identifiedas those of eponymsor fabricantsare of the later period (cf. p. 123); they probably
representendorsementsratherthan dates, but this is not certain.

A, 167; incuse,219, 245
stamped on bronze greaves, cf. 27
'AyaOavwp,
'AyaO9vov,Kn. fab., 138,

139; cf. 153

Rh. fab., 175
'Ayaof/3ovAXo,
Kn.
duov., 165; cf. 153; 147, 149
'Aya0o'8wpos,
Kn.
duov., 147, 148, 149
'Aya9oKxXi,
Kn.
'Aya9oKXOs, ep., 124, 127, 141, 148; cf. 145

of
'AyaNo%rovs,

ImperialGroup,211

'Aynr/aroAs,Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
'Aytas,

Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149, 176

'Aylas, Kn. ep., 182; cf. 153; 148, 149
'AyXov'KptTo,
'AyAwKpTro7,Rh. ep., 74; cf. 86
"Ayvwv,Kn. phrour.,cf. 116

'Ayopava6,Rh. fab., 103; cf. 102
'Ayptos(?), Rh. ep., 70
'AOavayopas,Rh. ep., 139

Kn. duov., cf. 153; 147, 149
'AOavo8wpo&,
Kn.
'A9,vatos,
fab., 140, 153
'AOr'vaLos,
member of firm (?) of Kn. fabs.,

168; cf. 169
'A0lvo'So[, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Atlv&a,Kn. fab., 141
ATaKvlXvo5
Kn. fab., 154
(for AT)xvXZvos),
AtaXpL,v,early Th. fab., 40;
Alaxpiwv, Th., 59

Fig. 6

Rh. ep., 75, 92-94
Ai7XuvXvos,
Kn. ep., cf. 157; 148, 149
'AXA'avSpos,
'AXAG,(eCv(),early Th. ep., 16; 123, note 8;
Fig. 6

of ParmeniskosGroup,206; 168
'AMeuvovLKos,
"A/.uav(8pos),early Th. fab. (?), 39
Kn. ep., cf. 168
'Ava4av8pit8a,
Kn.
'Av4dav8pos, fab., 142-144
'Av8potu'vrts,Kn. ep., 154; 147, 148, 149
'AvravSpos, Kn. ep., 125
'Avrt(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
'Avrtyovos, Kn. fab., 155; cf. 156
Kn. ep., cf. 168
'AvTr7raTpog,
'Avr7traTpo,fathet -'f Pontic astynomos 'IKlctos,
194
'Air in monogram,incuse,247
'A7raTo(v'pto),

Rh. ep., 140

Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
'AvroXAo'8opo,,
Kn. ep., cf. 142
'AwroAXo8&pos,
'AwroXAwvI8m
, father of Pontic astynomos IlvOoXp7faro,,192
'AiroXAAvos, Kn. duov., 165, cf. 153; 147, 149
'AiroXXAAtos,
Kn. ep., cf. 168
Rh. ep., 140
'A7roAXAvLo;,
'A. ItaSas, Kn. fab., 113
'Ap in monogram, on lagynos handle, 202
"Apevs,Kn. ep., cf. 168
'Apt, early Th. ep., Fig. 6

Kn. fab., 114
'ApLa'rayo'pas,
'Aptar(ayo'(prt), early Th. fab., 7; Fig. 6
'AplaratwoT,Kn. duov., 179; 147, 148, 149
'Ap'rTatvos,Kn. ep., 183; 147, 148, 149
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'ApLarTetS,early Th. ep., 17-20; 125, 126, 176;

Fig. 6
'ApLr~TS,

Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149

'ApLTovV,

Kn. fab., 115
Rh.

'ApLaodS'alos,Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149
on Chian (?) lagynos,200
'ApLrdSTO'8JUO,

ParmeniskosGroup,168
Kn.
duov., 148, 149
'AprraTocxXA,
Kn.
fab.,
116, 145-146; cf. 143
'ApLUro)AX,
'AplaTroKXAS, father of Kn. fab. AajoKcpaTris, 177;
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'AplrTO'dSKco,of

cf. 173, 178
Kn. ep., cf. 188; 148, 149
'ApLarTOKpaT'r,

ep., 21; Fig. 6
Th.
ep., cf. 55; 125, 126;
'ApLraTolxlvV, early
Fig. 6

'ApaTroKp(daTvlS), early Th.

[/(v-s
'ApLaToju

) ?], Th., 60
cf. 174;

'ApLaropt~8Vs, Kn. ep., 164;

148, 149,

150

'ApLorro'roXLs,Kn.

'ApLT0o4dvrl;,

ep., cf. 168

of ParmeniskosGroup,168
ep., 140

'ApLrTodav-is, Rh.

'AptoroOa(vts), early Th. fab., Fig. 6

'ApLaTo4,a(v

s), Th., 61

'Aplcrv, Kn. fab., 117
'ApLTTrVMsas,Rh. ep., cf. 100

'ApTrqd8opos,253
Rh. fab., 82
'ApT7C,S&opoS,
'Ap?TC'tov,Kn. duov.,

148, 149

'ApTelCWV,Rh. fab., 83
'ApXayopas, Kn. fab., 157;
'ApxeorpaTos,

Rh.

Fig. 6

BovXayopas, Rh. ep., 139

ep., 140
Kn.
duov., 185; 148, 149
'ApLrto/30ovAo,
'ApLaToyefvrs, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149, 176

'ApLTriWV,

BLrTLV, early Th. fab., 123, note 8;

cf. 158

ep., 139

['A] c,X (, Coan, 167
'AaKXrtd'8s, Kn. ep., 128; ep. and phrour., 134
Kn. ep., 131
'AorAXwprLtO8opos,
Kn. fab., 147
'AoaKx7,7rLd8opos,
'AarpayaXos, Kn. fab., 118
'AowK(a?), Kn. fab. (member of a firm?), 167
'AxaLdo,Kn. ep., cf. 168

of Parmeniskos Group, 168
rXavKcoT,
rXavKwv,
early Th. fab., 17; Fig. 6

ropy/as,Kn. fab., 159
Aa$8aXos,Kn. ep., 175; cf. 159, 179; 147, 148,

149, 150
Aauraa(, early Th. ep., Fig. 6
Aauaa(, early Th. fab., 4; Fig. 6
Aa/uaor,sT

early Th. ep., 24-36; cf. 46; 125, 126;

Fig. 6

Aa,aTrpLos, Kn.

duov., 148, 149

Aaladrptos, Kn.

ep., 114

Kn. fab., 148
Aa/AoKX)k,,
AajuoKpaT&r,Kn.

fab., 180, 181; cf. 143, 173,

177, 179; 150
AaU/xopa'ry,;6 'AptaTOKXV?3s, Kn.

fab., 177; cf. 173,

178
AaldoKpLtoT, Kn.

ep., 159, 176; cf. 163, 168,
177; 148, 149, 150

AaJlocfC(vr;),

Rh. ep., 140

Ados,late Kn. fab., 169
A,u(, of ParmeniskosGroup, 168
A77Ua(X,AKc),early Th. fab., Fig. 6
A 7r7s,early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Kn. duov., 148, 149
A,^?7'}Tplos,
of Parmeniskos Group, 168
A7AO7tL/Aoq,

Alap/s,early Th. ep., 1; Fig. 6
ALiccKpaT'Sr,early

Th. ep., 37; 125; Fig. 6

Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
Ato'yvrTroq,

Kn. ep., cf. 168
ALto'Sopos,
Kn.
ALOKX"T,
ep., cf. 173
Kn.
duov., 148, 149
AlovVatos,
Kn.
ep., 138, 140; cf. 157, 177; 147,
ALovv'ato,

148, 149
Kn. fab., 119, 161-162; cf. 160
Atovv'cLos,
AtovV(-LOs,patronymic (?) of Kn. ep. "IrapXos,
cf. 160

Alovv'[cnos], Pontic ep., 189

aLovvc8w(pos), 254

t, 234, 235; incuse, 216
BaxICto, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149

ALoocovpISas,Kn. fab., 182-184, 186;

BaTowv,
early Th. ep., 22-23; 125; Fig. 6
Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151
B(OTOS,

Alacos, Rh. fab., 101
Apa(, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151

cf. 185,

187; 150
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184
ApaKOVTOp/V7lv,

Kn. ep., cf. 168

Kn. fab., 120
ApaKovrolueevvs,
A&poq,Pontic fab., 189

H[, 252
'Hy?,atas, Chian, 197; 166
'HyUIZvos,of Parmeniskos Group, 168

'HvIxoSo,Kn. fab., 123

'Hpa( (in monogram),on lagynos handle,203
early Th. fab., 22; Fig. 6
'HpaAX(,

Eipo'bavros?, Kn. fab., 122

early Th. fab., cf. 24; Fig. 6
'HpaKcAcXdr,

'EAAa[,Pontic fab., 194
Rh. fab., 100
'EXXavuCos,
Kn.
fab. (member of a firm?), 167
'EX7rL6,(,
Kn.
fab., 176
'E7r(yovos,
'Eirlyovos, Rh. fab., 84

'HpaKkXcrTO,Rh. ep., 139
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E in circle, 244
E[, Kn. ep., 148, 149
Elprvi8a;,Kn. fab., 121

'ET7rcpaTrS,

Kn.

ep., cf. 168

'Erntav,s, Kn. fab., 149; cf. 143, 160
Kn. ep., 117
'E7rXxapJLos,
'Epan'8a, Kn. duov., 179; 147, 148, 149

'Ep/A(,of ImperialGroup,212

'Epjuav,Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
Kn. fab., 171-172
'Ep,uoyev7s,
Kn. ep., 129-130; Kn. phrour., 135
'EpUoicpaTrT,
'Ep/oJ'avTow,Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
Kn. ep., 153; cf. 165; 147, 149
'Ep/O~'avrro,
Kn.
'EpA,wov, ep., 184; cf. 185-186; 148, 149
early Th. fab., 48; Fig. 6
EVayO'pp,
of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Eb,OovXtA8s,
Ev,fovAos, Kn. duov., 187; 148, 149
Ev,fSovAos,Kn. ep., cf. 168
EVyd?(Tov), of Parmeniskos Group, 168
EbAxX, Rh. ep., 76
EvKpaT?r,Kn. duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
Evopacrn, Kn. ep., 115, 126; cf. 145
Ebro'A/eos,Kn. duov., 148, 149
Evpva(va$), early Th. fab., 3; Fig. 6
EVTV(,of Imperial Group, 213

Ev6pa(, Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 167
Ev6payopav,Kn. ep., 186; cf. 168; 148, 149
Ev6pav(, early Th. fab., 127; Fig. 6
Kn. ep., 139, 147; cf. 168
EvfOpavwp,
Rh. ep., 99
Ev6payvop,
Ev4prv(, early Th. fab., 127; Fig. 6
Ev4po'ovo, Kn. fab., cf. 163
E'Vpwv, Kn. duov., 148, 149

Eivpwv,Rh. fab., 70; 139
Zt}vwv,Rh. fab., cf. 74

father of Pontic astynomos '14s, 193
Zw"rvpos,

'HpaKXdEI8,of Parmeniskos Group, 168

early Th. fab., 18, 24; Fig. 6
'HpaXKAetro,
'Hpo4zv, early Th. ep., 125, 126; Fig. 6

e, 229
Oco'oTros,of Parmeniskos Group, 168
?eo8oT(os), early Th. fab., 126; Fig. 6
?co'8wpos,of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Oco'4tAos,early Th. fab., Fig. 6

?ev(, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151
Kn. ep., cf. 168
OevSaAov,
?evlaAos, Kn. fab., 124
Kn. fab., 125
?Ev8oC7Sos,
Kn.
Oev8oros,
ep., 133
Kn.
?ev8opI'SaS, patronymic, cf. 133
Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
?eVKpLTro,
Oevropjros,Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149
?evoe4tS, Kn. fab., 126
?pair7ros, early Th. fab., 25-27; cf. 24; Fig. 6
?paaveSacqos,Rh. ep., 77
?paro,v(, Epaowvm'8S,early Th. fab., 43; 124,

note 8; Fig. 6
'Iaaov, Kn. duov., 158, 188; 148, 149
X,
'ICpoKA

Kn. ep., 145, 150

'IKE'LoS,Chian, 198; 166
'IKCLOSO 'ArTLiraTpov,Pontic

?),
'Imrap(Xo; O6ALtovVarov(

astynomos, 194
Kn. ep., cf. 141, 160;

145, 148, 149, 151
'Izriroorparov,Kn. duov., 148, 149
'Icayop?r),

early Th. ep., 38; Fig. 6

'Iarta-o, Pontic astynomos, 191
'IaXvTr, early Th. ep. (?),39
(I1St6 Zwortpov,Pontic astynomos, 193

K, 251
KaXXt8a,a, Kn. ep., 142, 171, 172; cf. 145, 177

of ParmeniskosGroup,207; 168
KaXXAiaXos,
Kn. duov., 158; 148, 149
KadX,ATTros,
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Kn. ep.,cf. 168
Ka'XX,LW7oS,
KaXXLa-6e'vrjS',Pontic
fab.,191

AvULKX~',

Rh. ep., 139
Avo7LU9paTros,

Fig. 6
duov., 187; 148, 149

KaXXt(4w-v,earlyTh. fab., 28;
Kapvca8a~,qKn.

M( ?), incuse,218
Macs, 255
Mapoviag,Rh. fab., cf.

KJao-Twp,Rh. fab., 112
(v), Rh. fab., 85; 140
Keoa'Xw
Kt'pwv,early Th. fab., Fig. 6
K [ ( ?), Kn. ep., 170
KXkeat(,early Th. fab., Fig. 6

102
Kn. fab., 164
Macpwv,
Mapw(v),Kn. fab., cf. 164
MeyaKXI39,Rh. ep., 139

KXeatvvros,Ponticfab., 193
Kn. phrour.,cf. 120
KXctvo'ir0Xt9,
Rh. fab., 110
KXkctutpt/poTL'SaT,
242
KXco(,
Kkeo-y
(Wqst), early Th. fab., Fig. 6
early Th. fab., 9, 10-12, 29; 125,
KXkco4cd'v-q,
note 12; Fig. 6
earlyTh. ep., 40-42; cf. 16; 124, 125;
KXkeoow$v,
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earlyTh. fab.,Fig. 6

I, early Th. ep., 123, with note 8, and
Me'ywv
125; Fig. 6
Me'yw(v)II, early Th. ep., 43; 124, note 8; Fig.
6
early Th. fab., 19, 32-33; Fig. 6
MIEy-wv,
McdKos,father of Pontic astynomos Ilpo'XoXo~,;
195
Kn. duov., 185; 148, 149
MCXa'V7a-;,

KAEUKpa'T-qs, Rh.

MeXZv(o,;),early Th. fab., 8; Fig.- 6
Kn. ep., 178; cf. 177
MeVEKpac-rTq,
Rh. fab., 98; cf. 99
MEVCKpacr,ql;,

KXcv'/43po7os,

Rh. ep., 139
Meve'Xao'g,

Fig. 6

Th.,
KXwEoOwv,

57, 66

ep., 105
Kn. ep., cf. 145

Kn. ep., cf. 168
KXcv7rd9Oq-,
Kn. duov., 148, 149
KXkEv'7roXLt-,
Kn. ep., 156; cf. 155;
KXkev'7roXkLq,

Kn. fab., 127
Me'v,q,,
M &vLrros, Kn.

149, 150; Kn.

phrour., 136

MLKLdWv,

ep., 12 3

of ParmeniskosGroup,208; 168

Rh. fab.,86-88
MiL,KvOos,

Kptvo/m'v,q,Th., 62
Kpo'(vto.;), on Chian ( ?)

Mva(, 256
Mvaa[, Rh. ep., 139
Mvt,uc(, early Th. ep., Fig. 6
Mv-qon(,early Th. fab., Fig. 6
MooxLiWv,
Chian, 166

K1-cat),

moor-oog,

Kpa7Tepo'-;,Kn. duov., 160; 148, 149
KpaJ7-q-,Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
KpaTt8as, Rh. ep., 102

lagynoshandle,201
early Th. ep., Fig. 6
Kv(, Corcyrean (?,204
Kv8oa-9Cv-q,Kn. duov., 148, 149
Kn. fab., 175; cf. 143, 173, 174
KV'7rpo4;,

Kn. duov., 148, 149

Mv(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Mv~i,Mvta~xos,
MVtLaK-Ko,
early Th.

ep., 44; Fig. 6

Mv'XAo,g,
early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Kn.
Mv'aormq,, duov., 188; 148, 149

A, incuse, 217

early Th. ep., Fig. 6
AaX75 Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ae, incuse,248
Aetlx,wv,early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Aewy(e'v,qs),early Th. ep., 2; Fig 6
Ae`wv,Kn. fab., cf. 160
early Th. ep., Fig. 6
AcwvL'(8-q,),
Aew4av
(, earlyTh. fab., Fig. 6
IAcuo4(,
early Th. fab., 30-31; Fig. 6
AccoSbav-qs,
Ad'f3po(s),

AcE',avTro-, early Th. fab., Fig. 6

MVTL,Wv,

Rh. ep., cf. 98

N in circle, 236-241

Th.,63

Nav'VrXLo,T,

Nay'oa-wv,Th.,

58

Ne'XoV;,Rh. fab., 89
Kn. fab. (memberof a firm?), 166
NLKa-yo'(pa-;),
NKa'vwp,Kn. fab., cf. 143

Kn.
NLKacr43ovXkog,

duov., 160; 148, 149
Kn.
NLKaor1/3ovXo,;,
fab., cf. 116
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186
NlKias,

NeLKias,

Kn. fab., 128, 129

Parmeniskos Group, 168
Nuias, early Th. ep., 45; 124, note 8
of Parmeniskos Group, 168
NLcKOxAs,
of Parmeniskos Group, p. 168
NLIcOaTpaTOs,
early Th. fab., 13; Fig. 6
NLKoa(Tparos?)
Th.
fab., 14, 21; Fig. 6
No'cros,early
Kn.
Nov/%Xvtos, fab., 150

NLKiaa, of

IIvoye'(vr/), early Th. fab., 38; Fig. 6
IIvOoK(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
IIHVOKpLTO, Kn. duov.,

149

o 'AroXXAAovov,
Pontic astynomos,
IIvOdxp7Or0ros
192
IIvAaXVS,early Th. fab., 5, 15, 20, 23, 35-36;

cf. 55; Fig. 6
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of ParmeniskosGroup,168
T'Poluxo,
a4v6o,s Kn. fab., 151

Sevoo,(,early Th. fab., cf. 14
2CvooaTpaTos,Rh. ep., cf. 101
Rh.
eVOTLntOS,

fab., 73

I, incuse, 218
aTrvpos, early Th. ep., 125; Fig. 6
a'rvpoo,early Th. fab., Fig. 6
1KVyVOs, early

iOva(aL,Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 168

~TpaTOKAy,

early Th. ep., 46
IlapevhLaKos,of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Hlaalta, Coan, 209
IIavocwvav,Rh. fab. or ep., 72
IIavcravLa, Rh. fab., 90-91
nIavaavL'q,early Th. fab., 34; Fig. 6; 176
113
IIo,I'Sa, ethnic of Kn. fab. 'A7roXXAAvLo,
IILuvos, Kn. ep., cf. 187; 147, 148, 149
Ilaa,ar,

IIo(, 243

Kn. ep., 118
IIoXLovixo,
Ilot&ra, Kn. duov., 148, 149
IloXLra,, Kn. ep., 157; cf. 158, 159, 180; 148,
149
IIloXrnT,Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
lToAX;rn,Kn. ep., 180-181; cf. 159; 148, 149
IloAv8(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
IloAVKpaT7,Rh. ep., 95
IloAv'Xapios,Kn. duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
IIoXv'wv,Th., cf. 65

Kn. duov., 148, 149
IIovoorvXr'T,
of Parmeniskos Group, 168
IloaedS7r7ros,
IIoac8-ios-(SqloS), early Th. fab., 41, 44; Fig. 6
Rh. ep., 104
IIpaTrokav'v,
Pontic astynomos, 195
O
MeKov,
IIpOXoXoS
IfpacTo,early Th. fab., 37, 47; Fig. 6
IIroXaqa/.os,
Byz., 214
Kn.
IIToXE/Eatov, ep., cf. 168
Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 166
IlTroAXu(a;os),
IIvO9wv,Th. fab. (keramarchos?), 55
IIv0o(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6

Th. fab., 1; Fig. 6

2KV`j'voS,Th., 64

Kn. ep., 161; cf. 159; 148, 149

,atpcwv, Kn. fab., 130
Uo8a/Aos,Rh. ep., cf. 110
coWKpa?7', of Parmeniskos Group, 168
r7raTpoq, of

Parmeniskos Group, 168
ep., cf. 141, 148; 148, 149

UwaUicpwv,Kn.
'oJrTpaTro,

S(oTda,

Rh. ep., cf. 102

Rh. fab., 71

Rh. ep., 96, 97 (?)
owXadpvr,
TXecas,224
TEAEo(, early Th. ep., 126; Fig. 6
Th., 56
Tr\AXL4aXo0,
Kn.
T-va8S,
duov., 149
Tt(, early Th. ep., Fig. 6
Ttu/atveros,of Parmeniskos Group, 168
TqacrLKpaT,r, Kn. ep., 143, 144, 146, 173; cf.
142, 145
TtpLOKpaTo , Rh. ep.,

139

Tqoo0e'vq;,Rh. ep., 139, 140
TLIAo v, Kn. phrour., cf. 116
Iav(as, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151

avoxo(,early Th. fab., Fig. 6
$ avoAaos,of Parmeniskos Group, 168

early Th. fab., 16, 42; 123, note 8;
de8t7r7ros,

Fig. 6
tdlstrros, Th., 65

<t, 176
Kn. ep., 119
iAvXr7ros,
iLXlcar7S,
Chian, 199; 166
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iol/i,3pooT7iSas, Kn. ep., 132
I XAo,u18s,Kn. ep., cf. 168
Kn. duov., 148, 149
o67&roXL,

4( KCOV,Rh. ep., 139

4,itoa0&evs, Kn. ep., cf. 168

Xatpttu(, early Th. fab., 6; Fig. 6
Xacpv( ?), Rh. fab., 97
Xap,AOKpda7-T, Kn. fab., 131, 132
Xapow(v), early Th. ep., 3; Fig. 6
Xpv,orwro, Kn. ep., 149
Xpvatr7ros, Kn. fab., cf. 188

IA,TaToS,

X, incuse, 220; cf. 246

Kn. ep., 121; cf. 118

,A4Xo(v), early Th. fab., 2; Fig. 6

of
OppL&wv,

ParmeniskosGroup,168

ID,Parian, 205
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? p (, Rh. ep., 139

B. RHODIAN MONTHS

'Ayptadvo,,83, 89, 105
'ApTrag/Tto,

KapveZov,

88, 97

84, 86, 104
lla,vaCoL, 110; cf. 85

85, 87
Bac8po'uos,

rIava,/to 8eVTEpOS, 103

75
IIESayerTvvo,

not represented
AaAXto,
Atoaovos, not represented

utlvOto,not represented

74, 101
?eTVALOf'pios,

not
TYaxKvOGo,,

represented

V8alatLOs, 99

C. TITLES, etc.

'AvSpeV,Kn., 174, 187, 188; cf. 179, 180; 147,

probablynot a title, cf. 160; 151
I7rroapXos,

150

'AaOrvvo'mos,
Pontic, 191-195; 165

Th., 55
Kepa,oapXos,
Kepalev's,Kn., 151

Aa/,opyo's, Kn. 146, 148, 156; 151

IIat8a, Kn., cf. 133; 151

Kn., 147, 150
'ApXOVTiS,

'Epyacr7ptLapXas,

4povpapxov, Kn., 134, 135, 136; cf. 116, 120;

Rh., cf. 55

146, 151
D. ETHNICS

?Oacl,or Oamoov,or oaaowv,1 ff.; 118-119

aIIplov, 205; cf. 168
IlttoSas,

KvtS'ov,in full or abbreviated,114 ff.; 117, 118;
exceptionally, KvSLta,143-144, 159

Kn., 113

'Po'Sov, 118, 140, 176

E. LATIN
Zira, 210
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F. DEVICES
AKROSTOLION,PONTIC, Cf.

192

Alabastron, Th., 67
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Amphora, Kn., 164, 171-172; Pontic, 191;
Th., 38, 61
Anchor,Kn., 114, 125, 146, 167; cf. 163
Ant, Th., 124, note 8
Archer,see Herakles
BAR, Kn., 117

Bee, Kn., 149; Th., 58
Bell, Th., cf. 47
Bird, Th., 45, 65; 125, note 12; see also duck,
eagle, heron
Boukranion,Kn., see underbull's head; Th., 7
Bow, Th. 49
Brazier,Th., cf. 57
Bull's head,Kn., in rect. stamp,118, 147, 160;
in round stamp,177-188
Bust of ByzantineEmperor,214

Kn., 121, 123, 124, 128-130, 145,
CADUCEUS,
155; Th., 22; of unknownorigin, 224
Circle,incuse,215
Club, Kn., 117(?), 142-144, 159; Th., cf. 64
Clusterof grapes,Kn., 150; Pontic, 193; Th.,
50; of unknownorigin, 249
Crescent,Kn., 153
Cross (?), incuse,220
DEVICE, UNIDENTIFIED,see Unidentified device

Dog, Th., 19
Dolphin, Pontic, 189, 190 (with eagle); Th.,
14, 30-31, 40, 52 (?)
Double axe, Kn., 132, 148
Drapedfigure, Pontic, 196
Duck, Th., 28

EAGLE,PONTIC,189-190 (with dolphin)

GOAT,Th., 51

Grain,see ear of grain
Greave,Th., 25-27
Griffinprotome,224
Th., 65; 125 (satyr head)
HEAD, BEARDED,

Head, youthfulmale, Th., 123, note 8, 125; of
unknownorigin,221-223
Head of Herakles,Th., 125
Helios head or bust, Rh., 102, 111
Heraklesas Archer,Th., 55; 125
Herm, Kn., 165; Pontic, cf. 194
Heron, Th., 41; of unknownorigin, 225
Hook, pruning,Th., 13
Hooked object, Kn., 141
Horn, 52 (?)
INCUSERECTANGLE,
as on coins, 228

Insect, Th., 20; see also ant, bee, locust
Isis emblem,Kn., cf. 153
Ivy, see leaf
Ivy spray, arounda head, 221-223
KANTHAROS,

on (Chian) jar, cf. 244; Th., 16

63
Lamp,Th., 37, 43; 124, note 8
Lance head, Th., 6
Leaf, Kn., 119; Th., 42; of unknownorigin,
230-233, 250
Lion, see forepartof lion
Locust, Th., 35-36
Lyre, Th., 53, 60
LADLE, Th., 29, 57,

MONOGRAM,on lagynos, 202-203;

Th., 63; of unknownorigin, 247
Mouse, Th., 54

Ear of grain, Kn., 168
Earring, Th., 17

OAR, Kn., 131

Eye, Th., 18

Oinochoe,Th., 32-33
Omphalos,Th., cf. 47

FILLET WITH HANGINGENDS, Kn., cf. 154
Forepartof lion, Kn., 173-176; cf. 177

PANTHER, Th.,

34
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Pellet (probablynot a device), Th., 10-13; cf.
15; 127
Pentagram,Th., cf. 57
Phiale, Th., 5-6; cf. 48; 126, 127; Fig. 6; of
uncertainorigin,perhapsalso Thasian,229
Pilos, Th., cf. 47
Protome, see griffin
Pruninghook, Th., 13

189

TORCH,Th., 15, 24

Triangularobject, Th., 56
Tripod, Pontic, 195; Th., 5
UNIDENTIFIEDDEVICE,Kn., cf. 154; Th., 8, 23,

46-48, 69
VASE, Th., 39, 62, 64, 66; see also alabastron,

amphora,kantharos,oinochoe,phiale,rhyton

RHYTON, GRIFFIN PROTOME, 224

Rose, Rh., 73-76, 78-81, 100, 110
WHEEL,Th., 21

SHELL,Th., 9-12

Ship, half, Kn., 151
Shoe, Th., 44
Star, Kn., 138-139; Th., 7-15; cf. 48; 126,
127; Fig. 6
Swan's head, handleof ladle, Th., cf. 29
Sword, Th., 59

Wine amphora,see amphora
Wingedcreature,226
Winged object, 227
Wreath,cf. 224
ZEUS( ?), HEAD OF, cf. 65

G. SECONDARY STAMPS

There are no secondarystamps on handlesfrom the Pnyx. These stamps are referredto in
the commentaryon 173 and 177.
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